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11 Introduction
Petri nets are a modeling tool that was introduced in 1962 by Carl Adam Petri in his doctoral
thesis [Pet62]. Since that time this tool became very popular. The graphical framework of this
nets is simple and intuitive so that the modeling is easily applicable in practice. A Petri net is
composed of places, transitions, directed arcs and tokens. Places are graphically represented
by circles and transitions by bars. Places and transitions are connected by directed arcs such
that this construction forms a directed bipartite graph. One partition of this graph contains
only places and another one contains transitions. The dynamics of Petri nets are realized by
tokens. Tokens are represented by small filled circles that are allocated in places. Petri nets
components can be interpreted as follows. Places represent local states of a modeled system.
Transitions correspond to events. Relations between events and local states are indicated
by arcs. The number of tokens in places specifies the Petri net global state and denoted as
a marking. The state changes are realized by transitions. A transition is enabled if all the
places that are negatively connected with it (input places) contain at least as much tokens
as the number of connected arcs from a place to the transition. The firing of a transition is
understood an operation that deletes tokens from input places and creates tokens in output
places. Output places are places that are positively incident to the transition. The number
of deleted tokens in an input place and the number of created tokens in an output place is
equal to the multiplicity of connected arcs to each place. The dynamics of Petri nets make
possible the modeling of discrete event dynamic systems (DEDS). DEDS are dynamic and
asynchronous systems. The state transitions of DEDS are triggered by events that occur at
discrete points of time [BNBB+95].
Classical Petri nets were introduced in [Pet62] as a causal model. Neither transitions nor
places were associated with a time notion. Later the Petri net community realized the neces-
sity of the time notion in this structure. Although the addition of time restricts the dynamical
behavior of a Petri net (PN), it allows a new kind of analysis of modeled systems [vdAvHR00].
For example, a time notion is crucial to computation and optimization of the system perfor-
mance. Various authors introduced different Petri nets with time notions. Timed Petri nets
with time in places can be found in [MF76, Sif79, CR83]. In this modeling formalism, transi-
tions fire immediately after becoming enabled. Each place contains a time delay, after which
it releases contained tokens.
In [Han93,dVM00,Srb05] the arcs of Petri nets are augmented with the timing information.
Each token of Timed-Arc Petri nets contains a timer, which indicates an age of the token from
the time point of its creation. Arcs directing from places to transitions are concatenated with
time intervals. A transition in a Timed-Arc Petri net is enabled and can fire if the following
conditions are fulfilled: all places that are negatively connected (id est - that is (i.e.) the di-
rection of arc is from the place to a transition) with a considered transition contain at least
as much tokens as the multiplicity of the arc, and in each negatively connected place ages of
contained tokens must be between the lower bound and the upper bound of the respective
arc interval. Naturally, the number of tokens that fulfill the second condition must be at least
greater as the arc multiplicity.
The location of time delay in transitions seems to be the most popular way of modeling
Petri nets with notion of time. Since transitions are often interpreted as events, this approach
is convenient for modeling systems, processes and workflows with timed Petri nets. Each
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timed transition is augmented with a timer. Becoming enabled a transition does not fire until
a timer runs down to zero. Such timed Petri nets can be found in [Ram74, Zub80, Wan98,
ABC+95].
In the eighties Molloy [Mol81] and Natkin [Nat80] introduced first stochastic Petri net mod-
els. A proof that timed transition Petri nets with finite number of states and exponential
distributed firing times are isomorphic to continuous time Markov chains (CTMCs) can be
found in [Mol81]. In the literature such net models, i.e. Petri nets, whose transitions are aug-
mented with exponential distributed time delays, are denoted as stochastic Petri nets (SPNs).
In SPNs all transitions are timed. The performance of SPNs can be analyzed with help of
CTMCs, considered in [BK02].
Somewhat later in [ACB84,ABC+95], stochastic Petri nets have been generalized by allow-
ing timeless transitions. Such transitions are denoted as immediate. In the literature such
net models are called generalized stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs). In order to differ between
immediate and timed transitions in the graphical representation of GSPNs, timed transitions
are represented by white-filled rectangles and immediate transitions are represented by black
thin bars. The behaviour of GSPNs is modeled by semi-Markov processes and for perfor-
mance evaluation the method of embedded Markov chains can be applied.
In 1984 Dugan, Trivedi, Geist and Nicola introduced extended stochastic Petri nets (ES-
PNs), see [DTGN84]. In ESPNs the random times of timed transitions can be exponentially
or arbitrary distributed. If all firing times are exponentially distributed, the performance
evaluation of ESPNs can be done with help of CTMCs. In [DTGN84] timed transitions are
distinguished between exclusive, competitive and concurrent. A transition is exclusive, if it
is enabled and all other transitions are disabled in the same marking. A transition is com-
petitive, if it is enabled together with other transitions in the same marking and the firing
of another enabled transition disables this transition. Two transitions are concurrent, if they
are enabled in the same marking and the firing of one transition does not disables another
one. Now Theorem 2 in [DTGN84] states, if firing times of exclusive transitions are arbitrary
distributed, firing times of all concurrent transitions are exponentially distributed and firing
times of competitive transitions are arbitrary distributed with the restriction that the firing
time of re-enabled transition is identically distributed with the preempted firing time and
independent of it, then the behaviour of an ESPN can be modeled by a semi-Markov process.
Another generalization of SPNs was made about 1987 by Ajmone Marsan and Chiola
[MC87]. They allowed immediate transitions and timed transitions with deterministic fir-
ing times and exponential distributed firing times. They denoted this class of Petri nets as
deterministic and stochastic Petri nets (DSPNs). In [CKT93] it was proved that under re-
striction that deterministic transitions are not concurrently enabled, the underlying marking
process of a DSPN is a Markov regenerative stochastic process. Without this restriction the
underlying marking process of a DSPN can be analyzed by a general state space Markov
chain [LT99].
Furthermore, in [CKT94] Choi, Kulkarni and Trivedi introduced a large class of stochastic
Petri nets, whose underlying stochastic process is a Markov regenerative process. This class
contains SPNs, GSPNs and subsets of ESPNs and DSPNs.
Another class of stochastic Petri nets introduced about 1993 is a class of arbitrary stochastic
Petri nets (ASPNs), where the firing times of transitions are arbitrary distributed. In [ZGD93]
the authors avoid Markov models for the performance analysis. They use moment generating
function based methods.
The last class of (stochastic) Petri nets we mention is the class of Workflow nets (WF-nets),
which were introduced around 1997 by van der Aalst in [vdA97]. WF-nets represent work-
flow procedures and have special properties. The first property is the existence of two special
places: a source place and a sink place. The second property says that the connection of a
3source and sink place by a new transition yields a new strongly connected Petri net.
For illustration of a Petri net we consider a simplified business process model for car man-
ufacturing, introduced in [DE00]. In Figure 1.1 we depict this business process represented as
a Petri net. In contrast to [DE00], we assume that the transition t0 in Figure 1.1 is immediate
and all other transitions are timed. The firing times of timed transitions are random and ar-
bitrarily distributed. Under this assumption the Petri net in Figure 1.1 is an ASPN. Table 1.1
contains interpretations of places and transitions in this net.
p0 t0
p1
p2
t1
t2
t3
p3
p4
t4 p5
Figure 1.1: A business process model for car manufacturing (cf. [DE00]).
Places Transitions Markings
p0 Process ready to start t0 Start Mj : {p0, p1, . . . , p5}→N0,
p1 Parts for body available t1 Produce body of type A j = 0, . . . , 5
p2 Parts for chassis available t2 Produce body of type B M0 = 1{p0}
p3 Body produced t3 Produce chassis M1 = 1{p1,p2}
p4 Chassis produced t4 Assemble car M2 = 1{p1,p4}
p5 Car ready M3 = 1{p2,p3}
M4 = 1{p3,p4}
M5 = 1{p5}
Table 1.1: Places, transitions and markings of the business process model (cf. [DE00]).
At the beginning of the process only the place p0 contains a token, depicted as a big dot. The
initial marking is M0. The transition t0 is negatively connected by one arc with a single place
p0. Since the arc multiplicity is one and p0 contains one token, the transition t0 is enabled in
the marking M0. If the arc multiplicity is greater than one, then the arc contains a label with a
number of parallel arcs. It is common to depict arcs with multiplicity one without labels. The
car manufacturing starts by firing of t0. Since the transition t0 is immediate, there is no time
interval between enabling and firing of t0. During the firing, the transition t0 deletes a token
in the place p0 and creates one token in each place that is positively connected by an arc with
t0, i.e. one token in each places p1 and p2 is created. The marking of the Petri net changes from
M0 to M1. The transition firing is an atomic operation, that is the deletion of a token on p0 and
the creation of tokens in p1 and p2 occur in the same moment. Balbo also mentioned the three-
phase firing [Bal01]. We consider only atomic firing. Now the production of the car body and
the car chassis can be started. On the global state of the considered Petri net (marking M1),
where p1 and p2 contain one token and all other places are empty, transitions t1, t2 and t3 are
enabled. These transitions are timed, i.e. time is elapsed between their enabling and firing.
The firing of transition t1 and t2 deletes one token in p1 and creates one token in p3 such
that the net changes its marking from M1 to M3. But if t1 fires, t2 is no longer enabled and
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vice versa. This situation is denoted in the literature as a free-choice conflict. In [ABC+95]
an asymmetric conflict is defined. Two transitions are in asymmetric conflict, if both are
enabled under the same marking and the firing of one transition disables another one, but
not vice versa. We consider only free-choice conflicts, which model a choice between two
(or more) actions. The conflict between timed transitions can be resolved by the following
semantics [Bal01, ABC+95, Wan98]: race semantics and preselection semantics. The firing
semantics is called race semantics (or race policy) if the conflicting transition fires first, whose
timer runs down to zero first of all. The firing semantics is called preselection semantics (or
preselection policy) if the conflict between transitions is resolved explicitly, using priorities or
discrete probabilities. A nice comparison between this semantics and other ones can be found
in [vdAvHR00]. Some application difficulties of this semantics can be found in [Wan98].
Conflicts between immediate transitions can be resolved by priorities [ABC+95]. In this thesis
we avoid conflicting immediate transitions.
Returning to the example in Figure 1.1 we can see that after the firing of t0, the transition
t3 is independently enabled with t1 and t2 in the same marking M1. The firing of t3 does
not disable t1 and t2. This situation is called parallelism. Although after the firing of t1 or t2
the transition t3 keeps enabled, the marking of the Petri net changes from M1 to M3. Thus
in dependence on the marking changing the timer in t3 can restart or can continue the run-
ning down. Now the Petri net in Figure 1.1 has a particular structure. After reaching the
marking M5 there is no transitions enabled. Such markings are called absorbing. Further all
transitions in this net become enabled only once. But in general some transitions can become
enabled more than one time. In this context it is important to specify the memory of timer in
transitions. In [ABC+95, Bal01, vdAvHR00, Wan98] the authors differ between three memory
policies. For resampling memory (or reset memory) timer of enabled transitions restart at
each marking change. For enabling memory timer in transitions restart only if an enabled
transition has fired or an enabled transition became disabled. The marking change does not
influence the timer of an enabled transition. For the age memory each timed transition con-
tains a memory variable, which accumulates the enabling history of transition since the time
of its last firing. For the modeling it is also important to specify the server semantics of tran-
sitions. In our example each place contains at most one token in each marking. In general
the number of tokens in a place can be greater than one. If the label of the arc between t0 and
p2 in Figure 1.1 would be 3, then the number of tokens in p2 after the firing of t0 would be
three. The new marking after M0 would be M1 = 1{p1} + 31{p2}. In this case the transition
t3 could fire three times in a row. The following server semantics would be possible. The
transition t3 could contain one timer, which runs down for each token (single-server seman-
tics). The number of timers in t3 could be greater than one but not infinite, which parallel run
down. This would be the multiple-server semantics. Finally the transition t3 could contain an
infinite number of timers (infinite-server semantics) such that for each token in p2 one timer
parallel runs down. More about server semantics it can be found in [ABC+95].
Petri nets without notion of time can be used for the analysis of the functional behaviour of
a modeled system. This kind of analysis is called qualitative analysis of Petri nets. In [BK02]
the authors presented algorithms for the qualitative analysis. These algorithms can also be
applied on time-augmented Petri nets, where the underlying Petri net without notion of time
is analyzed. The analysis of the temporal behaviour of a modeled system by time-augmented
Petri nets is called the quantitative analysis. The quantitative analysis of nearly all stochastic
Petri net models is based on the analysis of the underlying marking process. Restricting
time distributions such that the underlying marking process of a stochastic Petri net model
gains Markov properties, the steady state distribution can be computed. The steady state
probabilities are limiting probabilities. The evaluation of the steady state distribution is a
long run analysis.
5In this thesis we analyze a particular class of stochastic Petri net models.
• Based on WF-nets and on ASPNs we consider basic stochastic Petri nets with arbitrary
distributed transition firing times, which model various activities. We denote this nets
as building blocks.
• Further by use of the marking process we define total times of activities, which are
modeled by building blocks. In [vdAvHR00] the authors introduced the comparable
performance measure, the throughput time, in the WF-net context.
• We determine distribution functions of total times and we apply ageing properties from
reliability theory on total time distribution functions. Thereby we study the preser-
vation of ageing properties from the transition level to the building block level. This
kind of analysis we denote as a qualitative analysis of total time distributions. In this
approach we apply the reliability tools on stochastic Petri net models. Schneeweiss
in [Sch99] applied Petri nets for modeling reliability systems.
• Furthermore we modify building blocks in order to build large Petri nets in the modular
way.
• Finally we define a connection mechanism for building blocks and analyze the inheri-
tance of ageing properties from the building block level up to the whole net level.
Although the notation stochastic Petri nets is well established in the literature and means
time-augmented Petri nets with exponential distributed firing times, we denote time-augmen-
ted Petri nets with random firing times as stochastic Petri nets (SPN). The firing times of
transitions in these SPNs can be arbitrary distributed.
The theoretical results for acyclic stochastic Petri nets developed in this thesis are based on
the well known qualitative analysis from the reliability theory. This kind of analysis affords
the following advantages. Knowing the ageing property of the total time distribution func-
tion we can estimate this function more effectively. Furthermore the modular composition of
an SPN by building blocks and the knowledge of ageing properties of these building blocks
provide the ageing property of the SPN without effort.

72 Stochastic Petri Nets
In this chapter we introduce a formal definition of stochastic Petri nets. In the literature a
variety of definitions can be found, depending on the purpose of using the SPNs. In this
thesis the main idea is to analyze SPNs using reliability theory. To enlarge the modeling
power we include inhibitor arcs in the definition of SPN.
2.1 Mathematical Model of a Petri Net
Definition 2.1
A PN is a 6-tuple N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0), where
• P = {p1, . . . , pm} is a finite set of places,
• T = {t1, . . . tn} is a finite set of transitions with P ∩ T = ∅ and P ∪ T 6= ∅,
• I : P × T → N0 is an input incidence function that defines the number of directed arcs
from places to transitions,
• O : P× T → N0 is an output incidence function that defines the number of directed arcs
from transitions to places,
• H : P× T →N0 is an inhibition function that defines inhibitor arcs,
• M0 : P→N0 is an initial marking.
A marking of a Petri net N is a function M : P → N0 that specifies the number of tokens in
each place p ∈ P. Suppose, M(p1) = n1, M(p2) = n2, . . . , M(pm) = nm, ni ∈ N0, then the
marking M can be explicitly defined as
M(p) =
m
∑
i=1
ni1{pi}(p), p ∈ P,
where 1A(x) :=
{
1 x ∈ A
0 x /∈ A is the indicator function.
Example 2.2
In Figure 2.1 on page 8 a Petri net N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0) with P = {p1, p2, . . . , p7} and
T = {t1, t2, t3} is depicted. The input incidence function, the output incidence function and
the inhibition function can be characterized by the following matrices
(
I(p, t)
)
p∈P,t∈T
=

(p1, t1) (p1, t2)
(p2, t1) (p2, t2)
(p3, t1) (p3, t2)
(p4, t1) (p4, t2)
(p5, t1) (p5, t2)
 =

1 0
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
 ,
(
O(p, t)
)
p∈P,t∈T
=

0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
1 1
 ,
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(
H(p, t)
)
p∈P,t∈T
=

0 0
0 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
 .
In the initial marking M0 the places p1, p2 and p3 of the Petri net N contain one token (see
Figure 2.1a). Hence M0 is defined as
M0 : P→N0,
M0(p) := 1{p1}(p) + 1{p2}(p) + 1{p3}(p) = 1{p1,p2,p3}(p), p ∈ P.
The firing of the transition t1 (which will be defined later) changes the marking M0 to the
marking M1 (see Figure 2.1b). The marking M1 is defined as the following function
M1 : P→N0,
M1(p) := 1{p3}(p) + 1{p4}(p) + 1{p5}(p) = 1{p3,p4,p5}(p), p ∈ P.
This marking changes to the marking M2 if the transition t2 fires. The new marking M2 is
defined by
M2 : P→N0,
M2(p) := 1{p4}(p) + 21{p5}(p), p ∈ P.
and can be seen in Figure 2.1c. The inhibitor arc prevents the firing of the transition t2 in the
marking M0. Hence the marking M˜(p) := 1{p1,p2,p5}(p), p ∈ P, can not be reached.
Now we adopt some notations and definitions from [ABC+95], [Bal01] and [Wan98].
Remark 2.3
In definition 2.1 directed arcs are defined by functions. This definition is adopted from
[ABC+95], [BK02] and [Wan98]. In [Mur89], [Rei85] and [Bal01] arcs are defined by flow rela-
tion. The multiplicity of arcs is defined by a weight function.
p1
t1
p2
p3 t2
p4
p5
(a) Marking M0
−→
p1
t1
p2
p3 t2
p4
p5
(b) Marking M1
−→
p1
t1
p2
p3 t2
p4
p5
(c) Marking M2
Figure 2.1: An example of a Petri net.
Notation 2.4 ( [ABC+95])
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0) be a PN.
• •t := {p ∈ P; I(p, t) > 0} is the input set of the transition t ∈ T,
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• t• := {p ∈ P; O(p, t) > 0} is the output set of the transition t ∈ T,
• •p := {t ∈ T; O(p, t) > 0} is the input set of the place p ∈ P,
• p• := {t ∈ T; I(p, t) > 0} is the output set of the place p ∈ P,
• ◦t := {p ∈ P; H(p, t) > 0} is the inhibition set of the transition t ∈ T.
Example 2.5
We consider a Petri net, which is depicted in Figure 2.1 on page 8. According to Notation 2.4,
the input sets of transitions t1 and t2 are given by •t1 = {p1, p2} and •t2 = {p3}. The output
sets of these transitions are the following: t1• = {p4, p5}, t2• = {p5}. Furthermore {t1} is the
output set of p1 and p2, i.e. p1• = p2• = {t1}. The input set of p5 is given by •p5 = {t1, t2}.
The inhibition set of t2 consists of the place p2, i.e. ◦t2 = {p2}, and the inhibition set of t1 is
the empty set.
Definition 2.6
A transition t ∈ T of a PN N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0) is enabled in the marking M : P → N0 if
and only if
1. M(p) ≥ I(p, t) for all p ∈ •t
2. M(p) < H(p, t) for all p ∈ ◦t.
We use the notation E(M) := {t ∈ T : M(p) ≥ I(p, t), ∀p ∈ •t, M(p) < H(p, t), ∀p ∈ ◦t},
i.e. E(M) is the set of enabled transitions in the marking M.
Example 2.7
We consider the Petri net N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0), which is introduced in Example 2.2 on
page 7. Let us verify that the transition t1 is enabled in the marking M0 (see Figure 2.1a).
Considering the transition t1, we have •t1 = {p1, p2} (see Example 2.5). Since
M0(p1) = M0(p2) = 1 ≥ I(p1, t1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
= I(p2, t1),
◦t1 = ∅,
the transition t1 is enabled in the marking M0. Further by Example 2.5 the input set of the
transition t2 is given by •t2 = {p3}, hence the inequality M0(p3) = 1 ≥ I(p3, t2) = 1 is
fulfilled. Since
◦t2 = {p2} and
M0(p2) = 1 = H(p2, t2),
the second condition is not fulfilled. The transition t2 is not enabled in the marking M0.
Although we consider stochastic Petri nets with bounded places (maximally one token per
place), it makes sense to adopt the definition of “enabling degree” from [ABC+95]. We apply
enabling degrees later in the context of activities.
Definition 2.8 ( [ABC+95])
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0) be a PN. An enabling degree of a transition t ∈ E(M) enabled in a
marking M is a function E◦ : T × [P→N0]→N0 defined by
E◦(t, M) = sup{k ∈N0 : M(p) ≥ k · I(p, t) ∀p ∈ •t, M(p) < H(p, t) ∀p ∈ ◦t}
for all t ∈ T and for all M : P→N0.
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p1
p2
t1 p3
Figure 2.2: Enabling degree of a Petri net.
Example 2.9
We consider a Petri net, which is graphically represented in Figure 2.2. The reader will easily
verify that the initial marking of this Petri net is given by
M0(p) = 21{p1}(p) + 41{p2}(p), p ∈ P = {p1, p2, p3},
and the transition t1 is enabled in the marking M0. Since ◦t1 = ∅ and •t1 = {p1, p2}, the
enabling degree of t1 is defined as
E◦(t1, M0) = sup{k ∈N0 : M0(p) ≥ k · I(p, t1) ∀p ∈ {p1, p2}}.
Furthermore it is easy to see that I(p1, t1) = I(p1, t1) = 1. Thus we have
M0(p1) = 2 ≥ 2I(p1, t1), M0(p1) = 2 < 3I(p1, t1), and
M0(p2) = 4 ≥ 2I(p2, t1).
It follows that the enabling degree of t1 is E◦(t1, M0) = 2. The enabling degree of a transition
can be described as a number of sequential firings of this transition, until it becomes disabled
for the first time.
An enabled transition t ∈ E(M) is able to fire. The firing of enabled transition t is the
removal of I(p, t) tokens from all places p ∈ •t and the generation of O(p, t) tokens in all
places p ∈ t•. Therefore a new marking M′ comes into existence.
Definition 2.10
The firing of a transition t ∈ E(M) of a PN N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0) is a creation of a new
marking M′ : P→N0 by
M′(p) = M(p)− I(p, t) +O(p, t), ∀p ∈ P.
The short notation of firing M[t〉M′ is generally used in the literature.
Example 2.11
Considering the Petri net N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0) from Example 2.2, we have verified in Ex-
ample 2.7 that the transition t1 is enabled in the marking M0. Furthermore in Example 2.2 we
have used a matrix characterization of the input incidence function and the output incidence
function. In this example we describe these functions in the following way
I(p, t1) := 1{p1}(p) + 1{p2}(p), p ∈ P = {p1, . . . , p5},
I(p, t2) := 1{p3}(p), p ∈ P,
O(p, t1) := 1{p4}(p) + 1{p5}(p), p ∈ P,
O(p, t2) := 1{p5}(p), p ∈ P.
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Recall that M0(p) = 1{p1}(p) + 1{p2}(p) + 1{p3}(p) = 1{p1,p2,p3}(p), p ∈ P. According to
Definition 2.10 we obtain
M0(p)− I(p, t1) +O(p, t1) = 1{p3}(p) + 1{p4}(p) + 1{p5}(p) = M1(p), p ∈ P.
The firing of the transition t1, which is enabled in the marking M0, creates the marking M1
(in short notation: M0[t1〉M1). Recall that the transition t2 is enabled in the marking M1. By
Definition 2.10 we get
M1(p)− I(p, t2) +O(p, t2) = 1{p4}(p) + 21{p5}(p) = M2(p), p ∈ P.
The marking M2 is created by firing of the transition t2 (in short notation: M1[t2〉M2).
In above definitions we considered all possible markings M of a PN N . Since the initial
marking is fixed, it is not necessary to take into account all possible markings of the PN. It
is sufficient to consider only such markings, which can be reached by sequential firing of
enabled transitions.
Definition 2.12
Based on a PN N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0) let FM be a family of sets RM ∈ FM with
• M ∈ RM,
• if M′ ∈ RM and ∃t ∈ T with M′[t〉M′′ then M′′ ∈ RM,
where M : P → N0 is a marking of a PN N . The set of reachable markings RS(M) from the
marking M is defined by
RS(M) := ⋂
RM∈FM
RM.
The set of reachable markingsRS(M0) from the initial marking M0 is said to be the reachabil-
ity set of the PN N .
Now we introduce the notation of the firing of a transition sequence.
Notation 2.13
Suppose thatN = (P, T, I, O, H, M0) is a PN, and M = M1, M2, . . . , Mk+1 = M′ is a sequence
of markings Mi ∈ RS(M0), i = 1, . . . , k+ 1, and σ = (t1, t2, . . . , tk) is a sequence of transitions
ti ∈ T, i = 1, . . . , k, k ∈ N such that Mi[ti〉Mi+1, i = 1, . . . , k. The firing of a transition
sequence is denoted by M[σ〉M′. The marking M′ is called reachable from the marking M
[ABC+95].
Further we define
L(M) := {σ = (t1, t2, . . . , tk); M[σ〉M′, M′ ∈ RS(M), ti ∈ T, i = 1, . . . , k, k ∈N}
the set of all possible transition sequences beginning in the marking M. L(M0) is the set of
all possible transition sequences in N , see [Wan98, Page 16].
In order to specify the reachability of markings in Petri nets we adopt the notion of a reach-
ability graph from [Wan98] and [ABC+95]. A reachability graph is a directed graph with the
reachability set as a set of nodes. The set of transition firings defines arcs of the reachability
graph. According to [Wan98] we distinguish between reachability and coverability graph. If
the setRS(M0) is finite then the graph describing reachability relations is called reachability
graph. Otherwise such graph is denoted as coverability graph. Since we are interested in PNs
with finite set of markings, we present a definition of the reachability graph.
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Definition 2.14
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0) be a PN and M ∈ RS(M0) be a marking. A reachability graph is
a digraph RG(M) := (RS(M), A, h), where A ⊆ RS(M) × T ×RS(M) is the set of arcs
defined by
(Mi, t, Mj) ∈ A←→ Mi[t〉Mj, Mi, Mj ∈ RS(M), t ∈ T, (2.1.1)
and h : A→ RS(M)×RS(M) is a function, defined by h(ai,j) :=(Mi, Mj), ai,j=(Mi, t, Mj)∈
A. The concept of a digraph is defined in [Vol06]. We denote the graph RG(M0) as the
reachability graph of the PN N .
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
t3
t4
p4
p5
(a) Marking M0
t1
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
t3
t4
p4
p5
(b) Marking M1
t3
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
t3
t4
p4
p5
(c) Marking M3
t2
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
t3
t4
p4
p5
(d) Marking M2
t3
t4
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
t3
t4
p4
p5
(e) Marking M4
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
t3
t4
p4
p5
(f) Marking M5
t4
t3
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
t3
t4
p4
p5
(g) Marking M6
Figure 2.3: Reachable Petri net markings.
Example 2.15
We consider a Petri net N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0) with P = {p1, . . . , p5} the set of places and
T = {t1, . . . , t4} the set of transitions. This Petri net is depicted in Figure 2.3. In order to keep
this example manageable we conceive that the conflict between the transitions t1 and t2 is
resolved in a certain way. The initial marking of N is defined by M0(p) = 1{p1}(p), p ∈ P.
The Petri net N in this marking can be seen in Figure 2.3a. The firing of the transition t1
creates the marking M1(p) = 1{p2}(p), p ∈ P (M0[t1〉M1: Figure 2.3b) and the firing of the
transition t2 creates the marking M2(p) = 1{p2}(p)+ 1{p3}(p), p ∈ P (M0[t2〉M2: Figure 2.3d).
Depending on the firing order of t3 and t4, we obtain the following markings
M1[t3〉M3 : M3(p) = 1{p4}(p), p ∈ P (Figure 2.3c),
M2[t3〉M4 : M4(p) = 1{p3}(p) + 1{p4}(p), p ∈ P (Figure 2.3e),
M2[t4〉M5 : M5(p) = 1{p2}(p) + 1{p5}(p), p ∈ P (Figure 2.3f),
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M4[t4〉M6, M5[t3〉M6 : M5(p) = 1{p4}(p) + 1{p5}(p), p ∈ P (Figure 2.3g).
Reaching the marking M6, there are no marking changes possible, since there are no enabled
transitions in M6. The markings M1, . . . , M6 are reachable from M0 and exempli gratia - for
example (e.g.) a marking M˜(p) := 1{p2}(p) + 1{p4}(p) + 1{p5}(p), p ∈ P, is not reachable
from M0 (it would be reachable from the another initial marking M˜0(p) := 21{p1}(p), p ∈ P).
According to Definition 2.12, the reachability set of N is given by
RS(M0) = {M0, M1, . . . , M6}.
By Definition 2.14 a directed graphRG(M0) withRS(M0) as the set of vertices and
A = {(M0, t1, M1), (M0, t2, M2), (M1, t3, M3), (M2, t3, M4), (M2, t4, M5),
(M5, t3, M6), (M4, t4, M6)}
as the set of directed arcs is the reachability graph of N . This graph describes the dynamic
behaviour of the Petri net N . In Figure 2.4 the graphical representation of RG(M0) can be
seen.
M0
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
t1
t3
t2
t3 t4
t4 t3
Figure 2.4: The reachability graph of the Petri net in Figure 2.3.
In this thesis we consider only PNs that reachability graph contains no cycles.
Definition 2.16
A PN N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0) is acyclic if
∀M ∈ RS(M0) with E(M) 6= ∅ and ∀M′ ∈ RS(M) with M′ 6= M : M /∈ RS(M′).
An alternative definition of acyclic nets based on firing sequences can be found in [Wan98].
Remark 2.17
In [Wan98, Theorem 9.2] Wang has proved a useful criterion for verification if a Petri net is
acyclic. We cite the result of Wang.
Considering a PN N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0) let B be an incidence matrix, defined by
B := (bi,j)1≤i,j≤q, bi,j =
{
1 ∃t ∈ E(Mi) : Mi[t〉Mj, Mi, Mj ∈ RS(M0)
0 otherwise
,
where q := |RS(M0)|. Further let
B˜ :=
q−1
∑
k=1
Bk.
Then N is acyclic if and only if b˜i,i = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , q.
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According to Definition 2.16 an acyclic Petri net contains a unique initial marking, a finite
number of markings and the reachability graph contains no cycles. Therefore an acyclic Petri
net must contain a marking in which no transitions are enabled. A marking of this kind is
denoted as “absorbing marking” with following formal definition.
Definition 2.18
A marking Me ∈ RS(M0) of a PN N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0) is absorbing if
E(Me) = ∅.
Convention 2.19
For the modeling formalism we need a special marking, which is not contained in the reach-
ability set of any PN N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0). The zero-marking is defined by © : P → N0,
©(p) = 0, ∀p ∈ P or alternatively© ≡ 0.
For this special marking we fix
E(©) = ∅.
We note that© is not an absorbing marking because© /∈ RS(M0).
An acyclic PN necessarily contains some places that do not have input transitions and some
places that do not have output transitions.
Notation 2.20
A place p ∈ P of a PN N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0) is a source place if •p = ∅. It is a sink place if
p• = ∅.
The set M(t) introduced in the next notation is a dual counterpart to the set of enabled
transitions.
Notation 2.21
Given a PNN = (P, T, I, O, H, M0), the set of markings in which a transition t ∈ T is enabled
is denoted by
M(t) := {M ∈ RS(M0) : t ∈ E(M)}.
Further we denote by
M(∅) := {M ∈ RS(M0) : E(M) = ∅}
the set of absorbing markings of N .
The next definition is adopted from [Haa02].
Definition 2.22 ( [Haa02])
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) be a PN.
1. A transition t′ ∈ T is new enabled after firing of transition t ∈ T in a marking M′ ∈
RS(M0) if
• M′ = M0 or
• for M ∈ RS(M0) with t ∈ E(M) and M[t〉M′: t′ ∈ E(M′) \ (E(M) \ {t})
Notation: Enew(M′, M, t) = E(M′) \ (E(M) \ {t}).
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2. A transition t′ ∈ T is old enabled after firing of transition t ∈ T in a marking M′ ∈ RS(M0)
if
• M′ 6= M0 and
• for M ∈ RS(M0) with t ∈ E(M) and M[t〉M′: t′ ∈ E(M′) ∩ (E(M) \ {t})
Notation: Eold(M′, M, t) = E(M′) ∩ (E(M) \ {t}).
3. A transition t′ ∈ T is newly disabled by firing of transition t ∈ T in a marking M′ ∈
RS(M0) if
• M′ 6= M0 and
• for M ∈ RS(M0) with M[t′〉M′: t′ ∈ (E(M) \ E(M′)) ∩ {t′}.
Notation: D f (M′, M, t′) = (E(M) \ E(M′)) ∩ {t′}.
4. A transition t′ ∈ T is newly disabled by canceling in a marking M′ ∈ RS(M0) if
• M′ 6= M0 and
• for M ∈ RS(M0) ∃t ∈ T with t ∈ E(M) and M[t〉M′: t′ ∈ (E(M) \ E(M′)) \ {t}.
Notation: Dc(M′, M, t) = (E(M) \ E(M′)) \ {t}.
According to the Definition 2.22 we can split the setM(t), t ∈ T, into two subsets.
Notation 2.23
Under assumptions of the Notation 2.21 we denote the set of markings in which a transition
t ∈ T is new enabled as
Mnew(t) :={M∈M(t) : M = M0 or t∈Enew(M, M′, t′), ∀M′∈RS(M0), t′∈T, M′[t′〉M}.
The set of markings in which the transition t is old enabled is given by
Mold(t) :=M(t) \Mnew(t).
For each t ∈ T we haveM(t) =Mnew(t) +Mold(t), where “+” denotes the union of disjoint
sets.
Example 2.24
Considering the Petri net in Figure 2.3 on page 12 we have
Enew(M2, M0, t2) = {t3, t4} (Figure 2.3d),
Eold(M5, M2, t4) = {t3} (Figure 2.3f),
D f (M4, M2, t3) = {t3} (Figure 2.3e),
Dc(M2, M0, t2) = {t1} (Figure 2.3d).
Furthermore considering the transition t3 we obtain the following sets of markings
M(t3) = {M1, M2, M5},
Mnew(t3) = {M1, M2},
Mold(t3) = {M5}.
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2.2 Stochastic Modeling of Firing Time
In this section we introduce the random firing of timed transitions in Petri nets. Before we do
this, we consider some examples that show the difficulty of the random times assignment to
each transition without special assumptions on Petri nets.
Example 2.25
Consider the Petri net N 1 := (P, T, I, O, H, M10) with P = {p1, p2, p3}, T = {t1, t2},
(I(p, t))p∈P,t∈T =
1 00 1
1 0
, (O(p, t))p∈P,t∈T =
0 11 0
0 0
, H(p, t) = 0, ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ T,
and the initial marking M10 = 1{p1,p3}. The graphical representation of N 1 can be seen in
Figure 2.5.
p1
t1
p2
t2
p3
Figure 2.5: Example of a Petri net where each transition fires only once.
Our aim is to relate the transitions t1 and t2 with random firing times. Now assume T1, T2 : (Ω,A,P)→
(R+,B+) are nonnegative random variables, which characterize the firing times of the transi-
tions t1 and t2, respectively. Since each transition in this Petri net fires only once, it is sufficient
to define a function Λ with domain T and range R+ := {T : (Ω,A,P → (R+,B+)}, where
P
(⋂
j∈J{Tj ≤ xj}
)
= ∏j∈J P
(
Tj ≤ xj
)
for all {Tj : j ∈ J} ⊂ R+, |J| < ∞, {xj : j ∈ J} ⊂ R+.
In this case the function Λ associates transitions with random times by Λ(t1) = T1 and
Λ(t2) = T2.
This approach causes problems if some transitions are able to fire more than once.
Example 2.26
Let N 2 := (P, T, I, O, H, M20) be a Petri net, where P, T, I, O, H are in common with Example
2.25 and the initial marking is M20 = 1{p1} + k · 1{p3}, k ∈ N. In the case k = 1, the equation
N 2 = N 1 yields, where N1 is the Petri net from Example 2.25. Let k ≥ 2. The reachability set
is given by RS(M20) = ({1{p1} + k · 1{p3}} ∪ {1{p1} + i · 1{p3}, 1{p2} + i · 1{p3} : i = 0, . . . , k−
1}) and contains 2k + 1 markings. In Figure. 2.6 the illustration of N 2 can be seen.
p1
t1
p2
t2
k
p3
Figure 2.6: Example of a Petri net with multiple firing transitions.
Now we consider two subsetsM(t1) = {1{p1}+ i · 1{p3} : i = 1, . . . , k} andM(t2) = {1{p2}+
i · 1{p3} : i = 0, . . . k− 1} of the reachability set RS(M20). According to Notation 2.21M(t1)
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contains all markings, in which the transition t1 is enabled and each marking in the setM(t2)
enables the transition t2. The number of markings inM(t1) is |M(t1)| = k and inM(t2) is
|M(t2)| = k. In the marking 1{p1} there are no transitions enabled. The number of markings
inM(t1) andM(t2) is the number of possible firings of transitions t1 and t2, respectively. For
the modeling of transition firing times 2k random variables are required. Let T11 , . . . , T
1
k ∈ R+
be random variables which characterize firing times of t1 and T21 , . . . , T
2
k ∈ R+ random firing
times of t2. The set R+ is defined in Example 2.25. The connection between transitions and
firing times is modeled by Λ = (Λ1,Λ2), where Λi : M(ti)→ R+, i = 1, 2, are functions that
assign a random variable to a marking.
This approach is also possible in Example 2.25. There we defineΛ=(Λ1,Λ2) withΛ1
(
1{p1}+
1{p3}
)
= T1 and Λ2
(
1{p2}
)
= T2.
The approach from Example 2.26 is only valid with special types of Petri nets - with acyclic
Petri nets.
Example 2.27
We consider following Petri net N 3 = (P˜, T˜, I˜, O˜, H˜, M30), where P˜ = {p1, p2}, T˜ = {t1, t2},(
I˜(p, t)
)
p∈P˜,t∈T˜
=
(
1 0
0 1
)
,
(
O˜(p, t)
)
p∈P˜,t∈T˜
=
(
0 1
1 0
)
, H˜(p, t) = 0, p ∈ P, t ∈ T, and the
initial marking M30 = 1{p1}. The reachability set of N 3 is given by RS(M30) = {1{p1}, 1{p2}}
and the graphical representation is viewed in Fig. 2.7.
p1
t1
p2
t2
Figure 2.7: Example of a Petri net with infinite firing transitions.
Although there is only one markingM(t1) = {1{p1}} in which the transition t1 is enabled and
only one markingM(t2) = {1{p2}} in which the transition t2 is enabled the possible number
of firings of each transition is infinite. Since there is no counter in this structure that counts the
number of firings of each transition, the approach chosen in Example 2.26 is not applicable
here. For the modeling and analysis of cyclic stochastic Petri nets we refer to [Haa02].
Definition 2.28
An stochastic Petri net (SPN) is a 7-tuple N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0), where (P, T, I, O, H, M0)
is an Petri net and Λ = (Λ1,Λ2, . . . ,Λ|T|) with
• Λi : M(ti) → R+ is a function that assigns the transition ti enabled in a marking M ∈
M(ti) with a random variable if (P, T, I, O, H, M0) is acyclic,
• Λi : M(ti) → RN+ is a function that assigns the transition ti enabled in a marking M ∈
M(ti) with a sequence of random variables if (P, T, I, O, H, M0) is not acyclic,
whereR+ is a set of nonnegative random variables defined on a probability space (Ω,A,P).
Remark 2.29
All definitions from the section 2.1 are valid for stochastic Petri nets.
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After definition of stochastic Petri nets we introduce some restrictions, which are necessary
for our research.
Assumption 2.30
In this thesis following stochastic Petri nets are considered:
1. acyclic stochastic Petri nets,
2. safe SPN [Mur89], i.e. M(p) ≤ 1 for all p ∈ P and all M ∈ RS(M0),
3. race policy for resolution of conflicts,
4. the continue mechanism for timed transition at each state change,
5. the enabling memory policy for managing the memory,
6. single-server semantics for managing the multiple enabling (although we consider only
safe SPNs we need this assumption for exceptions).
7. All random firing times of new enabled transitions are independent.
8. If a transition t ∈ T is new enabled in some markings M(1), . . . , M(r), r ∈ N, then the
firing times Λt(M(j)), j = 1, . . . , r are identically distributed.
9. P(Λt(M(j)) < 0) = 0 and P(Λt(M(j)) = ∞) = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , rt and all t ∈ T.
10. P(Λt(M) = Λt′(M)) = 0 for all t, t′ ∈ T with t 6= t′ and t, t′ ∈ E(M).
More information about conflict resolution policies, memory policies and server semantics
can be found in [Wan98, ABC+95, Bal01, BK02].
Remark 2.31
Since we consider safe SPNs, E◦(t, M) ∈ {0, 1} for all t ∈ T, M ∈ RS(M0) yields, i.e. the
enabling degree of each transition t is either 0 or 1.
Remark 2.32
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) be an acyclic stochastic Petri net. According to Assumptions
2.30 we model the firing times of old enabled transitions in the following way. Let t ∈ T.
Then
M(t) =Mnew(t) +Mold(t).
The firing times Λt(M˜), M˜ ∈ Mnew(t) are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.).
Now let M′ ∈ Mold(t). Then there exists t′ ∈ T and M ∈ RS(M0) with M[t′〉M′. Ac-
cording to the definition of the set Mold(t) we have two possibilities: t ∈ Eold(M′, M, t′) or
t ∈ Enew(M′, M, t′). We define
Λt(M′) :=
{
Λt(M)−Λt′(M) , t ∈ Eold(M′, M, t′)
Tt ∈ R+ , t ∈ Enew(M′, M, t′)
Interpretation: if the considered transition is new enabled in a marking M′ ∈ Mnew(t) then
the random variable Λt(M′) characterizes the random time (beginning from the time point 0)
when the transition t fires. If t is old enabled in a marking M′ ∈ Mold(t) the random variable
Λt(M′) describes the remaining firing time (beginning from the time point of changing into
the marking M′) or the new firing time.
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It is not necessary that an acyclic SPN contains only one source place and only one sink
place. In Figure 2.8 an acyclic SPN contains three source places p1, p2, p3 and two sink places
p4, p5.
p1
p2
p3
t1
p4
p5
Figure 2.8: An acyclic SPN with three source places and two sink places.
For distinction of such nets the following definition is suitable.
Definition 2.33 ( [ABK12])
An acyclic stochastic Petri net that contains m source places and n sink places is called (m, n)-
net.
Now we intend to define an amount of time that an (m, n)-net requires for changing from
the initial marking to one of the end markings. An end marking of an (m, n)-net is an absorb-
ing marking (see Def. 2.18). For the formal definition of such time period the definition of
random SPN states is necessary. The next example helps to understand this point of view.
Example 2.34
In this example we consider an SPN N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λt, M0) containing of two places
P = {p1, p2} and one transition T = {t}. The initial marking is given by M0 = 1{p1}.
p1 t p2
Figure 2.9: Simple transition firing.
The place p1 is the source place and the place p2 is the sink place ofN . According to Definition
2.33 N is a (1, 1)-net. We denote T := Λt(M0) the random firing time of t. The absorbing
marking of N is given by M1 = 1{p2}, where M1(p) = M0(p)− I(p, t) +O(p, t), p ∈ P. The
reachability set is given by RS(M0) = {M0, M1}. The firing time of t is a random variable
T : (Ω,A,P) → (R+,B+) and the event {T ≤ x} ∈ A, x ≥ 0 describes the firing of the
transition t prior to the time x.
Since we consider event driven nets, a state of an SPN depends on the event that sets the net in
this state. Suppose that S1, S2 : (Ω,A,P) →
(
RS(M0),℘
(RS(M0))) are random variables.
The random variable S0 characterizes the initial state of N . The transition t is enabled in the
initial marking M0 and the random firing T occurs after the time-point 0. A suitable definition
of S0 and S1 is
S0 = M0 · 1{T≥0}, S1 = M1 · 1{T<∞}.
This definition implies following probabilities
P(S0 = M0) = P(T ≥ 0) = 1,
P(S0 = M1) = 0,
P(S1 = M1) = P(T < ∞) = 1,
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P(S1 = M0) = 0.
Since the initial marking M0 of N is predefined, the value M1 of the initial state S0 is highly
improbable. If the transition t fires after a finite time interval the state S1 takes the value M1.
The probability that the (1, 1)-net N changes from the initial marking M0 to the absorbing
marking M1 in a time interval [0, x], x ≥ 0 is given by
P(T ≤ x|S0 = M0, S1 = M1) = P(T ≤ x| T ≥ 0, T < ∞︸ ︷︷ ︸
P(T≥0,T<∞)=1
) = P(T ≤ x), x ≥ 0.
This is the interpretation of the distribution function of the firing time T.
In this thesis it is already mentioned that SPN is a suitable framework for modeling DEDS.
In [Wan98, HZ07] properties of DEDS are listed. Properties related to events are “sequence”,
“concurrency”, “conflict” and “mutual exclusion”. We denote this properties as activities.
In [ABC+95] this activities are characterized by the SPN formalism.
Definition 2.35
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) be an SPN.
1. Transitions ti, tj ∈ T are in sequence in the marking M ∈ RS(M0) if and only if
ti ∈ E(M), ti 6= tj, M[ti〉M′ =⇒ E◦(tj, M′) > E◦(tj, M).
2. Transitions ti, tj ∈ T are in conflict in the marking M ∈ RS(M0) if and only if
ti, tj ∈ E(M), ti 6= tj with
M[ti〉Mi : E◦(tj, Mi) < E◦(tj, M) and M[tj〉Mj : E◦(ti, Mj) < E◦(ti, M).
3. Transitions ti, tj ∈ T are concurrent in the marking M ∈ RS(M0) if and only if
ti, tj ∈ E(M), ti 6= tj, M[ti〉Mi, M[tj〉Mj =⇒ E◦(tj, Mi) > 0 and E◦(ti, Mj) > 0.
4. Transitions ti, tj ∈ T are mutually exclusive if and only if
• {M ∈ RS(M0) : ti ∈ E(M), tj ∈ E(M)} = ∅,
• Mi, Mj ∈ RS(M0) with ti ∈ E(Mi) and tj ∈ E(Mj) then Mi /∈ RS(Mj) and
Mj /∈ RS(Mi).
Remark 2.36
• The definition of sequence can be found in [ABC+95] under notation “causal connec-
tion”.
• The definition of conflict can be found in the literature under “free-choice” conflict.
Lemma 2.37
LetN = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) be an acyclic safe SPN. Then the activity “conflict” is necessary
for the activity “mutual exclusion”.
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Proof
First of all we consider an alternative description of conflict. Let t1, t2 ∈ T be transitions that
are in conflict and M ∈ RS(M0) a marking with t1, t2 ∈ E(M). According to Definition 2.35
there exist markings M1, M2 ∈ RS(M0) with M[t1〉M1, E◦(t2, M1) < E◦(t2, M) and M[t2〉M2,
E◦(t1, M2) < E◦(t1, M). Since N is safe, according to Remark 2.31 we have E◦(t1, M) =
E◦(t2, M) = 1 and E◦(t2, M1) = E◦(t1, M2) = 0, i.e. t1 /∈ E(M2) and t2 /∈ E(M1).
Now let ti, tj ∈ T, ti 6= tj, be mutual exclusive transitions and Mi, Mj ∈ RS(M0) markings
with ti ∈ E(Mi), tj ∈ E(Mj). Further let σi, σj be sequences of transitions with M0[σi〉Mi and
M0[σj〉Mj. Since {M ∈ RS(M0) : ti, tj ∈ E(M)} = ∅ and the firing sequences σi and σj
begin from the same initial marking M0, there exists a transition tki ∈ T in the sequence σi
and a transition tl j ∈ T in a sequence σj with {M ∈ RS(M0) : tki, tl j ∈ E(M)} 6= ∅. Let
Mkl ∈ {M ∈ RS(M0) : tki, tl j ∈ E(M)}. Without loss of generality we choose transitions
tki, tl j such that the subsequences σki = (tki, . . .) of σi and σl j = (tl j, . . .) of σj are minimal
(according to the number of transition in a sequence). Now we have Mkl [σki〉Mi, Mkl [σl j〉Mj.
According to the definition of the mutual exclusion and the minimality of σl j, σki the markings
Mki, Ml j ∈ T given by Mkl [tki〉Mki and Mkl [tl j〉Ml j fulfill tki /∈ E(Ml j) and tl j /∈ E(Mki). This
implies the conflict between tki and Tl j. The proof is complete.
Lemma 2.37 is necessary for modeling the “activity times”. According to [ZGD93] and
[vdAvH02] we define random times for activities from Definition 2.35.
Definition 2.38
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) be an SPN with Λ = (Λ1, . . . ,Λ|T|).
1. Let transitions ti, tj ∈ T be in sequence in the marking M ∈ RS(M0). Further let
M[ti〉M′ with tj ∈ E(M′). According to Definition 2.35 we have tj ∈ Enew(M′, M, ti).
The firing times of transitions ti, tj are given by Ti := Λi(M) and Tj := Λj(M′). The
random variable Taseq := f aseq(Ti, Tj) is the random time of the activity “sequence”, where
f aseq(x, y) = x + y, x, y ∈ R+.
2. Assume that transitions ti, tj ∈ T are in conflict in the marking M ∈ RS(M0). The firing
time of the transition ti is given by Ti := Λi(M) and the firing time of tj is Tj := Λj(M).
The random variable Tacon f := f
a
con f (Ti, Tj) is the random time of the “conflict” activity,
where f acon f (x, y) = min{x, y}, x, y ∈ R+.
3. Under assumption that transitions ti, tj∈T are concurrent in the marking M∈RS(M0),
the firing times of this transitions are given by Ti := Λi(M) and Tj := Λj(M), respec-
tively. The random time of the “concurrence” activity is given by Taconc := f aconc(Ti, Tj)
with function f aconc(x, y) = max{x, y}, x, y ∈ R+.
4. Suppose, transitions ti, tj ∈ T are mutual exclusive and Mi, Mj ∈ RS(M0) are markings
with ti ∈ E(Mi) and tj ∈ E(Mj). According to Lemma 2.37 there exist transitions
tki, tkj ∈ T that are in conflict in a marking M ∈ RS(M0). Further let Ti := Λi(Mi), Tj :=
Λj(Mj), Tki := Λki(M), and Tkj := Λkj(M) be the firing times of these transitions. The
random time of the “mutual exclusive” activity is defined by Tamex := f amex(Tki, Tkj, Ti, Tj),
where f amex(a, b, x, y) = x · 1{a<b} + y · 1{a>b}, a, b, x, y ∈ R+.
Remark 2.39
• We denote functions f aseq, f acon f , f aconc, and f amex as activity characterizing functions.
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• The time of composed activities is modeled by composition of activity characterizing
functions.
In Example 2.34 we have considered random variables S0, S1 with values inRS(M0). These
random variables characterize random states of considered stochastic Petri net. In this exam-
ple it was easy to specify the number of states. In general the number of states of an (m, n)-net
can be specified by a transition sequence with the maximal length.
Definition 2.40
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) be an (m, n)-net, m, n ∈N. For each σ ∈ L(M0) we denote the
number of transitions in the sequence σ as |σ| .
The number of maximal sequence length in L(M0) is given by
κ := max{|σ|; σ ∈ L(M0)}.
In order to avoid any possibility of confusion between the letter k and κ we also use the
notation κN .
After at most κ firings an (m, n)-netN changes its marking from the initial to the absorbing
one. Hence the number of random states is given by the maximal length added the initial
state, i.e. κ + 1.
In the next definition we introduce the finite marking process of an (m, n)-net. The similar
definition can be found in [Haa02]. Before we start with the introduction of a finite mark-
ing process we make some assumptions about the time after absorbing. This time will be
necessary for the construction of time epochs between net states.
Remark 2.41
We denote the time after absorbing as ∆. Further we assume that ∆ fulfills the following
conditions
1) ∆ > t for all t ∈ R,
2) 0 · ∆ = 0.
In Example 2.34 we have seen a simple (1, 1)-net with constructed random states S0 and S1.
Now we generalize this approach.
Remark 2.42
For transitions ti, tj we consider the firing times Ti = Λi(Mi) and Tj = Λj(Mj), Mi ∈
Mnew(ti), Mj ∈ Mnew(tj), defined on the probability space (Ω,A,P). Since we consider
stochastic Petri nets for the event driven system modeling, the random states will depend
only on firing times of transitions. For the further modeling we determine and interpret
some events.
• {Ti ≥ 0} ∈ A − the transition ti is new enabled and it is not fired.
• {Ti < ∞} ∈ A − the transition ti is disabled. It is already fired.
• {Ti < Tj} ∈ A − the transition ti fires faster than the transition tj.
• {Ti > Tj} ∈ A − the transition ti fires after the transition tj.
(2.2.1)
In the Notation 2.13 we have considered a sequence of transitions, which firing characterizes
the reachability of a marking M′ from a marking M. This sequence contains information
about already fired transitions and about the order of firing. We obtain an event with such
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information by intersection of above events.
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) be an (m, n)-net and M ∈ RS(M0). Further we consider
σ1, . . . , σk ∈ L(M0) sequences of length n ∈ {0, . . . , κN } with M0[σj〉M j = 1, . . . , k. For each
sequence σj we consider lj events E1, . . . , Elj in the form of (2.2.1), lj ∈ N, j = 1, . . . , k. More
precisely let σj ∈ L(M0) with σj = (t1, . . . , tn), n ≤ κN . Let Θ = ( M0︸︷︷︸
:=M0
, M1, . . . Mn) be a
sequence of markings inRS(M0) with M0[t1〉M1[t2〉M2 . . . Mn−1[tn〉Mn.
If n = 0 then for the marking M0 we obtain the following events
{Λt(M0) ≥ 0}, t ∈ E(M0). (2.2.2)
Let T1, . . . Tn be firing times of new enabled transitions t1, . . . , tn, respectively. In the case
n ≥ 1 we consider for the marking Mn the events
• {Ti < ∞}, i = 1, . . . , n,
• {Λt(Mi+1) > 0} ∀t ∈ Eold(Mi+1, Mi, ti+1) if Eold(Mi+1, Mi, ti+1) 6= ∅, 2
i = 0, . . . , n− 1,
• {Λt(Mn) ≥ 0} ∀t ∈ Enew(Mn, Mn−1, tn) if Enew(Mn, Mn−1, tn) 6= ∅,
• {Λti+1(Mi) < Λt(Mi)} ∀t ∈ Dc(Mi+1, Mi, ti+1) if Dc(Mi+1, Mi, ti+1) 6= ∅,
i = 0, . . . , n− 1.
(2.2.3)
Now we set
E :=
⋃
σj∈L(M0)
M0[σj〉M, |σj|=n
( lj⋂
i=1
Ei
)
and
S : (Ω,A,P)→ ({M}, {∅, {M}}),
S(ω) = M · 1E(ω), ω ∈ Ω,
where Ei are events in the form of (2.2.3). S is a random variable (measurable, since E ∈ A),
which describes the random reachability of marking M after n firings. We denote the event E
as history.
Now we generalize this construction. We consider markings M1, . . . , Mq ∈ RS(M0), which
are reachable after n firings, n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , κN }, and sequences σij ∈ L(M0) of length n with
M0[σij 〉Mi, j = 1, . . . , ki, i = 1, . . . , q. Furthermore we consider events
Ei :=
⋃
σij∈L(M0)
M0[σij 〉Mi , |σij |=n
( lij⋂
r=1
Er
)
, (2.2.4)
where E1, . . . , Elij , l
i
j ∈N are events in the form of (2.2.1), and define the random variables
Sn =
q
∑
i=1
Mi · 1Ei , n = 0, 1, . . . , κN . (2.2.5)
The random variables S0, S1, . . . , SκN we denote as random states of N . Sn characterizes the
marking of an (m, n)-net after n firings.
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Definition 2.43
For an (m, n)-net N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) we define
M• := {M′ ∈ RS(M0) : ∃t ∈ E(M) M[t〉M′}, M ∈ RS(M0)
the set of post-markings of M and
•M := {M′ ∈ RS(M0) : ∃t ∈ E(M′) M′[t〉M}, M ∈ RS(M0)
the set of pre-markings of M.
Further we define the set of post-markings for the zero-marking©
©• := {©}.
Definition 2.44
Suppose N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) is an (m, n)-net. Let S0 := {M0} and
Si :=
⋃
M∈Si−1
M• for all M ∈ Si−1with M• 6= ∅,
Si :=
( ⋃
M∈Si−1
M•
) ∪ {©} for all M ∈ Si−1 with M• = ∅, i = 1, . . . , κ,
(κ in the manner of Definition 2.40). The random variables
Si : (Ω,A,P)→ (Si,℘(Si)), i = 0, . . . , κ,
which are constructed in Remark 2.42 are random states of an (m, n)-net N .
For the definition of a marking process time epochs between random states are required.
Definition 2.45
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) be an (m, n)-net, m, n ∈ N. Further let S0, S1, . . . , Sκ be the
random states of N . The random variables
τ0 := 0, τj :=
 minti∈E(Sj−1)Λi(Sj−1) , E(Sj−1) 6= ∅∆ , E(Sj−1) = ∅ , j = 1, . . . , κ
are called epochs between the random states.
After a long preparation we define the marking process.
Definition 2.46 (cf. [Haa02])
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) be an (m, n)-net. Further let S0, . . . , Sκ be random states and
τ0, . . . , τκ be epochs between random states. Considering
ζ0 := 0, ζi =
i
∑
j=0
τj, i = 1, . . . , κ
we set
N(t) := sup{n ≥ 0 : ζn ≤ t}, t ≥ 0,
and define the marking process
X(t) := SN(t), t ≥ 0.
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Now we specify an amount of time that an (m, n)-net needs for the changing from the initial
marking to one of the absorbing markings and denote this time as “total time”.
Definition 2.47
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) be an (m, n)-net. Further letM(∅) ⊂ RS(M0) be a set of ab-
sorbing markings. Furthermore let
(
X(t)
)
t≥0
be a marking process ofN . A random variable
T : (Ω,A,P)→ (R+,B+) with
P(X(T) ∈ M(∅)) = 1 and P(T ≤ ζκ) = 1
is the total time of the (m, n)-net N .
2.3 Building Blocks
After the definition of a marking process and a total time we consider activities modeled
by (m, n)-nets. Such (m, n)-nets are called “building blocks”. The idea of building blocks is
introduced in [Wan98, ZV99, vHR00, vdAvHR00]. This approach allows us to construct later
large (m, n)-nets in a modular way.
Remark 2.48
We assume that the random variables considered in this thesis are defined on a probability
space (Ω,A,P).
p1 t1 p2 t2 p3
Figure 2.10: Sequential process.
The first building block that we define is the “Sequential Process”. This building block is
graphically represented in Figure 2.10. The “Sequential Process” consists of three places and
two transitions and it models the sequential firing of transitions. Taking Example 2.34 into
account, at least two transitions are required for modeling a sequential occurrence of events.
The smallest SPN model of a sequential firing is presented in the next definition.
Definition 2.49 (Sequential process)
The building block Sequential process is a (1, 1)-net
Nseq = (Pseq, Tseq, Iseq, Oseq, Hseq,Λseq, Mseq0 )
with Pseq = {p1, p2, p3}, Tseq = {t1, t2}, Hseq(p, t) = 0, p ∈ Pseq, t ∈ Tseq,(
Iseq(p, t)
)
p∈Pseq,t∈Tseq
=
1 00 1
0 0
, (Oseq(p, t))
p∈Pseq,t∈Tseq
=
0 01 0
0 1
.
The reachability set is given by RS(M0) = {Mseq0 = 1{p1}, M
seq
1 = 1{p2}, M
seq
2 = 1{p3}}.
FurtherM(t1) = {Mseq0 } andM(t2) = {Mseq1 }, such that the firing times of transitions t1 and
t2 are given by Λseq,1(M
seq
0 ) =: T
seq
1 and Λseq,2(M
seq
1 ) =: T
seq
2 . The set of absorbing markings is
M(∅) = {Mseq2 } and κseq = 2. The random states of this building block are given by
S0 = M
seq
0 · 1{Tseq1 ≥0}, S1 = M
seq
1 · 1{Tseq1 <∞}∩{Tseq2 ≥0}, S2 = M
seq
2 · 1{Tseq1 <∞}∩{Tseq2 <∞}
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with S0 = {Mseq0 },S1 = {Mseq1 },S2 = {Mseq2 }. The time epochs are given by τ0 = 0, τ1 =
Tseq1 and τ2 = T
seq
2 . Let ζ0 = 0, ζ1 = T
seq
1 , ζ2 = T
seq
1 + T
seq
2 . The counting variable is defined
by
Nseq(t) := sup{n ∈ {0, 1, 2} : ζn ≤ t}, t ≥ 0.
The marking process is constructed by
Xseq(t) := SNseq(t), t ≥ 0.
The reachability graph of this building block can be seen in Figure 2.17a on page 43.
The next proposition verifies the total time of “Sequential process”.
Proposition 2.50
The total time of the building block “Sequential process” is given by
Tseq = f aseq(T
seq
1 , T
seq
2 ) = T
seq
1 + T
seq
2 .
Proof
It is easy to see that
P(Tseq = ζκseq) = P(Tseq1 + Tseq2 = ζ2) = 1.
According to the definition of the marking process (in Def. 2.49 ) we obtain
P(Xseq(Tseq) = Mseq2 ) = P(S2 = Mseq2 ) = P(Tseq1 < ∞, Tseq2 < ∞) = 1.
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
Figure 2.11: Concurrent processes.
The second building block that we define is denoted “Concurrent processes”. The graphical
representation of this building block is depicted in Figure 2.11. “Concurrent processes” con-
tains three transitions t1, t2 and t3, where the transitions t2 and t3 model the concurrency. Let
us remark that the smallest reasonable number of transitions, which model the concurrency,
equals two. The transition t1 is a forking transition, which initiates the concurrency of t2 and
t3. The notation “forking transition” can be found in [Wan98] and it is introduced in Notation
2.64 on page 43.
Definition 2.51 (Concurrent processes)
The building block Concurrent processes is a (1, 2)-net
Nconc = (Pconc, Tconc, Iconc, Oconc, Hconc,Λconc, Mconc0 ),
where Pconc = {p1, . . . , p5}, Tconc = {t1, t2, t3}, Hconc(p, t) = 0, p ∈ Pconc, t ∈ Tconc.
(
Iconc(p, t)
)
p∈Pconc,t∈Tconc
=

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
,
(
Oconc(p, t)
)
p∈Pconc,t∈Tconc
=

0 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
.
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The initial marking is given by Mconc0 = 1{p1}. The reachability set RS(Mconc0 ) contains fol-
lowing markings
Mconc1 = 1{p2,p3}, M
conc
2 = 1{p3,p4}, M
conc
3 = 1{p2,p5}, M
conc
4 = 1{p4,p5}.
The firing times of “Concurrent processes” are defined by
Mnew(t1) =M(t1) = {Mconc0 } =⇒ Λconc,1(Mconc0 ) =: Tconc1 ,
Mnew(t2) = {Mconc1 } =⇒ Λconc,2(Mconc1 ) =: Tconc2 ,
Mnew(t3) = {Mconc1 } =⇒ Λconc,3(Mconc1 ) =: Tconc3 ,
Mold(t2) = {Mconc3 } =⇒ Λconc,2(Mconc3 ) Rem. 2.32= Tconc2 − Tconc3 ,
Mold(t3) = {Mconc2 } =⇒ Λconc,3(Mconc2 ) Rem. 2.32= Tconc3 − Tconc2 .
According to Definition 2.44 we determine the random states of this building block. Since
κconc = 3, “Concurrent processes” has four random states
Si : (Ω,A,P)→ (Si,℘(Si)), i = 0, . . . , 3,
S0 = Mconc0 · 1{Tconc1 ≥0},
S1 = Mconc1 · 1{Tconc1 <∞}∩{Tconc2 ≥0}∩{Tconc3 ≥0},
S2 = Mconc2 · 1{Tconc1 <∞}∩{Tconc2 <∞}∩{Tconc2 <Tconc3 } + Mconc3 · 1{Tconc1 <∞}∩{Tconc3 <∞}∩{Tconc2 >Tconc3 },
S3 = Mconc4 · (1{Tconc1 <∞}∩{Tconc2 <∞}∩{Tconc3 <∞})∩({Tconc2 <Tconc3 }∪{Tconc2 >Tconc3 }),
with
S0 = {Mconc0 }, S1 = {Mconc1 }, S2 = {Mconc2 , Mconc3 }, S3 = {Mconc4 } =M(∅).
Further we obtain the epochs
τ0 = 0, τ1 = Tconc1 ,
τ2
Def. 2.45
= min
ti∈E(S1)
Λconc,i(S1) = min{Λconc,2(Mconc1 ),Λconc,3(Mconc1 )} = min{Tconc2 , Tconc3 },
τ3
Def. 2.45
= min
ti∈E(S2)
Λconc,i(S2) =
{
Λconc,2(Mconc3 ) = T
conc
2 − Tconc3 , S2 = Mconc3
Λconc,3(Mconc2 ) = T
conc
3 − Tconc2 , S2 = Mconc2
.
With
ζ0 = 0, ζ1 = Tconc1 , ζ2 = T
conc
1 +min{Tconc2 , Tconc3 },
ζ3 = Tconc1 +min{Tconc2 , Tconc3 }+ (Tconc2 − Tconc3 )·1{S2=Mconc3 } + (Tconc3 − Tconc2 )·1{S2=Mconc2 }
and Nconc(t) := sup{n ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} : ζn ≤ t}, t ≥ 0
the marking process is given by
Xconc(t) = SNconc(t), t ≥ 0.
The graphical representation of the reachability graph of “Concurrent processes” is viewed
Figure 2.17b on page 43.
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Now we introduce the total time of this building block.
Proposition 2.52
The total time of the building block “Concurrent processes” is characterized by the random
variable
Tconc = f aseq
(
Tconc1 , f
a
conc(T
conc
2 , T
conc
3 )
)
= Tconc1 +max{Tconc2 , Tconc3 }.
Proof
We first show P(Tconc = ζκconc) = 1. We have
P(Tconc = ζκconc) =P(Tconc = Tconc1 +min{Tconc2 , Tconc3 }+ (Tconc2 − Tconc3 ) · 1{S2=Mconc3 }
+ (Tconc3 − Tconc2 ) · 1{S2=Mconc2 }).
According to Definition 2.51 we obtain
{S2 = Mconc3 } = {Tconc1 < ∞} ∩ {Tconc2 ≥ 0} ∩ {Tconc3 < ∞} ∩ {Tconc2 > Tconc3 } and
{S2 = Mconc2 } = {Tconc1 < ∞} ∩ {Tconc2 < ∞} ∩ {Tconc3 ≥ 0} ∩ {Tconc2 < Tconc3 }.
By Assumption 2.30 it is easy to see
P(S2 = Mconc3 ) = P(Tconc2 > Tconc3 ) and P(S2 = Mconc2 ) = P(Tconc2 < Tconc3 ),
such that
P(Tconc = ζκconc) =P(Tconc = Tconc1 +min{Tconc2 , Tconc3 }+ (Tconc2 − Tconc3 ) · 1{Tconc2 >Tconc3 }
+ (Tconc3 − Tconc2 ) · 1{Tconc2 <Tconc3 }).
Note that
min{Tconc2 , Tconc3 } = Tconc2 · 1{Tconc2 <Tconc3 } + Tconc3 · 1{Tconc2 >Tconc3 } a.s.
max{Tconc2 , Tconc3 } = Tconc2 · 1{Tconc2 >Tconc3 } + Tconc3 · 1{Tconc2 <Tconc3 } a.s.
(2.3.1)
Consequently,
ζκconc
a.s.
= Tconc1 +min{Tconc2 , Tconc3 }+ (Tconc2 − Tconc3 ) · 1{Tconc2 >Tconc3 }
+ (Tconc3 − Tconc2 ) · 1{Tconc2 <Tconc3 }
(2.3.1)
= Tconc1 + T
conc
2 · 1{Tconc2 >Tconc3 }
+ Tconc3 · 1{Tconc2 <Tconc3 }
(2.3.1)
= Tconc1 +max{Tconc2 , Tconc3 } a.s.
Now it follows that
P(Tconc = ζκconc) = P(Tconc = Tconc1 +max{Tconc2 , Tconc3 }) = 1.
Finally, we obtain
P(Xconc(Tconc) ∈ M(∅)) = P(S3 = Mconc4 )
= P(Tconc1 < ∞, Tconc2 < ∞, Tconc3 < ∞, Tconc2 < Tconc3 )
+ P(Tconc1 < ∞, Tconc2 < ∞, Tconc3 < ∞, Tconc2 > Tconc3 ) = 1.
This completes the proof.
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Remark 2.53
In the following the equation (2.3.1) is required for further proofs. For arbitrary random
variables Ti, Tj ∈ R+ under Assumptions 2.30 yields
min{Ti, Tj} = Ti · 1{Ti<Tj} + Tj · 1{Ti>Tj} a.s.
max{Ti, Tj} = Ti · 1{Ti>Tj} + Tj · 1{Ti<Tj} a.s.
Further, according to the definition of ∆ in Remark 2.41 we obtain
P(T = ∆) = 0,
for all T ∈ R+ that satisfy Assumptions 2.30.
p5t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
Figure 2.12: Process synchronization.
The third building block that we consider is the building block “Process synchronization”.
“Process synchronization” is viewed in Figure 2.12. This building block contains three tran-
sitions t1, t2 and t3. The transitions t1 and t2 are concurrent and the transition t3 is a joining
transition, which models the synchronization. The notation “joining transition” is introduced
below in Notation 2.64 on page 43. In the literature the process synchronization is modeled
by a joining transition with two input places and a one output place. Since the total time of
such SPN is equal to the firing time of the forking transition, it makes sense to initiate the
synchronization by two concurrent transitions, as in Figure 2.12 the transitions t1 and t2 do.
Definition 2.54 (Process synchronization)
The building block Process synchronization is a (2, 1)-net
Nsync = (Psync, Tsync, Isync, Osync, Hsync,Λsync, Msync0 )
with Psync = {p1, . . . , p5}, Tsync = {t1, t2, t3}, Hsync(p, t) = 0, p ∈ Psync, t ∈ Tsync.
The following incidence matrices represent input and output arcs.
(
Isync(p, t)
)
p∈Psync,t∈Tsync
=

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 0
,
(
Osync(p, t)
)
p∈Psync,t∈Tsync
=

0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
.
Msync0 = 1{p1,p2} is the initial marking of Nsync. The reachable markings of Nsync are
Msync1 = 1{p2,p3}, M
sync
2 = 1{p1,p4}, M
sync
3 = 1{p3,p4}, M
sync
4 = 1{p5}.
The enabling markings of “Process synchronization” are given by
M(t1) = {Msync0 , Msync2 }, Mnew(t1) = {Msync0 }, Mold(t1) = {Msync2 },
M(t2) = {Msync0 , Msync1 }, Mnew(t2) = {Msync0 }, Mold(t2) = {Msync1 },
M(t3) =Mnew(t3) = {Msync3 }.
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The firing times are defined by
Λsync,1(M
sync
0 ) =: T
sync
1 , Λsync,2(M
sync
0 ) =: T
sync
2 , Λsync,3(M
sync
3 ) =: T
sync
3 ,
Λsync,1(M
sync
2 ) = Λsync,1(M
sync
0 )−Λsync,2(Msync0 ) = Tsync1 − Tsync2 ,
Λsync,2(M
sync
1 ) = Λsync,2(M
sync
0 )−Λsync,1(Msync0 ) = Tsync2 − Tsync1 .
Now we determine the random states of this building block. Since κsync = 3, “Process syn-
chronization” has four random states
Si : (Ω,A,P)→ (Si,℘(Si)), i = 0, . . . , 3,
S0 = M
sync
0 · 1{Tsync1 ≥0}∩{Tsync2 ≥0},
S1 = M
sync
1 · 1{Tsync1 <∞}∩{Tsync1 <Tsync2 } + M
sync
2 · 1{Tsync2 <∞}∩{Tsync1 >Tsync2 },
S2 = M
sync
3 · 1({Tsync1 <∞}∩{Tsync2 <∞}∩{Tsync3 ≥0})∩({Tsync1 <Tsync2 }∪{Tsync1 >Tsync2 }),
S3 = M
sync
4 · 1({Tsync1 <∞}∩{Tsync2 <∞}∩{Tsync3 <∞})∩({Tsync1 <Tsync2 }∪{Tsync1 >Tsync2 }),
with
S0 = {Msync0 }, S1 = {Msync1 , Msync2 }, S2 = {Msync3 }, S3 = {Msync4 } =M(∅).
In the next step we obtain epochs
τ0 = 0, τ1 = min{Tsync1 , Tsync2 },
τ2 = (T
sync
2 − Tsync1 ) · 1{S1=Msync1 } + (T
sync
1 − Tsync2 ) · 1{S1=Msync2 }, τ3 = T
sync
3 ,
and cumulated epochs
ζ0 = 0, ζ1 = min{Tsync1 , Tsync2 },
ζ2 = min{Tsync1 , Tsync2 }+ (Tsync2 − Tsync1 ) · 1{S1=Msync1 } + (T
sync
1 − Tsync2 ) · 1{S1=Msync2 },
ζ3 = min{Tsync1 , Tsync2 }+ (Tsync2 − Tsync1 ) · 1{S1=Msync1 } + (T
sync
1 − Tsync2 ) · 1{S1=Msync2 }
+ Tsync3 ,
for building the marking process. Setting
Nsync(t) := sup{n ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} : ζn ≤ t}, t ≥ 0
and
Xsync(t) := SNsync(t), t ≥ 0
we define the marking process of Nsync. The reachability graph of this building block is
depicted in Figure 2.17c on page 43.
The next proposition introduces the total time of Nsync.
Proposition 2.55
Using notations of Definition 2.54 the total time of the building block “Process synchroniza-
tion” is given by
Tsync = f aseq
(
f aconc(T
sync
1 , T
sync
2 ), T
sync
3
)
= max{Tsync1 , Tsync2 }+ Tsync3 .
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Proof
This proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.52. Therefore we provide the main steps
of the proof. Because of κsync = 3 we apply Remark 2.53 on ζ3.
ζ3=min{Tsync1 , Tsync2 }+ (Tsync2 − Tsync1 )·1{S1=Msync1 } + (T
sync
1 − Tsync2 )·1{S1=Msync2 } + T
sync
3
=min{Tsync1 , Tsync2 }+ (Tsync2 − Tsync1 )·1{Tsync1 <Tsync2 } + (T
sync
1 − Tsync2 )·1{Tsync1 >Tsync2 } + T
sync
3
=Tsync2 ·1{Tsync1 <Tsync2 } + T
sync
1 ·1{Tsync1 >Tsync2 } + T
sync
3 =max{Tsync1 , Tsync2 }+ Tsync3
=Tsync a.s.
Hence
P(Tsync = ζκsync) = 1.
This implies
P(Xsync(Tsync) ∈ M(∅)) = P(S3 = Msync4 )
= P(Tsync1 < ∞, Tsync2 < ∞, Tsync3 < ∞, Tsync1 < Tsync2 )
+ P(Tsync1 < ∞, Tsync2 < ∞, Tsync3 < ∞, Tsync1 > Tsync2 ) = 1.
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
Figure 2.13: Conflict.
The fourth building block that we define is the building block “Conflict”. In Figure 2.13
this building block is viewed. “Conflict” contains two transitions t1 and t2. In the initial
marking the place p1 contains one token. This place is the input place of the transition t1
and of the transition t2 such that both t1 and t2 are enabled in the initial marking. The firing
of t1 disables the transition t2 and vice versa. Note that the minimal number of conflicting
transitions equals two.
Definition 2.56 (Conflict)
The building block Conflict is a (1, 2)-net defined by
Ncon f = (Pcon f , Tcon f , Icon f , Ocon f , Hcon f ,Λcon f , Mcon f0 ),
where Pcon f = {p1, p2, p3}, Tcon f = {t1, t2}, Hcon f (p, t) = 0, p ∈ Pcon f , t ∈ Tcon f ,(
Icon f (p, t)
)
p∈Pcon f ,t∈Tcon f
=
1 10 0
0 0
, (Ocon f (p, t))
p∈Pcon f ,t∈Tcon f
=
0 01 0
0 1
.
The initial marking of this building block is given by Mcon f0 = 1{p1} and the reachability set
RS(Mcon f0 ) = {Mcon f0 , Mcon f1 = 1{p2}, Mcon f2 = 1{p3}}.
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M(∅) = {Mcon f1 , Mcon f2 } is the set of absorbing markings. Only the initial marking is an
enabling marking of transitions t1 and t2
M(t1) =Mnew(t1) = {Mcon f0 } =Mnew(t2) =M(t2).
The firing times of the both transitions are defined by
Λcon f ,1(M
con f
0 ) =: T
con f
1 , Λcon f ,2(M
con f
0 ) =: T
con f
2 .
Since κcon f = 1, there are only two states
S0 = M
con f
0 · 1{Tcon f1 ≥0}∩{Tcon f2 ≥0},
S1 = M
con f
1 · 1{Tcon f1 <∞}∩{Tcon f1 <Tcon f2 } + M
con f
2 · 1{Tcon f2 <∞}∩{Tcon f1 >Tcon f2 },
with
S0 = {Mcon f0 }, S1 = {Mcon f1 , Mcon f2 }.
We obtain the epochs
τ0 = 0, τ1 = min{Tcon f1 , Tcon f2 },
and cumulated epochs
ζ0 = τ0 = 0, ζ1 = τ1.
Finally we obtain the marking process of “Conflict”.
Ncon f (t) := sup{n ∈ {0, 1} : ζn ≤ t}, t ≥ 0,
Xcon f (t) := SNcon f (t), t ≥ 0.
In Figure 2.17d on page 43 the reachability graph of Ncon f is depicted.
In the next proposition we determine the total time of Ncon f .
Proposition 2.57
The total time of the building block “Conflict” is characterized by the random variable
Tcon f = f acon f (T
con f
1 , T
con f
2 ) = min{Tcon f1 , Tcon f2 }.
Proof
Since ζ1 = Tcon f , we have
P(Tcon f ≤ ζ1) = 1.
Finally we obtain
P(Xcon f (Tcon f ) ∈ M(∅))=P(S1 ∈ {Mcon f1 , Mcon f2 })=P(S1=Mcon f1 ) + P(S1=Mcon f2 )
=P(Tcon f1 <Tcon f2 ) + P(Tcon f1 >Tcon f2 )=1.
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Figure 2.14: Confusion.
The fifth building block that we consider is denoted “Confusion”. The graphical representa-
tion of “Confusion” can be seen in Figure 2.14. This building block contains three transitions
t1, t2 and t3. The place p1 is the common input place of t1 and t2, and the place p2 is the com-
mon input place of t2 and t3. Since both the place p1 and the place p2 contain one token in the
initial marking, all three transitions are enabled in it. The firing of the transition t2 disables
t1 and t3. On the other hand the firing of t1 or t3 disables t2. Hence t2 is in conflict with the
other transitions. After the firing of t1 the transition t3 keeps enabled and vice versa. From
this we see that t1 and t3 are concurrent.
Definition 2.58 (Confusion)
The building block Confusion is a (2, 3)-net
Nmix = (Pmix, Tmix, Imix, Omix, Hmix,Λmix, Mmix0 ),
where Pmix = {p1, . . . , p5}, Tmix = {t1, t2, t3}, Hmix(p, t) = 0, p ∈ Pmix, t ∈ Tmix.
The arcs of this building block are determined by
(
Imix(p, t)
)
p∈Pmix ,t∈Tmix
=

1 1 0
0 1 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
,
(
Omix(p, t)
)
p∈Pmix ,t∈Tmix
=

0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
.
The initial marking Mmix0 = 1{p1,p2} ofNmix is fixed. The rest of the markings in the reachabil-
ity setRS(M0) is listed below.
Mmix1 = 1{p4}, M
mix
2 = 1{p2,p3}, M
mix
3 = 1{p1,p5}, M
mix
4 = 1{p3,p5}.
Further we determine enabling markings
M(t1) = {Mmix0 , Mmix3 }, Mnew(t1) = {Mmix0 }, Mold(t1) = {Mmix3 },
M(t2) =Mnew(t2) = {Mmix0 },
M(t3) = {Mmix0 , Mmix2 }, Mnew(t3) = {Mmix0 }, Mold(t3) = {Mmix2 },
M(∅) = {Mmix1 , Mmix4 },
and the firing times of each transition
Λmix,1(Mmix0 ) =: T
mix
1 , Λmix,2(M
mix
0 ) =: T
mix
2 , Λmix,3(M
mix
0 ) =: T
mix
3 ,
Λmix,1(Mmix3 ) = Λmix,1(M
mix
0 )−Λmix,3(Mmix0 ) = Tmix1 − Tmix3 ,
Λmix,3(Mmix2 ) = Λmix,3(M
mix
0 )−Λmix,1(Mmix0 ) = Tmix3 − Tmix1 .
Since κmix = 2, this building block has three random states
Si : (Ω,A,P)→ (Si,℘(Si)), i = 0, . . . , 2,
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S0 = Mmix0 · 1{Tmix1 ≥0}∩{Tmix2 ≥0}∩{Tmix3 ≥0},
S1 = Mmix1 · 1{Tmix2 <∞}∩{Tmix1 >Tmix2 }∩{Tmix2 <Tmix3 } + M
mix
2 · 1{Tmix1 <∞}∩{Tmix1 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix1 <Tmix3 }
+ Mmix3 · 1{Tmix3 <∞}∩{Tmix2 >Tmix3 }∩{Tmix1 >Tmix3 },
S2 = Mmix4 · 1({Tmix1 <∞}∩{Tmix3 <∞})∩(({Tmix1 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix1 <Tmix3 })∪({Tmix2 >Tmix3 }∩{Tmix1 >Tmix3 })),
where
S0 = {Mmix0 }, S1 = {Mmix1 , Mmix2 , Mmix3 }, S2 = {Mmix4 ,©}.
Now we consider epochs
τ0 = 0, τ1 = min
1≤i≤3
Tmixi , τ2 =

Λmix,3(Mmix2 ) = T
mix
3 − Tmix1 , S1 = Mmix2
Λmix,1(Mmix3 ) = T
mix
1 − Tmix3 , S1 = Mmix3
∆ , S1 = Mmix1
,
and cumulated epochs
ζ0 = 0, ζ1 = τ1, ζ2 = τ1 + τ2
between states. Finally we define the marking process of Nmix
Nmix(t) := sup{n ∈ {0, 1, 2} : ζn ≤ t}, t ≥ 0,
Xmix(t) := SNmix(t), t ≥ 0.
In Figure 2.17e on page 43 the reachability graph of this building block is depicted.
The next proposition determines the total time of Nmix.
Proposition 2.59
The total time of the building block “Confusion” from Definition 2.58 is given by
Tmix = f amex
(
Tmix2 , f
a
conc(T
mix
1 , T
mix
3 ), T
mix
2 , f
a
con f (T
mix
1 , T
mix
3 )
)
= Tmix2 · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }} +max{T
mix
1 , T
mix
3 } · 1{Tmix2 >min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}.
Proof
We first show that P(ζκmix ≥ Tmix) = 1. In order to prove this equation we require the
following statement
1({Tmix1 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix1 <Tmix3 })∪({Tmix2 >Tmix3 }∩{Tmix1 >Tmix3 }) = 1{Tmix2 >min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }} a.s. (2.3.2)
Setting A := ({Tmix1 < Tmix2 }∩{Tmix1 < Tmix3 })∪ ({Tmix2 > Tmix3 }∩{Tmix1 > Tmix3 })∪ ({Tmix1 <
Tmix2 } ∩ {Tmix1 = Tmix3 }) and B := {Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }}, we have to show A = B.
A ⊆ B
Let ω ∈ A.
If ω ∈ ({Tmix1 < Tmix2 } ∩ {Tmix1 < Tmix3 }) then Tmix1 (ω) < Tmix2 (ω) ∧ Tmix1 (ω) < Tmix3 (ω)
=⇒ Tmix2 (ω) > min{Tmix1 (ω), Tmix3 (ω)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tmix1 (ω)
=⇒ ω ∈ B.
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If ω ∈ ({Tmix2 > Tmix3 } ∩ {Tmix1 > Tmix3 }) then Tmix2 (ω) > Tmix3 (ω) ∧ Tmix1 (ω) > Tmix3 (ω)
=⇒ Tmix2 (ω) > min{Tmix1 (ω), Tmix3 (ω)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tmix3 (ω)
=⇒ ω ∈ B.
If ω ∈ ({Tmix1 < Tmix2 } ∩ {Tmix1 = Tmix3 }) then Tmix1 (ω) < Tmix2 (ω) ∧ Tmix1 (ω) = Tmix3 (ω)
=⇒ Tmix2 (ω) > min{Tmix1 (ω), Tmix3 (ω)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tmix1 (ω)=T
mix
3 (ω)
=⇒ ω ∈ B.
A ⊇ B
Let ω ∈ B. Then Tmix2 (ω) > min{Tmix1 (ω), Tmix3 (ω)}.
If min{Tmix1 (ω), Tmix3 (ω)}=Tmix1 (ω) 6=Tmix3 (ω) then Tmix2 (ω) > Tmix1 (ω) and Tmix1 (ω) <
Tmix3 (ω) =⇒ ω ∈ A.
If min{Tmix1 (ω), Tmix3 (ω)}=Tmix3 (ω) 6=Tmix1 (ω) then Tmix2 (ω) > Tmix3 (ω) and Tmix1 (ω) >
Tmix3 (ω) =⇒ ω ∈ A.
If min{Tmix1 (ω), Tmix3 (ω)}=Tmix1 (ω)=Tmix3 (ω) then Tmix2 (ω) > Tmix1 (ω) and Tmix1 (ω) =
Tmix3 (ω) =⇒ ω ∈ A.
Since
P({Tmix1 < Tmix2 } ∩ {Tmix1 = Tmix3 }) = 0
(see Assumptions 2.30), we get (2.3.2). Now we obtain
ζ2 = min
1≤i≤3
Tmixi + (T
mix
3 − Tmix1 ) · 1{S1=Mmix2 } + (T
mix
1 − Tmix3 ) · 1{S1=Mmix3 } + ∆ · 1{S1=Mmix1 }
= Tmix1 · 1{Tmix1 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix1 <Tmix3 } + T
mix
2 · 1{Tmix2 <Tmix1 }∩{Tmix2 <Tmix3 }
+ Tmix3 · 1{Tmix3 <Tmix1 }∩{Tmix3 <Tmix2 } + (T
mix
3 − Tmix1 ) · 1{{Tmix1 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix1 <Tmix3 }
+ (Tmix1 − Tmix3 ) · 1{Tmix3 <Tmix1 }∩{Tmix3 <Tmix2 } + ∆ · 1{Tmix2 <Tmix1 }∩{Tmix2 <Tmix3 }.
Further we get
ζ2 = (Tmix2 + ∆) · 1{Tmix2 <Tmix1 }∩{Tmix2 <Tmix3 } + T
mix
3 · 1{Tmix1 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix1 <Tmix3 }
+ Tmix1 · 1{Tmix3 <Tmix1 }∩{Tmix3 <Tmix2 } = (T
mix
2 + ∆) · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}
+max{Tmix1 , Tmix3 } · (1{Tmix1 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix1 <Tmix3 } + 1{Tmix3 <Tmix1 }∩{Tmix3 <Tmix2 })
(2.3.2)
= (Tmix2 + ∆) · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }} +max{T
mix
1 , T
mix
3 } · 1{Tmix2 >min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}
≥ Tmix a.s.
We obtain
P(ζ2 ≥ Tmix) = P(ζ2 ≥ Tmix, Tmix2 < min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 })
+ P(ζ2 ≥ Tmix, Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 })
= P(Tmix2 + ∆ ≥ Tmix2 , Tmix2 < min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 })
+ P(max{Tmix1 , Tmix3 } ≥ max{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }, Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 })
= P(Tmix2 < min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }) + P(Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }) = 1.
Finally,
P(Xmix(Tmix) ∈ M(∅)) = P(S1 = Mmix1 , Tmix2 < min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 })
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+ P(S2 = Mmix4 , Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 })
= P({Tmix2 < ∞} ∩ {Tmix1 > Tmix2 } ∩ {Tmix2 < Tmix3 }, Tmix2 < min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 })
+P({Tmix1 < ∞} ∩ {Tmix3 < ∞} ∩ {Tmix1 < Tmix2 } ∩ {Tmix1 < Tmix3 }, Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 })
+P({Tmix1 < ∞} ∩ {Tmix3 < ∞} ∩ {Tmix2 > Tmix3 } ∩ {Tmix1 > Tmix3 }, Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 })
(2.3.2)
= P(Tmix2 < min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }) + P(Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }) = 1.
This completes the proof.
p3
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Figure 2.15: Mutual exclusive processes.
The sixth building block that we introduce is the building block called “Mutual exclusive
processes”. This building block can be seen in Figure 2.15. “Mutual exclusive processes”
contains four transitions t1, t2, t3 and t4. According to Lemma 2.37 the activity “conflict” is
necessary for the activity “mutual exclusion”. The transitions t1 and t2, which are enabled
in the initial marking, are in conflict. This can be seen on the place p3, which is an input
place of both t1 and t2. The firing of t1 deletes the token in p3 such that the transition t2
becomes disabled. Similarly, if t2 fires first, the transition t1 becomes disabled. According to
Definition 2.35 (4) two transitions are mutually exclusive if and only if they are never enabled
in the same marking and the markings in which these transitions are enabled are mutually
not reachable. The transitions t3 and t4 are never enabled in the same marking. The second
condition is not fulfilled for all markings in which these transitions are enabled because of
the “sequence” activity in this building block. Note that the minimal number of transitions
for modeling the mutual exclusion is chosen in this building block.
Definition 2.60 (Mutual exclusive processes)
The building block Mutual exclusive processes is a (2, 2)-net
Nmep = (Pmep, Tmep, Imep, Omep, Hmep,Λmep, Mmep0 ),
where Pmep = {p1, . . . , p7}, Tmep = {t1, . . . , t4}, Hmep(p, t) = 0, p ∈ Pmep, t ∈ Tmep.
The backward and forward incidence functions are characterized by the following matrices
(
Imep(p, t)
)
p∈Pmep,t∈Tmep
=

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

,
(
Omep(p, t)
)
p∈Pmep,t∈Tmep
=

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

.
The reachability set of Nmep is given by
RS(Mmep0 ) = {Mmep0 = 1{p1,p2,p3}, M
mep
1 = 1{p2,p4}, M
mep
2 = 1{p1,p5}, M
mep
3 = 1{p2,p3,p6},
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Mmep4 = 1{p1,p3,p7}, M
mep
5 = 1{p5,p6}, M
mep
6 = 1{p4,p7}, M
mep
7 = 1{p6,p7}}.
The enabling markings are
M(t1) =Mnew(t1) = {Mmep0 , Mmep4 }, M(t2) =Mnew(t2) = {Mmep0 , Mmep3 },
M(t3) =Mnew(t3) = {Mmep1 , Mmep6 }, M(t4) =Mnew(t4) = {Mmep2 , Mmep5 },
and the firing times are given by
Λmep,1(M) :=
{
T(1),mep1 , M = M
mep
0
T(2),mep1 , M = M
mep
4
, Λmep,2(M) :=
{
T(1),mep2 , M = M
mep
0
T(2),mep2 , M = M
mep
3
,
Λmep,3(M) :=
{
T(1),mep3 , M = M
mep
1
T(2),mep3 , M = M
mep
6
, Λmep,4(M) :=
{
T(1),mep4 , M = M
mep
2
T(2),mep4 , M = M
mep
5
.
Furthermore this building block has five random states, since κmep = 4. The random states
are defined by
Si : (Ω,A,P)→ (Si,℘(Si)), i = 0, . . . , 4,
S0 = M
mep
0 · 1{T(1),mep1 ≥0}∩{T(1),mep2 ≥0},
S1 = M
mep
1 · 1{T(1),mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }∩{T(1),mep3 ≥0}
+ Mmep2 · 1{T(1),mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }∩{T(1),mep4 ≥0},
S2 = M
mep
3 · 1{T(1),mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),mep3 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }∩{T(2),mep2 ≥0}
+ Mmep4 · 1{T(1),mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),mep4 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }∩{T(2),mep1 ≥0},
S3 = M
mep
5 · 1{T(1),mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),mep3 <∞}∩{T(2),mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }∩{T(2),mep4 ≥0}
+ Mmep6 · 1{T(1),mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),mep4 <∞}∩{T(2),mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }∩{T(2),mep3 ≥0},
S4 = M
mep
7 · 1(⋂2j=1 ⋂3i=1{T(j),mepi <∞})∩({T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }∪{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }),
where
S0 = {Mmep0 }, S1 = {Mmep1 , Mmep2 }, S2 = {Mmep3 , Mmep4 }, S3 = {Mmep5 , Mmep6 },
S4 = {Mmep7 } =M(∅).
The construction of epochs and cumulated epochs is shown below.
τ0 = 0, τ1 = min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }, τ2 =
{
T(1),mep3 , S1 = M
mep
1
T(1),mep4 , S1 = M
mep
2
,
τ3 =
{
T(2),mep1 , S2 = M
mep
4
T(2),mep2 , S2 = M
mep
3
, τ4 =
{
T(2),mep3 , S3 = M
mep
6
T(2),mep4 , S3 = M
mep
5
,
ζ0 = 0, ζi =
i
∑
j=1
τj.
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By setting
Nmep(t) := sup{n ∈ {0, . . . , 4} : ζn ≤ t}, t ≥ 0,
we define the marking process of Nmep
Xmep(t) := SNmep(t), t ≥ 0.
The reachability graph of Nmep is depicted in Figure 2.17f on page 43.
The next proposition determines the total time of this building block.
Proposition 2.61
Under notations of Definition 2.60 the total time of the building block “Mutual exclusive
processes” is given by
Tmep= f aseq
(
f acon f (T
(1),mep
1 , T
(1),mep
2 ), f
a
mex
(
T(1),mep1 , T
(1),mep
2 , f
a
seq(T
(1),mep
3 , f
a
seq(T
(2),mep
2 , T
(2),mep
4 )),
f aseq(T
(1),mep
4 , f
a
seq(T
(2),mep
1 , T
(2),mep
3 ))
))
=min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }+ (T(1),mep3 + T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),mep4 + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }.
Proof
Taking into account Assumptions 2.30, we obtain
ζ4 = min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }+ T(1),mep3 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } + T
(1),mep
4 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
+ T(2),mep1 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } + T
(2),mep
2 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } + T
(2),mep
3 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
+ T(2),mep4 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
= min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }+ (T(1),mep3 + T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),mep4 + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } = T
mep a.s.,
such that
P(ζ4 = Tmep) = 1.
Finally
P(Xmep(Tmep) ∈ M(∅)) = P(S4 = Mmep7 )
= P(
2⋂
j=1
3⋂
i=1
{T(j),mepi < ∞} ∩ {T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 })
+ P(
2⋂
j=1
3⋂
i=1
{T(j),mepi < ∞} ∩ {T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 })
= P(T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 ) + P(T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 ) = 1.
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Figure 2.16: Merging.
The last building block that we consider is “Merging”. This building block is depicted in
Figure 2.16. “Merging” was introduced by Wang in [Wan98]. Note that although this SPN
is acyclic, it is not safe. This can be seen in the next definition. In the absorbing marking of
this SPN the place p4 contains two tokens, but a safe SPN contains at most one token in each
place. Although this contradicts to Assumptions 2.30, we also analyze this building block.
“Merging” contains three transitions t1, t2 and t3. The transitions t1 and t2 are enabled in the
initial marking. These transitions are concurrent and the firing of one of them enables the
transition t3 If both t1 and t2 fire before the transition t3 fires first, the enabling degree of t3
increases such that t3 can fire twice consecutively.
Definition 2.62 (Merging)
The building block Merging is a (2, 1)-net
Nmrg = (Pmrg, Tmrg, Imrg, Omrg, Hmrg,Λmrg, Mmrg0 )
with Pmrg = {p1, . . . , p4}, Tmrg = {t1, t2, t3} and Hmrg(p, t) = 0, p ∈ Pmrg, t ∈ Tmrg.
The following matrices characterize the backward and the forward incidence functions
(
Imrg(p, t)
)
p∈Pmrg,t∈Tmrg
=

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
, (Omrg(p, t))p∈Pmrg,t∈Tmrg =

0 0 0
0 0 0
1 1 0
0 0 1
.
The reachability setRS(Mmrg0 ) contains of the following markings
Mmrg0 = 1{p1,p2}, M
mrg
1 = 1{p2,p3}, M
mrg
2 = 1{p1,p3}, M
mrg
3 = 2 · 1{p3},
Mmrg4 = 1{p2,p4}, M
mrg
5 = 1{p1,p4}, M
mrg
6 = 1{p3,p4}, M
mrg
7 = 2 · 1{p4}.
Now we obtain enabling markings
M(t1) = {Mmrg0 , Mmrg2 , Mmrg5 }, Mnew(t1) = {Mmrg0 }, Mold(t1) = {Mmrg2 , Mmrg5 },
M(t2) = {Mmrg0 , Mmrg1 , Mmrg4 }, Mnew(t2) = {Mmrg0 }, Mold(t2) = {Mmrg1 , Mmrg4 },
M(t3) = {Mmrg1 , Mmrg2 , Mmrg3 , Mmrg6 }, Mnew(t3) = {Mmrg1 , Mmrg2 , Mmrg6 },
Mold(t3) = {Mmrg3 }, M(∅) = {Mmrg7 },
and the firing times
Λmrg,1(M
mrg
0 ) =: T
mrg
1 , Λmrg,2(M
mrg
0 ) =: T
mrg
2 , Λmrg,3(M
mrg
1 ) =: T
(1),mrg
3,1 ,
Λmrg,3(M
mrg
2 ) =: T
(1),mrg
3,2 , Λmrg,3(M
mrg
6 ) =: T
(2),mrg
3 ,
Λmrg,1(M
mrg
2 ) = Λmrg,1(M
mrg
0 )−Λmrg,2(Mmrg0 ) = Tmrg1 − Tmrg2 ,
Λmrg,2(M
mrg
1 ) = Λmrg,2(M
mrg
0 )−Λmrg,1(Mmrg0 ) = Tmrg2 − Tmrg1 ,
Λmrg,1(M
mrg
5 ) = Λmrg,1(M
mrg
2 )−Λmrg,3(Mmrg2 ) = Tmrg1 − Tmrg2 − T(1),mrg3,2 ,
Λmrg,2(M
mrg
4 ) = Λmrg,2(M
mrg
1 )−Λmrg,3(Mmrg1 ) = Tmrg2 − Tmrg1 − T(1),mrg3,1 ,
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Λmrg,3(M
mrg
3 ) =
[
Λmrg,3(M
mrg
2 )−Λmrg,1(Mmrg2 )
] · 1{Λmrg,1(Mmrg2 )>0}
+
[
Λmrg,3(M
mrg
1 )−Λmrg,2(Mmrg1 )
] · 1{Λmrg,2(Mmrg1 )>0}
= (T(1),mrg3,2 + T
mrg
2 − Tmrg1 ) · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 } + (T
(1),mrg
3,1 + T
mrg
1 − Tmrg2 ) · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }.
Note that the firing time Λmrg,3(M
mrg
3 ) has this form because the SPN Nmrg is not safe. In
general it is possible to model k-bounded, k ≥ 1, acyclic SPNs with above framework. The
modeling becomes very complex. In the next step we define the random states ofNmrg. Since
κmrg = 4, we have five random states
Si : (Ω,A,P)→ (Si,℘(Si)), i = 0, . . . , 4,
S0 = M
mrg
0 · 1{Tmrg1 ≥0}∩{Tmrg2 ≥0},
S1 = M
mrg
1 · 1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }∩{T(1),mrg3,1 ≥0} + M
mrg
2 · 1{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }∩{T(1),mrg3,2 ≥0},
S2 = M
mrg
3 · (1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }∩{Tmrg2 −Tmrg1 <T(1),mrg3,1 }
+ 1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }∩{Tmrg1 −Tmrg2 <T(1),mrg3,2 }
)
+ Mmrg4 · 1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{T(1),mrg3,1 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }∩{Tmrg2 −Tmrg1 >T(1),mrg3,1 }
+ Mmrg5 · 1{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{T(1),mrg3,2 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }∩{Tmrg1 −Tmrg2 >T(1),mrg3,2 },
S3 = M
mrg
6 · (1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{T(1),mrg3,1 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }∩{Tmrg2 −Tmrg1 <T(1),mrg3,1 }∩{T(2),mrg3 ≥0}
+ 1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{T(1),mrg3,2 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }∩{Tmrg1 −Tmrg2 <T(1),mrg3,2 }∩{T(2),mrg3 ≥0}
+ 1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{T(1),mrg3,1 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }∩{Tmrg2 −Tmrg1 >T(1),mrg3,1 }∩{T(2),mrg3 ≥0}
+ 1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{T(1),mrg3,2 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }∩{Tmrg1 −Tmrg2 >T(1),mrg3,2 }∩{T(2),mrg3 ≥0}
)
= Mmrg6 · (1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{T(1),mrg3,1 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }∩{T(2),mrg3 ≥0}
+ 1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{T(1),mrg3,2 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }∩{T(2),mrg3 ≥0}
) a.s.,
S4 = M
mrg
7 · (1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{T(1),mrg3,1 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }∩{Tmrg2 −Tmrg1 <T(1),mrg3,1 }∩{T(2),mrg3 <∞}
+ 1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{T(1),mrg3,2 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }∩{Tmrg1 −Tmrg2 <T(1),mrg3,2 }∩{T(2),mrg3 <∞}
+ 1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{T(1),mrg3,1 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }∩{Tmrg2 −Tmrg1 >T(1),mrg3,1 }∩{T(2),mrg3 <∞}
+ 1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{T(1),mrg3,2 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }∩{Tmrg1 −Tmrg2 >T(1),mrg3,2 }∩{T(2),mrg3 <∞}
)
= Mmrg7 · (1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{T(1),mrg3,1 <∞}∩{T(2),mrg3 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }
+ 1{Tmrg1 <∞}∩{Tmrg2 <∞}∩{T(1),mrg3,2 <∞}∩{T(2),mrg3 <∞}∩{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }
) a.s.,
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where
S0 = {Mmrg0 }, S1 = {Mmrg1 , Mmrg2 }, S2 = {Mmrg3 , Mmrg4 , Mmrg5 }, S3 = {Mmrg6 },
S4 = {Mmrg7 }.
Further we specify epochs
τ0 = 0, τ1 = min{Tmrg1 , Tmrg2 }
τ2 =
{
min{Λmrg,2(Mmrg1 ),Λmrg,3(Mmrg1 )} = min{Tmrg2 − Tmrg1 , T(1),mrg3,1 } , S1 = Mmrg1
min{Λmrg,1(Mmrg2 ),Λmrg,3(Mmrg2 )} = min{Tmrg1 − Tmrg2 , T(1),mrg3,2 } , S1 = Mmrg2
τ3 =

Λmrg,3(M
mrg
3 ) = (T
(1),mrg
3,2 + T
mrg
2 − Tmrg1 ) · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 } +
(T(1),mrg3,1 + T
mrg
1 − Tmrg2 ) · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }
, S2 = M
mrg
3
Λmrg,2(M
mrg
4 ) = T
mrg
2 − Tmrg1 − T(1),mrg3,1 , S2 = Mmrg4
Λmrg,1(M
mrg
5 ) = T
mrg
1 − Tmrg2 − T(1),mrg3,2 , S2 = Mmrg5
τ4 = T
(2),mrg
3 ,
and cumulated epochs
ζ0 = 0, ζi =
i
∑
j=0
τj, i = 1, . . . , 4,
of “Merging”. With
Nmrg(t) := sup{n ∈ {0, . . . , 4} : ζn ≤ t}, t ≥ 0
we define the marking process of the building block “Merging”
Xmrg(t) := SNmrg(t), t ≥ 0.
The reachability graph of “Merging” is depicted in Figure 2.17g on page 43.
In the next proposition the total time of Nmrg is determined.
Proposition 2.63
The total time of the building block “Merging”, which is defined in 2.62, is given by
Tmrg = f aseq( f
a
mex(T
mrg
1 , T
mrg
2 , f
a
conc(T
mrg
2 , f
a
seq(T
mrg
1 , T
(1),mrg
3,1 )),
f aconc(T
mrg
1 , f
a
seq(T
mrg
2 , T
(1),mrg
3,2 ))), T
(2),mrg
3 )
= max{Tmrg1 , Tmrg2 + T(1),mrg3,2 } · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 } +max{T
mrg
2 , T
mrg
1 + T
(1),mrg
3,1 } · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }
+ T(2),mrg3 .
Proof
We first show P(ζ4 = Tmrg) = 1. We can state ζ4 as
ζ4 = min{Tmrg1 , Tmrg2 }+min{Tmrg2 − Tmrg1 , T(1),mrg3,1 } · 1{S1=Mmrg1 }
+min{Tmrg1 − Tmrg2 , T(1),mrg3,2 } · 1{S1=Mmrg2 } +
[
(T(1),mrg3,2 + T
mrg
2 − Tmrg1 ) · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }
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+ (T(1),mrg3,1 + T
mrg
1 − Tmrg2 ) · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }
] · 1{S2=Mmrg3 }
+ (Tmrg2 − Tmrg1 − T(1),mrg3,1 ) · 1{S2=Mmrg4 } + (T
mrg
1 − Tmrg2 − T(1),mrg3,2 ) · 1{S2=Mmrg5 }
+ T(2),mrg3 .
Taking into account Assumptions 2.30 and Remark 2.53, we get
ζ4 = T
mrg
1 · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 } + T
mrg
2 · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 } +min{T
mrg
2 − Tmrg1 , T(1),mrg3,1 } · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }
+min{Tmrg1 − Tmrg2 , T(1),mrg3,2 } · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 } +
[
(T(1),mrg3,2 + T
mrg
2 − Tmrg1 ) · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }
+ (T(1),mrg3,1 + T
mrg
1 − Tmrg2 ) · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }
] · (1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 } · 1{Tmrg2 −Tmrg1 <T(1),mrg3,1 }
+ 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 } · 1{Tmrg1 −Tmrg2 <T(1),mrg3,2 }
)
+ (Tmrg2 − Tmrg1 − T(1),mrg3,1 ) · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 } · 1{Tmrg2 −Tmrg1 >T(1),mrg3,1 }
+ (Tmrg1 − Tmrg2 − T(1),mrg3,2 ) · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 } · 1{Tmrg1 −Tmrg2 >T(1),mrg3,2 } + T
(2),mrg
3
= Tmrg1 · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 } + T
mrg
2 · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 } +min{T
mrg
2 − Tmrg1 , T(1),mrg3,1 } · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }
+min{Tmrg1 − Tmrg2 , T(1),mrg3,2 } · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }
+ (T(1),mrg3,2 + T
mrg
2 − Tmrg1 ) · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 } · 1{Tmrg1 −Tmrg2 <T(1),mrg3,2 }
+ (T(1),mrg3,1 + T
mrg
1 − Tmrg2 ) · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 } · 1{Tmrg2 −Tmrg1 <T(1),mrg3,1 }
+ (Tmrg2 − Tmrg1 − T(1),mrg3,1 ) · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 } · 1{Tmrg2 −Tmrg1 >T(1),mrg3,1 }
+ (Tmrg1 − Tmrg2 − T(1),mrg3,2 ) · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 } · 1{Tmrg1 −Tmrg2 >T(1),mrg3,2 } + T
(2),mrg
3
= Tmrg2 · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 } + T
mrg
1 · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 } + T
(2),mrg
3
+
[
T(1),mrg3,2 · 1{Tmrg1 −Tmrg2 <T(1),mrg3,2 } + (T
mrg
1 − Tmrg2 ) · 1{Tmrg1 −Tmrg2 >T(1),mrg3,2 }
] · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }
+
[
T(1),mrg3,1 · 1{Tmrg2 −Tmrg1 <T(1),mrg3,1 } + (T
mrg
2 − Tmrg1 ) · 1{Tmrg2 −Tmrg1 >T(1),mrg3,1 }
] · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }
=
[
Tmrg2 +max{Tmrg1 − Tmrg2 , T(1),mrg3,2 }
] · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }
+
[
Tmrg1 +max{Tmrg2 − Tmrg1 , T(1),mrg3,1 }
] · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 } + T(2),mrg3
= max{Tmrg1 , Tmrg2 +T(1),mrg3,2 } · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 } +max{T
mrg
2 , T
mrg
1 +T
(1),mrg
3,1 } · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }
+ T(2),mrg3 = T
mrg a.s.
Hence P(ζ4 = Tmrg) = 1. Finally we obtain
P(Xmrg(Tmrg) ∈ M(∅)) = P(S4 = Mmrg7 )
= P(Tmrg1 < ∞, Tmrg2 < ∞, T(1),mrg3,1 < ∞, T(2),mrg3 < ∞, Tmrg1 < Tmrg2 )
+ P(Tmrg1 < ∞, Tmrg2 < ∞, T(1),mrg3,2 < ∞, T(2),mrg3 < ∞, Tmrg1 > Tmrg2 )
= P(Tmrg1 < Tmrg2 ) + P(Tmrg1 > Tmrg2 ) = 1.
This completes the proof.
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Figure 2.17: Reachability graphs of building blocks.
Now we establish the relationship between activities and building blocks.
Notation 2.64 (see [Wan98])
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) be an SPN. A transition t ∈ T is a
- forking transition if |•t| = 1 and |t•| > 1, and it is a
- joining transition if |•t| > 1 and |t•| = 1.
Above we have introduced building blocks as SPN models of basic activities. In some
building blocks more than one activity coexist. In the next remark we examine activities in
each building block.
Remark 2.65
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• Sequential process:
The building block Nseq contains only two transitions t1 and t2 (see Definition 2.49).
According to Definition 2.35 it is easy to verify that t1 and t2 are in sequence in the
marking Mseq0 . There are no other activities in Nseq.
• Concurrent processes:
This building block contains three transitions, t1, t2 and t3 (see Definition 2.51). The
transition t1 is a forking transition. According to [Wan98, Page 13] the existence of a
forking transition is a necessary condition for transitions to be concurrent. With 2.35
it is easy to verify that t2 and t3 are concurrent in the marking Mconc1 . Furthermore
transitions t1, t2 are in sequence in the marking Mconc0 and transitions t1, t3 are also in
sequence in the marking Mconc0 . As result we see that in Nconc the activities “sequence”
and “concurrency” occur.
• Process synchronization:
In this thesis this building block differs from “synchronization” in [Wan98, Page 14].
Nsync contains three transitions t1, t2 and t3 (see Definition 2.54), where t3 is a joining
transition. Transitions t1 and t2 are concurrent in the marking M
sync
0 . The “synchro-
nization” in [Wan98, Page 14] consists of only one joining transition. Since the total
time distribution function of “synchronization” is the distribution function of the join-
ing transition firing time (see Example 2.34), it is not interesting to consider a building
block consisting of only one transition. For that reason the building block “Process syn-
chronization” contains concurrent transitions t1 and t2. The firing of the joining transi-
tion t3 after the firing of t1 and t2 models the synchronization. Another activity which
occurs in this building block is the sequence. Transitions t1, t3 are in sequence in the
marking Msync2 and transitions t2, t3 are in sequence in the marking M
sync
1 .
• Conflict:
In the building block “Conflict” only one activity occurs. Ncon f contains two transitions
t1 and t2 (see Definition 2.56) which are in conflict in the marking M
con f
0 .
• Confusion:
According to [Wan98, Page 13] “concurrency” and “conflicts” occur in this building
block. There are three transitions in Nmix (see Definition 2.58), t1, t2 and t3. All transi-
tions are enabled in the marking Mmix0 . With Definition 2.35 we obtain that t1, t2 are in
conflict and t2, t3 are also in conflict. At the same time t1 and t3 are concurrent in the
marking Mmix0 .
• Mutual exclusive processes:
In Lemma 2.37 we have proved that the activity “conflict” is necessary for “mutual ex-
clusion”. In the building block “Mutual exclusive processes” the activities “mutual ex-
clusion” and “sequence” coexist. This building block contains four transitions: t1, . . . , t4
(see Definition 2.60). According to Definition 2.35 we obtain: t1 and t2 are in conflict in
the marking Mmep0 . The following transitions are in sequence: t1 and t3 in the marking
Mmep0 and in the marking M
mep
4 , t3 and t2 in M
mep
1 , t2 and t4 in the marking M
mep
0 and in
the marking Mmep3 , t4 and t1 in M
mep
2 .
• Merging:
In “Merging” two activities occur - “concurrence” and “sequence”. By Definition 2.62
this building block contains transitions t1, t2 and t3. Transitions t1 and t2 are concurrent
in the marking Mmrg0 . Furthermore t1, t3 are concurrent in the marking M
mrg
2 and they
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are in sequence in the markings Mmrg0 , M
mrg
2 and M
mrg
5 . Also transitions t2, t3 are con-
current in the marking Mmrg1 and they are in sequence in the markings M
mrg
0 , M
mrg
1 and
Mmrg4 . The reason why transitions are concurrent and in sequence in the same marking
is that the (2, 1)-net Nmrg is not safe.
In Figure 2.18 the relationship between activities and building blocks is graphically illus-
trated.
Activities
Concurrence
Sequence Conflict
Mutual
exclusion
Building block
“Mutual exclu-
sive processes”
Building
block
“Conflict”
Building
block
“Sequential
process”
Building
block
“Merging”
Building block
“Process
synchronization”
Building block
“Concurrent
processes”
Building block
“Confusion”
Figure 2.18: Relations between activities and building blocks.
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3 Ageing Properties
3.1 Definitions of Ageing Classes
In this chapter we introduce ageing properties of life distribution functions. A distribution
function F : R → [0, 1] is called life distribution if F(x) = 0 for all x < 0, [LX06, P. 7]. The
knowledge of ageing properties allows us to apply some bounds (see “reliability bounds”
in [BP75, pp. 106]) and some inequalities (see “moments inequalities” in [LX06, pp. 39])
without knowledge of an explicit form of the distribution function. Next we present some
notations, which are stated in [LX06].
Notation 3.1
Let F : R → [0, 1] be a distribution function with F(x) = 0 for all x < 0. Further we denote
F(x) := 1− F(x), x ∈ R, as a survival function. Furthermore let r(x) = lim
u→0
1
u
F(x+u)−F(x)
F(x)
,
x ∈ [0,∞) with F(x) < 1 be the failure rate. If a density function f of F exists (i.e. F′ = f ),
then r(x) = f (x)
F(x)
, x ∈ [0,∞) with F(x) < 1. Let µ :=
∞∫
0
F(u) du < ∞ be the mean of F.
Notation 3.2 ( [LX06])
1) IFR/DFR
F is an increasing failure rate (IFR) (decreasing failure rate (DFR)) distribution if
• F(x+y)
F(x)
is decreasing (increasing) in x ∈ [0,∞) (with F(x) < 1) for each y ∈ [0,∞),
• alternatively if and only if (iff) − log F(·) is a convex (concave) function,
• equivalently r(x) is increasing (decreasing) in x ∈ [0,∞).
2) IFRA/DFRA
F is an increasing failure rate on average (IFRA) (decreasing failure rate on average
(DFRA)) distribution if
• − 1x log F(x) is increasing (decreasing) in x ∈ [0,∞),
• alternatively iff F(αx) ≥ (≤)Fα(x), α ∈ (0, 1), x ∈ [0,∞),
• or equivalently 1y
y∫
0
r(x) dx is increasing (decreasing) in y ∈ [0,∞).
3) NBU/NWU
F is new better than used (NBU) (new worse than used (NWU)) if
• F(x + y) ≤ (≥)F(x)F(y), ∀x, y ≥ 0,
• or equivalently
y∫
0
r(u) du ≤ (≥)
x+y∫
x
r(u) du, ∀x, y ≥ 0.
4) NBUE/NWUE
F is new better than used in expectation (NBUE) (new worse than used in expectation
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(NWUE)) if
∞∫
x
F(u) du ≤ (≥)µF(x), x ≥ 0.
5) HNBUE/HNWUE
F is harmonically new better than used in expectation (HNBUE) (harmonically new
worse than used in expectation (HNWUE)) if
∞∫
x
F(u) du ≤ (≥)µe− xµ , x ≥ 0,
where µ > 0.
6) IFR∗t0
F is an increasing failure rate after t0 (IFR∗t0) distribution function if
• F(x+t)
F(t)
is decreasing in t ≥ t0 > 0 for all x ≥ 0,
• alternatively if r(t) is increasing for all t ≥ t0 > 0.
7) NBU-t0
F is new better than used in t0 (NBU-t0) if
F(x + t0) ≤ F(x)F(t0), for all x ≥ 0.
Remark 3.3
In Notation 3.2 the ageing property IFR (DFR) is related to the failure rate r. According to
[BP75] we obtain the following relation between the failure rate and the distribution function
F(x) = 1− exp
(
−
x∫
0
r(u) du
)
, x ≥ 0.
The function R(x) :=
x∫
0
r(u) du, x ≥ 0, is called a cumulative failure rate.
The properties of distribution functions stated in Notation 3.2 are originated from the re-
liability theory. The motivation of the reliability theory is the optimization of the reliability
of a system, where the components of a system can become defect after a random time in-
terval. Names of the ageing properties reflect this interpretation. In this thesis we imagine a
procedure instead of a system, which takes a random period of time. Using stochastic Petri
nets we model such procedures and analyze the time period from the beginning to the end of
these procedures. In this context we rename ageing properties such that their names reflect
the duration of a procedure.
Notation 3.4
Let
F := {F : R→ [0, 1]| F(y) ≤ F(x), lim
t→x
t>x
F(t) = F(x), ∀x, y ∈ R : y ≤ x;
lim
t→∞ F(t) = 1, F(x) = 0, ∀x < 0}
be the set of life distribution functions.
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In Notation 3.2 we have aggregated the names of ageing properties, which are commonly
used in the literature. Since the ageing properties were introduced in the context of the re-
liability theory, the names of these properties are related to the ageing in reliability models.
We apply ageing properties in the context of stochastic Petri nets but unfortunately these no-
tations do not fit in this context. In particular, the function r in Notation 3.1 is called failure
rate (or hazard rate) in the reliability context. Further, the names of the ageing properties IFR,
DFR, IFRA, DFRA and IFR∗t0 contain the notion of a “failure of a system”. Using stochastic
Petri nets we examine the time from the beginning to the end of processes, which are mod-
eled by these SPNs. Without a reasonable interpretation a “failure of a process” could easily
be misunderstood. The authors in [ABK12] introduced alternative names of these properties,
which fit much better in the SPN context. They denote the “failure rate” as a “termination
rate”. In contrast to the “failure of a process”, a “termination of a process” is unambiguous.
Furthermore, the authors in [ABK12] noted that a high “failure rate” is a negative property in
the reliability sense. However, a high “termination rate” is a positive property in the sense of
SPNs.
Consequently the notation “termination properties” instead of “ageing properties” could be
more transparent in the context of SPNs. On the other hand, using the notation “ageing
properties” we keep the reference to the reliability theory. In this thesis we use the notation
“ageing properties”, but we keep in mind that the notation “termination properties” can be
used alternatively.
Now we adopt notations of the ageing properties from [ABK12].
Notation 3.5
1) Failure rate:
The failure rate function r from Notation 3.2 is denoted as a “termination rate” (cf.
[ABK12]).
2) IFR/IFRA (DFR/DFRA)
The increasing termination rate (ITR) (cf. [ABK12]) stands for the IFR ageing property
and the decreasing termination rate (DTR), (cf. [ABK12]), stands for the DFR prop-
erty. The IFRA ageing property is denoted as increasing termination rate on aver-
age (ITRA), (cf. [ABK12]), and the DFRA property as decreasing termination rate on
average (DTRA), (cf. [ABK12]). We consider the following subsets of F.
FITR := {F ∈ F; F is ITR}, FDTR := {F ∈ F; F is DTR},
FITRA := {F ∈ F; F is ITRA}, FDTRA := {F ∈ F; F is DTRA}.
3) NBU/NBUE/HNBUE (NWU/NWUE/HNWUE)
The NBU ageing property is denoted as ongoing better than new (OBN),(cf. [ABK12]) ,
and NWU as ongoing worse than new (OWN), (cf. [ABK12]). Similarly NBUE, NWUE,
(cf. [ABK12]), HNBUE, and HNWUE ageing properties are called ongoing better than
new in expectation (OBNE), (cf. [ABK12]), ongoing worse than new in expectation
(OWNE), (cf. [ABK12]), harmonically ongoing better than new in expectation (HOBNE),
(cf. [ABK12]), and harmonically ongoing worse than new in expectation (HOWNE),
(cf. [ABK12]), respectively. The following sets of life distribution functions characterize
classes of these ageing properties.
FOBN := {F ∈ F; F is OBN}, FOWN := {F ∈ F; F is OWN},
FOBNE := {F ∈ F; F is OBNE}, FOWNE := {F ∈ F; F is OWNE},
FHOBNE := {F ∈ F; F is HOBNE}, FHOWNE := {F ∈ F; F is HOWNE}.
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4) IFR∗t0/NBU-t0
Similarly, the increasing failure rate after t0 (ITR∗t0) and ongoing better than new in
t0 (OBN-t0) stand for IFR∗t0, (cf. [ABK12]), and NBU-t0, (cf. [ABK12]),respectively. The
sets
FITR∗t0 := {F ∈ F; F is ITR∗t0}, FOBN−t0 := {F ∈ F; F is OBN-t0}
contain life distribution functions with these ageing properties.
Remark 3.6
According to [LX06, pp. 29-31] we have following relationships between above ageing classes
FITR ⊂ FITRA ⊂ FOBN ⊂ FOBNE ⊂ FHOBNE,
FDTR ⊂ FDTRA ⊂ FOWN ⊂ FOWNE ⊂ FHOWNE.
Furthermore from [LX06, p. 38] we obtain the following closure properties
• FITR, FITRA, FOBN, FOBNE and FHOBNE are closed under convolution of life distribution
functions.
• FITRA, FOBN and FOBN−t0 are closed under formation of coherent structures.
• FDTR, FDTRA and FHOWNE are closed under mixtures of life distribution functions.
3.2 Ageing Properties of Building Blocks
In the next lemma we verify ageing properties of the building blocks, defined in Chapter 2.
Lemma 3.7
1. Considering Tseq1 , T
seq
2 from Definition 2.49 and T
seq from Proposition 2.50 let Fseq1 ,F
seq
2 ,
Fseq ∈ Fwith Tseq ∼ Fseq and Tseqi ∼ Fseqi , i = 1, 2. Then:
Fseq1 , F
seq
2 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fseq ∈ FITR,
Fseq1 , F
seq
2 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fseq ∈ FITRA,
Fseq1 , F
seq
2 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fseq ∈ FOBN,
Fseq1 , F
seq
2 ∈ FOBNE =⇒ Fseq ∈ FOBNE,
Fseq1 , F
seq
2 ∈ FHOBNE =⇒ Fseq ∈ FHOBNE.
2. Let Tconc1 ∼ Fconc1 , Tconc2 ∼ Fconc2 , Tconc3 ∼ Fconc3 , where Tconci is a firing time of the transition
ti ∈ Tconc, i = 1, 2, 3 (see Definition 2.51) and Fconci ∈ F, i = 1, 2, 3. Further let Fconc ∈ F
be the distribution function of the total time Tconc from Proposition 2.52. Then:
Fconc1 , F
conc
2 , F
conc
3 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fconc ∈ FITRA,
Fconc1 , F
conc
2 , F
conc
3 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fconc ∈ FOBN.
Furthermore assuming Fconc2 = F
conc
3 we get
Fconc1 , F
conc
2 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fconc ∈ FITR.
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3. Let Tsync1 ∼ Fsync1 , Tsync2 ∼ Fsync2 , Tsync3 ∼ Fsync3 be firing times of the transitions t1, t2, t3 ∈
Tsync in Definition 2.54, F
sync
i ∈ F, i = 1, 2, 3. Let Tsync be the total time from Proposition
2.55 with Tsync ∼ Fsync, where Fsync ∈ F. Then:
Fsync1 , F
sync
2 , F
sync
3 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fsync ∈ FITRA,
Fsync1 , F
sync
2 , F
sync
3 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fsync ∈ FOBN.
Under assumption Fsync1 = F
sync
2 we obtain
Fsync1 , F
sync
3 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fsync ∈ FITR.
4. Considering firing times Tcon f1 , T
con f
2 from Definition 2.56 and the total time T
con f from
Proposition 2.57 let Tcon f1 ∼ Fcon f1 , Tcon f2 ∼ Fcon f2 , Tcon f ∼ Fcon f , Fcon f1 , Fcon f2 , Fcon f ∈ F.
Then:
Fcon f1 , F
con f
2 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fcon f ∈ FITR,
Fcon f1 , F
con f
2 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fcon f ∈ FITRA,
Fcon f1 , F
con f
2 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fcon f ∈ FOBN,
Fcon f1 , F
con f
2 ∈ FOBN−t0 =⇒ Fcon f ∈ FOBN−t0 .
5. Let Fmix1 , F
mix
2 , F
mix
3 ∈ F be the distribution functions of firing times Tmix1 , Tmix2 , Tmix3 from
Definition 2.58. Further let Tmix ∼ Fmix be the total time of Nmix (see Proposition 2.59),
where Fmix ∈ F.
i) Considering the function B : R3 → R, B(x) := x1x2x3, x = (x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3, we
assume 0 < µ :=
∞∫
0
Fmix(u) du < ∞ and B(Fmix1 (x), F
mix
2 (x), F
mix
3 (x)) ≥ e−
x
µ for all
x ∈ [0,∞). Then Fmix ∈ FHOWNE.
ii) Under assumption Fmix1 = F
mix
2 = F
mix
3 we get F
mix
1 = F
mix. Hence Fmix1 ∈
Fk =⇒ Fmix ∈ Fk for each k ∈ {ITR, ITRA, DTR, DTRA, OBN, OBNE, HOBNE,
OWN, OWNE, HOWNE, ITR ∗ t0, OBN − t0}.
6. According to Definition 2.60 we consider transition firing times T(j),mepi ∼ Fmepi for j =
1, 2, i = 1, . . . , 4, where Fmepi ∈ F, i = 1, . . . , 4. Considering Proposition 2.61 let Tmep ∼
Fmep with Fmep ∈ F. Under Assumption Fmep1 = Fmep2
Fmep1 , F
mep
3 , F
mep
4 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fmep ∈ FITR,
Fmep1 , F
mep
3 , F
mep
4 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fmep ∈ FITRA,
Fmep1 , F
mep
3 , F
mep
4 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fmep ∈ FOBN.
Proof
ad 1 By Proposition 2.50 we have Tseq = Tseq1 + T
seq
2 . According to Assumptions 2.30, T
seq
1
and Tseq2 are independent. Hence
Fseq(x) =
x∫
0
Fseq1 (x− u) dFseq2 (u) = (Fseq1 ∗ Fseq2 )(x), x ≥ 0.
The closure of FITR, FITRA, FOBN, FOBNE and FHOBNE under convolution of life distribu-
tions proves the claim 1.
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ad 2 With Proposition 2.52 we obtain
Fconc(x) = P(Tconc ≤ x) = P(Tconc1 +max{Tconc2 , Tconc3 } ≤ x), x ≥ 0.
Since Tconc1 , T
conc
2 , T
conc
3 are independent, we have
P(max{Tconc2 , Tconc3 } ≤ x) = P(Tconc2 ≤ x, Tconc3 ≤ x)
= P(Tconc2 ≤ x)P(Tconc3 ≤ x) = Fconc2 (x)Fconc3 (x) =: (Fconc2 · Fconc3 )(x), x ≥ 0,
and
Fconc(x) =
x∫
0
Fconc1 (x− u)d (Fconc2 · Fconc3 )(u) = (Fconc1 ∗ (Fconc2 · Fconc3 ))(x), x ≥ 0.
The distribution function (Fconc2 · Fconc3 ) can be seen as a distribution function of a parallel
system with two components, whose failure times are distributed by Fconc2 and F
conc
3 ,
respectively. Since FITRA and FOBN are closed under formation of coherent structures
(Remark 3.6), we get
Fconc2 , F
conc
3 ∈ FITRA =⇒ (Fconc2 · Fconc3 ) ∈ FITRA, and
Fconc2 , F
conc
3 ∈ FOBN =⇒ (Fconc2 · Fconc3 ) ∈ FOBN.
Recall that FITRA and FOBN are closed under convolution of life distributions. Hence
Fconc1 , F
conc
2 , F
conc
3 ∈ FITRA (FOBN) =⇒ Fconc ∈ FITRA (FOBN).
Now let Fconc2 = F
conc
3 . The distribution function (F
conc
2 · Fconc3 ) can be interpreted as a
distribution function of a parallel system of identical distributed units. From [BPH65,
Theorem 5.5.] we get Fconc2 ∈ FITR =⇒ (Fconc2 · Fconc3 ) = (Fconc2 )2 ∈ FITR. Finally with
[BPH65, Theorem 5.1.] we obtain Fconc1 , F
conc
2 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fconc = Fconc1 ∗ (Fconc2 · Fconc3 ) ∈
FITR.
ad 3 According to Proposition 2.55 the total time Tsync ofNsync is given by Tsync = max{Tsync1 ,
Tsync2 }+ Tsync3 , where Tsync1 , Tsync2 , Tsync3 are independent transition firing times. The dis-
tribution function of Tsync is given by
Fsync(x) =
x∫
0
Fsync3 (x− u)d (Fsync1 · Fsync2 )(u) = (Fsync3 ∗ (Fsync1 · Fsync2 ))(x), x ≥ 0,
where Tsynci ∼ Fsynci , Fsynci ∈ F, i = 1, 2, 3, and
(Fsync1 · Fsync2 )(x) = Fsync1 (x) · Fsync2 (x), x ∈ R.
With the same argumentation as above (ad 2) we obtain
Fsync1 , F
sync
2 , F
sync
3 ∈ FITRA (FOBN) =⇒ Fsync ∈ FITRA (FOBN).
Let Fsync1 = F
sync
2 . In the same way, (F
sync
1 · Fsync2 ) is a distribution function of a parallel
system with two identical distributed units. With [BPH65, Theorem 5.5.] and [BPH65,
Theorem 5.1.] we obtain
Fsync1 , F
sync
3 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fsync = (Fsync1 )2 ∗ Fsync3 ∈ FITR.
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ad 4 By Proposition 2.57, Tcon f = min{Tcon f1 , Tcon f2 } is the total time of Ncon f , where Tcon f1 ,
Tcon f2 are independent firing times of the transitions in Tcon f . Let T
con f
1 ∼ Fcon f1 and
Tcon f2 ∼ Fcon f2 with Fcon f1 , Fcon f2 ∈ F. The distribution function of Tcon f is given by
Fcon f (x) = P(Tcon f ≤ x) = P(min{Tcon f1 , Tcon f2 } ≤ x)
= 1−P(min{Tcon f1 , Tcon f2 } > x) = 1−P(Tcon f1 > x, Tcon f2 > x)
= 1−P(Tcon f1 > x)P(Tcon f2 > x) = 1− Fcon f1 (x)Fcon f2 (x), x ≥ 0.
This distribution function can be interpreted as a distribution function of a series system
with two components, whose failure times are distributed as Fcon f1 and F
con f
2 . Since
FITRA,FOBN and FOBN−t0 are closed under formation of coherent structures, we obtain
Fcon f1 , F
con f
2 ∈ FITRA (FOBN,FOBN−t0) =⇒ Fcon f ∈ FITRA (FOBN,FOBN−t0).
Now suppose that Fcon f1 , F
con f
2 ∈ FITR. According to Notation 3.2
Fcon fi (x + y)
Fcon fi (x)
is decreasing in x ∈ [0,∞) (with Fcon fi (x) < 1) for each y ∈ [0,∞), i = 1, 2.
Since
Fcon f (x + y)
Fcon f (x)
=
Fcon f1 (x + y)
Fcon f1 (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
↘ in x
Fcon f2 (x + y)
Fcon f2 (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
↘ in x
is decreasing in x ∈ [0,∞) (with Fcon f (x) < 1) for each y ∈ [0,∞), we get Fcon f ∈ FITR.
ad 5 The total time of Nmix is modeled by
Tmix = Tmix2 · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }} +max{T
mix
1 , T
mix
3 } · 1{Tmix2 >min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }},
where Tmixi is a firing time of ti ∈ Tmix, i = 1, 2, 3. Let Tmixi ∼ Fmixi with Fmixi ∈ F,
i = 1, 2, 3. For x ≥ 0 we obtain
P(Tmix ≤ x) = P(Tmix2 · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}
+max{Tmix1 , Tmix3 } · 1{Tmix2 >min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }} ≤ x)
= P(Tmix2 ≤ x, Tmix2 < min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 })
+ P(max{Tmix1 , Tmix3 } ≤ x, Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }).
Considering the first addend, we get
P(Tmix2 ≤ x, Tmix2 < min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }) = P(Tmix2 ≤ x, Tmix2 < Tmix1 , Tmix2 < Tmix3 )
=
∞∫
0
P(Tmix2 ≤ x, Tmix2 < Tmix1 , Tmix2 < Tmix3 |Tmix2 = s) dPT
mix
2 (s)
=
x∫
0
P(s < Tmix1 , s < Tmix3 |Tmix2 = s) dFmix2 (s)
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ind.
=
x∫
0
P(s < Tmix1 , s < Tmix3 ) dFmix2 (s) =
x∫
0
P(s < Tmix1 )P(s < Tmix3 ) dFmix2 (s)
=
x∫
0
Fmix1 (s)F
mix
3 (s) dF
mix
2 (s), x ≥ 0.
Analyzing the second addend, we obtain
P(max{Tmix1 , Tmix3 } ≤ x, Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 })
= P(max{Tmix1 , Tmix3 } ≤ x, Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }, Tmix1 < Tmix3 )
+ P(max{Tmix1 , Tmix3 } ≤ x, Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }, Tmix1 > Tmix3 )
= P(Tmix3 ≤ x, Tmix2 > Tmix1 , Tmix1 < Tmix3 ) + P(Tmix1 ≤ x, Tmix2 > Tmix3 , Tmix1 > Tmix3 )
=
∞∫
0
P(Tmix3 ≤ x, Tmix2 > Tmix1 , Tmix1 < Tmix3 |Tmix1 = s) dPT
mix
1 (s)
+
∞∫
0
P(Tmix1 ≤ x, Tmix2 > Tmix3 , Tmix1 > Tmix3 |Tmix3 = s) dPT
mix
3 (s)
=
∞∫
0
P(Tmix3 ≤ x, Tmix2 > s, s < Tmix3 |Tmix1 = s) dPT
mix
1 (s)
+
∞∫
0
P(Tmix1 ≤ x, Tmix2 > s, Tmix1 > s|Tmix3 = s) dPT
mix
3 (s)
ind.
=
∞∫
0
P(s < Tmix3 ≤ x)P(Tmix2 > s) dPT
mix
1 (s)
+
∞∫
0
P(s < Tmix1 ≤ x)P(Tmix2 > s) dPT
mix
3 (s)
=
x∫
0
[Fmix3 (x)− Fmix3 (s)]Fmix2 (s) dFmix1 (s)
+
x∫
0
[Fmix1 (x)− Fmix1 (s)]Fmix2 (s) dFmix3 (s), x ≥ 0.
Hence
Fmix(x) = P(Tmix ≤ x) =
x∫
0
Fmix1 (s)F
mix
3 (s) dF
mix
2 (s)
+
x∫
0
[Fmix3 (x)− Fmix3 (s)]Fmix2 (s) dFmix1 (s)
+
x∫
0
[Fmix1 (x)− Fmix1 (s)]Fmix2 (s) dFmix3 (s), x ≥ 0.
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(i) Since Fmix1 , F
mix
2 and F
mix
3 are distribution functions, we get
Fmix(x) =
x∫
0
Fmix1 (s)F
mix
3 (s) dF
mix
2 (s) +
x∫
0
[Fmix3 (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤1
−Fmix3 (s)]Fmix2 (s) dFmix1 (s)
+
x∫
0
[Fmix1 (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤1
−Fmix1 (s)]Fmix2 (s) dFmix3 (s) ≤
x∫
0
Fmix1 (s)F
mix
3 (s) dF
mix
2 (s)
+
x∫
0
Fmix3 (s)F
mix
2 (s) dF
mix
1 (s) +
x∫
0
Fmix1 (s)F
mix
2 (s) dF
mix
3 (s)
= Fmix1 (x)F
mix
3 (x)F
mix
2 (x) +
x∫
0
Fmix1 (s)[F
mix
2 (s) + Fmix2 (s)] dF
mix
3 (s)
+
x∫
0
Fmix3 (s)[F
mix
2 (s) + Fmix2 (s)] dF
mix
1 (s) = Fmix1 (x)F
mix
3 (x)F
mix
2 (x)
+
x∫
0
Fmix1 (s) dF
mix
3 (s) +
x∫
0
Fmix3 (s) dF
mix
1 (s) = Fmix1 (x)F
mix
3 (x)F
mix
2 (x)
+ Fmix1 (x) + F
mix
3 (x)− Fmix1 (x)Fmix3 (x) = 1− Fmix1 (x)Fmix3 (x)Fmix2 (x)
= 1− B(Fmix1 (x), Fmix3 (x), Fmix2 (x)), x ≥ 0.
Hence
Fmix(x) ≥ B(Fmix1 (x), Fmix3 (x), Fmix2 (x)) ≥ e−
x
µ , x ≥ 0.
Finally we have
∞∫
x
Fmix(t) dt ≥
∞∫
x
e−
t
µ dt = µe−
x
µ , x ≥ 0, i.e. Fmix ∈ FHOWNE.
(ii) Now let Fmix1 = F
mix
2 = F
mix
3 . Then we obtain
Fmix(x) =
x∫
0
Fmix1 (s)F
mix
3 (s) dF
mix
2 (s) +
x∫
0
[Fmix3 (x)− Fmix3 (s)]Fmix2 (s) dFmix1 (s)
+
x∫
0
[Fmix1 (x)− Fmix1 (s)]Fmix2 (s) dFmix3 (s)
=
x∫
0
(Fmix1 (s))
2 dFmix1 (s) + 2
x∫
0
[Fmix1 (x)− Fmix1 (s)]Fmix1 (s) dFmix1 (s)
=
(
Fmix1 (x)
)2Fmix1 (x) + 2 x∫
0
Fmix1 (s)F
mix
1 (s) dF
mix
1 (s)
+ 2Fmix1 (x)
x∫
0
Fmix1 (s) dF
mix
1 (s)− 2
x∫
0
Fmix1 (s)F
mix
1 (s) dF
mix
1 (s)
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=
(
Fmix1 (x)
)2Fmix1 (x) + 2Fmix1 (x)(Fmix1 (x))2 + Fmix1 (x) x∫
0
2Fmix1 (s) dF
mix
1 (s)
= Fmix1 (x)− 2
(
Fmix1 (x)
)2
+
(
Fmix1 (x)
)3
+ 2
(
Fmix1 (x)
)2 − 2(Fmix1 (x))3
+
(
Fmix1 (x)
)3
= Fmix1 (x), x ≥ 0.
ad 6 Since T(j),mepi are independent, j = 1, 2, i = 1, . . . , 4, by Proposition 2.61, we get for x ≥ 0
P(Tmep ≤ x) = P(min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }+ (T(1),mep3 + T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),mep4 + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } ≤ x)
= P(T(1),mep1 + T(1),mep3 + T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 ≤ x, T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 )
+ P(T(1),mep2 + T(1),mep4 + T(2),mep1 + T(2),mep3 ≤ x, T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 )
=
∞∫
0
P(T(1),mep1 + T(1),mep3 + T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 ≤ x, T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 |T(1),mep1 = s) dPT
(1),mep
1 (s)
+
∞∫
0
P(T(1),mep2 + T(1),mep4 + T(2),mep1 + T(2),mep3 ≤ x, T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 |T(1),mep2 = s) dPT
(1),mep
2 (s)
ind.
=
x∫
0
P(T(1),mep3 + T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 ≤ x− s, T(1),mep2 > s) dPT
(1),mep
1 (s)
+
x∫
0
P(T(1),mep4 + T(2),mep1 + T(2),mep3 ≤ x− s, T(1),mep1 > s) dPT
(1),mep
2 (s)
=
x∫
0
P(T(1),mep3 + T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 ≤ x− s)P(T(1),mep2 > s) dPT
(1),mep
1 (s)
+
x∫
0
P(T(1),mep4 + T(2),mep1 + T(2),mep3 ≤ x− s)P(T(1),mep1 > s) dPT
(1),mep
2 (s)
=
x∫
0
(Fmep2 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ Fmep4 )(x− s)Fmep2 (s) dFmep1 (s)
+
x∫
0
(Fmep1 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ Fmep4 )(x− s)Fmep1 (s) dFmep2 (s) = (Fmep3 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ F˜)(x),
where
F˜(x) =
x∫
0
Fmep2 (x− s)Fmep2 (s) dFmep1 (s)+
x∫
0
Fmep1 (x− s)Fmep1 (s) dFmep2 (s), x ≥ 0.
Under assumption Fmep1 = F
mep
2 we get
F˜(x) =
x∫
0
Fmep1 (x− s)2Fmep1 (s) dFmep1 (s) =
x∫
0
Fmep1 (x− s)2Fmep1 (s) f mep1 (s) ds, x ≥ 0.
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Now it is easy to verify that
H(x) :=
x∫
0
2Fmep1 (s) f
mep
1 (s) ds = 1− (Fmep1 (x))2, x ≥ 0, (3.2.1)
is a distribution function and F˜(x) = (Fmep1 ∗ H)(x), x ≥ 0. Since Fmep1 ∈ FITR,
H(x + t)
H(x)
=
(
Fmep1 (x + t)
Fmep1 (x)
)2
is decreasing in x ≥ 0 for each t > 0. Hence H ∈ FITR. Since FITR is closed under
convolution, we obtain
Fmep1 , F
mep
3 , F
mep
4 ∈ FITR =⇒ F˜ = (Fmep1 ∗ H) ∈ FITR
=⇒ Fmep = (Fmep3 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ F˜) ∈ FITR.
Further the distribution function H ∈ F from (3.2.1) can be seen as a distribution func-
tion of a series system with two identical Fmep1 -distributed components. Since F
ITRA and
FOBN are closed under formation of coherent structures and under convolution of life
distribution functions (see Remark 3.6), we get
Fmep1 , F
mep
3 , F
mep
4 ∈ FITRA (FOBN) =⇒ H ∈ FITRA (FOBN)
=⇒ F˜ = (Fmep1 ∗ H) ∈ FITRA (FOBN)
=⇒ Fmep = (Fmep3 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ F˜) ∈ FITRA (FOBN).
The building block “Merging” is a special one, because it is not safe. Since the structure of
the distribution function of the total time is complex, we have a weak result for this building
block.
Proposition 3.8
Considering firing times Tmrg1 , T
mrg
2 , T
(1),mrg
3,1 , T
(1),mrg
3,2 , T
(2),mrg
3 of the transitions t1, t2, t3 ∈ Tmrg
in Definition 2.62 and the total time Tmrg of Nmrg in Proposition 2.63 let Fmrg1 , Fmrg2 , Fmrg3 ∈ F
with Tmrg1 ∼ Fmrg1 , Tmrg2 ∼ Fmrg2 and T(1),mrg3,1 , T(1),mrg3,2 , T(2),mrg3 ∼ Fmrg3 .
i) If 0 < P(Tmrg1 ≤ Tmrg2 ) < 1, then the distribution function Fmrg ∈ F of the total time
Tmrg is a discrete mixture of life distribution functions.
ii) If P(Tmrg1 ≤ Tmrg2 ) = 1 or P(Tmrg1 ≥ Tmrg2 ) = 1, then
Fmrg1 , F
mrg
2 , F
mrg
3 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fmrg ∈ FITRA,
Fmrg1 , F
mrg
2 , F
mrg
3 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fmrg ∈ FOBN.
Proof
By Assumptions 2.30 the random firing times are independent. According to Proposition 2.63
we have
Fmrg(x) = P(Tmrg ≤ x) = P(max{Tmrg1 , Tmrg2 + T(1),mrg3,2 } · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }
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+max{Tmrg2 , Tmrg1 + T(1),mrg3,1 } · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 } + T
(2),mrg
3 ≤ x)
=
∞∫
0
P(max{Tmrg1 , Tmrg2 + T(1),mrg3,2 } · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }
+max{Tmrg2 , Tmrg1 + T(1),mrg3,1 } · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 } + T
(2),mrg
3 ≤ x|T(2),mrg3 = s) dPT
(2),mrg
3 (s)
=
x∫
0
P(max{Tmrg1 , Tmrg2 + T(1),mrg3,2 } · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }
+max{Tmrg2 , Tmrg1 + T(1),mrg3,1 } · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 } ≤ x− s) dF
mrg
3 (s), x ≥ 0.
Considering
Fµ(x) : = P(max{Tmrg1 , Tmrg2 + T(1),mrg3,2 } · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }
+max{Tmrg2 , Tmrg1 + T(1),mrg3,1 } · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 } ≤ x)
= P(max{Tmrg1 , Tmrg2 + T(1),mrg3,2 } ≤ x, Tmrg1 > Tmrg2 )
+ P(max{Tmrg2 , Tmrg1 + T(1),mrg3,1 } ≤ x, Tmrg1 < Tmrg2 )
= P(Tmrg1 ≤ x, Tmrg2 + T(1),mrg3,2 ≤ x, Tmrg1 > Tmrg2 )
+ P(Tmrg2 ≤ x, Tmrg1 + T(1),mrg3,1 ≤ x, Tmrg1 < Tmrg2 )
=
∞∫
0
P(Tmrg1 ≤ x, Tmrg2 + T(1),mrg3,2 ≤ x, Tmrg1 > Tmrg2 |Tmrg2 = s) dPT
mrg
2 (s)
+
∞∫
0
P(Tmrg2 ≤ x, Tmrg1 + T(1),mrg3,1 ≤ x, Tmrg1 < Tmrg2 |Tmrg1 = s) dPT
mrg
1 (s)
=
∞∫
0
P(Tmrg1 ≤ x, T(1),mrg3,2 ≤ x− s, Tmrg1 > s|Tmrg2 = s) dPT
mrg
2 (s)
+
∞∫
0
P(Tmrg2 ≤ x, T(1),mrg3,1 ≤ x− s, s < Tmrg2 |Tmrg1 = s) dPT
mrg
1 (s)
=
∞∫
0
P(s < Tmrg1 ≤ x)P(T(1),mrg3,2 ≤ x− s) dPT
mrg
2 (s)
+
∞∫
0
P(s < Tmrg2 ≤ x)P(T(1),mrg3,1 ≤ x− s) dPT
mrg
1 (s)
=
x∫
0
[Fmrg1 (x)− Fmrg1 (s)]Fmrg3 (x− s) dFmrg2 (s)
+
x∫
0
[Fmrg2 (x)− Fmrg2 (s)]Fmrg3 (x− s) dFmrg1 (s)
= Fmrg1 (x)(F
mrg
2 ∗ Fmrg3 )(x) + Fmrg2 (x)(Fmrg1 ∗ Fmrg3 )(x)−
(
Fmrg3 ∗ (Fmrg1 Fmrg2 )
)
(x),
x ≥ 0
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with (Fmrg1 F
mrg
2 )(x) = F
mrg
1 (x)F
mrg
2 (x), x ≥ 0, we obtain
Fmrg(x) = (Fmrg3 ∗ Fµ)(x), x ≥ 0.
ad (i) Let α := P(Tmrg1 ≤ Tmrg2 ) =
∫ ∞
0 F
mrg
1 (s) dF
mrg
2 (s) and suppose that α ∈ (0, 1). Then
the functions
Hmrg1 (x) :=
1
1− α
[
Fmrg1 (x)(F
mrg
2 ∗ Fmrg3 )(x)− α
x∫
0
Fmrg3 (x− s)Fmrg1 (s)
α
dFmrg2 (s)
]
, x ≥ 0,
Hmrg2 (x) :=
1
α
[
Fmrg2 (x)(F
mrg
1 ∗ Fmrg3 )(x)− (1− α)
x∫
0
Fmrg3 (x− s)Fmrg2 (s)
1− α dF
mrg
1 (s)
]
, x ≥ 0,
are life distribution functions. We verify this for Hmrg1 , the proof for H
mrg
2 is analogous.
From
P(Tmrg1 ≤ x, Tmrg2 + T(1),mrg3,2 ≤ x|Tmrg1 > Tmrg2 )P(Tmrg1 > Tmrg2 )
= P(Tmrg1 ≤ x, Tmrg2 + T(1),mrg3,2 ≤ x, Tmrg1 > Tmrg2 )
= Fmrg1 (x)(F
mrg
2 ∗ Fmrg3 )(x)− α
x∫
0
Fmrg3 (x− s)Fmrg1 (s)
α
dFmrg2 (s), x ≥ 0,
we obtain
P(Tmrg1 ≤ x, Tmrg2 + T(1),mrg3,2 ≤ x|Tmrg1 > Tmrg2 )
=
1
1− α
[
Fmrg1 (x)(F
mrg
2 ∗ Fmrg3 )(x)− α
x∫
0
Fmrg3 (x− s)Fmrg1 (s)
α
dFmrg2 (s)
]
, x ≥ 0.
Hence Hmrg1 ∈ F and similarly Hmrg2 ∈ F. Now the distribution function Fµ is a discrete
mixture of Hmrg1 and H
mrg
2 ,
Fµ(x) = (1− α)Hmrg1 (x) + αHmrg2 (x), x ≥ 0.
By linearity of integration we obtain
Fmrg(x) = (Fmrg3 ∗ Fµ)(x) = (1− α)(Fmrg3 ∗ Hmrg1 )(x) + α(Fmrg3 ∗ Hmrg2 )(x), x ≥ 0.
ad (ii) Let P(Tmrg1 ≤ Tmrg2 ) = P(Tmrg1 < Tmrg2 ) = 1. Then we get
Fµ(x) : = P(max{Tmrg1 , Tmrg2 + T(1),mrg3,2 } · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }
+max{Tmrg2 , Tmrg1 + T(1),mrg3,1 } · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 } ≤ x)
= P(max{Tmrg2 , Tmrg1 + T(1),mrg3,1 } ≤ x, Tmrg1 < Tmrg2 )
= P(max{Tmrg2 , Tmrg1 + T(1),mrg3,1 } ≤ x)
= P(Tmrg2 ≤ x, Tmrg1 + T(1),mrg3,1 ≤ x)
= P(Tmrg2 ≤ x)P(Tmrg1 + T(1),mrg3,1 ≤ x)
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= Fmrg2 (x)(F
mrg
1 ∗ Fmrg3 )(x), x ≥ 0.
The distribution function of the total time Tmrg is given by
Fmrg(x) = (Fmrg3 ∗ Fµ)(x) =
(
Fmrg3 ∗
(
Fmrg2 (F
mrg
1 ∗ Fmrg3 )
))
(x), x ≥ 0.
The life distribution function
(
Fmrg2 (F
mrg
1 ∗ Fmrg3 )
)
(x) = Fmrg2 (x)(F
mrg
1 ∗ Fmrg3 )(x), x ≥ 0,
can be interpreted as a failure time distribution function of a parallel system with two
components, which are distributed as Fmrg2 and (F
mrg
1 ∗ Fmrg3 ).
In the same way, for P(Tmrg1 ≥ Tmrg2 ) = P(Tmrg1 > Tmrg2 ) = 1 we get
Fmrg(x) = (Fmrg3 ∗ Fµ)(x) =
(
Fmrg3 ∗
(
Fmrg1 (F
mrg
2 ∗ Fmrg3 )
))
(x), x ≥ 0.
Since FITRA and FOBN are closed under convolution of life distribution functions and
under formation of coherent structures, we obtain
Fmrg1 , F
mrg
2 , F
mrg
3 ∈ FITRA (FOBN) =⇒ Fmrg ∈ FITRA (FOBN).
In Table 3.1 on page 61 we have summarized the main results of this chapter.
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Building blocks
Ageing properties of
each transition firing
time
Additional
conditions
Inherited ageing
property of the total
time
Nseq
ITR
−
ITR
ITRA ITRA
OBN OBN
OBNE OBNE
HOBNE HOBNE
Nconc
ITR Fconc2 = F
conc
3 ITR
ITRA − ITRA
OBN OBN
Nsync
ITR Fsync1 = F
sync
2 ITR
ITRA − ITRA
OBN OBN
Ncon f
ITR
−
ITR
ITRA ITRA
OBN OBN
OBN-t0 OBN-t0
Nmix
ITR/DTR/ITRA/
DTRA/OBN/OWN/
OBNE/OWNE/
HOBNE/HOWNE/
ITR∗t0/OBN-t0
Fmix1 =F
mix
2 =F
mix
3
ITR/DTR/ITRA/
DTRA/OBN/OWN/
OBNE/OWNE/
HOBNE/HOWNE/
ITR∗t0/OBN-t0
− Fmix1 (x)Fmix2 (x)Fmix3 (x)
≥ e− xµ
HOBNE
Nmep
ITR
Fmep1 = F
mep
2
ITR
ITRA ITRA
OBN OBN
Nmrg ITRA P(T
mrg
1 ≤Tmrg2 )=1
or
P(Tmrg1 ≥Tmrg2 )=1
ITRA
OBN OBN
Table 3.1: The main results of Chapter 3 summarized in tabular form.
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4 Connection of Building Blocks
In previous parts of this thesis we have considered and analyzed building blocks. Now our
aim is creating a mechanism that forms larger structures using them. Using the ageing prop-
erties of building blocks, this mechanism should have the advantage that the total time anal-
ysis of the resulting structure becomes redundant, i.e. constructing an SPN with this mecha-
nism, we should know the ageing property of the SPN without an analysis of the total time
distribution function. Using this approach we create a class of acyclic SPNs. The disadvan-
tage of this approach is that this class does not contain all acyclic SPNs. The qualitative prop-
erties of the total time distribution of acyclic SPNs beyond this class are not known without a
sophisticated analysis. The advantage of this approach is that although constructed SPN can
be really large, the structure of the total time distribution function is well known. In general,
the computation of the total time distribution could be extremely difficult or even impossible.
But the knowledge of qualitative properties of the total time distribution is very informative
for its estimation or approximation.
In this chapter we introduce some mechanisms for connecting building blocks. Before in-
troducing this connection mechanisms, some preparations are necessary. For the modeling
power we will modify building blocks such that their total times keep the same but their
structure changes. In order to preserve the total times we use immediate transitions as an
aid. Although immediate transitions are not included in Definition 2.28, we can extend above
modeling framework defining firing times of immediate transitions by constant mappings
equal to zero.
In Chapter 2 we have introduced (m, n)-nets with m source places and n sink places for
m, n ∈ N. However, it is imaginable that some source places contain no tokens in the initial
marking and some sink places contain a token in a non-absorbing marking. For further dif-
ferentiation between (m, n)-nets we introduce (m, n) source nets, (m, n) sink nets and (m, n)
source-sink nets. The idea of this distinction is that the “firing behaviour” of these nets is
similar to the firing of a single transition.
In Figure 4.1a on page 64 the firing of a single transition with one input place and one
output place is depicted. In the initial marking (i.e. before the transition fires) the input place
contains a token. In the absorbing marking (i.e. after firing of the transition) a token is located
in the output place. In Figure 4.1b on page 64 the initial marking and the absorbing marking
of a source-sink net can be seen. A source-sink net is a (m, n)-net, which input places are filled
by tokens in the initial marking and all output places contain tokens only in the absorbing
marking. If all input places are empty, then no transitions are enabled in the initial marking.
Before such net “fires”, all input places are filled by tokens and after “firing” all output places
contain tokens. Hence, a source-sink net can be seen as a single transition and the total time
of this net as the firing time of a single transition. Using immediate transitions and new
input and output places, we connect them in the way which is depicted in Figure 4.1c. A
single transition can be replaced by the resulting (1, 1) source-sink net, since their “firing
behaviour” is similar.
This idea in an inverse form is a reduction of timed Petri nets. An introduction of the
reduction mechanism can be found in [Wan98].
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(a) Firing
behaviour
of a single
transition
SPN
SPN
(b) Firing behaviour of a
source-sink net
SPN
Transition
SPN
Transition
(c) Firing behaviour of a modified source-sink
net
Figure 4.1: Modification of a source-sink net.
4.1 Modifications of Building Blocks
Definition 4.1
An (m, n)-net N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) is a source net if for all p ∈ P with •p = ∅ we have
M0(p) > 0 and E(M0) ⊆ ⋃
p∈P: •p=∅
p•.
An (m, n)-net N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) is a sink net if for all p ∈ P with p• = ∅ we have
p /∈ ⋃
t∈T
◦t,M(∅) = {M} with M(p) > 0 and for all M˜ ∈ •M there exists a place p˜ ∈ P with
p˜• = ∅ and M˜( p˜) = 0.
A (m, n)-netN = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) is a source-sink net if the above conditions on the source
place and the sink place are fulfilled.
p1 t1 p2 t2 p3
p4
Figure 4.2: Neither a source net nor a sink net.
Example 4.2
For the better understanding of the above definition we consider a (1, 1)-net, which is neither
a source net nor a sink net. A graphical representation of such (1, 1)-net can be seen in Figure
4.2. The place p1 is the source place in this net and the place p3 is the sink place. In the initial
marking, which is depicted in Figure 4.2, the places p1 and p2 contain one token. Further the
places p1 and p4 are the input places of the transition t1. Since p4 contains no tokens, t1 is not
enabled in the initial marking. It is obvious that only the transition t2 is enabled in the initial
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marking. It follows that the source net condition is not fulfilled:
E(M0) = {t2} * {t1} =
⋃
p∈P: •p=∅
p•.
After the firing of t2 one token becomes created in places p3 and p4. The transition t1 becomes
enabled in this marking. Although the sink place contains a token, the created marking is not
an absorbing one. Consequently the sink net condition can not be fulfilled.
SPN
(a) A (3, 2) source-sink
net
SPN
(b) Source-modification
SPN
(c) Sink-modification
SPN
(d) Source-sink modification
Figure 4.3: Types of modifications.
In this thesis we consider three types of modifications. An (m, n) source net becomes an
(1, n) source net with the same total time after the source modification. An (m, n) sink net can
be modified to a (m, 1) sink net with the equal total time. Consequently, an (m, n) source-sink
net becomes a (1, 1) source-sink net with identical total time after the source-sink modifica-
tion.
In Figure 4.3a a (3, 2) source-sink net is depicted. According to Definition 4.1, a source-
sink net is a source net and a sink net. Hence, the source modification, the sink modification
and the source-sink modification of the net in Figure 4.3a are possible. Figure 4.3b shows the
modified (3, 2) source-sink net, which becomes a (1, 2) source-sink net. In Figure 4.3c the sink
modification of this net is depicted. The source-sink modification of the (3, 2) source-sink net
can be seen in Figure 4.3d.
These modifications are necessary for connections of building blocks, which will be intro-
duced later. In the definitions below we introduce possible modifications of the building
blocks. These definitions correspond to above modifications. For the better understanding,
the modified building blocks can be seen in Figure 4.4 on page 121.
Remark 4.3
According to Definition 2.49 the building block “Sequential process” is a (1, 1) source-sink
net.
Let Nconc = (Pconc, Tconc, Iconc, Oconc, Hconc,Λconc, Mconc0 ) be the building block “Concurrent
processes” (see Definition 2.51). Since Nconc is a (1, 2) source-sink net, we define the sink-
modification.
Definition 4.4 (Concurrent processes modification)
The sink-modification of Nconc is the (1, 1) source-sink net Nconc = (Pconc, Tconc, Iconc, Oconc,
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Hconc,Λconc, Mconc0 ) with Pconc = {p1, . . . , p5, p}, Tconc = {t1, t2, t3, t}, Hconc(p, t) = 0 for all
p ∈ Pconc, t ∈ Tconc,
(
Iconc(p, t)
)
p∈Pconc,t∈Tconc
=

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
,
(
Oconc(p, t)
)
p∈Pconc,t∈Tconc
=

0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
.
The initial marking is given by Mconc0 = 1{p1}. The reachability set is given by
RS(Mconc0 ) = {Mconc0 , Mconc1 = 1{p2,p3}, Mconc2 = 1{p3,p4}, Mconc3 = 1{p2,p5},
Mconc4 = 1{p4,p5}, M
conc
5 = 1{p}}.
In order to determine transition firing times we consider enabling markings of each transition.
M(t1) =Mnew(t1) = {Mconc0 }, M(t2) = {Mconc1 , Mconc3 }, Mnew(t2) = {Mconc1 },
M(t3) = {Mconc1 , Mconc2 }, Mnew(t3) = {Mconc1 }, M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Mconc4 },
M(∅) = {Mconc5 }.
Now we determine firing times of transitions.
Λconc,1(Mconc0 ) := Λconc,1(M
conc
0 ) = T
conc
1 , Λconc,2(M
conc
1 ) := Λconc,2(M
conc
1 ) = T
conc
2 ,
Λconc,3(Mconc1 ) := Λconc,3(M
conc
1 ) = T
conc
3 , Λconc,2(M
conc
3 ) = T
conc
2 − Tconc3 ,
Λconc,3(Mconc2 ) = T
conc
3 − Tconc2 , Λconc,t(Mconc4 ) = Λconc,4(Mconc4 ) := 0.
Note that the transition t is immediate, i.e. without any notion of time. Since the structure of
timed transitions is not changed, the total time of Nconc keeps the same, i.e. it is equal to the
total time of Nconc,
Tconc = Tconc = Tconc1 +max{Tconc2 , Tconc3 }.
It is easy to see that the building block “Process synchronization”Nsync = (Psync, Tsync, Isync,
Osync, Hsync,Λsync, M
sync
0 ) is a (2, 1) source-sink net. Hence only the source-modification is
required (see Definition 2.54).
Definition 4.5 (Process synchronization modification)
The source-modification of Nsync is a (1, 1) source-sink net Nsync = (Psync, Tsync, Isync, Osync,
Hsync,Λsync, M
sync
0 ) with Psync = {p, p1, . . . , p5}, Tsync = {t, t1, t2, t3}, Hsync(p, t) = 0 for all
p ∈ Psync, t ∈ Tsync,
(
Isync(p, t)
)
p∈Psync,t∈Tsync
=

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
,
(
Osync(p, t)
)
p∈Psync,t∈Tsync
=

0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
.
The initial marking of Nsync is Msync0 = 1{p}. The following markings are reachable from
Msync0
Msync1 = 1{p1,p2}, M
sync
2 = 1{p2,p3}, M
sync
3 = 1{p1,p4}, M
sync
4 = 1{p3,p4}, M
sync
5 = 1{p5}.
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The enabling markings of transitions are given by
M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Msync0 }, M(t1) = {Msync1 , Msync3 }, Mnew(t1) = {Msync1 },
M(t2) = {Msync1 , Msync2 }, Mnew(t2) = {Msync1 },
M(t3) =Mnew(t3) = {Msync4 }, M(∅) = {Msync5 }.
The new transition t is immediate and transitions t1, t2, t3 are timed with the same firing times,
Λsync,t(M
sync
0 ) = Λsync,0(M
sync
0 ) := 0, Λsync,1(M
sync
1 ) := Λsync,1(M
sync
0 ) = T
sync
1 ,
Λsync,2(M
sync
1 ) := Λsync,2(M
sync
0 ) = T
sync
2 , Λsync,3(M
sync
4 ) := Λsync,3(M
sync
3 ) = T
sync
3 ,
Λsync,1(M
sync
3 ) = T
sync
1 − Tsync2 , Λsync,2(M
sync
2 ) = T
sync
2 − Tsync1 .
Since the firing structure in Nsync remains unchanged, the total time of “modified Process
synchronization” is given by
Tsync = Tsync = max{Tsync1 , Tsync2 }+ Tsync3 .
It can be shown in the usual way that the building block “Conflict” Ncon f = (Pcon f , Tcon f ,
Icon f , Ocon f , Hcon f ,Λcon f , M
con f
0 ), which was determined in Definition 2.56, is a (1, 2) source
net. Next we define the sink-modification of “Conflict” such that the modified building block
becomes a (1, 1) source-sink net.
Definition 4.6 (Conflict modification)
The sink-modification of Ncon f is a (1, 1) source-sink net Ncon f = (Pcon f , Tcon f , Icon f , Ocon f ,
Hcon f ,Λcon f , M
con f
0 ), where Pcon f = {p1, p}, Tcon f = {t1, t2}, Hcon f (p, t) = 0 for all p ∈
Pcon f , t ∈ Tcon f ,(
Icon f (p, t)
)
p∈Pcon f ,t∈Tcon f
=
(
1 1
0 0
)
,
(
Ocon f (p, t)
)
p∈Pcon f ,t∈Tcon f
=
(
0 0
1 1
)
, Mcon f0 = 1{p1}.
The reachability set of Ncon f is given by RS(Mcon f0 ) = {Mcon f0 , Mcon f1 }, where Mcon f1 = 1{p}
is the absorbing marking. The initial marking is the enabling marking of t1 and t2,
M(t1) =Mnew(t1) = {Mcon f0 } =Mnew(t2) =M(t2).
The firing times of transitions t1 and t2 are specified by
Λcon f ,1(M
con f
0 ) := Λcon f ,1(M
con f
0 ) = T
con f
1 , Λcon f ,2(M
con f
0 ) := Λcon f ,2(M
con f
0 ) = T
con f
2 .
The total time of Ncon f is given by
Tcon f = Tcon f = min{Tcon f1 , Tcon f2 }.
It follows in the standard way that the building block “Confusion” Nmix = (Pmix, Tmix,
Imix, Omix, Hmix,Λmix, Mmix0 ) is a (2, 3) source net (see Definition 2.58). We define the source-
modification, the sink-modification and the source-sink modification of “Confusion”. For the
definition of the sink-modification and the source-sink modification we change the structure
of this building block such that “Confusion” becomes a (2, 2) source-sink net, but the total
time remains the same.
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Definition 4.7 (Confusion modification)
Source-modification:
The source-modification of Nmix is a (1, 3) source net Nmix = (Pmix, Tmix, Imix, Omix, Hmix,
Λmix, M
mix
0 ), where Pmix = {p, p1, . . . , p5}, Tmix = {t, t1, t2, t3}, Hmix(p, t) = 0 for all p ∈
Pmix, t ∈ Tmix,
(
Imix(p, t)
)
p∈Pmix ,t∈Tmix
=

1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
,
(
Omix(p, t)
)
p∈Pmix ,t∈Tmix
=

0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
,
and the initial marking Mmix0 = 1{p}. The reachability set and enabling markings of transi-
tions are presented below.
RS(Mmix0 ) = {Mmix0 , Mmix1 = 1{p1,p2}, M
mix
2 = 1{p4}, M
mix
3 = 1{p2,p3},
Mmix4 = 1{p1,p5}, M
mix
5 = 1{p3,p5}}.
M(t) = {Mmix0 }, M(t1) = {Mmix1 , Mmix4 }, Mnew(t1) = {Mmix1 },
M(t2) =Mnew(t2) = {Mmix1 } M(t3) = {Mmix1 , Mmix3 }, Mnew(t3) = {Mmix1 },
M(∅) = {Mmix2 , Mmix5 }.
The joining transition t is immediate and the timed transitions t1, t2, t3 retain their random
firing times,
Λmix,t(M
mix
0 ) = Λmix,0(M
mix
0 ) := 0,
Λmix,1(M
mix
1 ) := Λmix,1(M
mix
0 ) = T
mix
1 , Λmix,2(M
mix
1 ) := Λmix,2(M
mix
0 ) = T
mix
2 ,
Λmix,3(M
mix
1 ) := Λmix,3(M
mix
0 ) = T
mix
3 ,
Λmix,1(M
mix
4 ) = T
mix
1 − Tmix3 , Λmix,3(Mmix3 ) = Tmix3 − Tmix1 .
The total time of Nmix is given by
Tmix = Tmix = Tmix2 · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }} +max{T
mix
1 , T
mix
3 } · 1{Tmix2 >min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}.
Sink-modification:
The sink-modification of Nmix is a (2, 1) source-sink net Nmix = (Pmix, Tmix, Imix, Omix, Hmix,
Λmix, Mmix0 ), where Pmix = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p}, Tmix = {t1, t2, t3, t}, Hmix(p, t) = 0 for all p ∈
Pmix, t ∈ Tmix,
(
Imix(p, t)
)
p∈Pmix ,t∈Tmix
=

1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
,
(
Omix(p, t)
)
p∈Pmix ,t∈Tmix
=

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1
.
The initial marking and the reachability set are given by Mmix0 = 1{p1,p2} and by
RS(Mmix0 ) = {Mmix0 , Mmix1 = 1{p3,p4}, Mmix2 = 1{p2,p3}, Mmix3 = 1{p1,p4}, Mmix4 = 1{p}}.
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This net contains only one absorbing markingM(∅) = {Mmix4 }. Further we obtain the sets
of enabling markings of each transition
M(t1) = {Mmix0 , Mmix3 }, Mnew(t1) = {Mmix0 }, M(t2) =Mnew(t2) = {Mmix0 },
M(t3) = {Mmix0 , Mmix2 }, Mnew(t3) = {Mmix0 }, M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Mmix1 },
and the firing times Λmix = (Λmix,1, . . . ,Λmix,4),
Λmix,t(Mmix1 ) = Λmix,4(M
mix
1 ) := 0,
Λmix,j(Mmix0 ) := Λmix,j(M
mix
0 ) = T
mix
j , j = 1, 2, 3
Λmix,1(Mmix3 ) = Λmix,1(M
mix
3 ) = T
mix
1 − Tmix3 ,
Λmix,3(Mmix2 ) = Λmix,3(M
mix
2 ) = T
mix
3 − Tmix1 .
It is easy to see that the firing structure of timed transitions is not changed after this modifi-
cation. Hence the total time of Nmix is given by
Tmix = Tmix = Tmix2 · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }} + (max{T
mix
1 , T
mix
3 }+ Tmix4 ) · 1{Tmix2 >min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}.
Source-sink modification:
The source-sink modification of Nmix is a (1, 1) source-sink net Nmix = (Pmix, Tmix, Imix, Omix,
Hmix,Λmix, M
mix
0 ) with Pmix = {p, p1, . . . , p4, p}, Tmix = {t, t1, t2, t3, t}, Hmix(p, t) = 0 for all
p ∈ Pmix, t ∈ Tmix,
(
Imix(p, t)
)
p∈Pmix ,t∈Tmix
=

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
,
(
Omix(p, t)
)
p∈Pmix ,t∈Tmix
=

0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
.
The initial marking Mmix0 = 1{p} is fixed. The following markings are reachable,
Mmix1 = 1{p1,p2}, M
mix
2 = 1{p3,p4}, M
mix
3 = 1{p2,p3}, M
mix
4 = 1{p1,p4}, M
mix
5 = 1{p}.
In order to determine firing times we obtain enabling markings of each transition,
M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Mmix0 }, M(t1) = {Mmix1 , Mmix4 }, Mnew(t1) = {Mmix1 },
M(t3) = {Mmix1 , Mmix3 }, Mnew(t3) = {Mmix1 }, M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Mmix2 },
M(t2) =Mnew(t2) = {Mmix1 }, M(∅) = {Mmix5 }.
The firing times are defined by
Λmix,t(M
mix
0 ) := 0, Λmix,t(M
mix
2 ) := 0,
Λmix,j(M
mix
1 ) := Λmix,j(M
mix
0 ) = T
mix
j , j = 1, 2, 3
Λmix,1(M
mix
4 ) = Λmix,1(M
mix
3 ) = T
mix
1 − Tmix3 ,
Λmix,3(M
mix
3 ) = Λmix,3(M
mix
2 ) = T
mix
3 − Tmix1 .
The total time of Nmix is given by
Tmix := Tmix = Tmix2 · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }} +max{T
mix
1 , T
mix
3 } · 1{Tmix2 >min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}.
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The reader will easily prove that the building block “Mutual exclusive processes” is a (2, 2)
source-sink net (see Definition 2.60). Hence the source-modification, the sink-modification
and the source-sink modification are necessary.
Definition 4.8 (Mutual exclusive processes modification)
Source-modification:
The source-modification of Nmep is a (1, 2) source-sink net Nmep = (Pmep, Tmep, Imep, Omep,
Hmep,Λmep, M
mep
0 ) with Pmep = {p, p1, . . . , p7}, Tmep = {t, t1, . . . , t4}, Hmep(p, t) = 0 for all
p ∈ Pmep, t ∈ Tmep,
(
Imep(p, t)
)
p∈Pmep,t∈Tmep
=

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

,
(
Omep(p, t)
)
p∈Pmep,t∈Tmep
=

0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

,
Mmep0 = 1{p,p3}. The following markings are reachable.
Mmep1 = 1{p1,p2,p3}, M
mep
2 = 1{p2,p4}, M
mep
3 = 1{p1,p5}, M
mep
4 = 1{p2,p3,p6},
Mmep5 = 1{p1,p3,p7}, M
mep
6 = 1{p5,p6}, M
mep
7 = 1{p4,p7}, M
mep
8 = 1{p6,p7}.
Next we specify enabling markings
M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Mmep0 }, M(t1) =Mnew(t1) = {Mmep1 , Mmep5 },
M(t2) =Mnew(t2) = {Mmep1 , Mmep4 }, M(t3) =Mnew(t3) = {Mmep2 , Mmep7 },
M(t4) =Mnew(t4) = {Mmep3 , Mmep6 }, M(∅) = {Mmep8 },
and define the transition firing times
Λmep,t(M
mep
0 ) := 0,
Λmep,1(M) :=
{
Λmep,1(M
mep
0 ) = T
(1),mep
1 , M = M
mep
1
Λmep,1(M
mep
4 ) = T
(2),mep
1 , M = M
mep
5
,
Λmep,2(M) :=
{
Λmep,2(M
mep
0 ) = T
(1),mep
2 , M = M
mep
1
Λmep,2(M
mep
3 ) = T
(2),mep
2 , M = M
mep
4
,
Λmep,3(M) :=
{
Λmep,3(M
mep
1 ) = T
(1),mep
3 , M = M
mep
2
Λmep,3(M
mep
6 ) = T
(2),mep
3 , M = M
mep
7
,
Λmep,4(M) :=
{
Λmep,4(M
mep
2 ) = T
(1),mep
4 , M = M
mep
3
Λmep,4(M
mep
5 ) = T
(2),mep
4 , M = M
mep
6
.
The total time of Nmep is given by
Tmep :=min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }+ (T(1),mep3 + T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),mep4 + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } = T
mep.
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Sink-modification:
The sink-modification of Nmep is a (2, 1) source-sink net Nmep = (Pmep, Tmep, Imep, Omep, Hmep,
Λmep, M
mep
0 ), where Pmep = {p1, . . . , p7, p}, Tmep = {t1, . . . , t4, t}, Hmep(p, t) = 0 for all p ∈
Pmep, t ∈ Tmep,
(
Imep(p, t)
)
p∈Pmep,t∈Tmep
=

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0

,
(
Omep(p, t)
)
p∈Pmep,t∈Tmep
=

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

.
The initial marking and the reachable markings are given by
Mmep0 = 1{p1,p2,p3}, M
mep
1 = 1{p2,p4}, M
mep
2 = 1{p1,p5}, M
mep
3 = 1{p2,p3,p6},
Mmep4 = 1{p1,p3,p7}, M
mep
5 = 1{p5,p6}, M
mep
6 = 1{p4,p7}, M
mep
7 = 1{p6,p7}, M
mep
8 = 1{p}.
Enabling markings and the absorbing marking are determined by
M(t1) =Mnew(t1) = {Mmep0 , Mmep4 }, M(t2) =Mnew(t2) = {Mmep0 , Mmep3 },
M(t3) =Mnew(t3) = {Mmep1 , Mmep6 }, M(t4) =Mnew(t4) = {Mmep2 , Mmep5 },
M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Mmep7 }, M(∅) = {Mmep8 }.
The firing times are defined by
Λmep,1(M) :=
{
Λmep,1(M
mep
0 ) = T
(1),mep
1 , M = M
mep
0
Λmep,1(M
mep
4 ) = T
(2),mep
1 , M = M
mep
4
,
Λmep,2(M) :=
{
Λmep,2(M
mep
0 ) = T
(1),mep
2 , M = M
mep
0
Λmep,2(M
mep
3 ) = T
(2),mep
2 , M = M
mep
3
,
Λmep,3(M) :=
{
Λmep,3(M
mep
1 ) = T
(1),mep
3 , M = M
mep
1
Λmep,3(M
mep
6 ) = T
(2),mep
3 , M = M
mep
6
,
Λmep,4(M) :=
{
Λmep,4(M
mep
2 ) = T
(1),mep
4 , M = M
mep
2
Λmep,4(M
mep
5 ) = T
(2),mep
4 , M = M
mep
5
,
Λmep,t(M
mep
7 ) := 0.
The total time of Nmep is given by
Tmep :=min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }+ (T(1),mep3 + T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),mep4 + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } = T
mep.
Source-sink modification:
The source-sink modification ofNmep is a (1, 1) source-sink netNmep = (Pmep, Tmep, Imep, Omep,
Hmep,Λmep, M
mep
0 ) with Pmep = {p, p1, . . . , p7, p}, Tmep = {t, t1, . . . , t4, t}, Hmep(p, t) = 0 for all
p ∈ Pmep, t ∈ Tmep,
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(
Imep(p, t)
)
p∈Pmep,t∈Tmep
=

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0

,
(
Omep(p, t)
)
p∈Pmep,t∈Tmep
=

0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

.
All reachable markings and the initial marking are given by
Mmep0 = 1{p,p3}, M
mep
1 = 1{p1,p2,p3}, M
mep
2 = 1{p2,p4}, M
mep
3 = 1{p1,p5}, M
mep
4 = 1{p2,p3,p6},
Mmep5 = 1{p1,p3,p7}, M
mep
6 = 1{p5,p6}, M
mep
7 = 1{p4,p7}, M
mep
8 = 1{p6,p7}, M
mep
9 = 1{p}.
Further the enabling markings and the absorbing marking are determined by
M(t1) =Mnew(t1) = {Mmep1 , Mmep5 }, M(t2) =Mnew(t2) = {Mmep1 , Mmep4 },
M(t3) =Mnew(t3) = {Mmep2 , Mmep7 }, M(t4) =Mnew(t4) = {Mmep3 , Mmep6 },
M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Mmep0 }, M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Mmep8 }, M(∅) = {Mmep9 }.
The firing times are defined by
Λmep,1(M) :=
{
Λmep,1(M
mep
0 ) = T
(1),mep
1 , M = M
mep
1
Λmep,1(M
mep
4 ) = T
(2),mep
1 , M = M
mep
5
,
Λmep,2(M) :=
{
Λmep,2(M
mep
0 ) = T
(1),mep
2 , M = M
mep
1
Λmep,2(M
mep
3 ) = T
(2),mep
2 , M = M
mep
4
,
Λmep,3(M) :=
{
Λmep,3(M
mep
1 ) = T
(1),mep
3 , M = M
mep
2
Λmep,3(M
mep
6 ) = T
(2),mep
3 , M = M
mep
7
,
Λmep,4(M) :=
{
Λmep,4(M
mep
2 ) = T
(1),mep
4 , M = M
mep
3
Λmep,4(M
mep
5 ) = T
(2),mep
4 , M = M
mep
6
,
Λmep,t(M
mep
0 ) := 0, Λmep,t(M
mep
8 ) := 0.
Since the firing structure of timed transitions does not change in the modified net, the total
time is given by
Tmep :=min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }+ (T(1),mep3 + T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),mep4 + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } = T
mep.
The exceptional building block (not safe) “Merging” Nmrg is a (2, 1)-net. By Definition 4.1
it is not a sink net.
Definition 4.9 (Merging modification)
The source-modification of Nmrg is a source-sink net Nmrg = (Pmrg, Tmrg, Imrg, Omrg, Hmrg,
Λmrg, M
mrg
0 ) with Pmrg = {p, p1, . . . , p4}, Tmrg = {t, t1, t2, t3}, Hmrg(p, t) = 0 for all p ∈
Pmrg, t ∈ Tmrg,
(
Imrg(p, t)
)
p∈Pmrg,t∈Tmrg
=

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
,
(
Omrg(p, t)
)
p∈Pmrg,t∈Tmrg
=

0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1
,
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Mmrg0 = 1{p}. The following markings are reachable,
Mmrg1 = 1{p1,p2}, M
mrg
2 = 1{p2,p3}, M
mrg
3 = 1{p1,p3}, M
mrg
4 = 2 · 1{p3}, M
mrg
5 = 1{p2,p4},
Mmrg6 = 1{p1,p4}, M
mrg
7 = 1{p3,p4}, M
mrg
8 = 2 · 1{p4}.
The enabling markings and the absorbing marking are given by
M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Mmrg0 }, M(∅) = {Mmrg8 },
M(t1) = {Mmrg1 , Mmrg3 , Mmrg6 }, Mnew(t1) = {Mmrg1 },
M(t2) = {Mmrg1 , Mmrg2 , Mmrg5 }, Mnew(t2) = {Mmrg1 },
M(t3) = {Mmrg2 , Mmrg3 , Mmrg4 , Mmrg7 }, Mnew(t3) = {Mmrg2 , Mmrg3 , Mmrg7 }.
The firing times are defined by
Λmrg,t(M
mrg
0 ) := 0, Λmrg,1(M
mrg
1 ) := Λmrg,1(M
mrg
0 ) = T
mrg
1 ,
Λmrg,2(M
mrg
1 ) := Λmrg,2(M
mrg
0 ) = T
mrg
2 , Λmrg,3(M
mrg
2 ) := Λmrg,3(M
mrg
1 ) = T
(1),mrg
3,1 ,
Λmrg,3(M
mrg
3 ) := Λmrg,3(M
mrg
2 ) = T
(1),mrg
3,2 , Λmrg,3(M
mrg
7 ) := Λmrg,3(M
mrg
6 ) = T
(2),mrg
3 ,
Λmrg,1(M
mrg
3 ) = T
mrg
1 − Tmrg2 , Λmrg,2(M
mrg
2 ) = T
mrg
2 − Tmrg1 ,
Λmrg,1(M
mrg
6 ) = T
mrg
1 − Tmrg2 − T(1),mrg3,2 , Λmrg,2(M
mrg
5 ) = T
mrg
2 − Tmrg1 − T(1),mrg3,1 ,
Λmrg,3(M
mrg
4 ) = (T
(1),mrg
3,2 + T
mrg
2 − Tmrg1 ) · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }
+ (T(1),mrg3,1 + T
mrg
1 − Tmrg2 ) · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 }.
The total time of Nmrg is given by
Tmrg := Tmrg =max{Tmrg1 , Tmrg2 + T(1),mrg3,2 } · 1{Tmrg1 >Tmrg2 }
+max{Tmrg2 , Tmrg1 + T(1),mrg3,1 } · 1{Tmrg1 <Tmrg2 } + T
(2),mrg
3 .
4.2 Types of Connections
After description of the modified building blocks in Section 4.1, we now introduce connection
mechanisms for the formation of larger systems in a modular way. Note that the modified
building blocks form a basis for connections. In this thesis we consider two kinds of connec-
tions.
The idea of the first kind of connections is to replace a single transition in a building block
by a modified source-sink net. In Figure 4.5 this approach is depicted. This idea is not new,
see e.g. [vdAvH02, Page 111] and [vHR00, vdAvHR00, DE00].
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⇓ ⇓
Figure 4.5: Connection by substitution.
The resulting SPN should fulfill the following conditions
• the firing times of new enabled transitions in the resulting SPN (after connection) should
be equal to the firing times of these transitions in the initial net,
• the total time structure of the building block with the replaced transition should be
preserved.
Therefore not all transitions in a building block can be replaced. The first requirement on a
transition that can be replaced is that this transition has only one input place and only one
output place. If a transition has more than one input places and these places are source places,
then the redundant places can be deleted (e.g. see Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 on page 19).
Similarly if some sink places are output places of one transition and they are redundant, then
they can be deleted. Under “redundant” we mean the following: deleting these places, the
structure of the reachability graph does not change.
The second requirement on a transition that can be replaced is that the transition is not
under a conflict. The next example will clarify this requirement.
r1
t
q1
q2
s1
s2
q3
q4
s3 q5
u1 r2 u2 r3
Figure 4.6: Substituted conflicting transitions.
Example 4.10
In this example we consider three building blocks, the building block “Conflict” Ncon f (see
Definition 2.56), the modified building block “Processes synchronization” Nsync (see Defini-
tion 4.5) and the building block “Sequential process”Nseq (see Definition 2.49). Replacing the
transition t1 inNcon f byNsync and the transition t2 inNcon f byNseq, we obtain a (1, 2)-net that
is depicted in Figure 4.6. If the conditions for this kind of connection are fulfilled, then the
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total time of the resulting (1, 2)-net should be given by
T̂ = min{Tu1 + Tu2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tcon f1
, max{Ts1 , Ts2}+ Ts3︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tcon f2
},
where Tui , i = 1, 2 and Tsj , j = 1, 2, are the firing times of the following transitions,
Tui of ui, i = 1, 2,
Tsj of sj, j = 1, 2, 3.
But the total time of the (1, 2)-net in Figure 4.6 is given by
T = min{Tu1 , 0}+ Tu2 · 1{Tu1<0} + (max{Ts1 , Ts2}+ Ts3) · 1{Tu1>0} 6= T̂ a.s.,
where Tt = 0 is the firing time of t. The total time structure of the building block “Con-
flict” is not preserved. For determination of the total time T, see Definition 4.20 on page 88,
Proposition 4.21 on page 89 and Definition 4.22 on page 90.
The next example shows a successful replacing of a transition.
p1 t1 q0 t
q1
q2
s1
s2
q3
q4
s3 q5
Figure 4.7: Substituted transition in sequence.
Example 4.11
Considering the building blocks “Sequential process”Nseq (see Definition 2.49) and modified
“Processes synchronization” Nsync (see Definition 4.5) we replace the transition t2 in Nseq by
Nsync. Similarly, let Tsj be firing times of sj, j = 1, 2, 3, and Tt1 be the firing time of t1. The
resulting (1, 1)-net is depicted in Figure 4.7. The total time of this net is given by
T = Tt1︸︷︷︸
Tseq1
+max{Ts1 , Ts2}+ Ts3︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tseq2
.
The structure of the building block “Sequential process” is preserved.
⇓ ⇓
Figure 4.8: Connection by expansion.
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The idea of the second kind of connections is to replace a place in a building block by a
suitable SPN. This idea is depicted in Figure 4.8. For this connection we require the following:
• the firing times of new enabled transitions in the SPN after connection should be equal
to the firing times of these transitions in the initial net,
• the total time structure of the building block with substituted place should be preserved
or be partially preserved.
Replacing a place in a building block, we do not substitute an event by a process with a similar
behaviour, we substitute a local state by a new process. Therefore the total time structure of
a building block after connection should be at least partially preserved.
A couple of examples, where this type of connection is successful can be seen in Chapter 6.
Unfortunately we have to exclude some types of places from replacement. These places are
input places of conflicting transitions, which are connected with only one conflicting transi-
tion. As an example, see the places p1 and p2 in Figure 2.14 on page 33 and the places p1 and
p2 in Figure 2.15 on page 36. An example where the total time structure is not preserved after
replacement of such places can be seen on page 193.
In Chapter 2 we introduced (m, n)-nets. In Figure 2.8 a particular (3, 2)-net is depicted.
This net consists of five places and only one transition. To proceed further, it makes sense to
introduce a separate notation for such nets.
Notation 4.12
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) be an SPN. A transition t ∈ T with H(p, t) = 0 for all p ∈ P,
|•t| = m and |t•| = n is denoted by an (m, n)-transition.
4.2.1 Connection by Substitution
As mentioned previously, the idea of the connection by substitution is to represent one event
by a certain (m, n)-net. Since events are represented by transitions, we substitute a (1, 1)-
transition in a building block by a suitable modified (m, n) source-sink net.
We define the connection by substitution in two steps. In the first step we introduce the
substitution of a (1, 1)-transition on the underlying Petri net of an (m, n)-net, i.e. on an (m, n)-
net without the notion of time. In this step we define the changes on the Petri net structure,
which occur during the substitution. In this definition we distinguish between three cases. In
the first case the input place of the (1, 1)-transition, which will be substituted, is a source place
and this place is connected only with the (1, 1)-transition. In this case the (1, 1)-transition can
be substituted by an (m, 1) sink net because only the output place of the (1, 1)-transition
is connected with the transitions and the number of source places is not important. In the
second case the output place of the (1, 1)-transition is a sink place and this place is connected
only with the (1, 1)-transition. In this case we can substitute this transition by a (1, n) source
net because only the input place of the (1, 1)-transition is connected with other transitions and
the number of sink places is not important. In the third case the input place and the output
place of the (1, 1)-transition is not necessary a source place or a sink place, respectively. If the
input place is a source place or the output place is a sink place in this case, then these places
are connected with other transitions. For substitution a (1, 1) source-sink net in this case is
required because the input place and the output place of the (1, 1)-transition is connected
with other transitions and the source-sink structure of the net is important for preserving the
building block structure.
In the second step we determine the new reachability set of the Petri net after connection
and define the firing times of transitions. Since the firing times of transitions depend on
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markings (see Definition 2.28), this step is necessary for the transition firing time definition.
The firing times of new enabled transitions in the (m, n)-net after connection are defined as
the firing times in the initial nets.
In order to define the connection by substitution as precisely as possible a high level on
formalism is required. The definition in the first step is formulated in the general manner, i.e.
it can be applied on all building blocks. However in the second step a separate definition of
transition firing times for each building block is required. The reason for this effort is that the
transition firing times depend on markings and the markings and their changes reflect the
structure of a building block.
Below the definition of connection mechanism on a Petri net, i.e. the underlying Petri net
of an (m, n)-net, can be seen. After this definition, we consider each building block that is
connected with a suitable modified (m, n)-net and determine the firing times of all transitions.
Definition 4.13 (Connection by substitution without a notion of time)
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H, M0) be an (m0, n0)-net without a notion of time (i.e. acyclic PN with
m0 source places and n0 sink places),N ◦− = (P◦−, T◦−, I◦−, O◦−, H◦−, M◦−0 ) be a (1, n1) source
net without time notion, N−◦ = (P−◦, T−◦, I−◦, O−◦, H−◦, M−◦0 ) be a (m1, 1) sink net without
time notion and N ◦−◦ = (P◦−◦, T◦−◦, I◦−◦, O◦−◦, H◦−◦, M◦−◦0 ) be a (1, 1) source-sink net without
time notion. Further let t′ ∈ T be a (1, 1)-transition in N with •t′ = {ppre} and t′• = {ppost},
ppre, ppost ∈ P. Furthermore we assume H(ppre, t) = H(ppost, t) = 0 for all t ∈ T and t′ /∈
Dc(M′, M, t) for all M′, M ∈ RS(M0) with M[t〉M′, t ∈ T \ {t′}. The last assumption avoids
the substitution of transitions in conflict.
1. •ppre = ∅, ppre• = {t′} and ppost• 6= ∅
Let p−◦s ∈ P−◦ be the sink place of N−◦. The connection of N with N−◦ by sub-
stitution of the (1, 1)-transition t′ is the formation of the (m0 + m1 − 1, n0) Petri net
Subst(N , t′,N−◦) := N (m0+m1−1,n0) = (P−, T−, I−, O−, H−, M−0 ), where
• P− = (P \ {ppre, ppost}) ∪ P−◦, T− = (T \ {t′}) ∪ T−◦,
• I− : P− × T− →N0, I−(p, t)=

I−◦(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ P−◦ × T−◦
I(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ (P \ {ppre, ppost})×(T \ {t′})
1 , p = p−◦s , t ∈ ppost•
0 , otherwise
,
• O− : P− × T− →N0, O−(p, t)=

O−◦(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ P−◦ × T−◦
O(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ (P \ {ppre, ppost})×(T \ {t′})
1 , p = p−◦s , t ∈ (•ppost \ {t′})
0 , otherwise
,
• H− : P− × T− →N0, H−(p, t)=

H−◦(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ P−◦ × T−◦
H(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ (P \ {ppre, ppost})×(T \ {t′})
0 , otherwise
,
• M−0 : P− →N0, M−0 (p)=
{
M−◦0 (p) , p ∈ P− ∩ P−◦
M0(p) , p ∈ P− ∩ P
,
2. •ppre 6= ∅, •ppost = {t′} and ppost• = ∅
Let p◦−0 ∈ P◦− be the source place of N ◦−. The connection of N with N ◦− by sub-
stitution of the (1, 1)-transition t′ is the formation of the (m0, n0 + n1 − 1) Petri net
Subst(N , t′,N ◦−) := N (m0,n0+n1−1) = (P−, T−, I−, O−, H−, M−0 ), where
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• P− = (P \ {ppre, ppost}) ∪ P◦−, T− = (T \ {t′}) ∪ T◦−,
• I− : P− × T− →N0, I−(p, t)=

I◦−(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ P◦− × T◦−
I(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ (P \ {ppre, ppost})×(T \ {t′})
1 , p = p◦−0 , t ∈ (ppre• \ {t′})
0 , otherwise
,
• O− : P− × T− →N0, O−(p, t)=

O◦−(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ P◦− × T◦−
O(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ (P \ {ppre, ppost})×(T \ {t′})
1 , p = p◦−0 , t ∈ •ppre
0 , otherwise
,
• H− : P− × T− →N0, H−(p, t)=

H◦−(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ P◦− × T◦−
H(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ (P \ {ppre, ppost})×(T \ {t′})
0 , otherwise
,
• M−0 : P− →N0, M−0 (p)=

M◦−0 (p) , p ∈ P− ∩ (P◦− \ {p◦−0 })
M0(p) , p ∈ P− ∩ P
0 , p = p◦−0
,
3. (•ppre 6= ∅ and ppost• 6= ∅) or (•ppre = ∅ and ppost• 6= ∅ with |ppre•| > 1) or (•ppre 6= ∅
and ppost• = ∅ with |•ppost| > 1)
Let p◦−◦0 ∈ P◦−◦ be the source place and p◦−◦s ∈ P◦−◦ be the sink place of N ◦−◦. The
connection of N with N ◦−◦ by substitution of the (1, 1)-transition t′ is a generation of
the (m0, n0) Petri net Subst(N , t′,N ◦−◦) := N (m0,n0) = (P−, T−, I−, O−, H−, M−0 ), where
• P− = (P \ {ppre, ppost}) ∪ P◦−◦, T− = (T \ {t′}) ∪ T◦−◦,
• I− : P− × T− →N0, I−(p, t)=

I◦−◦(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ P◦−◦ × T◦−◦
I(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ (P \ {ppre, ppost})×(T \ {t′})
1 , p = p◦−◦0 , t ∈ (ppre• \ {t′})
1 , p = p◦−◦s , t ∈ ppost•
0 , otherwise
,
• O− : P− × T− →N0, O−(p, t)=

O◦−◦(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ P◦−◦ × T◦−◦
O(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ (P \ {ppre, ppost})×(T \ {t′})
1 , p = p◦−◦0 , t ∈ •ppre
1 , p = p◦−◦s , t ∈ (•ppost \ {t′})
0 , otherwise
,
• H− : P−× T− →N0, H−(p, t)=

H◦−◦(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ P◦−◦ × T◦−◦
H(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ (P \ {ppre, ppost})×(T \ {t′})
0 , otherwise
,
• M−0 : P− →N0, M−0 (p)=

M◦−◦0 (p) , p ∈ P− ∩ (P◦−◦ \ {p◦−◦0 })
M0(p) , p ∈ P− ∩ P
M0(ppre) , p = p◦−◦0
.
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Remark 4.14
In Definition 4.1 we have specified the structure of a source-sink net. The nature of a source-
sink net is that all source places are marked in the initial marking and all sink places are
marked only in the sole absorbing marking. Thus the initial marking and the absorbing
marking of a source-sink net can be seen on the Petri net structure without considering the
reachability graph. Furthermore we can identify a source-sink net with a (1, 1)-net composed
of a single (1, 1)-transition. The firing time of this transition is the total time of the source-sink
net.
Note that we earlier defined the firing time of each transition and after this we specified
the total time of the whole structure. Now we define the Petri net structure and the total time
of the considered structure. Afterwards we specify transition firing times based on the total
time. In the next remark we specify transition firing times of the concurrent structure.
Remark 4.15
Suppose that N1 = (P1, T1, I1, O1, H1,Λ1, M1,0) is an (m1, n1)-net with a total time TN1 and
N2 = (P2, T2, I2, O2, H2,Λ2, M2,0) is an (m2, n2)-net with a total time TN2 . Let RS(M1,0) =
{M1,0, M1,1, . . . , M1,q1} be the reachability set of N1 and RS(M2,0) = {M2,0, M2,1, . . . , M2,q2}
be the reachability set of N2.
We construct a new (m1 + m2, n1 + n2)-net [N1 ‖ N2] := (P‖, T‖, I‖, O‖, H‖,Λ‖, M‖0,0) by
P‖ = P1 ∪ P2, T‖ = T1 ∪ T2, I‖(p, t) =

I1(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ P1 × T1
I2(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ P2 × T2
0 , otherwise
,
O‖(p, t) =

O1(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ P1 × T1
O2(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ P2 × T2
0 , otherwise
, H‖(p, t) =

H1(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ P1 × T1
H2(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ P2 × T2
0 , otherwise
.
The reachability set contains the following (q1 + 1)(q2 + 1) markings
M‖i,j(p) =
{
M1,i(p) , p ∈ P1
M2,j(p) , p ∈ P2
, i = 0, 1, . . . , q1, j = 0, 1, . . . , q2.
Now we define transition firing times such that the total time of [N1 ‖ N2] is given by
T[N1‖N2] = max{TN1 , TN2}.
Λ‖t (M
‖
0,j) = Λ2,t(M2,j), j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q2} where M2,j ∈ M(t), t ∈ T2,
Λ‖t (M
‖
i,0) = Λ1,t(M1,i), i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q1} where M1,i ∈ M(t), t ∈ T1.
For the other markings we consider sequences of transitions. Let t ∈ T‖, M‖i,j ∈ M(t), (i, j) ∈
{1, . . . , q1} × {1, . . . , q2}, σ1 = (t1,1, t1,2, . . . , t1,s1), σ2 = (t2,1, t2,2, . . . , t2,s2), . . . ,
σk = (tk,1, tk,2, . . . , tk,sk) ∈ L(M‖0,0) with M‖0,0[σu〉M‖i,j for all u = 1, . . . , k.
If k = 1 (only one sequence), we set
Λ‖t (M
‖
i,j) =
{
Λ1,t(M1,i)−Λ‖t1,s1 (M
‖
i′,j′) , t ∈ T1
Λ2,t(M2,j)−Λ‖t1,s1 (M
‖
i′,j′) , t ∈ T2
, where M‖i′,j′ ∈ •M‖i,j : M‖i′,j′ [t1,s1〉M‖i,j.
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If k > 1 we set
Λ‖t (M
‖
i,j) =
k
∑
l=1
T̂l1El , where
for t ∈ T1 we have
T̂l =
{
Λ1,t(M1,i)−Λ‖tl,sl (M
‖
i′,j′) , M
‖
i′,j′ ∈ M(t)
Λ1,t(M1,i) , M
‖
i′,j′ /∈ M(t)
, where M‖i′,j′ ∈ •M‖i,j : M‖i′,j′ [t1,s1〉M‖i,j
and for t ∈ T2 we have
T̂l =
{
Λ2,t(M1,j)−Λ‖tl,sl (M
‖
i′,j′) , M
‖
i′,j′ ∈ M(t)
Λ2,t(M2,j) , M
‖
i′,j′ /∈ M(t)
where M‖i′,j′ ∈ •M‖i,j : M‖i′,j′ [t1,s1〉M‖i,j.
The events El , l = 1, . . . , k are defined according to (2.2.4).
The next example shows the concurrency of a “Sequential process” and a (1, 1)-net with
one transition. The suitable definition of transition firing times allows us to interpret the
building block “Sequential process” as one transition.
p1
p2
t1
t2
p3
p4
t3 p5
Figure 4.9: Example of concurrency.
Example 4.16
Let N1 = (P1, T1, I1, O1, H1,Λ1, M1,0) be a (1, 1)-net with P1 = {p1, p3, p5}, T1 = {t1, t3},(
I1(p, t)
)
p∈P1,t∈T1
=
1 00 1
0 0
, (O1(p, t))
p∈P1,t∈T1
=
0 01 0
0 1
, H1(p, t) = 0, p ∈ P1, t ∈ T1,
M1,0 = 1{p1}. It is easy to see that the structure of N1 is equivalent to the structure of Nseq.
Considering the set of reachable markings RS(M1,0) = {M1,0, M1,1 = 1{p3}, M1,2 = 1{p5}}
we can directly specify the total time of N1. Defining Λ1,t1(M1,0) := T1 and Λ1,t3(M1,1) := T3
the total time of N1 is given by TN1 = f aseq(T1, T3) = T1 + T3.
Further we consider a (1, 1)-net N2 = (P2, T2, I2, O2, H2,Λ2, M2,0) with P2 = {p2, p4}, T2 =
{t2}, I2 = 1{(p2,t2)}, O2 = 1{(p4,t2)}, H2(p, t) = 0, p ∈ P2, t ∈ T2, M2,0 = 1{p2}. The reachability
set of N2 is given by RS(M2,0) = {M2,0, M2,1 = 1{p4}}. The firing time of t2 is defined by
Λ2,t2(M2,0) := T2 and it is equal to the total time of N2. According to Remark 4.15 the arcs
of the (2, 2)-net [N1 ‖ N2] := (P‖, T‖, I‖, O‖, H‖,Λ‖, M‖0,0) are described by the following
matrices
(
I‖(p, t)
)
p∈P‖,t∈T‖
=

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
,
(
O‖(p, t)
)
p∈P‖,t∈T‖
=

0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
.
The initial marking is given by M‖0,0 = 1{p1,p2} and other reachable markings are defined by
M‖1,0 = 1{p2,p3}, M
‖
0,1 = 1{p1,p4}, M
‖
1,1 = 1{p3,p4}, M
‖
2,0 = 1{p2,p5}, M
‖
2,1 = 1{p4,p5}.
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The graphical representation of this net can be seen in Figure 4.9. The enabling markings are
given by
M(t1) = {M‖0,0, M‖0,1}, Mnew(t1) = {M‖0,0}, M(t2) = {M‖0,0, M‖1,0, M‖2,0},
Mnew(t2) = {M‖0,0}, M(t3) = {M‖1,0, M‖1,1}, Mnew(t3) = {M‖1,0}.
The marking M‖1,1 and the transition t3 differ from other ones because dependently on the
previous marking of M‖1,1 the transition t3 is new enabled or old enabled. This feature is used
for modeling the firing time of t3. The firing times of transitions are given by
Λ‖t1(M
‖
0,0) := T1, Λ
‖
t2(M
‖
0,0) := T2, Λ
‖
t3(M
‖
1,0) := T3,
Λ‖t1(M
‖
0,1) = T1 − T2, Λ‖t2(M
‖
1,0) = T2 − T1, Λ‖t2(M
‖
2,0) = T2 − T1 − T3,
Λ‖t3(M
‖
1,1) = T3 · 1{T1>T2} + (T3 + T1 − T2) · 1{T1<T2}.
Since κ = 3, the number of states is four. The random states are modeled by
S0 = M
‖
0,0 · 1{T1≥0}∩{T2≥0},
S1 = M
‖
1,0 · 1{T1<T2}∩{T3≥0} + M‖0,1 · 1{T1>T2},
S2 = M
‖
2,0 · 1{T3<T2−T1}∩{T1<T2} + M‖1,1 · 1({T3>T2−T1}∩{T1<T2})∪({T1>T2}∩{T3≥0}),
S3 = M
‖
2,1 · 1({T1<T2}∩{T3<T2−T1})∪({T1<T2}∩{T3>T2−T1})∪({T1<T2}∩{T3<∞}).
The epochs between the states are given by
τ0 = 0, τ1 = min{T1, T2}, τ2 = min{T3, T2 − T1} · 1{T1<T2} + (T1 − T2) · 1{T1>T2},
τ3 = (T2 − T1 − T3) · 1{T1<T2}∩{T3<T2−T1} + (T3 + T1 − T2) · 1{T1>T2}∩{T3>T2−T1}
+ T3 · 1{T1>T2}.
After some calculations we obtain
ζκ = ζ3 =
3
∑
i=0
τi =T2 · 1{T1<T2}∩{T3<T2−T1} + (T1 + T3) · 1{T1<T2}∩{T3>T2−T1}
+ (T1 + T3) · 1{T1>T2} a.s.
Since T3 is a nonnegative random time, we obtain 1{T1>T2}∩{T3<T2−T1} = 0 a.s.,
and 1{T1>T2}∩{T3>T2−T1} = 1{T1>T2} a.s. Hence
ζκ = T2 · 1{T1<T2}∩{T3<T2−T1} + T2 · 1{T1<T2}∩{T3>T2−T1} + (T1 + T3) · 1{T1<T2}∩{T3>T2−T1}
+ (T1 + T3) · 1{T1>T2}∩{T3>T2−T1} = max{T2, T1 + T3} a.s.
It can be easily verified that the total time of [N1 ‖ N2] is given by the random time T[N1‖N2] =
max{T2, TN1} = max{T2, T1 + T3}.
Definition 4.17 (Connection by substitution with a notion of time)
Sequential process
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Let Nseq = (Pseq, Tseq, Iseq, Oseq, Hseq,Λseq, Mseq0 ) be the building block “Sequential process”,
which is determined in Definition 2.49. Further letN ◦− be a (1, n) source net with a total time
T◦− and N−◦ be an (m, 1) sink net with a total time T−◦.
The connection by substitution of the transition t1 byN−◦ and the transition t2 byN ◦− is the
(m, n)-net N (m,n)seq := (Subst(Subst(Nseq, t2,N ◦−), t1,N−◦),Λ(m,n)), where (Subst(Subst(Nseq,
t2,N ◦−), t1,N−◦) is a Petri net from Definition 4.13 andΛ(m,n) is defined in the following way.
We consider RS(M−◦0 ) = {M−◦0 , M−◦1 , . . . , M−◦q1 } and RS(M◦−0 ) = {M◦−0 , M◦−1 , . . . , M◦−q2 }, the
reachability sets of N−◦ and N ◦−, respectively. Let M−◦q1 be the absorbing marking of N−◦
and p−◦ ∈ P−◦ be the sink place of N−◦. The reachability set RS(M(m,n)0 ) of N (m,n)seq contains
the following (q1 + q2 + 1) markings.
M(m,n)i (p) =
{
M−◦i (p) , p ∈ P(m,n)seq ∩ P−◦
M◦−0 (p) , p ∈ P(m,n)seq ∩ P◦−
, i = 0, . . . , q1
M(m,n)q1+j (p) =

M−◦q1 (p) , p ∈ P
(m,n)
seq ∩ P−◦
0 , p = p−◦
M◦−j (p) , p ∈ P(m,n)seq ∩ P◦−
, j = 1, . . . , q2
It is easy to see that E(M(m,n)q1 ) = E(M◦−0 ). Further Λ(m,n) = (Λ(m,n)t ; t ∈ T−◦,Λ(m,n)t′ ; t′ ∈ T◦−)
is defined by
Λ(m,n)t (M
(m,n)
i ) = Λ
−◦
t (M
(m,n)
i |P−◦), where M(m,n)i |P−◦ = M−◦i ∈ M(t), t ∈ T−◦,
Λ(m,n)t′ (M
(m,n)
q1 ) = Λ
◦−
t′ (M
◦−
0 ), for all t
′ ∈ E(M(m,n)q1 ),
Λ(m,n)t′′ (M
(m,n)
q1+j
) = Λ◦−t′′ (M
◦−
j ), where M
◦−
j ∈ M(t′′), t′′ ∈ T◦−.
According to the above construction, the total time of N (m,n)seq is given by
Tseq
(m,n) = f
a
seq(T
−◦, T◦−) = T−◦ + T◦−.
Concurrent processes
Let Nconc = (Pconc, Tconc, Iconc, Oconc, Hconc,Λconc, Mconc0 ) be the building block “Concurrent
processes” from Definition 2.51. Further let N ◦−1 = (P◦−1 , T◦−1 , I◦−1 , O◦−1 , H◦−1 ,Λ◦−1 , M◦−1,0) be
a (1, n1) source net with a total time TN
◦−
1 andN ◦−2 = (P◦−2 , T◦−2 , I◦−2 , O◦−2 , H◦−2 ,Λ◦−2 , M◦−2,0) be a
(1, n2) source net with a total time TN
◦−
2 .
The connection by substitution of the transition t2 by N ◦−1 and the transition t3 by N ◦−2 is
the (1, n)-net N (1,n)conc := (Subst(Subst(Nconc, t3,N ◦−2 ), t2, N ◦−1 ),Λ(1,n)), where n = n1 + n2. In
order to define the firing times Λ(1,n) = (Λ(1,n)t1 , Λ
(1,n)
t ; t∈ T◦−1 ,Λ(1,n)t′ ; t′ ∈ T◦−2 ) we consider
the reachability set RS(M(1,n)0 ) of N (1,n)conc . Since N ◦−1 and N ◦−2 are source nets, let p10 ∈ P◦−1
be the source place of N ◦−1 and p20 ∈ P◦−2 be the source place of N ◦−2 . The reachability set
RS(M(1,n)0 ) contains the following markings,
M(1,n)0 (p) =

1 , p ∈ •t1
0 , p ∈ {p10, p20}
M◦−1,0(p) , p ∈ P(1,n)conc ∩ (P◦−1 \ {p10})
M◦−2,0(p) , p ∈ P(1,n)conc ∩ (P◦−2 \ {p20})
,
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M(1,n)i,j (p) =

0 , p ∈ •t1
M◦−1,i (p) , p ∈ P(1,n)conc ∩ P◦−1
M◦−2,j (p) , p ∈ P(1,n)conc ∩ P◦−2
, i = 0, 1, . . . , q1, j = 0, 1, . . . , q2,
where q1 := |RS(M◦−1,0)| − 1 and q2 := |RS(M◦−2,0)| − 1. The reachability set RS(M(1,n)0 )
contains (q1 + 1)(q2 + 1) + 1 markings. Now we define firing times of transitions such that
the total time of N (1,n)conc is given by
Tconc(1,n) = f
a
seq
(
Tconc1 , f
a
conc(T
N ◦−1 , TN
◦−
2 )
)
= Tconc1 +max{TN
◦−
1 , TN
◦−
2 },
where Tconc1 = Λconc,1(M
conc
0 ) := Λ
(1,n)
t1 (M
(1,n)
0 ). According to Definition 4.13 the set of transi-
tions in N (1,n)conc is given by ({t1} ∪ T◦−1 ∪ T◦−2 ). Similarly to Remark 4.15 we define the firing
times of transitions by Λ(1,n)t (M
(1,n)
i,j ) = Λ
‖
t (M
‖
i,j), M
(1,n)
i,j ∈ M(t), t ∈ T◦−1 ∪ T◦−2 , where
Λ‖t (M
‖
i,j) is the firing time of the (2, n1 + n2)-net [N ◦−1 ‖ N ◦−2 ].
Modified concurrent processes
Let Nconc = (Pconc, Tconc, Iconc, Oconc, Hconc,Λconc, Mconc0 ) be the modified building block “Con-
current processes” (see Definition 4.4). Further let N ◦−◦1 = (P◦−◦1 , T◦−◦1 , I◦−◦1 , O◦−◦1 , H◦−◦1 ,Λ◦−◦1 ,
M◦−◦1,0 ) be a (1, 1) source-sink net with a total time T
N ◦−◦1 and N ◦−◦2 = (P◦−◦2 , T◦−◦2 , I◦−◦2 , O◦−◦2 ,
H◦−◦2 ,Λ
◦−◦
2 , M
◦−◦
2,0 ) be a (1, 1) source-sink net with a total time T
N ◦−◦2 .
The connection by substitution of the transition t2 by N ◦−◦1 and the transition t3 by N ◦−◦2
is the (1, 1)-net N (1,1)conc := (Subst(Subst(Nconc, t3,N ◦−◦2 ), t2,N ◦−◦1 ),Λ(1,1)). Since the structure
of the building block “Concurrent processes” before and after the modification is similar, the
definition of transition firing times and markings is analogous to above. The new transition
in the modified building block is immediate. Hence the total time of N (1,1)conc is given by
Tconc(1,1) = f
a
seq
(
Tconc1 , f
a
conc(T
N ◦−◦1 , TN
◦−◦
2 )
)
= Tconc1 +max{TN
◦−◦
1 , TN
◦−◦
2 }.
Process synchronization
Let Nsync = (Psync, Tsync, Isync, Osync, Hsync,Λsync, Msync0 ) be the building block “Process syn-
chronization” (see Definition 2.54). Further let N−◦1 = (P−◦1 , T−◦1 , I−◦1 , O−◦1 , H−◦1 ,Λ−◦1 , M−◦1,0) be
an (m1, 1) sink net with a total time TN
−◦
1 and N−◦2 = (P−◦2 , T−◦2 , I−◦2 , O−◦2 , H−◦2 ,Λ−◦2 , M−◦2,0) be
an (m2, 1) sink net with a total time TN
−◦
2 . Let p1e be the sink place of N−◦1 and p2e be the sink
place of N−◦2 .
The connection by substitution of the transition t1 byN−◦1 and the transition t2 byN−◦2 is the
(m, 1)-net N (m,1)sync := (Subst(Subst(Nsync, t2,N−◦2 ), t1,N−◦1 ),Λ(m,1)), where m = m1 + m2. The
set of places in N (m,1)sync is given by P−◦1 ∪ P−◦2 ∪ {p5}. Let RS(M−◦1,0) = {M−◦1,0, M−◦1,1, . . . , M−◦1,q1}
andRS(M−◦2,0) = {M−◦2,0, M−◦2,1, . . . , M−◦2,q2} be the reachability sets ofN−◦1 andN−◦2 , respectively.
The reachability set of N (m,1)sync contains the following markings
M(m,1)i,j (p) =

M−◦1,i (p) , p ∈ P−◦1
M−◦2,j (p) , p ∈ P−◦2
0 , p = p5
, i = 0, 1, . . . , q1, j = 0, 1, . . . , q2.
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We set M(m,1)0,0 =: M
(m,1)
0 as the initial marking . The absorbing marking is defined by
M(m,1)e (p) =

M−◦1,q1(p) , p ∈ P−◦1 \ {p1e}
M−◦2,q2(p) , p ∈ P−◦2 \ {p2e}
0 , p ∈ {p1e , p2e}
1 , p = p5
.
The set of transitions inN (m,1)sync is given by T−◦1 ∪ T−◦2 ∪ {t3} and the firing times of transitions
Λ(m,1) = (Λ(m,1)t ; t ∈ T−◦1 ∪ T−◦2 ,Λ(m,1)t3 ) are defined by
Λ(m,1)t3 (M
(m,1)
q1,q2 ) =: Λsync,3(M
sync
3 ) = T
sync
3 ,
Λ(m,1)t (M
(m,1)
i,j ) = Λ
‖
t (M
‖
i,j) , M
(m,1)
i,j ∈ M(t), t ∈ T−◦1 ∪ T−◦2 ,
where Λ‖t (M
‖
i,j) is the firing time of the (m1 + m2, 2)-net [N−◦1 ‖ N−◦2 ], which was introduced
in Remark 4.15. Hence the total time of N (m,1)sync is given by
Tsync
(m,1) = f
a
seq
(
f aconc(T
N−◦1 , TN
−◦
2 ), Tsync3
)
= max{TN−◦1 , TN−◦2 }+ Tsync3 .
Modified process synchronization
Let Nsync = (Psync, Tsync, Isync, Osync, Hsync,Λsync, Msync0 ) be the modified building block “Pro-
cess synchronization” (see Definition 4.5). Further let N ◦−◦1 = (P◦−◦1 , T◦−◦1 , I◦−◦1 , O◦−◦1 , H◦−◦1 ,
Λ◦−◦1 , M
◦−◦
1,0 ) be a (1, 1) source-sink net with a total time T
N ◦−◦1 and N ◦−◦2 = (P◦−◦2 , T◦−◦2 , I◦−◦2 ,
O◦−◦2 , H
◦−◦
2 ,Λ
◦−◦
2 , M
◦−◦
2,0 ) a (1, 1) source-sink net with a total time T
N ◦−◦2 . Let p10, p
2
0 be source
places and p1e , p2e sink places of N−◦1 and N−◦2 , respectively.
The connection by substitution of transition t1 by N ◦−◦1 and of transition t2 by N ◦−◦2 is the
(1, 1)-net N (1,1)sync := (Subst(Subst(Nsync, t2,N ◦−◦2 ), t1,N ◦−◦1 ),Λ(1,1)). The set of places in N (1,1)sync
is given by P◦−◦1 ∪ P◦−◦2 ∪ {p, p5}. Considering the reachability setsRS(M◦−◦1,0 ) = {M◦−◦1,0 , M◦−◦1,1 ,
. . . , M◦−◦1,q1} and RS(M◦−◦2,0 ) = {M◦−◦2,0 , M◦−◦2,1 , . . . , M◦−◦2,q2} of N ◦−◦1 and N ◦−◦2 , respectively we ob-
tain the reachability set of N (1,1)sync . The initial marking of N (1,1)sync is given by
M(1,1)0 (p) =

1 , p = p
0 , p ∈ {p10, p20, p5}
M◦−◦1,0 (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦1 \ {p10}
M◦−◦2,0 (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦2 \ {p20}
.
The following markings are reachable,
M(1,1)i,j (p) =

0 , p ∈ {p, p5}
M◦−◦1,i (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦1
M◦−◦2,j (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦2
, i = 0, 1, . . . , q1, j = 0, 1, . . . , q2,
M(1,1)e (p) =

1 , p = p5
0 , p ∈ {p, p1e , p2e}
M◦−◦1,q1(p) , p ∈ P◦−◦1 \ {p1e}
M◦−◦2,q2(p) , p ∈ P◦−◦2 \ {p2e}
(the absorbing marking).
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The set of transitions in N (1,1)sync is given by T◦−◦1 ∪ T◦−◦2 ∪ {t, t3}. The transition t is imme-
diate and only t is enabled under the initial marking M(1,1)0 . The firing time of t is zero:
Λ(1,1)t(M
(1,1)
0 ) = 0. The firing times of remaining transitions in T
◦−◦
1 ∪ T◦−◦2 ∪ {t3} are defined
analogous to the firing times in unmodified building block “Process synchronization”. The
total time of N (1,1)sync is given by
Tsync
(1,1) = f
a
seq
(
f 2conc(T
N ◦−◦1 , TN
◦−◦
2 ), Tsync3
)
= max{TN ◦−◦1 , TN ◦−◦2 }+ Tsync3 .
The next theorem allows us to construct large structures using building blocks. It states that
the structure of the net which is connected with a building block is preserved after connection.
Thus the resulted net can replace further transitions in building blocks.
Theorem 4.18
Under the conditions of Definition 4.17 the (1, n)-netN (1,n)conc is a (1, n) source net, the (1, 1)-net
N (1,1)conc is a (1, 1) source-sink net, the (m, 1)-net N (m,1)sync is an (m, 1) sink net, and the (1, 1)-net
N (1,1)sync is a (1, 1) source-sink net. The (m, n)-net N (m,n)seq is a (1, 1) source-sink net if transitions
t1 and t2 in Nseq are substituted by (1, 1) source-sink nets.
Proof
ad N (1,n)conc :
Since N ◦−1 and N ◦−2 are source nets with only one source place, respectively, the source net
condition from Definition 4.1 is fulfilled on the source places p10 and p
2
0 in N ◦−1 and N ◦−2 ,
respectively. We have •p10 = ∅,
•p 6= ∅ for all p ∈ P◦−1 \ {p10} and M◦−1,0(p10) = 1 > 0. We
have also •p20 = ∅,
•p 6= ∅ for all p ∈ P◦−2 \ {p20} and M◦−2,0(p20) = 1. After connection by
substitution we obtain •p 6= ∅ for all p ∈ P◦−1 ∪ P◦−2 . The set of places in N (1,n)conc is given by
P◦−1 ∪ P◦−2 ∪{p1}, where p1 ∈ Pconc. According to Definition 2.51 and Definition 4.13 we obtain
•p1 = ∅, p1• = {t1}. From Definition 4.17 we obtain M(1,n)0 (p1) = 1 and {t1} = E(M(1,n)0 ).
Hence N (1,n)conc is a (1, n) source net.
ad N (m,1)sync :
The Petri nets N−◦1 and N−◦2 are sink nets with one sink place p1e in N−◦1 and p2e in N−◦2 .
Only the place p1e in N−◦1 fulfills the condition p1e
•
= ∅, p1e /∈
⋃
t∈T−◦1
◦t,M(∅) = {M−◦1,e} with
M−◦1,e (p
1
e ) > 0 and M′(p1e ) = 0 for all M′ ∈ •M−◦1,e . The same condition is fulfilled only for p2e
in N−◦2 . After connection by substitution we have p1e
•
= p2e
•
= {t3} 6= ∅ in N (m,1)sync . Since
P−◦1 ∪ P−◦2 ∪ {p5} is the set of places in N (m,1)sync , we obtain p• 6= ∅ for all p ∈ P−◦1 ∪ P−◦2 and
{•p5} = ∅. According to Definition 4.13 we get p5 /∈ ⋃
t∈T−◦1 ∪T−◦2 ∪{t3}
◦t. By Definition 4.17
it is easy to see that M(∅) = {M(m,1)e }, M(m,1)e (p5) = 1 > 0 and •M(m,1)e = {M(m,1)q1,q2 } with
M(m,1)q1,q2 (p5) = 0. Hence N (m,1)sync is an (m, 1) sink net.
ad N (1,1)sync and N (1,1)conc :
According to Definition 4.17 N ◦−◦1 and N ◦−◦2 are (1, 1) source-sink nets. Hence the source
places p10 ofN ◦−◦1 and p20 ofN ◦−◦2 are unique and also the sink places p1e ofN ◦−◦1 , p2e ofN ◦−◦2 are
unique. After connection in N (1,1)sync we have •p10 = •p20 = {t} 6= ∅ and p1e • = p2e • = {t3} 6= ∅.
The place p in N (1,1)sync is the source place with M(1,1)0 (p) = 1 > 0 and E(M(1,1)0 ) = {t} = p•.
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Hence N (1,1)sync is a source net. Further the place p5 is the sink place in N (1,1)sync . According to
Definition 4.13 it is easy to verify that p5 /∈ ⋃
t∈T◦−◦1 ∪T◦−◦2 ∪{t,t3}
◦t. From Definition 4.17 we obtain
M(∅) = {M(1,1)e }, M(1,1)e (p5) = 1 > 0, •M(1,1)e = {M(1,1)q1,q2} and M
(1,1)
q1,q2(p5) = 0. Hence N
(1,1)
sync
is a sink net. SinceN (1,1)sync is a source net and a sink net, it is a source-sink net. Continuing this
line of reasoning, we see that N (1,1)conc is a source-sink net.
ad N (m,n)seq with m = n = 1:
Suppose N−◦ and N ◦− are (1, 1) source-sink nets in Definition 4.17 (particular (1, n) source-
sink net with n = 1 and particular (m, 1) source-sink net with m = 1), p−◦0 , p
−◦
e are the source
and the sink places of N−◦ and p◦−0 , p◦−e are the source and the sink places of N ◦−. After
connection by substitution the set of places in N (1,1)seq is given by P(1,1)seq = P−◦ ∪ (P◦− \ {p◦−0 })
and the set of transitions T(1,1)seq = T−◦ ∪ T◦−. Further we get p−◦e • = p◦−0 •, such that p−◦e is
not a sink place in N (1,1)seq . According to Definition 4.13 we obtain •p−◦0 = ∅, •p 6= ∅ for
all p ∈ P(1,1)seq with p 6= p−◦0 and p◦−e • = ∅, p• 6= ∅ for all p ∈ P(1,1)seq with p 6= p◦−e . From
Definition 4.17 we get M(1,1)0 (p
−◦
0 ) = M
−◦
0 (p
−◦
0 ) and since N−◦ is a (1, 1) source-sink net,
M(1,1)0 (p
−◦
0 ) > 0 holds. Furthermore for all t ∈ E(M(1,1)0 ) we have •t = {p−◦0 }. The (1, 1)-net
N (1,1)seq is a source net. With Definition 4.13 and Definition 4.17 we verify the sink net condition:
p◦−e /∈
⋃
t∈T(1,1)seq
◦t, M(∅) = {M(1,1)q1+q2} with M
(1,1)
q1+q2(p
◦−
e ) > 0. Since •M
(1,1)
q1+q2 = {M
(1,1)
q1+j
; j ∈
{1, . . . , q2 − 1}, M◦−j ∈ •M◦−q2 }, it follows that M
(1,1)
q1+j
(p◦−e ) = 0 for all M
(1,1)
q1+j
∈ •M(1,1)q1+q2 . The
(1, 1)-net N (1,1)seq is also a sink net. Altogether it is a source-sink net.
4.2.2 Connection by Expansion
The idea of the connection by expansion is to substitute a place in a building block by a suit-
able stochastic Petri net. The name “expansion” means that after connection some transitions
are added to the building block.
N1
N2
⇓
⇐⇒
⇓
N1 N2
N1 N2
Figure 4.10: Connection by expansion as a double application of substitution.
The definition of connection by expansion can be reduced to connection by substitution.
For the better understanding of this reduction we consider Figure 4.10. A building block
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N1 in this figure contains a single sink place, i.e. N1 is a (m1, 1) sink net. The expansion of
N1 in the sink place with a (1, n2) source net N2 can be defined as a substitution of the first
transition byN1 in the building block “Sequential process”, and the substitution of the second
transition byN2. Similarly, the expansion ofN2 in the source place withN1 can be defined in
the same way.
Keeping this fact in mind, the definition of expansion in a single source place (with an
(m, 1) sink net) and in a single sink place (with a (1, n) source net) is redundant. Substituting
the transitions in “Sequential process”, the same result can be achieved.
If we expand a building block in a place, which is connected with a (1, 1)-transition and this
transition is not in conflict, then this expansion can be also defined as a double substitution.
This concerns the building blocks “Sequential process”, “Concurrent processes” and “Process
synchronization”. For more details see Remark 4.33 on page 118.
N1
N2
⇐⇒ Na−1
N2
⇓ ⇓
N1 N2
Figure 4.11: Connection by expansion as substitution in an auxiliary net.
Now we consider a building block which contains more than one source places or more
than one sink places. We expand this building block in a place that is not connected with a
non conflicting (1, 1)-transition. In Figure 4.11 a similar situation is depicted. The building
block N1 is a (m1, 3) sink net and we expand it in a sink place. In order to define this kind of
connection, we first define an auxiliary building block Na−1, where the sink place from N1 is
connected with a non conflicting (1, 1)-transition. Finally we substitute the (1, 1)-transition
by a (1, n2) source net N2.
It is also possible to define the connection by expansion directly (i.e. without the reference
to the connection by substitution), but this definition would be long and complex. Using
auxiliary building blocks, we define the connection by expansion more intuitively and more
transparently.
Let us remember that the connection by substitution was defined in two steps. The defini-
tion in the first step (see Definition 4.13) can be applied for substituting the (1, 1)-transition in
auxiliary building blocks. The transition firing times in each resulting net must be separately
defined as in connection by substitution for the same reason.
In the next remark we specify places, in which a building block can not be expanded.
Remark 4.19
In the definition of the connection by substitution (see Definition 4.13) we avoided transitions
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which are in conflict. Substitution of such transitions could change the structure of the build-
ing block. In the definition of the connection by expansion we exclude following places from
the expansion
p ∈ P : there exists t′ ∈ p•, t ∈ T \ p• with t′ ∈ Dc(M′, M, t),
where N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) is an SPN and M, M′ ∈ RS(M0), t′, t ∈ E(M), M[t〉M′.
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
ta1
ta2
p4
p5
Figure 4.12: Auxiliary Conflict.
The building block “Conflict” (see Figure 2.13) can be expanded in places p1, p2 and p3. The
expansion of this building block in p1 can be done in the same way as described above, i.e.
substituting the transition t2 in “Sequential process” by “Conflict” and the transition t1 by an
(m, 1) sink net. For the expansion of “Conflict” in the places p2 and p3 an auxiliary building
block is required, since the (1, 1)-transition t1 and the (1, 1)-transition t2 is in conflict.
The building block “Auxiliary Conflict” is based on the building block “Conflict”. This
building block is depicted in Figure 4.12. The places p2 and p3 in “Conflict” are sink places.
In “Auxiliary Conflict” these places are connected with new (1, 1)-transitions ta1 and t
a
2. These
transitions are not in conflict, they are mutually exclusive. Hence they can be substituted by
(1, n) source nets. Note that the expansion of “Conflict” only in one place, say p2, with a
(1, n) source net can be realized by substitution of ta1 in “Auxiliary Conflict” by this net, and
by substitution of ta2 by an immediate transition.
Definition 4.20 (Auxiliary Conflict)
The building block “Auxiliary Conflict” is a (1, 2)-net
Na−con f = (Pa−con f , Ta−con f , Ia−con f , Oa−con f , Ha−con f ,Λa−con f , Ma−con f0 ),
where Pa−con f = Pcon f ∪ {p4, p5}, Ta−con f = Tcon f ∪ {ta1, ta2}, Ha−con f (p, t) = 0 for all (p, t) ∈
Pa−con f × Ta−con f ,
(
Ia−con f (p, t)
)
p∈Pa−con f ,t∈Ta−con f
=

1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
, (Oa−con f (p, t))p∈Pa−con f ,t∈Ta−con f=

0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
.
The initial marking is defined by Ma−con f0 (p) =
{
Mcon f0 (p) , p ∈ Pcon f
0 , p ∈ Pa−con f \ Pcon f
= 1{p1}.
Considering all reachable markings
Ma−con f1 = 1{p2}, M
a−con f
2 = 1{p3}, M
a−con f
3 = 1{p4}, M
a−con f
4 = 1{p5},
we obtain the enabling markings of transitions
M(t1) =Mnew(t1) = {Ma−con f0 } =Mnew(t2) =M(t2),
M(ta1) =Mnew(ta1) = {Ma−con f1 }, M(ta2) =Mnew(ta2) = {Ma−con f2 },
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M(∅) = {Ma−con f3 , Ma−con f4 }.
The firing times of transitions are defined by
Λa−con f ,t1(M
a−con f
0 ) = Λcon f ,1(M
con f
0 ) = T
con f
1 ,
Λa−con f ,t2(M
a−con f
0 ) = Λcon f ,2(M
con f
0 ) = T
con f
2 ,
Λa−con f ,ta1(M
a−con f
1 ) =: T
a−con f
1 , Λa−con f ,ta2(M
a−con f
2 ) =: T
a−con f
2 .
Since κa−con f = 2, there are three random states
Si : (Ω,A,P)→ (Si,℘(Si)), i = 0, . . . , 2,
S0 = M
a−con f
0 · 1{Tcon f1 ≥0}∩{Tcon f2 ≥0},
S1 = M
a−con f
1 · 1{Tcon f1 <∞}∩{Tcon f1 <Tcon f2 }∩{Ta−con f1 ≥0}
+ Ma−con f2 · 1{Tcon f2 <∞}∩{Tcon f1 >Tcon f2 }∩{Ta−con f2 ≥0},
S2 = M
a−con f
3 · 1{Tcon f1 <∞}∩{Tcon f1 <Tcon f2 }∩{Ta−con f1 <∞}
+ Ma−con f4 · 1{Tcon f2 <∞}∩{Tcon f1 >Tcon f2 }∩{Ta−con f2 <∞},
where
S0 = {Ma−con f0 }, S1 = {Ma−con f1 , Ma−con f2 }, S2 = {Ma−con f3 , Ma−con f4 }.
The epochs and the cumulated epochs are given by
τ0 = 0, τ1 = min{Tcon f1 , Tcon f2 }, τ2 =
{
Ta−con f1 , S1 = M
a−con f
1
Ta−con f2 , S1 = M
a−con f
2
,
ζ0 = 0, ζ1 = τ1, ζ2 = τ1 + τ2.
Finally the marking process is defined by
Na−con f (t) := sup{n ∈ {0, 1, 2} : ζn ≤ t}, t ≥ 0,
Xa−con f (t) := SNa−con f (t), t ≥ 0.
The next proposition determines the total time of Na−con f .
Proposition 4.21
The total time of the “Auxiliary Conflict” is determined by
Ta−con f : = f aseq( f acon f (T
con f
1 , T
con f
2 ), f
a
mex(T
con f
1 , T
con f
2 , T
a−con f
1 , T
a−con f
2 ))
= min{Tcon f1 , Tcon f2 }+ Ta−con f1 · 1{Tcon f1 <Tcon f2 } + T
a−con f
2 · 1{Tcon f1 >Tcon f2 }.
Proof
First we obtain
ζ2 = min{Tcon f1 , Tcon f2 }+ Ta−con f1 · 1{Tcon f1 <Tcon f2 } + T
a−con f
2 · 1{Tcon f1 >Tcon f2 } = T
a−con f a.s.
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Hence P(Ta−con f ≤ ζ2) = 1. Finally we get
P(Xa−con f (Ta−con f ) ∈ M(∅)) = P(Xa−con f (ζ2) ∈ M(∅))
= P(S2 = Ma−con f3 ) + P(S2 = Ma−con f4 ) = P(Tcon f1 < Tcon f2 ) + P(Tcon f1 > Tcon f2 ) = 1.
In the next definition we introduce the connection by expansion of the building block “Con-
flict” with a (1, n) source net. The resulting net can be seen in Figure 4.20c on page 122.
Definition 4.22
Suppose Ncon f = (Pcon f , Tcon f , Icon f , Ocon f , Hcon f ,Λcon f , Mcon f0 ) is the building block “Con-
flict”, N ◦−1 = (P◦−1 , T◦−1 , I◦−1 , O◦−1 , H◦−1 ,Λ◦−1 , M◦−1,0) is a (1, n1) source net with a total time TN
◦−
1
and N ◦−2 = (P◦−2 , T◦−2 , I◦−2 , O◦−2 , H◦−2 ,Λ◦−2 , M◦−2,0) is a (1, n2) source net with a total time TN
◦−
2 .
The connection of Ncon f with N ◦−1 and N ◦−2 by expansion in the places p2 and p3 is the
(1, n)-net N (1,n)con f := (Subst(Subst(Na−con f , ta2,N ◦−2 ), ta1,N ◦−1 ),Λ(1,n)), where n = n1 + n2.
Let p10 ∈ P◦−1 be the source place ofN ◦−1 and p20 ∈ P◦−2 be the source place ofN ◦−2 . According
to Definition 4.13 the set of places in N (1,n)con f is equal to P(1,n)con f = {p1} ∪ P◦−1 ∪ P◦−2 , where p1 ∈
Pcon f . The set of transitions in N (1,n)con f is given by T(1,n)con f = Tcon f ∪ T◦−1 ∪ T◦−2 . The reachability
setRS(M(1,n)0 ) of N (1,n)con f contains the following markings
M(1,n)0 (p) =

1 , p = p1
0 , p ∈ {p10, p20}
M◦−1,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−1 \ {p10}
M◦−2,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−2 \ {p20}
,
M(1,n)1,i (p) =

0 , p ∈ {p1, p20}
M◦−1,i (p) , p ∈ P◦−1
M◦−2,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−2 \ {p20}
, i = 0, 1, . . . , q1,
M(1,n)2,j (p) =

0 , p ∈ {p1, p10}
M◦−2,j (p) , p ∈ P◦−2
M◦−1,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−1 \ {p10}
, j = 0, 1, . . . , q2,
where q1 := |RS(M◦−1,0)| − 1, q2 := |RS(M◦−2,0)| − 1. The transition firing times Λ(1,n) =
(Λ(1,n)t ; t ∈ T(1,n)con f ) are defined by
Λ(1,n)t (M
(1,n)
0 ) =
{
Λcon f ,1(M
con f
0 ) = T
con f
1 , t = t1
Λcon f ,2(M
con f
0 ) = T
con f
2 , t = t2
,
Λ(1,n)t (M
(1,n)
1,i ) = Λ
◦−
1,t (M
◦−
1,i ), i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q1} with M◦−1,i ∈ M(t), t ∈ T◦−1 ,
Λ(1,n)t′ (M
(1,n)
2,j ) = Λ
◦−
2,t′(M
◦−
2,j ), j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q2} with M◦−2,j ∈ M(t), t′ ∈ T◦−2 .
According to above definition of the transition firing times and Proposition 4.21 the total time
of N (1,n)con f is given by
Tcon f
(1,n) = f
a
seq( f
a
con f (T
con f
1 , T
con f
2 ), f
a
mex(T
con f
1 , T
con f
2 , T
N ◦−1 , TN
◦−
2 ))
= min{Tcon f1 , Tcon f2 }+ TN
◦−
1 · 1{Tcon f1 <Tcon f2 } + T
N ◦−2 · 1{Tcon f1 >Tcon f2 }.
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p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4 ta1 p6
p5
tp t p7 t
a
2 p8
Figure 4.13: Auxiliary Confusion.
Now we consider the building block “Confusion”. According to Remark 4.19 Nmix can not
be expanded in the places p1 and p2. Hence it makes sense to take the source-modification of
“Confusion” Nmix as a basis for the new building block “Auxiliary Confusion”. The places
p3, p4, p5 in Nmix can be replaced by (1, n) source nets. The expansion in places p3 and p5
each with one source net causes some problems in computation of the total time distribution.
In Chapter 6 on page 191 an expansion of “Confusion” in places p3, p4 and p5 each with one
source net can be seen. Therefore, adding a new immediate joining transition t, which is
connected with the places p3 and p5, and a new place (p7) which can be expanded, we create
a new connection possibility.
In order to define the connection by expansion in the new added place and in the place p4,
we introduce an auxiliary building block. This building block is depicted in Figure 4.13. The
formal definition of “Auxiliary Confusion” is given below.
Definition 4.23 (Auxiliary Confusion)
The building block Auxiliary Confusion is a (1, 2)-net
Na−mix = (Pa−mix, Ta−mix, Ia−mix, Oa−mix, Ha−mix,Λa−mix Ma−mix0 ),
where Pa−mix = Pmix ∪ {p6, p7, p8}, Ta−mix = Tmix ∪ {t, ta1, ta2}, Ha−mix(p, t) = 0 for all (p, t) ∈
Pa−mix × Ta−mix,
Ia−mix(p, t) =

Imix(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ Pmix × Tmix
0 , (p, t) ∈ {p6, p7, p8} × Tmix
1 , (p, t) ∈ RI := {(p3, t), (p5, t), (p4, ta1), (p7, ta2)}
0 , (p, t) ∈ (Pa−mix × {t, ta1, ta2}) \ RI
,
Oa−mix(p, t) =

Omix(p, t) , (p, t) ∈ Pmix × Tmix
0 , (p, t) ∈ {p6, p7, p8} × Tmix
1 , (p, t) ∈ RO := {(p7, t), (p6, ta1), (p8, ta2)}
0 , (p, t) ∈ (Pa−mix × {t, ta1, ta2}) \ RO
.
The initial marking and all reachable markings are defined by
Ma−mix0 (p) =
{
1 , p = p
0 , p ∈ Pa−mix \ {p}
,
Ma−mixi (p) =
{
Mmixi (p) , p ∈ Pmix
0 , p ∈ {p6, p7, p8}
, i = 1, . . . , 5,
Ma−mixj (p) =
{
1 , p = pj
0 , p ∈ Pa−mix \ {pj}
, j = 6, 7, 8.
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From the above structure we obtain the enabling markings of transitions and the absorbing
markings.
M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Ma−mix0 }, M(t1) = {Ma−mix1 , Ma−mix4 }, Mnew(t1) = {Ma−mix1 },
M(t2) =Mnew(t2) = {Ma−mix1 }, M(t3) = {Ma−mix1 , Ma−mix3 }, Mnew(t3) = {Ma−mix1 },
M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Ma−mix5 }, M(ta1) =Mnew(ta1) = {Ma−mix2 },
M(ta2) =Mnew(ta2) = {Ma−mix7 }, M(∅) = {Ma−mix6 , Ma−mix8 }.
The transition firing times are defined by
Λa−mix,t(M
a−mix
0 ) = 0, Λa−mix,t(M
a−mix
5 ) = 0, Λa−mix,ta1(M
a−mix
2 ) := T
a−mix
1 ,
Λa−mix,ta2(M
a−mix
7 ) := T
a−mix
2 , Λa−mix,tj(M
a−mix
1 ) = Λmix,j(M
mix
1 ) = T
mix
j , j = 1, 2, 3,
Λa−mix,t1(M
a−mix
4 ) = Λa−mix,t1(M
a−mix
1 )−Λa−mix,t3(Ma−mix1 ) = Tmix1 − Tmix3 ,
Λa−mix,t3(M
a−mix
3 ) = Λa−mix,t3(M
a−mix
1 )−Λa−mix,t1(Ma−mix1 ) = Tmix3 − Tmix1 .
The number of states is κa−mix + 1 = 5+ 1 = 6 and these states are defined by
Si : (Ω,A,P)→ (Si,℘(Si)), i = 0, . . . , 5,
S0 = Ma−mix0 , S1 = M
a−mix
1 · 1{Tmix1 ≥0}∩{Tmix2 ≥0}∩{Tmix3 ≥0},
S2 = Ma−mix2 · 1{Tmix2 <∞}∩{Tmix2 <Tmix1 }∩{Tmix2 <Tmix3 }∩{Ta−mix1 ≥0}
+ Ma−mix3 · 1{Tmix1 <∞}∩{Tmix1 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix1 <Tmix3 } + M
a−mix
4 · 1{Tmix3 <∞}∩{Tmix3 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix3 <Tmix1 },
S3 = Ma−mix6 · 1{Tmix2 <∞}∩{Ta−mix1 <∞}∩{Tmix2 <Tmix1 }∩{Tmix2 <Tmix3 }
+ Ma−mix5 · 1({Tmix1 <∞}∩{Tmix1 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix1 <Tmix3 })∪({Tmix3 <∞}∩{Tmix3 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix3 <Tmix1 }),
S4 = Ma−mix7 · 1(({Tmix1 <∞}∩{Tmix1 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix1 <Tmix3 })∪({Tmix3 <∞}∩{Tmix3 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix3 <Tmix1 }))∩{Ta−mix2 ≥0},
S5 = Ma−mix8 · 1(({Tmix1 <∞}∩{Tmix1 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix1 <Tmix3 })∪({Tmix3 <∞}∩{Tmix3 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix3 <Tmix1 }))∩{Ta−mix2 <∞},
where
S0 = {Ma−mix0 }, S1 = {Ma−mix1 }, S2 = {Ma−mix2 , Ma−mix3 , Ma−mix4 },
S3 = {Ma−mix5 , Ma−mix6 }, S4 = {Ma−mix7 ,©}, S5 = {Ma−mix8 ,©}.
The epochs between the random states are given by
τ0 = τ1 = 0, τ2 = min
1≤i≤3
Λa−mix,ti(M
a−mix
1 ) = min1≤i≤3
Tmixi ,
τ3 =

Λa−mix,t3(M
a−mix
3 ) = T
mix
3 − Tmix1 , S2 = Ma−mix3
Λa−mix,t1(M
a−mix
4 ) = T
mix
1 − Tmix3 , S2 = Ma−mix4
Λa−mix,ta1(M
a−mix
2 ) = T
a−mix
1 , S2 = M
a−mix
2
,
τ4 =
{
0 , S3 = Ma−mix5
∆ , S3 = Ma−mix6
, τ5 =
{
Λa−mix,ta2(M
a−mix
7 ) = T
a−mix
2 , S4 = M
a−mix
7
∆ , S4 =©
.
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Defining
ζ0 = τ0 = 0, ζi =
i
∑
j=0
τj, i = 1, . . . , 5,
Na−mix(t) := sup{n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 5} : ζn ≤ t}, t ≥ 0,
we introduce the marking process
Xa−mix(t) := SNa−mix(t), t ≥ 0,
of Na−mix.
In the next proposition we determine the total time of Na−mix.
Proposition 4.24
The total time of Na−mix is characterized by
Ta−mix = f amex
(
f aseq(T
mix
2 , T
a−mix
1 ), f
a
seq( f
a
conc(T
mix
1 , T
mix
3 ), T
a−mix
2 ), T
mix
2 , f
a
con f (T
mix
1 , T
mix
3 )
)
= (Tmix2 + T
a−mix
1 ) · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}
+ (max{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }+ Ta−mix2 ) · 1{Tmix2 >min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}.
Proof
First we obtain
ζ5 =min{Tmix1 , Tmix2 , Tmix3 }+ (Tmix3 − Tmix1 ) · 1{Tmix1 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix1 <Tmix3 }
+ (Tmix1 − Tmix3 ) · 1{Tmix3 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix3 <Tmix1 } + T
a−mix
1 · 1{Tmix2 <Tmix1 }∩{Tmix2 <Tmix3 }
+ Ta−mix2 · 1({Tmix1 <Tmix2 }∩{Tmix1 <Tmix3 })∪({Tmix2 <Tmix1 }∩{Tmix2 <Tmix3 })
+ ∆ · 1{Tmix2 <Tmix1 }∩{Tmix2 <Tmix3 } a.s.
With Proposition 2.59 we obtain
ζ5 = (Tmix2 + ∆) · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }} +max{T
mix
1 , T
mix
3 } · 1{Tmix2 >min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}
+ Ta−mix1 · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }} + T
a−mix
2 · 1{Tmix2 >min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}
= (Tmix2 + T
a−mix
1 ) · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}
+ (max{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }+ Ta−mix2 ) · 1{Tmix2 >min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}
= Ta−mix + ∆ · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }} a.s.
Hence
P(Ta−mix ≤ ζ5) = 1.
Finally we have
P(Xa−mix(Ta−mix) ∈ M(∅)) = P(S3 = Ma−mix6 , Tmix2 < min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 })
+ P(S5 = Mmix8 , Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 })
= P({Tmix2 < ∞} ∩ {Ta−mix1 < ∞} ∩ {Tmix2 < Tmix1 } ∩ {Tmix2 < Tmix3 } ∩ {Tmix2 < min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }})
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+ P({Tmix1 < ∞} ∩ {Tmix1 < Tmix2 } ∩ {Tmix1 < Tmix3 } ∩ {Ta−mix2 < ∞} ∩ {Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }})
+ P({Tmix3 < ∞} ∩ {Tmix3 < Tmix2 } ∩ {Tmix3 < Tmix1 } ∩ {Ta−mix2 < ∞} ∩ {Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }})
= P(Tmix2 < min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }) + P(Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }) = 1.
This completes the proof.
The next definition introduces the connection ofNmix by expansion in the places p3, p5 with
a (1, n1) source net and in the place p4 with another (1, n2) source net.
Definition 4.25
Suppose Nmix = (Pmix, Tmix, Imix, Omix, Hmix,Λmix, Mmix0 ) is the source-modification of “Con-
fusion”, N ◦−1 = (P◦−1 , T◦−1 , I◦−1 , O◦−1 , H◦−1 ,Λ◦−1 , M◦−1,0) is a (1, n1) source net with a total time
TN
◦−
1 and N ◦−2 = (P◦−2 , T◦−2 , I◦−2 , O◦−2 , H◦−2 ,Λ◦−2 , M◦−2,0) is a (1, n2) source net with a total time
TN
◦−
2 .
The connection of Nmix by expansion with N ◦−1 in the place p4 and with N ◦−2 the places
p3 and p5 is the (1, n)-net N (1,n)mix := (Subst(Subst(Na−mix, ta2,N ◦−2 ), ta1,N ◦−1 ),Λ(1,n)), where
n = n1 + n2.
Assuming that p10 ∈ P◦−1 is the source place of N ◦−1 and p20 ∈ P◦−2 is the source place of
N ◦−2 we specify the set of places in N (1,n)mix as P(1,n)mix = (Pmix \ {p4}) ∪ P◦−1 ∪ P◦−2 . The set
T(1,n)mix = Tmix ∪ {t} ∪ T◦−1 ∪ T◦−2 is the set of transitions in N (1,n)mix . Considering reachability
sets RS(M◦−1,0) = {M◦−1,0, M◦−1,1, . . . , M◦−1,q1} and RS(M◦−2,0) = {M◦−2,0, M◦−2,1, . . . , M◦−2,q2} of N ◦−1 and
N ◦−2 , respectively, we obtain the reachability set RS(M(1,n)0 ) of N (1,n)mix , which contains the
following markings
M(1,n)i (p) =

Mmixi (p) , p ∈ Pmix \ {p4}
M◦−1,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−1 \ {p10}
M◦−2,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−2 \ {p20}
0 , p ∈ {p10, p20}
, i ∈ {0, 1, 3, 4, 5},
M(1,n)2,j (p) =

Mmix2 (p) , p ∈ Pmix \ {p4}
M◦−1,j (p) , p ∈ P◦−1
M◦−2,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−2 \ {p20}
0 , p = p20
, j = 0, . . . , q1,
M(1,n)5,k (p) =

Mmix5 (p) , p ∈ Pmix \ {p4}
M◦−1,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−1 \ {p10}
M◦−2,k(p) , p ∈ P◦−2
0 , p = p10
, k = 0, 1, . . . , q2.
We have |RS(M(1,n)0 )| = q1 + q2 + 5. The firing times of transitions are defined by
Λ(1,n)t (M
(1,n)
0 ) =: 0, Λ
(1,n)
t (M
(1,n)
5 ) =: 0,
Λ(1,n)tj (M
(1,n)
1 ) =: Λmix,j(M
mix
1 ) = T
mix
j , j = 1, 2, 3,
Λ(1,n)t1 (M
(1,n)
4 ) =: Λmix,1(M
mix
2 ) = T
mix
1 − Tmix3 ,
Λ(1,n)t3 (M
(1,n)
3 ) =: Λmix,3(M
mix
3 ) = T
mix
3 − Tmix1 ,
Λ(1,n)t (M
(1,n)
1,j ) =: Λ
◦−
1 (M
◦−
1,j ), j = 0, 1, . . . , q1,
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Λ(1,n)t′ (M
(1,n)
2,k ) =: Λ
◦−
2 (M
◦−
2,k), k = 0, 1, . . . , q2,
such that the total time of N (1,n)mix is given by
Tmix(1,n) = f
a
mex
(
f aseq(T
mix
2 , T
N ◦−1 ), f aseq( f aconc(Tmix1 , T
mix
3 ), T
N ◦−2 ), Tmix2 , f
a
con f (T
mix
1 , T
mix
3 )
)
= (Tmix2 + T
N ◦−1 ) · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}
+ (max{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }+ TN
◦−
2 ) · 1{Tmix2 >min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}.
Note that expanding Nmix with only one source net, the other source net in Definition 4.25
can be chosen as a (1, 1)-net which consists of two places and an immediate (1, 1)-transition.
p3
ta1p
0
4 p
e
4
ta2p05 p
e
5
t1p1 t3 p6
t2p2 t4 p7
tp t p
Figure 4.14: Auxiliary mutual exclusive processes of type 1.
The building block “Mutual exclusive processes” can be expanded in the places p3, p4, p5,
p6, and p7. Since the transitions t1 and t2 in “Mutual exclusive processes” are in conflict (see
Remark 2.65), the expansion in places p1 and p2 is not allowed (see Remark 4.19).
Actually it is possible to define one auxiliary building block for “Mutual exclusive pro-
cesses”, where all five places p3, p4, p5, p6, p7 are substituted by (1, 1)-transitions. In this
case some of these transitions become concurrent and the reachability set of the resulting net
grows exponentially. The structure of this net becomes unclear. For the clarity we define
three auxiliary building blocks. The first auxiliary building block is for the expansion in the
places p4 and p5. The second auxiliary building block is for the expansion in the place p3 and
the third auxiliary building block introduces the expansion in the places p6 and p7. As a ba-
sis for the definition of the first auxiliary building block we use the source-sink modification
Nmep of “Mutual exclusive processes”. The source-modification Nmep of “Mutual exclusive
processes” is a basis for the definition of the second and third auxiliary building blocks.
The first auxiliary building block is illustrated in Figure 4.14. Using this SPN we define the
expansion of Nmep in the place p4 and/or in the place p5.
Definition 4.26
Based on the source-sink modification Nmep of “Mutual exclusive processes” we define the
first auxiliary building block
Na−1−mep = (Pa−1−mep, Ta−1−mep, Ia−1−mep, Oa−1−mep, Ha−1−mep,Λa−1−mep, Ma−1−mep0 ),
where Pa−1−mep=(Pmep \ {p4, p5}) ∪ {p04, pe4, p05, pe5}, Ta−1−mep=Tmep ∪ {ta1, ta2}, Ha−1−mep(p, t)
= 0 for all (p, t) ∈ Pa−1−mep × Ta−1−mep. For the definition of Ia−1−mep and Oa−1−mep let
R1I := {(p, t), (p1, t1), (p3, t1), (p2, t2), (p3, t2), (p04, ta1), (p05, ta2), (pe4, t3), (pe5, t4), (p6, t), (p7, t)}
and
R1O := {(p1, t), (p2, t), (p04, t1), (p05, t2), (pe4, ta1), (pe5, ta2), (p3, t3), (p6, t3), (p3, t4), (p7, t4), (p, t)}
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be sets with R1I ⊂ Pa−1−mep × Ta−1−mep and R1O ⊂ Pa−1−mep × Ta−1−mep. Then the input inci-
dence function Ia−1−mep and the output incidence function Oa−1−mep of Na−1−mep are defined
by
Ia−1−mep(p, t) := 1R1I (p, t) =
{
1 , (p, t) ∈ R1I
0 , (p, t) ∈ (Pa−1−mep × Ta−1−mep) \ R1I
and
Oa−1−mep(p, t) := 1R1O(p, t) =
{
1 , (p, t) ∈ R1O
0 , (p, t) ∈ (Pa−1−mep × Ta−1−mep) \ R1O
.
The following markings are reachable
Ma−1−mep0 = 1{p,p3}, M
a−1−mep
1 = 1{p1,p2,p3}, M
a−1−mep
2,0 = 1{p04,p2},
Ma−1−mep2,1 = 1{pe4,p2}, M
a−1−mep
3,0 = 1{p05,p1}, M
a−1−mep
3,1 = 1{pe5,p1},
Ma−1−mep4 = 1{p2,p3,p6}, M
a−1−mep
5 = 1{p1,p3,p7}, M
a−1−mep
6,0 = 1{p05,p6},
Ma−1−mep6,1 = 1{pe5,p6}, M
a−1−mep
7,0 = 1{p04,p7}, M
a−1−mep
7,1 = 1{pe4,p7},
Ma−1−mep8 = 1{p3,p6,p7}, M
a−1−mep
9 = 1{p3,p}.
The enabling markings of transitions are given by
M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Ma−1−mep0 }, M(t1) =Mnew(t1) = {Ma−1−mep1 , Ma−1−mep5 },
M(t2)=Mnew(t2)={Ma−1−mep1 , Ma−1−mep4 }, M(ta1)=Mnew(ta1)={Ma−1−mep2,0 , Ma−1−mep7,0 },
M(ta2)=Mnew(ta2)={Ma−1−mep3,0 , Ma−1−mep6,0 }, M(t3)=Mnew(t3)={Ma−1−mep2,1 , Ma−1−mep7,1 },
M(t4) =Mnew(t4) = {Ma−1−mep3,1 , Ma−1−mep6,1 }, M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Ma−1−mep8 },
M(∅) = {Ma−1−mep9 }.
We define the firing times of transitions in the following way
Λa−1−mep,t1(M) :=
Λmep,1(M
mep
1 ) = T
(1),mep
1 , M = M
a−1−mep
1
Λmep,1(M
mep
5 ) = T
(2),mep
1 , M = M
a−1−mep
5
,
Λa−1−mep,t2(M) :=
Λmep,2(M
mep
1 ) = T
(1),mep
2 , M = M
a−1−mep
1
Λmep,2(M
mep
4 ) = T
(2),mep
2 , M = M
a−1−mep
4
,
Λa−1−mep,t3(M) :=
Λmep,3(M
mep
2 ) = T
(1),mep
3 , M = M
a−1−mep
2,1
Λmep,3(M
mep
7 ) = T
(2),mep
3 , M = M
a−1−mep
7,1
,
Λa−1−mep,t4(M) :=
Λmep,4(M
mep
3 ) = T
(1),mep
4 , M = M
a−1−mep
3,1
Λmep,4(M
mep
6 ) = T
(2),mep
4 , M = M
a−1−mep
6,1
,
Λa−1−mep,ta1(M) :=
{
T(1),a−1−mep1 , M = M
a−1−mep
2,0
T(2),a−1−mep1 , M = M
a−1−mep
7,0
,
Λa−1−mep,ta2(M) :=
{
T(1),a−1−mep2 , M = M
a−1−mep
3,0
T(2),a−1−mep2 , M = M
a−1−mep
6,0
,
Λa−1−mep,t(M
a−1−mep
0 ) := 0, Λa−1−mep,t(M
a−1−mep
8 ) := 0.
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Since κa−1−mep = 8, there are nine random states in Na−1−mep. The random states are defined
by
Si : (Ω,A,P)→ (Si,℘(Si)), i = 0, . . . , 8,
S0 := M
a−1−mep
0 , S1 := M
a−1−mep
1 · 1{T(1),mep1 ≥0}∩{T(1),mep2 ≥0},
S2 := M
a−1−mep
2,0 · 1{T(1),mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }∩{T(1),a−1−mep1 ≥0}
+ Ma−1−mep3,0 · 1{T(1),mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }∩{T(1),a−1−mep2 ≥0},
S3 := M
a−1−mep
2,1 · 1{T(1),mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),a−1−mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }∩{T(1),mep3 ≥0}
+ Ma−1−mep3,1 · 1{T(1),mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),a−1−mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }∩{T(1),mep4 ≥0},
S4 := M
a−1−mep
4 · 1{T(1),mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),a−1−mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),mep3 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }∩{T(2),mep2 ≥0}
+ Ma−1−mep5 · 1{T(1),mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),a−1−mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),mep4 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }∩{T(2),mep1 ≥0},
S5 := M
a−1−mep
6,0 · 1 ⋂
i∈{1,3}
{T(1),mepi <∞}∩{T(1),a−1−mep1 <∞}∩{T(2),mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }∩{T(2),a−1−mep2 ≥0}
+ Ma−1−mep7,0 · 1 ⋂
i∈{2,4}
{T(1),mepi <∞}∩{T(1),a−1−mep2 <∞}∩{T(2),mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }∩{T(2),a−1−mep1 ≥0}
,
S6 := M
a−1−mep
6,1 · 1 ⋂
i∈{1,3}
{T(1),mepi <∞}∩
⋂
j∈{1,2}
{T(j),a−1−mepj <∞}∩{T(2),mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }∩{T(2),mep4 ≥0}
+Ma−1−mep7,1 ·1 ⋂
i∈{2,4}
{T(1),mepi <∞}∩
⋂
i,j∈{1,2}
i 6=j
{T(j),a−1−mepi <∞}∩{T(2),mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }∩{T(2),mep3 ≥0}
,
S7 := M
a−1−mep
8 · (1 ⋂
i∈{1,3}
{T(1),mepi <∞}∩
⋂
j∈{1,2}
{T(j),a−1−mepj <∞}∩
⋂
i∈{2,4}
{T(2),mepi <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ 1 ⋂
i∈{2,4}
{T(1),mepi <∞}∩
⋂
i,j∈{1,2}
i 6=j
{T(j),a−1−mepi <∞}∩
⋂
j∈{1,3}
{T(2),mepj <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
)
S8 := M
a−1−mep
9 ,
with
S0 := {Ma−1−mep0 }, S1 := {Ma−1−mep1 }, S2 := {Ma−1−mep2,0 , Ma−1−mep3,0 },
S3 := {Ma−1−mep2,1 , Ma−1−mep3,1 }, S4 := {Ma−1−mep4 , Ma−1−mep5 }, S5 := {Ma−1−mep6,0 , Ma−1−mep7,0 },
S6 := {Ma−1−mep6,1 , Ma−1−mep7,1 }, S7 := {Ma−1−mep8 }, S8 := {Ma−1−mep9 }.
The epochs are defined by
τ0 := 0, τ1 := 0, τ2 := min
1≤i≤2
T(1),mepi , τ3 :=
{
T(1),a−1−mep1 , S2 = M
a−1−mep
2,0
T(1),a−1−mep2 , S2 = M
a−1−mep
3,0
,
τ4 :=
{
T(1),mep3 , S3 = M
a−1−mep
2,1
T(1),mep4 , S3 = M
a−1−mep
3,1
, τ5 :=
{
T(2),mep2 , S4 = M
a−1−mep
4
T(2),mep1 , S4 = M
a−1−mep
5
,
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τ6 :=
{
T(2),a−1−mep2 , S5 = M
a−1−mep
6,0
T(2),a−1−mep1 , S5 = M
a−1−mep
7,0
, τ7 :=
{
T(2),mep4 , S6 = M
a−1−mep
6,1
T(2),mep3 , S6 = M
a−1−mep
7,1
,
τ8 := 0.
Setting
ζ0 := 0, ζi :=
i
∑
j=0
τj, i = 1, . . . , 8, and
Na−1−mep(t) := sup{n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 8}; ζn ≤ t}, t ≥ 0,
we define the marking process of Na−1−mep
Xa−1−mep(t) := SNa−1−mep(t), t ≥ 0.
In the next proposition we determine the total time of Na−1−mep.
Proposition 4.27
The total time of the building blockNa−1−mep that is introduced in Definition 4.26 is given by
Ta−1−mep :=min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),a−1−mep1 + T
(1),mep
3 + T
(2),mep
2 + T
(2),a−1−mep
2 + T
(2),mep
4 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),a−1−mep2 + T
(1),mep
4 + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),a−1−mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }.
Proof
First we obtain
ζ8 =min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }+ T(1),a−1−mep1 · 1{S2=Ma−1−mep2,0 } + T
(1),a−1−mep
2 · 1{S2=Ma−1−mep3,0 }
+ T(1),mep3 · 1{S3=Ma−1−mep2,1 } + T
(1),mep
4 · 1{S3=Ma−1−mep3,1 } + T
(2),mep
2 · 1{S4=Ma−1−mep4 }
+ T(2),mep1 · 1{S4=Ma−1−mep5 } + T
(2),a−1−mep
2 · 1{S5=Ma−1−mep6,0 } + T
(2),a−1−mep
1 · 1{S5=Ma−1−mep7,0 }
+ T(2),mep4 · 1{S6=Ma−1−mep6,1 } + T
(2),mep
3 · 1{S6=Ma−1−mep7,1 }.
Taking into account Assumption 2.30 we get
ζ8 =min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }+ T(1),a−1−mep1 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ T(1),a−1−mep2 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } + T
(1),mep
3 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ T(1),mep4 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } + T
(2),mep
2 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ T(2),mep1 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } + T
(2),a−1−mep
2 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ T(2),a−1−mep1 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } + T
(2),mep
4 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ T(2),mep3 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } a.s.
Hence
ζ8 = min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }
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+ (T(1),a−1−mep1 + T
(1),mep
3 + T
(2),mep
2 + T
(2),a−1−mep
2 + T
(2),mep
4 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),a−1−mep2 + T
(1),mep
4 + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),a−1−mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
= Ta−1−mep a.s.
Analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.61 we obtain
P(Ta−1−mep ≤ ζ8) = P(Ta−1−mep = ζ8) = 1.
Finally we have
P(Xa−1−mep(Ta−1−mep) ∈ M(∅)) = P(SNa−1−mep(Ta−1−mep) = Ma−1−mep9 )
= P(S8 = Ma−1−mep9 ) = 1.
pe3 ta p
0
3
p4
p5
t1p1 t3 p6
t2p2 t4 p7
tp
Figure 4.15: Auxiliary mutual exclusive processes of type 2.
In the second auxiliary building block we replace p3 by a (1, 1)-transition. The resulting
(1, 2)-net can be seen in Figure 4.15. Note that the SPN in Figure 4.15 is not a sink net. In the
marking where the places p6, p7 and p03 contain a token, the transition ta is enabled although
both the sink place p6 and the sink place p7 are not empty. This is why this building block is
based on the source modification of Nmep (and not on the source-sink modification).
Definition 4.28
Based on the source-modificationNmep of “Mutual exclusive processes” we define the second
auxiliary building block
Na−2−mep = (Pa−2−mep, Ta−2−mep, Ia−2−mep, Oa−2−mep, Ha−2−mep,Λa−2−mep, Ma−2−mep0 ),
where Pa−2−mep = (Pmep \ {p3}) ∪ {p03, pe3}, Ta−2−mep = Tmep ∪ {ta}, Ha−2−mep(p, t) = 0 for all
(p, t) ∈ Pa−2−mep × Ta−2−mep. Let
R2I := {(p, t), (p1, t1), (pe3, t1), (p2, t2), (pe3, t2), (p03, ta), (p4, t3), (p5, t4)} and
R2O := {(p1, t), (p2, t), (p4, t1), (p5, t2), (pe3, ta), (p03, t3), (p6, t3), (p03, t4), (p7, t4)},
R2I ⊂ Pa−2−mep × Ta−2−mep, R2O ⊂ Pa−2−mep × Ta−2−mep be sets of input and output arcs. We
define
Ia−2−mep(p, t) := 1R2I (p, t) =
{
1 , (p, t) ∈ R2I
0 , (p, t) ∈ (Pa−2−mep × Ta−2−mep) \ R2I
,
Oa−2−mep(p, t) := 1R2O(p, t) =
{
1 , (p, t) ∈ R2O
0 , (p, t) ∈ (Pa−2−mep × Ta−2−mep) \ R2O
.
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The reachability setRS(Ma−2−mep0 ) contains the following markings
Ma−2−mep0 = 1{p,pe3}, M
a−2−mep
1 = 1{p1,p2,pe3}, M
a−2−mep
2 = 1{p2,p4},
Ma−2−mep3 = 1{p1,p5}, M
a−2−mep
4,0 = 1{p2,p03,p6}, M
a−2−mep
4,1 = 1{p2,pe3,p6},
Ma−2−mep5,0 = 1{p1,p03,p7}, M
a−2−mep
5,1 = 1{p1,pe3,p7}, M
a−2−mep
6 = 1{p5,p6},
Ma−2−mep7 = 1{p4,p7}, M
a−2−mep
8 = 1{p03,p6,p7}, M
a−2−mep
9 = 1{pe3,p6,p7}.
The enabling markings are given by
M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Ma−2−mep0 }, M(t1) =Mnew(t1) = {Ma−2−mep1 , Ma−2−mep5,1 },
M(t2) =Mnew(t2) = {Ma−2−mep1 , Ma−2−mep4,1 },
M(t3) =Mnew(t3) = {Ma−2−mep2 , Ma−2−mep7 },
M(ta) =Mnew(ta) = {Ma−2−mep4,0 , Ma−2−mep5,0 , Ma−2−mep8 },
M(t4) =Mnew(t4) = {Ma−2−mep3 , Ma−2−mep6 }, M(∅) = {Ma−2−mep9 }.
The firing times of transitions are determined by
Λa−2−mep,t1(M) :=
{
Λmep,1(M
mep
1 ) = T
(1),mep
1 , M = M
a−2−mep
1
Λmep,1(M
mep
5 ) = T
(2),mep
1 , M = M
a−2−mep
5,1
,
Λa−2−mep,t2(M) :=
{
Λmep,2(M
mep
1 ) = T
(1),mep
2 , M = M
a−2−mep
1
Λmep,2(M
mep
4 ) = T
(2),mep
2 , M = M
a−2−mep
4,1
,
Λa−2−mep,t3(M) :=
{
Λmep,3(M
mep
2 ) = T
(1),mep
3 , M = M
a−2−mep
2
Λmep,3(M
mep
7 ) = T
(2),mep
3 , M = M
a−2−mep
7
,
Λa−2−mep,t4(M) :=
{
Λmep,4(M
mep
3 ) = T
(1),mep
4 , M = M
a−2−mep
3
Λmep,4(M
mep
6 ) = T
(2),mep
4 , M = M
a−2−mep
6
,
Λa−2−mep,ta(M) :=

T(1),a−2−mepa , M = M
a−2−mep
4,0
T(2),a−2−mepa , M = M
a−2−mep
5,0
T(3),a−2−mepa , M = M
a−2−mep
8
,
Λa−2−mep,t(M
a−2−mep
0 ) := 0.
Since κa−2−mep = 7, Na−2−mep has 8 random states, which are defined in the following way
Si : (Ω,A,P)→ (Si,℘(Si)), i = 0, . . . , 7,
S0 := M
a−2−mep
0 , S1 := M
a−2−mep
1 · 1{T(1),mep1 ≥0}∩{T(1),mep2 ≥0},
S2 := M
a−2−mep
2 ·1{T(1),mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }∩{T(1),mep3 ≥0}
+ Ma−2−mep3 ·1{T(1),mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }∩{T(1),mep4 ≥0},
S3 := M
a−2−mep
4,0 ·1{T(1),mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),mep3 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }∩{T(1),a−2−mepa ≥0}
+Ma−2−mep5,0 ·1{T(1),mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),mep4 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }∩{T(2),a−2−mepa ≥0},
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S4 := M
a−2−mep
4,1 ·1 ⋂
i∈{1,3}
{T(1),mepi <∞}∩{T(1),a−2−mepa <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }∩{T(2),mep2 ≥0}
+Ma−2−mep5,1 ·1 ⋂
i∈{2,4}
{T(1),mepi <∞}∩{T(2),a−2−mepa <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }∩{T(2),mep1 ≥0}
,
S5 := M
a−2−mep
6 ·1 ⋂
i∈{1,3}
{T(1),mepi <∞}∩{T(1),a−2−mepa <∞}∩{T(2),mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }∩{T(2),mep4 ≥0}
+Ma−2−mep7 ·1 ⋂
i∈{2,4}
{T(1),mepi <∞}∩{T(2),a−2−mepa <∞}∩{T(2),mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }∩{T(2),mep3 ≥0}
,
S6 := M
a−2−mep
8 ·(1 ⋂
i∈{1,3}
{T(1),mepi <∞}∩
⋂
j∈{2,4}
{T(2),mepj <∞}∩{T(1),a−2−mepa <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+1 ⋂
i∈{2,4}
{T(1),mepi <∞}∩
⋂
j∈{1,3}
{T(2),mepj <∞}∩{T(2),a−2−mepa <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
)·1{T(3),a−2−mepa ≥0}
= Ma−2−mep8 ·1{T(3),a−2−mepa ≥0} a.s.,
S7 := M
a−2−mep
9 ·(1 ⋂
i∈{1,3}
{T(1),mepi <∞}∩
⋂
j∈{2,4}
{T(2),mepj <∞}∩{T(1),a−2−mepa <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+1 ⋂
i∈{2,4}
{T(1),mepi <∞}∩
⋂
j∈{1,3}
{T(2),mepj <∞}∩{T(2),a−2−mepa <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
) · 1{T(3),a−2−mepa <∞}
= Ma−2−mep9 ·1{T(3),a−2−mepa <∞} a.s.,
where
S0 := {Ma−2−mep0 }, S1 := {Ma−2−mep1 }, S2 := {Ma−2−mep2 , Ma−2−mep3 },
S3 := {Ma−2−mep4,0 , Ma−2−mep5,0 }, S4 := {Ma−2−mep4,1 , Ma−2−mep5,1 },
S5 := {Ma−2−mep6 , Ma−2−mep7 }, S6 := {Ma−2−mep8 }, S7 := {Ma−2−mep9 }.
The epochs between the random states are defined by
τ0 := 0, τ1 := 0, τ2 := min
1≤i≤2
T(1),mepi , τ3 :=
{
T(1),mep3 , S2 = M
a−2−mep
2
T(1),mep4 , S2 = M
a−2−mep
3
,
τ4 :=
{
T(1),a−2−mepa , S3 = M
a−2−mep
4,0
T(2),a−2−mepa , S3 = M
a−2−mep
5,0
, τ5 :=
{
T(2),mep2 , S4 = M
a−2−mep
4,1
T(2),mep1 , S4 = M
a−2−mep
5,1
,
τ6 :=
{
T(2),mep4 , S5 = M
a−2−mep
6
T(2),mep3 , S5 = M
a−2−mep
7
, τ7 := T
(3),a−2−mep
a .
Considering
ζ0 := 0, ζi :=
i
∑
j=0
τj, i = 1, . . . , 7, and
Na−2−mep(t) := sup{n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7}; ζn ≤ t}, t ≥ 0,
we define the marking process
Xa−2−mep(t) := SNa−2−mep(t), t ≥ 0,
of Na−2−mep.
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The next proposition describes the total time of Na−2−mep. Since the new transition ta is
new enabled in three markings, the firing times of ta in these markings are modeled by three
independent and identically distributed random variables.
Proposition 4.29
The total time of the building block Na−2−mep that was determined in Definition 4.28 is given
by
Ta−2−mep :=min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),mep3 + T
(1),a−2−mep
a + T
(2),mep
2 + T
(2),mep
4 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),mep4 + T
(2),a−2−mep
a + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
+ T(3),a−2−mepa .
Proof
The cumulated epoch ζ7 can be stated as
ζ7 = min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }+ T(1),mep3 · 1{S2=Ma−2−mep2 } + T
(1),mep
4 · 1{S2=Ma−2−mep3 }
+ T(1),a−2−mepa · 1{S3=Ma−2−mep4,0 } + T
(2),a−2−mep
a · 1{S3=Ma−2−mep5,0 }
+ T(2),mep2 · 1{S4=Ma−2−mep4,1 } + T
(2),mep
1 · 1{S4=Ma−2−mep5,1 } + T
(2),mep
4 · 1{S5=Ma−2−mep6 }
+ T(2),mep3 · 1{S5=Ma−2−mep7 } + T
(3),a−2−mep
a · 1{S6=Ma−2−mep8 }
= min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }+ T(1),mep3 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } + T
(1),mep
4 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
+ T(1),a−2−mepa · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } + T
(2),a−2−mep
a · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
+ T(2),mep2 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } + T
(2),mep
1 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } + T
(2),mep
4 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ T(2),mep3 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } + T
(3),a−2−mep
a
= min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }+ (T(1),mep3 + T(1),a−2−mepa + T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 )·1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),mep4 + T
(2),a−2−mep
a + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } + T
(3),a−2−mep
a
= Ta−2−mep a.s.
Hence we have P(Ta−2−mep ≤ ζ7) = P(Ta−2−mep = ζ7) = 1. Further we obtain
P(Xa−2−mep(Ta−2−mep) ∈ M(∅)) = P(SNa−2−mep(Ta−2−mep) = Ma−2−mep9 )
= P(S7 = Ma−2−mep9 ) = 1.
According to Definition 2.47 Ta−2−mep is a total time of Na−2−mep.
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Figure 4.16: Auxiliary mutual exclusive processes of type 3.
For definition of expansion of the modified building block Nmep in the places p6 and p7 we
consider an auxiliary building block, which is shown in Figure 4.16. In this SPN p6 and p7 are
replaced by non conflicting (1, 1)-transitions ta1 and t
a
2. Since t
a
1 is concurrent with t2, t4 and
ta2 in some markings, and there are some markings, where the transition t
a
2 is concurrent with
t1, t3 and ta1, the next definition becomes long.
Definition 4.30
Considering the source-modification Nmep of “Mutual exclusive processes” we define the
third auxiliary building block
Na−3−mep = (Pa−3−mep, Ta−3−mep, Ia−3−mep, Oa−3−mep, Ha−3−mep,Λa−3−mep, Ma−3−mep0 ),
where Pa−3−mep=(Pmep \ {p6, p7}) ∪ {p06, pe6, p07, pe7}, Ta−3−mep=Tmep ∪ {ta1, ta2}, Ha−3−mep(p, t)
= 0 for all (p, t) ∈ Pa−3−mep × Ta−3−mep. Further let
R3I := {(p, t), (p1, t1), (p3, t1), (p2, t2), (p3, t2), (p4, t3), (p5, t4), (p06, ta1), (p07, ta2)} and
R3O := {(p1, t), (p2, t), (p4, t1), (p5, t2), (p3, t3), (p06, t3), (p3, t4), (p07, t4), (pe6, ta1), (pe7, ta1)}.
Note that R3I ⊂ Pa−3−mep × Ta−3−mep and R3O ⊂ Pa−3−mep × Ta−3−mep. With this sets define
Ia−3−mep(p, t) := 1R3I (p, t) =
{
1 , (p, t) ∈ R3I
0 , (p, t) ∈ (Pa−3−mep × Ta−3−mep) \ R3I
,
Oa−3−mep(p, t) := 1R3O(p, t) =
{
1 , (p, t) ∈ R3O
0 , (p, t) ∈ (Pa−3−mep × Ta−3−mep) \ R3O
.
The following markings are reachable
Ma−3−mep0 = 1{p,p3}, M
a−1−mep
1 = 1{p1,p2,p3}, M
a−3−mep
2 = 1{p2,p4},
Ma−3−mep3 = 1{p1,p5}, M
a−3−mep
4,0 = 1{p2,p3,p06}, M
a−3−mep
4,1 = 1{p2,p3,pe6},
Ma−3−mep5,0 = 1{p1,p3,p07}, M
a−3−mep
5,1 = 1{p1,p3,pe7}, M
a−3−mep
6,0 = 1{p5,p06},
Ma−3−mep6,1 = 1{p5,pe6}, M
a−3−mep
7,0 = 1{p4,p07}, M
a−3−mep
7,1 = 1{p4,pe7},
Ma−3−mep8,0 = 1{p3,p06,p07}, M
a−3−mep
8,1 = 1{p3,p06,pe7}, M
a−3−mep
8,2 = 1{p3,pe6,p07},
Ma−3−mep8,3 = 1{p3,pe6,pe7}.
Considering the following enabling markings
M(t1) = {Ma−3−mep1 , Ma−3−mep5,0 , Ma−3−mep5,1 }, Mnew(t1) = {Ma−3−mep1 , Ma−3−mep5,0 },
M(t2) = {Ma−3−mep1 , Ma−3−mep4,0 , Ma−3−mep4,1 }, Mnew(t2) = {Ma−3−mep1 , Ma−3−mep4,0 },
M(t3) = {Ma−3−mep2 , Ma−3−mep7,0 , Ma−3−mep7,1 }, Mnew(t3) = {Ma−3−mep2 , Ma−3−mep7,0 },
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M(t4) = {Ma−3−mep3 , Ma−3−mep6,0 , Ma−3−mep6,1 }, Mnew(t4) = {Ma−3−mep3 , Ma−3−mep6,0 },
M(ta1) = {Ma−3−mep4,0 , Ma−3−mep6,0 , Ma−3−mep8,0 , Ma−3−mep8,1 }, Mnew(ta1) = {Ma−3−mep4,0 },
M(ta2) = {Ma−3−mep5,0 , Ma−3−mep7,0 , Ma−3−mep8,0 , Ma−3−mep8,2 }, Mnew(ta2) = {Ma−3−mep5,0 },
M(t) =Mnew(t) = {Ma−3−mep0 }, M(∅) = {Ma−3−mep8,3 },
we obtain the firing times of transitions
Λa−3−mep,t1(M) :=
{
Λmep,1(M
mep
1 ) = T
(1),mep
1 , M = M
a−3−mep
1
Λmep,1(M
mep
5 ) = T
(2),mep
1 , M = M
a−3−mep
5,0
,
Λa−3−mep,t2(M) :=
{
Λmep,2(M
mep
1 ) = T
(1),mep
2 , M = M
a−3−mep
1
Λmep,2(M
mep
4 ) = T
(2),mep
2 , M = M
a−3−mep
4,0
,
Λa−3−mep,t3(M) :=
{
Λmep,3(M
mep
2 ) = T
(1),mep
3 , M = M
a−3−mep
2
Λmep,3(M
mep
7 ) = T
(2),mep
3 , M = M
a−3−mep
7,0
,
Λa−3−mep,t4(M) :=
{
Λmep,4(M
mep
3 ) = T
(1),mep
4 , M = M
a−3−mep
3
Λmep,4(M
mep
6 ) = T
(2),mep
4 , M = M
a−3−mep
6,0
,
Λa−3−mep,ta1(M
a−3−mep
4,0 ) := T
a−3−mep
1 , Λa−3−mep,ta2(M
a−3−mep
5,0 ) := T
a−3−mep
2 ,
Λa−3−mep,t(M
a−3−mep
0 ) := 0, Λa−3−mep,t1(M
a−3−mep
5,1 ) = T
(2),mep
1 − Ta−3−mep2 ,
Λa−3−mep,t2(M
a−3−mep
4,1 ) = T
(2),mep
2 − Ta−3−mep1 ,
Λa−3−mep,t3(M
a−3−mep
7,1 ) = T
(2),mep
3 · 1{Ta−3−mep2 <T(2),mep1 }
+
(
T(2),mep3 − (Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 )
)
· 1{Ta−3−mep2 >T(2),mep1 },
Λa−3−mep,t4(M
a−3−mep
6,1 ) = T
(2),mep
4 · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <T(2),mep2 }
+
(
T(2),mep4 − (Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 )
)
· 1{Ta−3−mep1 >T(2),mep2 },
Λa−3−mep,ta1(M
a−3−mep
6,0 ) = T
a−3−mep
1 − T(2),mep2 ,
Λa−3−mep,ta2(M
a−3−mep
7,0 ) = T
a−3−mep
2 − T(2),mep1 ,
Λa−3−mep,ta1(M
a−3−mep
8,0 ) = (T
a−3−mep
1 − T(2),mep2
− T(2),mep4 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 −T(2),mep2 >T(2),mep4 }
+ Ta−3−mep1 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep2 −T(2),mep1 >T(2),mep3 },
Λa−3−mep,ta2(M
a−3−mep
8,0 ) = (T
a−3−mep
2 − T(2),mep1
− T(2),mep3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep2 −T(2),mep1 >T(2),mep3 }
+ Ta−3−mep2 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 −T(2),mep2 >T(2),mep4 },
Λa−3−mep,t1(M
a−3−mep
8,1 ) = (T
a−3−mep
1 − T(2),mep2 − T(2),mep4
− Ta−3−mep2 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep2 <Ta−3−mep1 −T(2),mep2 −T(2),mep4 } +
(
Ta−3−mep1 − (Ta−3−mep2
− T(2),mep1 − T(2),mep3 )
)
· 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } · 1{T(2),mep1 <Ta−3−mep2 } · 1{T(2),mep3 <Ta−3−mep2 −T(2),mep1 }
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+ Ta−3−mep1 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } · 1{T(2),mep1 <Ta−3−mep2 } · 1{T(2),mep3 >Ta−3−mep2 −T(2),mep1 }
+ Ta−3−mep1 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } · 1{T(2),mep1 >Ta−3−mep2 },
Λa−3−mep,t2(M
a−3−mep
8,2 ) = (T
a−3−mep
2 − T(2),mep1 − T(2),mep3
− Ta−3−mep1 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <Ta−3−mep2 −T(2),mep1 −T(2),mep3 } +
(
Ta−3−mep2 − (Ta−3−mep1
− T(2),mep2 − T(2),mep4 )
)
· 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 >T(2),mep2 } · 1{T(2),mep4 <Ta−3−mep1 −T(2),mep2 }
+ Ta−3−mep2 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 >T(2),mep2 } · 1{T(2),mep4 >Ta−3−mep1 −T(2),mep2 }
+ Ta−3−mep2 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <T(2),mep2 }.
In order to define the random states we first introduce the following events.
H1 := {T(1),mep1 < ∞} ∩ {T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 },
H2 := {T(1),mep2 < ∞} ∩ {T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 },
H3 := H1 ∩ {T(1),mep3 < ∞},
H4 := H2 ∩ {T(1),mep4 < ∞},
H5 := H3 ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 < T(2),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 < ∞},
H6 := H3 ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 > T(2),mep2 } ∩ {T(2),mep2 < ∞},
H7 := H4 ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 > T(2),mep1 } ∩ {T(2),mep1 < ∞},
H8 := H4 ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 < T(2),mep1 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 < ∞},
H9 := H6 ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 < T(2),mep4 },
H10 := (H6 ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 > T(2),mep4 }) ∪ (H7 ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 > T(2),mep3 }),
H11 := H7 ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 < T(2),mep3 },
H12 := (H5 ∩ {T(2),mep2 < ∞} ∩ {T(2),mep4 < ∞} ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 ≥ 0})
∪ (H9 ∩ {T(2),mep4 < ∞} ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 ≥ 0}) ∪ (H6 ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 > T(2),mep4 }
∩ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 − T(2),mep4 < Ta−3−mep2 }) ∪ (H7 ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 > T(2),mep3 }
∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 − T(2),mep3 > Ta−3−mep1 }),
H13 := (H8 ∩ {T(2),mep1 < ∞} ∩ {T(2),mep3 < ∞} ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 ≥ 0})
∪ (H7 ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 < T(2),mep3 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 ≥ 0})
∪ (H7 ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 > T(2),mep3 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 − T(2),mep3 < Ta−3−mep1 })
∪ (H6 ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 > T(2),mep4 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 − T(2),mep4 > Ta−3−mep2 }),
H14 := (H5 ∩ {T(2),mep2 < ∞} ∩ {T(2),mep4 < ∞} ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 < ∞}) ∪ (H9 ∩ {T(2),mep4 < ∞}
∩ {Ta−3−mep2 < ∞}) ∪ (H6 ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 > T(2),mep4 }
∩ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 − T(2),mep4 < Ta−3−mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 < ∞})
∪ (H7 ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 > T(2),mep3 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 − T(2),mep3 > Ta−3−mep1 }
∩ {Ta−3−mep1 < ∞}) ∪ (H8 ∩ {T(2),mep1 < ∞} ∩ {T(2),mep3 < ∞} ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 < ∞})
∪ (H7 ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 < T(2),mep3 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 < ∞})
∪ (H7 ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 > T(2),mep3 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 − T(2),mep3 < Ta−3−mep1 }
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∩ {Ta−3−mep2 < ∞}) ∪ (H6 ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 > T(2),mep4 }
∩ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 − T(2),mep4 > Ta−3−mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 < ∞}).
The number of random states of Na−3−mep is eight, since κa−3−mep = 7. The random states
are defined by
Si : (Ω,A,P)→ (Si,℘(Si)), i = 0, . . . , 7,
S0 := M
a−3−mep
0 , S1 := M
a−3−mep
1 · 1{T(1),mep1 ≥0}∩{T(1),mep2 ≥0},
S2 := M
a−3−mep
2 · 1{T(1),mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }∩{T(1),mep3 ≥0}
+ Ma−3−mep3 · 1{T(1),mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }∩{T(1),mep4 ≥0},
S3 := M
a−3−mep
4,0 · 1{T(1),mep1 <∞}∩{T(1),mep3 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }∩{Ta−3−mep1 ≥0}∩{T(2),mep2 ≥0}
+ Ma−3−mep5,0 · 1{T(1),mep2 <∞}∩{T(1),mep4 <∞}∩{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }∩{Ta−3−mep2 ≥0}∩{T(2),mep1 ≥0},
S4 := M
a−3−mep
4,1 · 1H5 + Ma−3−mep6,0 · 1H6∩{T(2),mep4 ≥0} + M
a−3−mep
7,0 · 1H7∩{T(2),mep3 ≥0}
+ Ma−3−mep5,1 · 1H8 ,
S5 := M
a−3−mep
6,1 · 1H9∪(H5∩{T(2),mep4 ≥0})+M
a−3−mep
8,0 · 1H10+Ma−3−mep7,1 · 1H11∪(H8∩{T(2),mep3 ≥0}),
S6 := M
a−3−mep
8,1 · 1H13 + Ma−3−mep8,2 · 1H12 ,
S7 := M
a−3−mep
8,3 · 1H14 ,
where
S0 := {Ma−3−mep0 }, S1 := {Ma−3−mep1 }, S2 := {Ma−3−mep2 , Ma−3−mep3 },
S3 := {Ma−3−mep4,0 , Ma−3−mep5,0 }, S4 := {Ma−3−mep4,1 , Ma−3−mep5,1 , Ma−3−mep6,0 , Ma−3−mep7,0 },
S5 := {Ma−3−mep6,1 , Ma−3−mep7,1 , Ma−3−mep8,0 }, S6 := {Ma−3−mep8,1 , Ma−3−mep8,2 },
S7 := {Ma−3−mep8,3 }.
Further the epochs between the random states are defined by
τ0 := 0, τ1 := 0, τ2 := min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }, τ3 :=
{
T(1),mep3 , S2 = M
a−3−mep
2
T(1),mep4 , S2 = M
a−3−mep
3
,
τ4 :=
{
min{Ta−3−mep1 , T(2),mep2 } , S3 = Ma−3−mep4,0
min{Ta−3−mep2 , T(2),mep1 } , S3 = Ma−3−mep5,0
,
τ5 :=

T(2),mep2 − Ta−3−mep1 , S4 = Ma−3−mep4,1
min{Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 , T(2),mep4 } , S4 = Ma−3−mep6,0
min{Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 , T(2),mep3 } , S4 = Ma−3−mep7,0
T(2),mep1 − Ta−3−mep2 , S4 = Ma−3−mep5,1
,
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τ6 :=

T(2),mep4 · 1{T(2),mep2 >Ta−3−mep1 } + (T
(2),mep
4 + T
(2),mep
2
−Ta−3−mep1 ) · 1{T(2),mep2 <Ta−3−mep1 }
, S5 = M
a−3−mep
6,1
(Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 − T(2),mep4 )· 1{Ta−3−mep1 −T(2),mep2 −T(2),mep4 <Ta−3−mep2 } · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+Ta−3−mep2 · 1{Ta−3−mep1 −T(2),mep2 −T(2),mep4 >Ta−3−mep2 } · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+(Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 − T(2),mep3 )· 1{Ta−3−mep1 >Ta−3−mep2 −T(2),mep1 −T(2),mep3 } · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
+Ta−3−mep1 · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <Ta−3−mep2 −T(2),mep1 −T(2),mep3 } · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
, S5 = M
a−3−mep
8,0
T(2),mep3 · 1{T(2),mep1 >Ta−3−mep2 } + (T
(2),mep
3 + T
(2),mep
1
−Ta−3−mep2 ) · 1{T(2),mep1 <Ta−3−mep2 }
, S5 = M
a−3−mep
6,1 ,
τ7 :=

(Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 − T(2),mep3 − Ta−3−mep1 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
+(Ta−3−mep2 − Ta−3−mep1 + T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 )·1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 >T(2),mep2 } · 1{T(2),mep4 <Ta−3−mep1 −T(2),mep2 }
+Ta−3−mep2·(1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 >T(2),mep2 } · 1{T(2),mep4 >Ta−3−mep1 −T(2),mep2 }
+1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
· 1{Ta−3−mep1 <T(2),mep2 })
, S6 = M
a−3−mep
8,2
(Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 − T(2),mep4 − Ta−3−mep2 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+(Ta−3−mep1 − Ta−3−mep2 + T(2),mep1 + T(2),mep3 )·1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep2 >T(2),mep1 } · 1{T(2),mep3 <Ta−3−mep2 −T(2),mep1 }
+Ta−3−mep1·(1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep2 >T(2),mep1 } · 1{T(2),mep3 >Ta−3−mep2 −T(2),mep1 }
+1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
· 1{Ta−3−mep2 <T(2),mep1 })
, S6 = M
a−3−mep
8,1 .
Setting
ζ0 := 0, ζi :=
i
∑
j=0
τj, i = 1, . . . , 7, and
Na−3−mep(t) := sup{n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7}; ζn ≤ t}, t ≥ 0,
we define the marking process
Xa−3−mep(t) := SNa−3−mep(t), t ≥ 0,
of Na−3−mep.
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In the next proposition we determine the total time of Na−3−mep.
Proposition 4.31
The total time of the building block Na−3−mep that was introduced in Definition 4.30 is given
by
Ta−3−mep :=min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),mep3 +max{T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 + Ta−3−mep2 , Ta−3−mep1 }) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),mep4 +max{T(2),mep1 + T(2),mep3 + Ta−3−mep1 , Ta−3−mep2 }) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }.
Proof
First we verify that ζ7 = Ta−3−mep a.s.. According to Definition 4.30 we obtain
ζ7 =min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }+ T(1),mep3 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } + T
(1),mep
4 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
+ 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
·
{
min{Ta−3−mep1 , T(2),mep2 }+ (T(2),mep2 − Ta−3−mep1 ) · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <T(2),mep2 }
+min{Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 , T(2),mep4 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 >T(2),mep2 } + T
(2),mep
4 · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <T(2),mep2 }
+(T(2),mep4 +T
(2),mep
2 − Ta−3−mep1 )·1{Ta−3−mep1 >T(2),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 }+ (T
a−3−mep
1
− T(2),mep2 − T(2),mep4 ) · 1{Ta−3−mep1 >T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <Ta−3−mep2 +T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 }
+ Ta−3−mep2 · 1{Ta−3−mep1 >Ta−3−mep2 +T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 } + (T
a−3−mep
2 − Ta−3−mep1 + T(2),mep2
+ T(2),mep4 ) · 1{Ta−3−mep1 >T(2),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 >T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <Ta−3−mep2 +T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 }
+ Ta−3−mep2 · 1{Ta−3−mep1 >T(2),mep2 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 } + T
a−3−mep
2 · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <T(2),mep2 }
+ (Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 − T(2),mep4 − Ta−3−mep2 ) · 1{Ta−3−mep1 >Ta−3−mep2 +T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 }
}
+ 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
·
{
min{Ta−3−mep2 , T(2),mep1 }+ (T(2),mep1 − Ta−3−mep2 ) · 1{Ta−3−mep2 <T(2),mep1 }
+min{Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 , T(2),mep3 } · 1{Ta−3−mep2 >T(2),mep1 } + T
(2),mep
3 · 1{Ta−3−mep2 <T(2),mep1 }
+ Ta−3−mep1 · 1{Ta−3−mep2 >Ta−3−mep1 +T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 } + (T
a−3−mep
2 − T(2),mep1
− T(2),mep3 )·1{Ta−3−mep2 >T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 } ·1{Ta−3−mep2 <Ta−3−mep1 +T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 }+(T
(2),mep
3 +T
(2),mep
1
− Ta−3−mep2 )·1{Ta−3−mep2 >T(2),mep1 } · 1{Ta−3−mep2 <T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 } + (T
a−3−mep
2 − T(2),mep1 − T(2),mep3
− Ta−3−mep1 ) · 1{Ta−3−mep2 >Ta−3−mep1 +T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 } + (T
a−3−mep
1 − Ta−3−mep2 + T(2),mep1
+ T(2),mep3 ) · 1{Ta−3−mep2 >T(2),mep1 } · 1{Ta−3−mep2 >T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 } · 1{Ta−3−mep2 <Ta−3−mep1 +T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 }
+ Ta−3−mep1 · 1{Ta−3−mep2 >T(2),mep1 } · 1{Ta−3−mep2 <T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 } + T
a−3−mep
1 · 1{Ta−3−mep2 <T(2),mep1 }
}
=min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }+ T(1),mep3 · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ T(1),mep4 · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } + 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } ·
{
T(2),mep2 + T
(2),mep
4
+ Ta−3−mep2 · 1{Ta−3−mep1 >T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <Ta−3−mep2 +T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 }
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+ Ta−3−mep2 · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <Ta−3−mep2 +T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 }
+ Ta−3−mep2 · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 } · 1{Ta−3−mep1 >Ta−3−mep2 +T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 }︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 a.s.
+ (Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 − T(2),mep4 ) · 1{Ta−3−mep1 >Ta−3−mep2 +T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 }
}
+ 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
·
{
T(2),mep1 + T
(2),mep
3
+ Ta−3−mep1 · 1{Ta−3−mep2 >T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 } · 1{Ta−3−mep2 <Ta−3−mep1 +T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 }
+ Ta−3−mep1 · 1{Ta−3−mep2 >T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 } · 1{Ta−3−mep2 <Ta−3−mep1 +T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 }
+ Ta−3−mep1 · 1{Ta−3−mep2 <T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 } · 1{Ta−3−mep2 >Ta−3−mep1 +T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 }︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 a.s.
+ (Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 − T(2),mep3 ) · 1{Ta−3−mep2 >Ta−3−mep1 +T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 }
}
= min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }+ 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } ·
{
T(1),mep3
+ (T(2),mep2 + T
(2),mep
4 + T
a−3−mep
2 ) · 1{Ta−3−mep1 <Ta−3−mep2 +T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 }
+ Ta−3−mep1 · 1{Ta−3−mep1 >Ta−3−mep2 +T(2),mep2 +T(2),mep4 }
}
+ 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
·
{
T(1),mep4
+ (T(2),mep1 + T
(2),mep
3 + T
a−3−mep
1 ) · 1{Ta−3−mep2 <Ta−3−mep1 +T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 }
+ Ta−3−mep2 · 1{Ta−3−mep2 >Ta−3−mep1 +T(2),mep1 +T(2),mep3 }
}
= min{T(1),mep1 , T(1),mep2 }
+ 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
·
{
T(1),mep3 +max{T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 + Ta−3−mep2 , Ta−3−mep1 }
}
+ 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
·
{
T(1),mep4 +max{T(2),mep1 + T(2),mep3 + Ta−3−mep1 , Ta−3−mep2 }
}
= Ta−3−mep a.s.
Hence P(Ta−3−mep ≤ ζ7) = P(Ta−3−mep = ζ7) = 1. Finally we get
P(Xa−3−mep(Ta−3−mep) ∈ M(∅)) = P(Xa−3−mep(ζ7) = Ma−3−mep8,3 )
= P(SNa−3−mep(ζ7) = M
a−3−mep
8,3 ) = P(S7 = Ma−3−mep8,3 ) = P(H14)
= P
(
({T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 < T(2),mep1 })
∪ ({T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 < T(2),mep2 })
∪ ({T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 > T(2),mep1 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 <T(2),mep3 })
∪ ({T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 > T(2),mep1 }
∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 > T(2),mep3 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 − T(2),mep3 < Ta−3−mep1 })
∪ ({T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 > T(2),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 > T(2),mep4 }
∩ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 − T(2),mep4 > Ta−3−mep2 })
∪ ({T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 > T(2),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 <T(2),mep4 })
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∪ ({T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 > T(2),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 >T(2),mep4 }
∩ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 − T(2),mep4 < Ta−3−mep2 })
∪ ({T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 > T(2),mep1 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 > T(2),mep3 }
∩ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 − T(2),mep3 > Ta−3−mep1 })
)
= P
(
({T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 < T(2),mep1 })
∪ ({T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 < T(2),mep2 })
∪ ({T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep2 > T(2),mep1 }
∩ ({Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 < T(2),mep3 } ∪ {Ta−3−mep2 − T(2),mep1 > T(2),mep3 }))
∪ ({T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 } ∩ {Ta−3−mep1 > T(2),mep2 }
∩ ({Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 > T(2),mep4 } ∪ {Ta−3−mep1 − T(2),mep2 < T(2),mep4 }))
)
= P
(
({T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 } ∩ ({Ta−3−mep2 < T(2),mep1 } ∪ {Ta−3−mep2 > T(2),mep1 }))
∪ ({T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 } ∩ ({Ta−3−mep1 < T(2),mep2 } ∪ {Ta−3−mep1 > T(2),mep2 }}))
)
= P({T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 } ∪ {T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 }) = 1.
In Definition 4.26, 4.28 and 4.30 we have introduced auxiliary building blocks. Using these
building blocks we define the connection by expansion. Applying Definition 4.13, we replace
the new inserted (1, 1)-transitions in Na−1−mep, Na−2−mep and Na−3−mep by suitable (m, n)-
nets. The transition firing times in the resulting nets must be defined separately, since they
depend on markings and new created nets have new markings. The next definition consists
of three parts. In the first part the connection of Nmep by expansion in the places p4 and
p5 is introduced. The second part defines the connection of Nmep by expansion in the place
p3. The third part introduces the connection of Nmep by expansion in the places p6 and p7.
Note that the expansion of the modified building block Nmep only in one place (in part one
and part three) can be realized by a choice of one of the connecting nets as an immediate
(1, 1)-transition.
Definition 4.32
Let Nmep be the source-modification and Nmep be the source-sink modification of “Mutual
exclusive processes”.
1. Suppose N ◦−◦1 = (P◦−◦1 , T◦−◦1 , I◦−◦1 , O◦−◦1 , H◦−◦1 ,Λ◦−◦1 , M◦−◦1,0 ) is a (1, 1) source-sink net with
Λ◦−◦1 = (Λ
◦−◦,1
1,t ,Λ
◦−◦,2
1,t ; t ∈ T◦−◦1 ) and total times T
N ◦−◦1
1 related to Λ
◦−◦,1
1 and T
N ◦−◦1
2 related
to Λ◦−◦,21 . Further let N ◦−◦2 = (P◦−◦2 , T◦−◦2 , I◦−◦1 , O◦−◦2 , H◦−◦2 ,Λ◦−◦2 , M◦−◦2,0 ) be a (1, 1) source-
sink net with Λ◦−◦2 = (Λ
◦−◦,1
2,t ,Λ
◦−◦,2
2,t ; t ∈ T◦−◦2 ) and total times TN
◦−◦
2
1 relating to Λ
◦−◦,1
2
and TN
◦−◦
2
2 relating to Λ
◦−◦,2
2 . Let p
1
0 be the source place and p
1
e the sink place ofN ◦−◦1 and
also p20, p
2
e the source place and the sink place of N ◦−◦2 , respectively.
The connection by expansion of Nmep with N ◦−◦1 in place p4 and with N ◦−◦2 in place p5
is the (1, 1)-net
N (1,1)mep−1 := (Subst(Subst(Na−1−mep, ta2,N ◦−◦2 ), ta1,N ◦−◦1 ),Λ(1,1)mep−1).
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The set of places in N (1,1)mep−1 is given by P(1,1)mep−1 = (Pa−1−mep \ {p04, p05, pe4, pe5}) ∪ P◦−◦1 ∪
P◦−◦2 and T
(1,1)
mep−1 = (Ta−1−mep \ {ta1, ta2}) ∪ T◦−◦1 ∪ T◦−◦2 is the set of transitions in N (1,1)mep−1.
ConsideringRS(M◦−◦1,0 ) = {M◦−◦1,0 , M◦−◦1,1 , . . . , M◦−◦1,q1} the reachability set of N ◦−◦1 with ab-
sorbing marking set RS(∅N ◦−◦1 ) = {M◦−◦1,q1} and RS(M◦−◦2,0 ) = {M◦−◦2,0 , M◦−◦2,1 , . . . , M◦−◦2,q2}
the reachability set of N ◦−◦2 with absorbing marking set RS(∅N
◦−◦
2 ) = {M◦−◦2,q2}, we ob-
tain the reachability set of N (1,1)mep−1, which contains the following markings.
M(1,1)0 = 1{p,p3}, M
(1,1)
1 = 1{p1,p2,p3},
M(1,1)2,i (p) :=

1 , p = p2
M◦−◦1,i (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦1
M◦−◦2,0 (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦2 \ {p20}
0 , p ∈ {p20, p, p, p1, p3, p6, p7}
, i = 0, 1, . . . , q1,
M(1,1)3,j (p) :=

1 , p = p1
M◦−◦1,0 (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦1 \ {p10}
M◦−◦2,j (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦2
0 , p ∈ {p10, p, p, p2, p3, p6, p7}
, j = 0, 1, . . . , q2,
M(1,1)4 = 1{p2,p3,p6}, M
(1,1)
5 = 1{p1,p3,p7},
M(1,1)6,j (p) :=

1 , p = p6
M◦−◦1,q1(p) , p ∈ P◦−◦1 \ {p1e}
M◦−◦2,j (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦2
0 , p ∈ {p1e , p, p, p1, p2, p3, p7}
, j = 0, 1, . . . , q2,
M(1,1)7,i (p) :=

1 , p = p7
M◦−◦1,i (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦1
M◦−◦2,q2(p) , p ∈ P◦−◦2 \ {p2e}
0 , p ∈ {p2e , p, p, p1, p2, p3, p6}
, i = 0, 1, . . . , q1,
M(1,1)8 = 1{p3,p6,p7}, M
(1,1)
5 = 1{p3,p}.
The firing times of N (1,1)mep−1 are defined by
Λ(1,1)mep−1,t(M
(1,1)
0 ) = 0, Λ
(1,1)
mep−1,t1(M) :=
{
T(1),mep1 , M = M
(1,1)
1
T(2),mep1 , M = M
(1,1)
5
,
Λ(1,1)mep−1,t2(M) :=
{
T(1),mep2 , M = M
(1,1)
1
T(2),mep2 , M = M
(1,1)
4
,
Λ(1,1)mep−1,t3(M) :=
{
T(1),mep3 , M = M
(1,1)
2,q1
T(2),mep3 , M = M
(1,1)
7,q1
,
Λ(1,1)mep−1,t4(M) :=
{
T(1),mep4 , M = M
(1,1)
3,q2
T(2),mep4 , M = M
(1,1)
6,q2
,
Λ(1,1)mep−1,t(M) :=
{
Λ◦−◦,11,t (M
◦−◦
1,i ) , M = M
(1,1)
2,i
Λ◦−◦,21,t (M
◦−◦
1,i ) , M = M
(1,1)
7,i
,
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for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q1} with M◦−◦1,i ∈ M(t), t ∈ T◦−◦1 ,
Λ(1,1)mep−1,t′(M) :=
{
Λ◦−◦,12,t′ (M
◦−◦
2,j ) , M = M
(1,1)
3,j
Λ◦−◦,22,t′ (M
◦−◦
2,j ) , M = M
(1,1)
6,j
,
for all j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q2} with M◦−◦2,j ∈ M(t′), t′ ∈ T◦−◦2 ,
such that the total time of N mep−1
(1,1) is given by
Tmep−1
(1,1) :=min{T
(1),mep
1 , T
(1),mep
2 }
+ (TN
◦−◦
1
1 + T
N ◦−◦2
2 + T
(1),mep
3 + T
(2),mep
2 + T
(2),mep
4 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (TN
◦−◦
2
1 + T
N ◦−◦1
2 + T
(1),mep
4 + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }.
2. Suppose N ◦−◦ = (P◦−◦, T◦−◦, I◦−◦, O◦−◦, H◦−◦,Λ◦−◦, M◦−◦) is a (1, 1) source-sink net with
Λ◦−◦ = (Λ◦−◦1,t ,Λ
◦−◦
2,t ,Λ
◦−◦
3,t ; t ∈ T◦−◦) and total times TN
◦−◦
i related to Λ
◦−◦
i , i = 1, 2, 3. Let
p◦−◦0 be the source place and p
◦−◦
e be the sink place of N ◦−◦.
The connection by expansion of Nmep with N ◦−◦ in place p3 is the (1, 2)-net
N (1,2)mep−2 := (Subst(Na−2−mep, ta,N ◦−◦),Λ(1,2)mep−2).
According to Definition 4.13 the set of places is given by P(1,2)mep−2=(Pa−2−mep \ {p03, pe3})∪
P◦−◦ = (Pmep \ {p3}) ∪ P◦−◦ and the set of transitions in N (1,2)mep−2 is given by T(1,2)mep−2 =
(Ta−2−mep \ {ta}) ∪ T◦−◦ = Tmep ∪ T◦−◦ in N (1,2)mep−2. Let RS(M◦−◦0 ) = {M◦−◦0 , M◦−◦1 , . . . ,
M◦−◦q } be the reachability set of N ◦−◦ andRS(∅N ◦−◦) = {M◦−◦q } be the set of absorbing
markings. Then the reachable markings of N (1,2)mep−2 are defined by
M(1,2)0 =

1 , p ∈ {p, p◦−◦e }
M◦−◦0 (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦ \ {p◦−◦0 }
0 , p ∈ (Pmep \ {p, p◦−◦e , p3}) ∪ {p◦−◦0 }
,
M(1,2)1 =

1 , p ∈ {p1, p2, p◦−◦e }
M◦−◦0 (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦ \ {p◦−◦0 }
0 , p ∈ (Pmep \ {p1, p2, p◦−◦e , p3}) ∪ {p◦−◦0 }
,
M(1,2)2 =

1 , p ∈ {p2, p4}
M◦−◦0 (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦ \ {p◦−◦0 }
0 , p ∈ (Pmep \ {p2, p4, p3}) ∪ {p◦−◦0 }
,
M(1,2)3 =

1 , p ∈ {p1, p5}
M◦−◦0 (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦ \ {p◦−◦0 }
0 , p ∈ (Pmep \ {p1, p5, p3}) ∪ {p◦−◦0 }
,
M(1,2)4,i (p) :=

1 , p ∈ {p2, p5}
M◦−◦i (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦
0 , p ∈ (Pmep \ {p2, p5, p3})
, i = 0, 1, . . . , q,
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M(1,2)5,j (p) :=

1 , p ∈ {p1, p7}
M◦−◦j (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦
0 , p ∈ (Pmep \ {p1, p7, p3})
, j = 0, 1, . . . , q,
M(1,2)6 =

1 , p ∈ {p5, p6}
M◦−◦0 (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦ \ {p◦−◦0 }
0 , p ∈ (Pmep \ {p5, p6, p3}) ∪ {p◦−◦0 }
,
M(1,2)7 =

1 , p ∈ {p4, p7}
M◦−◦0 (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦ \ {p◦−◦0 }
0 , p ∈ (Pmep \ {p4, p7, p3}) ∪ {p◦−◦0 }
,
M(1,2)8,k (p) :=

1 , p ∈ {p6, p7}
M◦−◦k (p) , p ∈ P◦−◦
0 , p ∈ (Pmep \ {p6, p7, p3})
, k = 0, 1, . . . , q.
The firing times of N (1,2)mep−2 are defined by
Λ(1,2)mep−2,t(M
(1,2)
0 ) = 0, Λ
(1,2)
mep−2,t1(M) :=
{
T(1),mep1 , M = M
(1,2)
1
T(2),mep1 , M = M
(1,2)
5,q
,
Λ(1,2)mep−2,t2(M) :=
{
T(1),mep2 , M = M
(1,2)
1
T(2),mep2 , M = M
(1,2)
4,q
,
Λ(1,2)mep−2,t3(M) :=
{
T(1),mep3 , M = M
(1,2)
2
T(2),mep3 , M = M
(1,2)
7
,
Λ(1,2)mep−2,t4(M) :=
{
T(1),mep4 , M = M
(1,2)
3
T(2),mep4 , M = M
(1,2)
6
,
Λ(1,2)mep−2,t(M) :=

Λ◦−◦1,t (M
◦−◦
i ) , M = M
(1,2)
4,i
Λ◦−◦2,t (M
◦−◦
j ) , M = M
(1,2)
5,j
Λ◦−◦3,t (M
◦−◦
k ) , M = M
(1,2)
8,k
,
i, j, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q} : M(1,2)4,i , M(1,2)5,j , M(1,2)8,k ∈ M(t), t ∈ T◦−◦.
The total time of N (1,2)mep−2 is given by
Tmep−2
(1,2) :=min{T
(1),mep
1 , T
(1),mep
2 }
+ (T(1),mep3 + T
N ◦−◦
1 + T
(2),mep
2 + T
(2),mep
4 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),mep4 + T
N ◦−◦
2 + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 } + T
N ◦−◦
3 .
3. Let N ◦−1 = (P◦−1 , T◦−1 , I◦−1 , O◦−1 , H◦−1 ,Λ◦−1 , M◦−1,0) be a (1, n1) source net with a total time
TN
◦−
1 and N ◦−2 = (P◦−2 , T◦−2 , I◦−2 , O◦−2 , H◦−2 ,Λ◦−2 , M◦−2,0) be a (1, n2) source net with a total
time TN
◦−
2 . Further we denote p10 ∈ P◦−1 the source place ofN ◦−1 and p20 ∈ P◦−2 the source
place of N ◦−2 .
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The connection of Nmep by expansion with N ◦−1 in the place p6 and with N ◦−2 in the
place p7 is the (1, n)-net
N (1,n)mep−3 := (Subst(Subst(Na−3−mep, ta2,N ◦−2 ), ta1,N ◦−1 ),Λ(1,n)mep−3),
where n = n1 + n2. The set of places in N (1,n)mep−3 is given by P(1,n)mep−3 := (Pa−3−mep \
{p06, p07, pe6, pe7})∪ P◦−1 ∪ P◦−2 , and the set T(1,n)mep−3 := (Ta−3−mep \ {ta1, ta2})∪ T◦−1 ∪ T◦−2 is the
set of transitions in N (1,n)mep−3. Considering the reachability sets RS(M◦−1,0) = {M◦−1,0, M◦−1,1,
. . . , M◦−1,q1}, RS(M◦−2,0) = {M◦−2,0, M◦−2,1, . . . , M◦−2,q2} of N ◦−1 and N ◦−2 , respectively, we spec-
ify the reachable markings of N (1,n)mep−3
M(1,n)i (p) :=

Ma−3−mepi (p) , p ∈ Pa−3−mep \ {p06, p07, pe6, pe7}
0 , p ∈ {p10, p20}
M◦−1,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−1 \ {p10}
M◦−2,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−2 \ {p20}
, i = 0, . . . , 3,
M(1,n)4,i (p) :=

1 , p ∈ {p2, p3}
M◦−1,i (p) , p ∈ P◦−1
M◦−2,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−2 \ {p20}
0 , p ∈ {p, p1, p4, p5, p20}
, i = 0, 1, . . . , q1,
M(1,n)5,j (p) :=

1 , p ∈ {p1, p3}
M◦−1,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−1 \ {p10}
M◦−2,j (p) , p ∈ P◦−2
0 , p ∈ {p, p2, p4, p5, p10}
, j = 0, 1, . . . , q2,
M(1,n)6,i (p) :=

1 , p = p5
M◦−1,i (p) , p ∈ P◦−1
M◦−2,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−2 \ {p20}
0 , p ∈ (Pa−3−mep \ {p5, p06, p07, pe6, pe7}) ∪ {p20}
,
i = 0, 1, . . . , q1,
M(1,n)7,j (p) :=

1 , p = p4
M◦−1,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−1 \ {p10}
M◦−2,j (p) , p ∈ P◦−2
0 , p ∈ (Pa−3−mep \ {p4, p06, p07, pe6, pe7}) ∪ {p10}
,
j = 0, 1, . . . , q2,
M(1,n)8,i,j (p) :=

1 , p = p3
M◦−1,i (p) , p ∈ P◦−1
M◦−2,j (p) , p ∈ P◦−2
0 , p ∈ Pa−3−mep \ {p06, p07, pe6, pe7}
,
i = 0, 1, . . . , q1, j = 0, 1, . . . , q2.
The number of markings in RS(M(1,n)0 ) equals |RS(M(1,n)0 )| = 4 + 2(q1 + 1) + 2(q2 +
1)+ (q1 + 1)(q2 + 1) = (q1 + 3)(q2 + 3). In order to specify the firing times of transitions
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we consider the following constructions. Let N a1,a2seq be a building block “Sequential
process” with transitions a1 and a2,N t1,t3seq be a building block “Sequential process” with
transitions t1 and t3 fromNa−3−mep. Let T(2),mep1 and T(2),mep3 be the firing times of t1 and
t3, respectively. Furthermore let N t2,t4seq be a building block “Sequential process” with
transitions t2 and t4 from Na−3−mep and the firing times T(2),mep2 of t2 and T(2),mep4 of t4.
According to Definition 4.17 we construct
N˜(1,3,1) := (Subst(Subst(N a1,a2seq , a1,N t1,t3seq ), a2,N ◦−1 )), Λ˜(1,3,1)) and
N˜(2,4,2) := (Subst(Subst(N a1,a2seq , a1,N t2,t4seq ), a2,N ◦−2 ), Λ˜(2,4,2)).
Now we define [N˜(1,3,1) ‖ N ◦−2 ] and [N ◦−1 ‖ N˜(2,4,2)] according to Remark 4.15. Let
[N˜(1,3,1) ‖ N ◦−2 ] := (P‖2 , T‖2 , I‖2 , O‖2 , H‖2 ,Λ‖2 , M‖,20,0). The set of places in [N˜(1,3,1) ‖ N ◦−2 ] is
given by P‖2 = {p1, p4} ∪ P◦−1 ∪ P◦−2 and the set of transitions is given by T‖2 = {t1, t3} ∪
T◦−1 ∪ T◦−2 . We consider the reachable markings of [N˜(1,3,1) ‖ N ◦−2 ]
M‖,20,j (p) :=

1 , p = p1
0 , p ∈ {p4, p10}
M◦−1,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−1 \ {p10}
M◦−2,j (p) , p ∈ P◦−2
, j = 0, 1, . . . , q2,
M‖,21,j (p) :=

1 , p = p4
0 , p ∈ {p1, p10}
M◦−1,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−1 \ {p10}
M◦−2,j (p) , p ∈ P◦−2
, j = 0, 1, . . . , q2,
M‖,2i+2,j(p) :=

0 , p ∈ {p1, p4}
M◦−1,i (p) , p ∈ P◦−1
M◦−2,j (p) , p ∈ P◦−2
, i = 0, 1, . . . , q1, j = 0, 1, . . . , q2.
The firing times of t1 and t3 are defined by Λ
‖
2,t1(M
‖,2
0,0) := T
(2),mep
1 and Λ
‖
2,t3(M
‖,2
1,0) :=
T(2),mep3 , respectively. The determination of the firing times of remaining transitions
Λ‖2,t(M
‖,2
i,j ), M
‖,2
i,j ∈ M(t), t ∈ T◦−1 ∪ T◦−2 can be seen in Remark 4.15.
The second parallel structure is defined by [N ◦−1 ‖ N˜(2,4,2)] := (P‖1 , T‖1 , I‖1 , O‖1 , H‖1 ,Λ‖1 ,
M‖,10,0) with the set of places P
‖
1 = {p2, p5} ∪ P◦−1 ∪ P◦−2 and the set of transitions T‖1 =
{t2, t4} ∪ T◦−1 ∪ T◦−2 . The initial marking and the reachable markings of [N ◦−1 ‖ N˜(2,4,2)]
are given by
M‖,1i,0 (p) :=

1 , p = p2
0 , p ∈ {p5, p20}
M◦−1,i (p) , p ∈ P◦−1
M◦−2,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−2 \ {p20}
, i = 0, 1, . . . , q1,
M‖,1i,1 (p) :=

1 , p = p5
0 , p ∈ {p2, p20}
M◦−1,i (p) , p ∈ P◦−1
M◦−2,0(p) , p ∈ P◦−2 \ {p20}
, i = 0, 1, . . . , q1,
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M‖,1i,j+2(p) :=

0 , p ∈ {p2, p5}
M◦−1,i (p) , p ∈ P◦−1
M◦−2,j (p) , p ∈ P◦−2
, i = 0, 1, . . . , q1, j = 0, 1, . . . , q2.
The firing time of t2 is defined by Λ
‖
1,t2(M
‖,1
0,0) := T
(2),mep
2 and the firing time of t4 is
given by Λ‖1,t4(M
‖,1
0,1) := T
(2),mep
4 . Firing times of the other transitions Λ
‖
1,t(M
‖,1
i,j ), M
‖,1
i,j ∈
M(t), t ∈ T◦−1 ∪ T◦−2 are defined analogous to Remark 4.15. In order to define transition
firing times in N (1,n)mep−3 we consider following identities
M(1,n)4,i |P‖1 = M
‖,1
i,0 , i = 0, 1, . . . , q1,
M(1,n)6,i |P‖1 = M
‖,1
i,1 , i = 0, 1, . . . , q1,
M(1,n)8,i,j |P‖1 = M
‖,1
i,j+2, i = 0, 1, . . . , q1, j = 0, 1, . . . , q2,
and
M(1,n)5,j |P‖2 = M
‖,2
0,j , j = 0, 1, . . . , q2,
M(1,n)7,j |P‖2 = M
‖,2
1,j , j = 0, 1, . . . , q2,
M(1,n)8,i,j |P‖2 = M
‖,1
i,j+2, i = 0, 1, . . . , q1, j = 0, 1, . . . , q2.
The transition firing times in N (1,n)mep−3 are defined by
Λ(1,n)mep−3,t(M
(1,n)
0 ) := 0,
Λ(1,n)mep−3,t1(M) :=
{
T(1),mep1 , M = M
(1,n)
1
T(2),mep1 , M = M
(1,n)
5,0
,
Λ(1,n)mep−3,t1(M
(1,n)
5,j ) := Λ
‖
2,t1(M
‖,2
0,j ) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , q2} with M(1,n)5,j ∈ M(t1),
Λ(1,n)mep−3,t2(M) :=
{
T(1),mep2 , M = M
(1,n)
1
T(2),mep2 , M = M
(1,n)
4,0
,
Λ(1,n)mep−3,t2(M
(1,n)
4,i ) := Λ
‖
1,t2(M
‖,1
i,0 ) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , q1} with M(1,n)4,i ∈ M(t2),
Λ(1,n)mep−3,t3(M) :=
{
T(1),mep3 , M = M
(1,n)
2
T(2),mep3 , M = M
(1,n)
7,0
,
Λ(1,n)mep−3,t3(M
(1,n)
7,j ) := Λ
‖
2,t3(M
‖,2
1,j ) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , q2} with M(1,n)7,j ∈ M(t3),
Λ(1,n)mep−3,t4(M) :=
{
T(1),mep4 , M = M
(1,n)
3
T(2),mep4 , M = M
(1,n)
6,0
,
Λ(1,n)mep−3,t4(M
(1,n)
6,i ) := Λ
‖
1,t4
(M‖,1i,1 ) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , q1} with M(1,n)6,i ∈ M(t4),
Λ(1,n)mep−3,t(M
(1,n)
8,i,j ) := Λ
‖
1,t(M
‖,1
i,j+2) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 } +Λ
‖
2,t(M
‖,2
i+2,j) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }
for all (i, j) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q1} × {0, 1, . . . , q2} with M(1,n)8,i,j ∈ M(t), t ∈ P◦−1 ∪ P◦−2 .
Finally the total time of N (1,n)mep−3 is given by
Tmep−3
(1,n) :=min{T
(1),mep
1 , T
(1),mep
2 }
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+ (T(1),mep3 +max{T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 + TN
◦−
2 , TN
◦−
1 }) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),mep4 +max{T(2),mep1 + T(2),mep3 + TN
◦−
1 , TN
◦−
2 }) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }.
p1 t1 p2 t2 p3
N1
⇐⇒
p1 t1 p2 t2 p3
s1 s2=t2
N1
Figure 4.17: Sequential process connection by expansion.
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
N1
N2
⇐⇒
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
s1,1=t2 s1,2
N1
s2,1 s2,2=t3
N2
Figure 4.18: Concurrent processes connection by expansion.
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p5t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
N1
N2
⇐⇒
p5t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
s1,1 s1,2=t1
N1
s2,1=t2 s2,2
N2
Figure 4.19: Process synchronization connection by expansion.
Remark 4.33
For the building blocks “Sequential process”, “Concurrent processes” and “Process synchro-
nization” it is not necessary to define auxiliary structures. The expansion in each place of
these building blocks can be reached by twice application of the connection by substitution.
Figure 4.17 shows the connection of “Sequential process” by expansion in the place p2
with a (1, 1) source-sink net N1. Taking the second building block “Sequential process” with
special transitions as a linking building block, the connection by expansion can be done by
substitution of the transition s1 by N1 and finally by substitution of t2 by the resulting net.
The connection of “Sequential process” by expansion in the places p1 and p3 can be realized
as a connection by substitution (cf. Figure 4.10).
In Figure 4.18 the connection of “Concurrent processes” by expansion in the place p4 with a
(1, n) source netN1 and in the place p3 with a (1, 1) source-sink netN2 is depicted. To realize
this connection we use two building blocks “Sequential process” as linking nets. The first
linking net contains two transitions s1,1 and s1,2. We set the firing time of t2 as the firing time
of s1,1 and substitute the (1, 1)-transition s1,2 by N1. Applying Theorem 4.18 on the resulting
(1, n)-net we see that this net is a (1, n) source net. Substituting the transition t2 by this net we
obtain the same result as an expansion in p4 by N1. Similarly, setting the firing time of t3 as
the firing time of s2,2 in the second linking net, we substitute s2,1 by N2. The resulting (1, 1)-
net is a source-sink net (cf. Theorem 4.18). Substituting t3 by this net we obtain the intended
result.
The connection of “Process synchronization” by expansion in the place p1 with an (m, 1)
sink net N1 and in the place p4 with a (1, 1) source-sink net N2 is illustrated in Figure 4.19.
The realization of this connection is analogous to the connection of “Concurrent processes”.
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The building blocks after connections can be seen in Figure 4.20 on page 122.
The next theorem states the source and the sink properties of the connected SPNs N (1,n)con f ,
N (1,n)mix , N (1,1)mep−1, N (1,2)mep−2 and N (1,n)mep−3. These properties are important for the further connec-
tions, e.g. if a building block becomes a (1, 1) source sink net after connection, then this net
can be connected with further building blocks.
Theorem 4.34
The stochastic Petri nets N (1,n)con f (cf. Definition 4.22), N (1,n)mix (cf. Definition 4.25) and N (1,2)mep−2,
N (1,n)mep−3 (cf. Definition 4.32 (2), (3)) are source nets. The stochastic Petri netN (1,1)mep−1 is a source-
sink net.
Proof
ad N (1,n)conf :
According to Definition 4.20 the building block “Auxiliary Conflict” Na−con f is a (1, 2)-net.
Since only the place p1 ∈ Pa−con f is a source place in Na−con f , we obtain Ma−con f0 (p1) =
1{p1}(p1) = 1 > 0 and E(M
a−con f
0 ) = {t1, t2} = p1•. By Definition 4.1 Na−con f is a source net.
Taking into account that N (1,n)con f = (Subst(Subst(Na−con f , ta2,N ◦−2 ), ta1,N ◦−1 ), Λ(1,n)) and that
N ◦−1 ,N ◦−2 are source nets, we obtain that N (1,n)con f is a source net.
ad N (1,n)mix :
The building block “Auxiliary Confusion” Na−mix is a (1, 2)-net with Pa−mix = Pmix ∪ {p6, p7,
p8}, where Pa−mix is the set of places in Na−mix. Since •p6 = {ta1}, •p7 = {t}, •p8 = {ta2},
the place p is the unique source place in Na−mix. Furthermore we get Ma−mix0 (p) = 1 > 0
and E(Ma−mix0 ) = {t} with p ∈ •t. By Definition 4.1 Na−mix is a source net. The set of
transitions in Na−mix is defined by Ta−mix = Tmix ∪ {t, ta1, ta2}. Note that p /∈ (•ta1 ∪ ta1•) =
{p4, p6} and p /∈ (•ta2 ∪ ta2•) = {p7, p8}. By construction of N (1,n)mix we see that N (1,n)mix =
(Subst(Subst(Na−mix, ta2,N ◦−2 ), ta1,N ◦−1 ),Λ(1,n)), i.e. the transition ta1 is substituted by a source
net N ◦−1 and the transition ta2 is substituted by a source net N ◦−2 . The source net properties
hold also for N (1,n)mix , in other words N (1,n)mix is a (1, n) source net.
ad N (1,2)mep−2:
The (1, 2)-net N (1,2)mep−2 is constructed by substitution of the transition ta in the building block
“Auxiliary mutual exclusive processes” Na−2−mep. By definition Pa−2−mep = (Pmep \ {p3}) ∪
{p03, pe3} is the set of places in Na−2−mep and •p03 6= ∅ and •pe3 6= ∅, such that the place
p ∈ Pa−2−mep is the unique source place ofNa−2−mep. Since Ma−2−mep0 (p) = 1{p,pe3}(p) = 1 > 0
and E(Ma−2−mep0 ) = {t} with p ∈ •t, Na−2−mep is a source net. By construction we have
N (1,2)mep−2 = (Subst(Na−2−mep, ta,N ◦−◦),Λ(1,2)mep−2), where N ◦−◦ is a (1, 1) source-sink net. Hence
p ∈ P(1,2)mep−2 = (Pa−2−mep \ {p03, pe3}) ∪ P◦−◦ is a source place in N (1,2)mep−2. Since M(1,2)0 (p◦−◦0 ) = 0
and p◦−◦0 is the source place in P
◦−◦, all transitions t ∈ T◦−◦ ⊂ T(1,2)mep−2 are disabled. The source
net property from Na−2−mep is also fulfilled in N (1,2)mep−2.
ad N (1,n)mep−3:
By Definition 4.30 the building block Na−3−mep is a (1, 2)-net with the following set of places
Pa−3−mep = (Pmep \ {p6, p7}) ∪ {p06, pe6, p07, pe7}. Since •p06 6= ∅, •pe6 6= ∅, •p07 6= ∅, •pe7 6= ∅ and
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Nmep is a (1, 2) source net, the place p ∈ Pa−3−mep is the unique source place inNa−3−mep. Fur-
ther we get Ma−3−mep0 (p) = 1{p,p3}(p) = 1 > 0 and E(Ma−3−mep0 ) = {t} with p ∈ •t. Hence
Na−3−mep is a source net. Recall that N (1,n)mep−3 = (Subst(Subst(Na−3−mep, ta2,N ◦−2 ), ta1,N ◦−1 ),
Λ(1,n)mep−3), where N ◦−1 and N ◦−2 are (1, n1) and (1, n2) source nets, respectively. Considering
p10 and p
2
0 as source places of N ◦−1 and N ◦−2 , respectively, we obtain M(1,n)0 (p10) = 0 and
M(1,n)0 (p
2
0) = 0. Since N ◦−1 and N ◦−2 are source nets with unique source places, all transitions
in T◦−1 and T
◦−
2 are disabled in the marking M
(1,n)
0 . The transition t is the only one enabled
transition in T(1,n)mep−3 under M
(1,n)
0 . The place p ∈ •t is the unique source place of N (1,n)mep−3 and
the source net property from Na−3−mep keeps fulfilled in N (1,n)mep−3.
ad N (1,1)mep−1:
First we verify that the auxiliary building block Na−1−mep is a source-sink net. By Definition
4.26 Na−1−mep is a (1, 1)-net with the unique source place p and the unique sink place p. Fur-
ther we get Ma−1−mep0 (p) = 1{p,p3}(p) = 1 > 0 and for E(Ma−1−mep0 ) = {t} we have p ∈ •t.
Hence Na−1−mep is a source net. Since Ha−1−mep(p, t) = 0 for all (p, t) ∈ Pa−1−mep × Ta−1−mep,
we have p /∈ ⋃
t∈Ta−1−mep
◦t. Further we have M(∅) = {Ma−1−mep9 } with Ma−1−mep9 (p) =
1{p3,p}(p) = 1 > 0 and
•Ma−1−mep9 = {Ma−1−mep8 } with Ma−1−mep8 (p) = 1{p3,p6,p7}(p) = 0.
Hence Na−1−mep is a sink net. Consequently, Na−1−mep is a source-sink net. Moreover ac-
cording to Definition 4.32 the SPN N (1,1)mep−1 is a (1, 1)-net. The transition ta1 ∈ Ta−1−mep is
substituted by an (1, 1) source-sink net N ◦−◦1 and the transition ta2 ∈ Ta−1−mep is substituted
by an (1, 1) source-sink net N ◦−◦2 . Since •p10 6= ∅, •p20 6= ∅ in N (1,1)mep−1 and p1e
• 6= ∅, p2e • 6= ∅ in
N (1,1)mep−1, the places p and p are the unique source place and sink place inN (1,1)mep−1, respectively.
By Definition 4.13 the source net property and the sink net property for N (1,1)mep−1 are fulfilled.
Hence N (1,1)mep−1 is a (1, 1) source-sink net.
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p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
t p
(a) Modified Concurrent processes
p5t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
tp
(b) Modified Process synchronization
p1
t1
t2
p2
(c) Modified
Conflict
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
p5
tp
(d) Confusion source modifica-
tion
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
t p
(e) Confusion sink modifica-
tion
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tp t p
(f) Confusion source-sink modification
p3
p4
p5
t1p1 t3 p6
t2p2 t4 p7
tp
(g) Mutual exclusive processes source modifica-
tion
p3
p4
p5
t1p1 t3 p6
t2p2 t4 p7
t p
(h) Mutual exclusive processes sink modification
p3
p4
p5
t1p1 t3 p6
t2p2 t4 p7
tp t p
(i) Mutual exclusive processes source-sink modification
p4t3p3
t1
t2p2
p1
tp
(j) Modified Merging
Figure 4.4: Modified Building blocks.
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p1 t1
p10
p20
N ◦−1...
N ◦−2...
(a) Substituted Concurrent pro-
cesses
p5t3
p1e
p2e
N−◦1 ...
N−◦2 ...
(b) Substituted Process synchro-
nization
p1
t1
t2
p10
p20
N ◦−1...
N ◦−2...
(c) Expanded Conflict
p1 t1
p10
p20
N ◦−◦1...
N ◦−◦2...
p1e
...
p2e
...
t p
(d) Substituted modified Concurrent processes
p5t3
p1e
p2e
N ◦−◦1 ...
N ◦−◦2 ...
p10 ...
p20 ...
tp
(e) Substituted modified Process synchronization
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p10
N ◦−1...
p5
tp t p
2
0
N ◦−2...
(f) Expanded modified Confusion
p3
N ◦−◦1
p10 p
1
e
...
...
N ◦−◦2
p20 p
2
e
...
...
t1p1 t3 p6
t2p2 t4 p7
tp t p
(g) Expanded modified mutual exclusive processes
p3
p4
p5
t1p1 t3 p
1
0
N ◦−1...
t2p2 t4 p
2
0
N ◦−2...
tp
(h) Expanded modified mutual exclusive processes
p3e
N ◦−◦...
p30...
p4
p5
t1p1 t3 p6
t2p2 t4 p7
tp
(i) Expanded modified mutual exclusive processes
Figure 4.20: Connected Building blocks.
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5 Inheritance of Ageing Properties
5.1 Main Results
In this section we verify the ageing properties of stochastic Petri nets, which are constructed
by connecting the building blocks. In Chapter 3 we have seen that the total time distribu-
tion function of the building block “Merging” can be a discrete mixture of life distributions
(Proposition 3.8). By Remark 3.6 we know that the classes FDTR, FDTRA and FHOWNE are
closed under mixture of life distribution functions. These classes are negative ageing classes.
In [BLS03, Theorem 2.4.] some conditions on distribution functions with ultimately strictly
monotone failure rates are given such that the discrete mixture of these distribution functions
remains ultimately strictly monotone. Recall that a function f : R→ R is ultimately monotone
if there exists a ∈ R such that f is monotone on [a,∞). We cite this theorem since it will be
applied in our context.
Notation 5.1 ( [Neu01])
Let f , g : R→ R be functions, x∗ ∈ R∪ {∞}. One writes
f (x) = O(g(x))
if there exists a real number B > 0 such that | f (x)| ≤ B|g(x)| for all x > x∗. One writes
f (x) = o
(
g(x)
)
if lim
x→x∗
f (x)
g(x)
= 0.
Theorem 5.2 ( [BLS03])
Let F1, . . . , Fn ∈ F, n ∈ N, be life distribution functions and fi be differentiable Lebesgue
densities of Fi for all i = 1, . . . , n. Further let F ∈ F be defined by
F(x) :=
n
∑
i=1
αiFi(x), αi ∈ [0, 1] ∀i = 1, . . . , n,
n
∑
i=1
αi = 1, x ∈ R,
and the failure rate function r of F be defined by
r(x) := ∑
n
i=1 αi fi(x)
∑ni=1 αiFi(x)
, x ∈ (0,∞).
Let the failure rates ri(x) :=
fi(x)
Fi(x)
, x ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n satisfy lim
x→∞ ri(x) = ξi < ∞, i = 1, . . . , n,
with ξ1 < ξi for all i = 2, . . . , n. Further suppose that r1 is ultimately strictly monotone. Let
the following conditions be fulfilled
i) for j = 2, . . . , n,
r′j(x)
r′1(x)
= O(eηjx) for some ηj < ξ j − ξ1,
ii) for some η < min
j=2,...,n
(ξ j − ξ1), 1r′1(x)
= O(eηx).
(5.1.1)
Then r is ultimately strictly monotone and approaches ξ = ξ1 in the same direction as r1
approaches x1.
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Proof
The proof can be found in [BLS03, pp 733-734]
We further need a special case of this theorem.
Corollary 5.3
Under the conditions of Theorem 5.2 suppose n = 2 and let (5.1.1) be fulfilled. If F1 ∈ FITR∗tt1 ,
t1 > 0, then F ∈ FITR∗t0 for some t0 > t1.
Proof
Since F1 ∈ FITR∗tt1 and conditions of Theorem 5.2 are fulfilled, r1 is ultimately strictly increas-
ing. Applying Theorem 5.2 in this situation, we get that r is ultimately strictly increasing, i.e.
there exists t0 > t1 with F ∈ FITR∗t0 .
Assumption 5.4
In next theorems we consider the (1, ni) source nets N ◦−i = (P◦−i , T◦−i , I◦−i , O◦−i , H◦−i ,Λ◦−i ,
M◦−i,0 ) with total times T
N ◦−i , the (mi, 1) sink nets N−◦i = (P−◦i , T−◦i , I−◦i , O−◦i , H−◦i ,Λ−◦i , M−◦i,0 )
with total times TN
−◦
i , i = 1, 2, and the (1, 1) source-sink nets N ◦−◦j = (P◦−◦j , T◦−◦j , I◦−◦j , O◦−◦j ,
H◦−◦j ,Λ
◦−◦
j , M
◦−◦
j,0 ) with total times T
N ◦−◦j , j = 1, . . . , 4. Further let F◦−i , F
−◦
i , F
◦−◦
j ∈ F, i = 1, 2,
j = 1, . . . , 4 with TN
◦−
i ∼ F◦−i , TN
−◦
i ∼ F−◦i , TN
◦−◦
j ∼ F◦−◦j , i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , 4. Finally we
assume that TN
◦−
i , TN
−◦
i , TN
◦−◦
j , i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , 4, are independent.
In Lemma 3.7 on page 50 we have stated the inheritance of ageing properties from the
transition level up to the building block level. Further, in Definition 4.17 on page 81 we have
introduced the connection by substitution with a notion of time. This kind of connection is
defined for building blocks, which contain non conflicting (1, 1)-transitions. Such building
blocks are Nseq, Nconc and Nsync. Although all transitions in the building block “Merging”
(Nmrg) are non conflicting (1, 1)-transitions, we do not substitute them, since this building
block is not safe and its structure becomes complicated after substitution.
The ageing properties of a building block and the connected SPN can be inherited in the
resulting net. The next theorem, which is the first main result of this thesis, states the inheri-
tance of ageing properties after connection by substitution.
Theorem 5.5 (Ageing after substitution)
Considering the source nets, the sink nets and the source-sink nets from Assumption 5.4 we
obtain the following results.
Nseq:
Let N (m1,n1)seq be an SPN from Definition 4.17 with the total time Tseq(m1,n1) ∼ F
seq
(m1,n1)
∈ F.
Then
F◦−1 , F
−◦
1 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fseq(m1,n1) ∈ F
ITR,
F◦−1 , F
−◦
1 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fseq(m1,n1) ∈ F
ITRA,
F◦−1 , F
−◦
1 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fseq(m1,n1) ∈ F
OBN,
F◦−1 , F
−◦
1 ∈ FOBNE =⇒ Fseq(m1,n1) ∈ F
OBNE,
F◦−1 , F
−◦
1 ∈ FHOBNE =⇒ Fseq(m1,n1) ∈ F
HOBNE.
(5.1.2)
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Nconc:
Considering the total times Tconc(1,n) of N
(1,n)
conc and Tconc(1,1) of N
(1,1)
conc (see Definition 4.17) let
Fconc(1,n) ∈ F be the distribution function of Tconc(1,n) and Fconc(1,1) ∈ F be the distribution function
of Tconc(1,1). Then
Fconc1 , F
◦−
1 , F
◦−
2 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fconc(1,n) ∈ FITRA,
Fconc1 , F
◦−
1 , F
◦−
2 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fconc(1,n) ∈ FOBN,
(5.1.3)
and
Fconc1 , F
◦−◦
1 , F
◦−◦
2 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fconc(1,1) ∈ FITRA,
Fconc1 , F
◦−◦
1 , F
◦−◦
2 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fconc(1,1) ∈ FOBN.
(5.1.4)
Suppose F◦−1 = F
◦−
2 , then
Fconc1 , F
◦−
1 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fconc(1,n) ∈ FITR. (5.1.5)
If F◦−◦1 = F
◦−◦
2 , then
Fconc1 , F
◦−◦
1 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fconc(1,1) ∈ FITR. (5.1.6)
Nsync:
According to Definition 4.17 Tsync
(m,1) is the total time ofN
(m,1)
sync and T
sync
(1,1) is the total time of
N (1,1)sync . Let Fsync(m,1) ∈ F be the distribution function of T
sync
(m,1) and F
sync
(1,1) be the distribution
function of Tsync
(1,1), then
Fsync3 , F
−◦
1 , F
−◦
2 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fsync(m,1) ∈ FITRA,
Fsync3 , F
−◦
1 , F
−◦
2 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fsync(m,1) ∈ FOBN,
(5.1.7)
and
Fsync3 , F
◦−◦
1 , F
◦−◦
2 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fsync(1,1) ∈ FITRA,
Fsync3 , F
◦−◦
1 , F
◦−◦
2 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fsync(1,1) ∈ FOBN.
(5.1.8)
Suppose F−◦1 = F
−◦
2 , then
Fsync3 , F
−◦
1 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fsync(m,1) ∈ FITR. (5.1.9)
If F◦−◦1 = F
◦−◦
2 , then
Fsync3 , F
◦−◦
1 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fsync(1,1) ∈ FITR. (5.1.10)
Proof
The proof of this theorem is analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.7.
ad Nseq:
By Definition 4.17 the total time of N (m1,n1)seq is given by Tseq(m1,n1) = TN
−◦
1 + TN
◦−
1 . Hence
we have
Fseq
(m1,n1)
(x) =
x∫
0
F−◦1 (x− u) dF◦−1 (u) = (F−◦1 ∗ F◦−1 )(x), x ≥ 0.
Substituting Fseq1 by F
−◦
1 and F
seq
2 by F
◦−
1 in Lemma 3.7 (1) we get (5.1.2).
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ad Nconc:
The total time of N (1,n)conc is given by Tconc(1,n) = Tconc1 +max{TN
◦−
1 , TN
◦−
2 } and the total time
of N (1,1)conc is defined by Tconc(1,1) = Tconc1 +max{TN
◦−◦
1 , TN
◦−◦
2 }. Hence
Fconc(1,n)(x) =
x∫
0
(F◦−1 F
◦−
2 )(x− u) dFconc1 (u) =
(
Fconc1 ∗ (F◦−1 F◦−2 )
)
(x), x ≥ 0,
Fconc(1,1)(x) =
x∫
0
(F◦−◦1 F
◦−◦
2 )(x− u) dFconc1 (u) =
(
Fconc1 ∗ (F◦−1 F◦−2 )
)
(x), x ≥ 0.
Substituting Fconc2 by F
◦−
1 and F
conc
3 by F
◦−
2 in Lemma 3.7 we obtain (5.1.3) and (5.1.5).
Note that we get the second statement in (5.1.4) and (5.1.6) by substitution of Fconc2 by
F◦−◦1 and F
conc
3 by F
◦−◦
2 in Lemma 3.7 (2).
ad Nsync:
Note that Tsync
(m,1) = max{TN
−◦
1 , TN
−◦
2 } + Tsync3 is the total time of N (m,1)sync and Tsync(1,1) =
max{TN ◦−◦1 , TN ◦−◦2 }+ Tsync3 is the total time of N (1,1)sync . We have
Fsync
(m,1)(x) =
x∫
0
(F−◦1 F
−◦
2 )(x− u) dFsync3 (u) =
(
(F−◦1 F
−◦
2 ) ∗ Fsync3
)
(x), x ≥ 0,
Fsync
(1,1)(x) =
x∫
0
(F◦−◦1 F
◦−◦
2 )(x− u) dFsync3 (u) =
(
(F◦−◦1 F
◦−◦
2 ) ∗ Fsync3
)
(x), x ≥ 0.
We get (5.1.7) and (5.1.9) by substituting Fsync1 by F
−◦
1 and F
sync
2 by F
−◦
2 in Lemma 3.7 (3).
Similarly changing Fsync1 by F
◦−◦
1 and F
sync
2 by F
◦−◦
2 in Lemma 3.7 (3) we obtain (5.1.8)
and (5.1.10).
The second main result of this thesis is the inheritance of ageing properties after connection
by expansion. According to Remark 4.33 connections of the building blocks Nseq, Nconc and
Nsync with suitable modified (m, n)-nets by expansion are defined as multiple applications
of the connection by substitution. Further, using the auxiliary building blocks, connections
of Ncon f , Nmix and Nmep with suitable modified (m, n)-nets by expansion are introduced in
Definition 4.22, Definition 4.25 and Definition 4.32, respectively.
The next theorem is the second main result of this thesis. It states which ageing properties
are inherited to the SPN after connection by expansion from the connected SPNs. In this
theorem the notation of building block firing times is adapted from Lemma 3.7.
Theorem 5.6 (Ageing after expansion)
Consider the SPNs from Assumption 5.4.
Nseq:
Expanding Nseq with N−◦1 in the place p1 ∈ Pseq, with N ◦−◦1 in the place p2 ∈ Pseq and
with N ◦−1 in the place p3 ∈ Pseq let N ∗(m1,n1)seq be the resulting SPN with the total time
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Tseq∗(m1,n1) ∼ F
seq
∗(m1,n1) ∈ F. Then
F◦−1 , F
−◦
1 , F
◦−◦
1 , F
seq
1 , F
seq
2 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fseq∗(m1,n1) ∈ F
ITR,
F◦−1 , F
−◦
1 , F
◦−◦
1 , F
seq
1 , F
seq
2 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fseq∗(m1,n1) ∈ F
ITRA,
F◦−1 , F
−◦
1 , F
◦−◦
1 , F
seq
1 , F
seq
2 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fseq∗(m1,n1) ∈ F
OBN,
F◦−1 , F
−◦
1 , F
◦−◦
1 , F
seq
1 , F
seq
2 ∈ FOBNE =⇒ Fseq∗(m1,n1) ∈ F
OBNE,
F◦−1 , F
−◦
1 , F
◦−◦
1 , F
seq
1 , F
seq
2 ∈ FHOBNE =⇒ Fseq∗(m1,n1) ∈ F
HOBNE.
(5.1.11)
Nconc:
Let N ∗(1,n)conc be a (1, n)-net, constructed by the expansion of Nconc (see Definition 2.51)
with N ◦−◦1 in the place p2 ∈ Tconc, with N ◦−◦2 in the place p3 ∈ Tconc, with N ◦−1 in the
place p4 ∈ Tconc and with N ◦−2 in the place p5 ∈ Tconc, where n = n1 + n2. Further let
Fconc∗(1,n) ∈ F be the distribution function of the total time Tconc∗(1,n) of N
∗(1,n)
conc . Then
F◦−1 , F
◦−
2 , F
◦−◦
1 , F
◦−◦
2 , F
conc
1 , F
conc
2 , F
conc
3 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fconc∗(1,n) ∈ FITRA,
F◦−1 , F
◦−
2 , F
◦−◦
1 , F
◦−◦
2 , F
conc
1 , F
conc
2 , F
conc
3 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fconc∗(1,n) ∈ FOBN.
(5.1.12)
Expanding Nconc with N ◦−◦j in the places pj+1 ∈ Tconc for j = 1, . . . , 4, let N ∗(1,1)conc be the
resulting (1, 1)-net. Let Fconc∗(1,1) ∈ F be the distribution function of the total time Tconc∗(1,1) of
N ∗(1,1)conc . Then we get the following result
F◦−◦1 , F
◦−◦
2 , F
◦−◦
3 , F
◦−◦
4 , F
conc
1 , F
conc
2 , F
conc
3 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fconc∗(1,1) ∈ FITRA,
F◦−◦1 , F
◦−◦
2 , F
◦−◦
3 , F
◦−◦
4 , F
conc
1 , F
conc
2 , F
conc
3 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fconc∗(1,1) ∈ FOBN.
(5.1.13)
Nsync:
Let N ∗(m,1)sync be an (m, 1)-net, which is formed by the expansion of Nsync (see Definition
2.54) with N−◦1 in the place p1 ∈ Psync , with N−◦2 in the place p2 ∈ Psync , with N ◦−◦1 in
the place p3 ∈ Psync and with N ◦−◦2 in the place p4 ∈ Psync, where m = m1 + m2. Further
let Tsync∗(m,1) be the total time of N
∗(m,1)
sync and F
sync
∗(1,1) ∈ F the distribution function of T
sync
∗(m,1).
Then
F−◦1 , F
−◦
2 , F
◦−◦
1 , F
◦−◦
2 , F
sync
1 , F
sync
2 , F
sync
3 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fsync∗(m,1) ∈ FITRA,
F−◦1 , F
−◦
2 , F
◦−◦
1 , F
◦−◦
2 , F
sync
1 , F
sync
2 , F
sync
3 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fsync∗(m,1) ∈ FOBN.
(5.1.14)
Expanding Nsync from Definition 4.5 with N ◦−◦j in the places pj ∈ Psync, j = 1, . . . , 4 we
obtain a new (1, 1)-net N ∗(1,1)sync with the total time Tsync∗(1,1) ∼ F
sync
∗(1,1). Then we get
F◦−◦1 , F
◦−◦
2 , F
◦−◦
3 , F
◦−◦
4 , F
sync
1 , F
sync
2 , F
sync
3 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fsync∗(1,1) ∈ FITRA,
F◦−◦1 , F
◦−◦
2 , F
◦−◦
3 , F
◦−◦
4 , F
sync
1 , F
sync
2 , F
sync
3 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fsync∗(1,1) ∈ FOBN.
(5.1.15)
Nconf:
Let N (1,n)con f be a (1, n)-net with the total time Tcon f(1,n), n = n1 + n2, from Definition 4.22,
which is constructed by the expansion of Ncon f with N ◦−1 in the place p2 ∈ Pcon f and
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with N ◦−2 in the place p3 ∈ Pcon f . Let Tcon f(1,n) be the total time of N
(1,n)
con f and F
con f
(1,n) ∈ F be
the distribution function of Tcon f
(1,n). If F
◦−
1 = F
◦−
2 then
F◦−1 , F
con f
1 , F
con f
2 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fcon f(1,n) ∈ FITR,
F◦−1 , F
con f
1 , F
con f
2 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fcon f(1,n) ∈ FITRA,
F◦−1 , F
con f
1 , F
con f
2 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fcon f(1,n) ∈ FOBN.
(5.1.16)
If F◦−1 6= F◦−2 we assume that 0 < α := P(Tcon f1 < Tcon f2 ) < 1. Further we define
Gcon f1 (x) := P(Tcon f1 ≤ x|Tcon f1 < Tcon f2 ), Gcon f2 (x) := P(Tcon f2 ≤ x|Tcon f1 > Tcon f2 ), x ≥
0. Let r∗1 be the failure rate of (F◦−1 ∗ Gcon f1 ) and r∗2 be the failure rate of (F◦−2 ∗ Gcon f2 ),
which fulfill conditions of Theorem 5.2:
1) r∗1, r∗2 are differentiable,
2) r∗1 is strictly increasing,
3) lim
x→∞ r∗i(x) = ξi < ∞, i = 1, 2 with ξ1 < ξ2
4)
r′∗2(x)
r′∗1(x)
= O(eη2x) for some η2 < (ξ2 − ξ1),
5) for some η < (ξ2 − ξ1), 1r′∗1(x)
= O(eηx).
Then there exists t0 > 0 with F
con f
(1,n) ∈ FITR∗t0 .
Nmix:
Let N (1,n)mix be a (1, n)-net, n = n1 + n2, which is created by the expansion of Nmix with
N ◦−1 in the place p4 ∈ Pmix and withN ◦−2 in the places p3, p5 ∈ Pmix. Further let Fmix(1,n) ∈ F
be the distribution function of the total time Tmix(1,n) of N
(1,n)
mix .
Assuming Fmix1 = F
mix
2 = F
mix
3 =: F
mix and F◦−1 = F
◦−
2 we get
F◦−1 , F
mix ∈ FITR =⇒ Fmix(1,n) ∈ FITR,
F◦−1 , F
mix ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fmix(1,n) ∈ FITRA,
F◦−1 , F
mix ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fmix(1,n) ∈ FOBN,
F◦−1 , F
mix ∈ FOBNE =⇒ Fmix(1,n) ∈ FOBNE,
F◦−1 , F
mix ∈ FHOBNE =⇒ Fmix(1,n) ∈ FHOBNE.
(5.1.17)
If Fmix1 = F
mix
2 = F
mix
3 =: F
mix and F◦−1 6= F◦−2 let Gmix1 (x) :=
∫ x
0
1
α
(
Fmix(u)
)2 dFmix(u)
and Gmix2 (x) :=
∫ x
0
1
1−α
[
1− (Fmix(u))2] dFmix(u), x ≥ 0, where α :=P(Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,
Tmix3 }) ∈ (0, 1). Further let rmix∗1 be the failure rate of (Gmix1 ∗ F◦−1 ) and rmix∗2 be the
failure rate of (Gmix2 ∗ F◦−2 ), which fulfill conditions of Theorem 5.2:
1) rmix∗1, rmix∗2 are differentiable,
2) rmix∗1 is strictly increasing,
3) lim
x→∞ rmix∗i(x) = ξi < ∞, i = 1, 2 with ξ1 < ξ2
4)
r′mix∗2(x)
r′mix∗1(x)
= O(eη2x) for some η2 < (ξ2 − ξ1),
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5)
1
r′mix∗1(x)
= O(eηx) for some η < (ξ2 − ξ1).
Then there exists t0 > 0 with Fmix(1,n) ∈ FITR∗t0 .
Nmep:
1. Let N (1,1)mep−1 be a (1, 1)-net from Definition 4.32 (1), which is created by the expan-
sion ofNmep withN ◦−◦1 in the place p4 ∈ Tmep and withN ◦−◦2 in the place p5 ∈ Tmep.
Further let Fmep−1
(1,1) ∈ F be the distribution function of the total time T
mep−1
(1,1) of
N (1,1)mep−1. Suppose the (1, 1) source-sink nets N ◦−◦j = (P◦−◦j , T◦−◦j , I◦−◦j , O◦−◦j , H◦−◦j ,
Λ◦−◦,ij , M
◦−◦
j,0 ), i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2 have total times T
N ◦−◦j
i related to Λ
◦−◦,i
j , i = 1, 2,
j = 1, 2.
Considering T
N ◦−◦j
i ∼ F◦−◦,ij ∈ F for i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, and assuming α :=P(T(1),mep1 <
T(1),mep2 ) ∈ (0, 1), we get that Fmep−1(1,1) is a discrete mixture of life distribution func-
tions.
Let T
N ◦−◦j
i ∼ F◦−◦j ∈ F for i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, and Fmep1 = Fmep2 . Then
F◦−◦1 , F
◦−◦
2 , F
mep
1 , F
mep
3 , F
mep
4 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fmep−1(1,1) ∈ FITR,
F◦−◦1 , F
◦−◦
2 , F
mep
1 , F
mep
3 , F
mep
4 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fmep−1(1,1) ∈ FITRA,
F◦−◦1 , F
◦−◦
2 , F
mep
1 , F
mep
3 , F
mep
4 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fmep−1(1,1) ∈ FOBN.
(5.1.18)
2. Let N ◦−◦ = (P◦−◦, T◦−◦, I◦−◦, O◦−◦, H◦−◦,Λ◦−◦,i, M◦−◦0 ), i = 1, 2, 3, be a (1, 1) source-
sink net with total times TN ◦−◦i related to Λ
◦−◦,i, i = 1, 2, 3. Further let TN ◦−◦i ∼
F◦−◦i ∈ F for each i = 1, 2, 3. Considering the (1, 2)-net N (1,2)mep−2, which is formed by
the expansion ofNmep in the place p3 ∈ Pmep (Definition 4.32 (2)), let Fmep−2(1,2) ∈ F be
the distribution function of the total time Tmep−2
(1,2) of N
(1,2)
mep−2. If α := P(T(1),mep1 <
T(1),mep2 ) ∈ (0, 1) then Fmep−2(1,2) is a discrete mixture of life distribution functions.
If F◦−◦1 = F
◦−◦
2 = F
◦−◦
3 =: F
◦−◦ and Fmep1 = F
mep
2 , then
F◦−◦, Fmep1 , F
mep
3 , F
mep
4 ∈ FITR =⇒ Fmep−2(1,2) ∈ FITR,
F◦−◦, Fmep1 , F
mep
3 , F
mep
4 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fmep−2(1,2) ∈ FITRA,
F◦−◦, Fmep1 , F
mep
3 , F
mep
4 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fmep−2(1,2) ∈ FOBN.
(5.1.19)
3. Considering a (1, n)-net N (1,n)mep−3, n = n1 + n2, which is constructed by the expan-
sion of Nmep with N ◦−1 in the place p6 ∈ Pmep and with N ◦−2 in the place p7 ∈ Pmep,
let Fmep−3
(1,n) ∈ F be the distribution function of the total time T
mep−3
(1,n) of N
(1,n)
mep−3 (Def-
inition 4.32 (3)) . If P(T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 ) =: α ∈ (0, 1), then Fmep−3(1,n) is a discrete
mixture of life distribution functions.
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Under assumptions Fmep1 = F
mep
2 , F
mep
3 = F
mep
4 and F
◦−
1 = F
◦−
2 we obtain
F◦−1 , F
mep
1 , F
mep
3 ∈ FITRA =⇒ Fmep−3(1,n) ∈ FITRA,
F◦−1 , F
mep
1 , F
mep
3 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fmep−3(1,n) ∈ FOBN.
(5.1.20)
Proof
ad Nseq:
First we consider a building block Nseq from Definition 2.49 and three linking build-
ing blocks N [i]seq, i = 1, 2, 3. Considering T[1]seq = {t[1]1 , t[1]2 }, the set of transitions in N [1]seq,
we substitute t[1]2 by N ◦−1 and obtain a (1, n1) source net N ∗1 := Subst(N [1]seq, t[1]2 ,N ◦−1 ).
We define the firing time of t[1]1 as the firing time T
seq
2 of t2 ∈ Tseq. According to
Definition 4.17 the total time of N ∗1 is given by TN ∗1 = Tseq2 + TN
◦−
1 . Further we
consider T[2]seq = {t[2]1 , t[2]2 }, the set of transitions in N [2]seq, and form a new (1, n1)-net
N ∗2 := Subst(Subst(N [2]seq, t[2]2 ,N ∗1), t[2]1 ,N ◦−◦1 ). We obtain a total time of N ∗2 accord-
ing to Definition 4.17 TN ∗2 = TN
◦−◦
1 + TN ∗1 = TN
◦−◦
1 + Tseq2 + T
N ◦−1 . Applying Theo-
rem 4.18, the (1, n1)-net is a source net. Now considering T
[3]
seq = {t[3]1 , t[3]2 }, the set of
transitions in N [3]seq, we define the (m1, 1)-net N ∗3 := Subst(N [3]seq, t[3]1 ,N−◦1 ). Setting the
firing time of t[3]2 as T
seq
1 , the total time of N ∗3 is given by TN
∗3
= TN
−◦
1 + Tseq1 . By
Theorem 4.18 N ∗3 is a sink net. Finally we substitute the transition t1 ∈ Tseq in Nseq
by N ∗3 and t2 ∈ Tseq by N ∗2 and obtain the (m1, n1)-net N ∗(m1,n1)seq with the total time
Tseq∗(m1,n1) = T
N ∗3 + TN ∗2 = TN
−◦
1 + Tseq1 + T
N ◦−◦1 + Tseq2 + T
N ◦−1 . Hence the distribution
function of Tseq∗(m1,n1) is a convolution of life distributions
Fseq∗(m1,n1)(x) = (F
−◦
1 ∗ Fseq1 ∗ F◦−◦1 ∗ Fseq2 ∗ F◦−1 )(x), x ≥ 0.
Since FITR, FITRA, FOBN, FOBNE and FHOBNE are closed under convolution, we obtain
(5.1.11).
ad Nconc:
First we consider linking building blocks N [1]seq and N [2]seq. Let P[i]seq = {p[i]1 , p[i]2 , p[i]3 } be the
set of places inN [i]seq, i = 1, 2, and T[i]seq = {t[i]1 , t[i]2 } be the set of transitions inN [i]seq, i = 1, 2.
Expanding N [1]seq with N ◦−◦1 in the place p[1]1 and substituting the transition t[1]2 by N ◦−1 ,
we construct a new (1, n1)-netN ∗(1,n1). Defining the firing time of t[1]1 by Tconc2 , we obtain
the total time TN ∗(1,n1) = TN
◦−◦
1 + Tconc2 + T
N ◦−1 ofN ∗(1,n1). Similarly we expandN [2]seq with
N ◦−◦2 in the place p[2]1 and substitute the transition t[2]2 by N ◦−2 . Defining the firing time
of t[2]1 by T
conc
3 , we denote the resulting (1, n2)-net by N ∗(1,n2). The total time TN
∗(1,n2)
of N ∗(1,n2) is given by TN ∗(1,n2) = TN ◦−◦2 + Tconc3 + TN
◦−
2 . Since N ∗(1,n1) and N ∗(1,n2) are
source nets, we can substitute t2 ∈ Tconc byN ∗(1,n1) and t3 ∈ Tconc byN ∗(1,n2). According
to Definition 4.17 the total time of the resulting (1, n)-net N ∗(1,n)conc (with n = n1 + n2)
is given by Tconc∗(1,n) = T
conc
1 + max{TN
∗(1,n1) , TN ∗(1,n2)} = Tconc1 + max{TN
◦−◦
1 + Tconc2 +
TN
◦−
1 , TN
◦−◦
2 + Tconc3 + T
N ◦−2 }. Further it is easy to verify that the distribution function of
Tconc∗(1,n) is given by F
conc
∗(1,n)(x) =
(
Fconc1 ∗
(
(F◦−◦1 ∗ Fconc2 ∗ F◦−1 )(F◦−◦2 ∗ Fconc3 ∗ F◦−2 )
))
(x), x ≥
0. Since FITRA and FOBN are closed under convolution and under formation of coherent
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structures, setting Fconc2 as (F
◦−◦
1 ∗ Fconc2 ∗ F◦−1 ), Fconc3 as (F◦−◦2 ∗ Fconc3 ∗ F◦−2 ) in Lemma 3.7,
we get (5.1.12).
With the same construction as above we consider N ◦−◦3 instead of N ◦−1 and N ◦−◦4 in-
stead of N ◦−2 and we obtain a (1, 1)-net N ∗(1,1)conc with the total time Tconc∗(1,1) = Tconc1 +
max{TN ◦−◦1 + Tconc2 + TN
◦−◦
3 , TN
◦−◦
2 + Tconc3 + T
N ◦−◦4 } . The distribution function of Tconc∗(1,1)
is given by Fconc∗(1,1)(x) =
(
Fconc1 ∗
(
(F◦−◦1 ∗ Fconc2 ∗ F◦−◦3 )(F◦−◦2 ∗ Fconc3 ∗ F◦−◦4 )
))
(x), x ≥ 0.
Again setting Fconc2 as (F
◦−◦
1 ∗ Fconc2 ∗ F◦−◦3 ) and Fconc3 as (F◦−◦2 ∗ Fconc3 ∗ F◦−◦4 ) in Lemma 3.7,
the statement (5.1.13) is proved.
ad Nsync:
In order to prove (5.1.14) we deduce an analogous construction to above proof. We con-
sider linking building blocks N [1]seq and N [2]seq with the sets of places P[i]seq = {p[i]1 , p[i]2 , p[i]3 }
and the sets of transitions T[i]seq = {t[i]1 , t[i]2 } in N [i]seq, i = 1, 2. Expanding N [1]seq with N−◦1
in the place p[1]1 and substituting t
[1]
2 by N ◦−◦1 , we obtain an (m1, 1) sink net N ∗(m1,1).
Further we expand N [2]seq with N−◦2 in the place p[2]1 , substitute t[2]2 by N ◦−◦2 and ob-
tain an (m2, 1) sink net N ∗(m1,1). Setting Tsync1 as a firing time of t[1]1 and Tsync2 as a
firing time of t[2]1 we get the total time T
N ∗(m1,1) = TN
−◦
1 + Tsync1 + T
N ◦−◦1 of N ∗(m1,1)
and the total time TN ∗(m2,1) = TN
−◦
2 + Tsync2 + T
N ◦−◦2 of N ∗(m2,1). Finally substituting
t1 ∈ Tsync by N ∗(m1,1) and t2 ∈ Tsync by N ∗(m2,1) we get the (m, 1)-net N ∗(m,1)sync =
Subst(Subst(Nsync, t2,N ∗(m2,1)), t1,N ∗(m1,1)) with the total time Tsync∗(m,1) = max{TN
∗(m1,1) ,
TN ∗(m2,1)}+ Tsync3 = max{TN
−◦
1 + Tsync1 + T
N ◦−◦1 , TN
−◦
2 + Tsync2 + T
N ◦−◦2 }+ Tsync3 . The dis-
tribution function of Tsync∗(m,1) is given by F
sync
∗(m,1)(x) =
((
(F−◦1 ∗ Fsync1 ∗ F◦−◦1 )(F−◦2 ∗ Fsync2 ∗
F◦−◦2 )
) ∗ Fsync3 )(x), x ≥ 0. Setting Fsync1 as (F−◦1 ∗ Fsync1 ∗ F◦−◦1 ) , Fsync2 as (F−◦2 ∗ Fsync2 ∗ F◦−◦2 )
in Lemma 3.7, due to Remark 3.6 (closure properties of ageing classes) we get (5.1.14).
Similarly, replacing above Nsync by Nsync, N−◦1 by N ◦−◦1 , N−◦2 by N ◦−◦2 , N ◦−◦1 by N ◦−◦3
and N ◦−◦2 by N ◦−◦4 we get a (1, 1)-net N ∗(1,1)sync with the total time Tsync∗(1,1). The distribution
function of Tsync∗(1,1) is given by F
sync
∗(1,1)(x) =
((
(F◦−◦1 ∗ Fsync1 ∗ F◦−◦3 )(F◦−◦2 ∗ Fsync2 ∗ F◦−◦4 )
) ∗
Fsync3
)
(x), x ≥ 0. Considering Fsync1 as (F◦−◦1 ∗ Fsync1 ∗ F◦−◦3 ) , Fsync2 as (F◦−◦2 ∗ Fsync2 ∗ F◦−◦4 )
in Lemma 3.7, (5.1.15) is proved.
ad Nconf:
According to Definition 4.22 the total time ofN (1,n)con f is given by Tcon f(1,n)=min{T
con f
1 , T
con f
2 }
+TN
◦−
1 · 1{Tcon f1 <Tcon f2 } + T
N ◦−2 · 1{Tcon f1 >Tcon f2 }. Hence the distribution function of T
con f
(1,n) is
the following one
Fcon f
(1,n)(x) = P(T
con f
(1,n) ≤ x)
= P(min{Tcon f1 , Tcon f2 }+ TN
◦−
1 · 1{Tcon f1 <Tcon f2 } + T
N ◦−2 · 1{Tcon f1 >Tcon f2 } ≤ x)
= P(Tcon f1 +TN
◦−
1 ≤ x, Tcon f1 <Tcon f2 )+P(Tcon f2 +TN
◦−
2 ≤ x, Tcon f1 >Tcon f2 )
=
∞∫
0
P(Tcon f1 + TN
◦−
1 ≤ x, Tcon f1 < Tcon f2 |Tcon f1 = s) dPT
con f
1 (s)
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+
∞∫
0
P(Tcon f2 + TN
◦−
2 ≤ x, Tcon f1 > Tcon f2 |Tcon f2 = s) dPT
con f
2 (s)
=
x∫
0
P(TN ◦−1 ≤ x− s, s < Tcon f2 |Tcon f1 = s) dPT
con f
1 (s)
+
x∫
0
P(TN ◦−2 ≤ x− s, s < Tcon f1 |Tcon f2 = s) dPT
con f
2 (s)
ind.
=
x∫
0
F◦−1 (x− s)Fcon f2 (s) dFcon f1 (s)+
x∫
0
F◦−2 (x− s)Fcon f1 (s) dFcon f2 (s), x≥0.
Since F◦−1 = F
◦−
2 , setting F
con f (x) = 1− Fcon f1 (x)Fcon f2 (x), x ≥ 0, we obtain
Fcon f
(1,n)(x) =
x∫
0
F◦−1 (x− s) dFcon f (s) = (F◦−1 ∗ Fcon f )(x), x ≥ 0.
According to Lemma 3.7 we get Fcon f1 , F
con f
2 ∈ FITR/FITRA /FOBN =⇒ Fcon f ∈ FITR/
FITRA/FOBN. Since FITR, FITRA and FOBN are closed under convolution of life distribu-
tion functions, (5.1.16) holds.
Now let F◦−1 6= F◦−2 . We first verify
Gcon f1 (x) = P(Tcon f1 ≤ x|Tcon f1 < Tcon f2 ) =
1
α
P(Tcon f1 ≤ x, Tcon f1 < Tcon f2 )
=
x∫
0
1
α
Fcon f2 (s) dF
con f
1 (s), x ≥ 0,
Gcon f2 (x) =
x∫
0
1
1− αF
con f
1 (s) dF
con f
2 (s), x ≥ 0.
Further
Fcon f
(1,n)(x) =
x∫
0
F◦−1 (x− s)Fcon f2 (s) dFcon f1 (s) +
x∫
0
F◦−2 (x− s)Fcon f1 (s) dFcon f2 (s)
= α(F◦−1 ∗ Gcon f1 )(x) + (1− α)(F◦−2 ∗ Gcon f2 )(x), x ≥ 0.
By assumption, r∗1 and r∗2 fulfill conditions of Theorem 5.2. Finally we obtain F
con f
(1,n) ∈
FITR∗t0 for some t0 > 0.
ad Nmix:
The total time of N (1,n)mix is given by Tmix(1,n) = (Tmix2 + TN
◦−
1 ) · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}
+(max{Tmix1 , Tmix3 } + TN
◦−
2 ) · 1{Tmix2 >min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }} (see Definition 4.25). For x ≥ 0 we
get
Fmix(1,n)(x) = P(Tmix(1,n) ≤ x) = P
(
(Tmix2 + T
N ◦−1 ) · 1{Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }}
+ (max{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }+ TN
◦−
2 ) · 1{Tmix2 >min{Tmix1 ,Tmix3 }} ≤ x
)
= P(Tmix2 + TN
◦−
1 ≤ x, Tmix2 < min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 })
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+ P(max{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }+ TN
◦−
2 ≤ x, Tmix2 > min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 })
=
∞∫
0
P(Tmix2 + TN
◦−
1 ≤ x, Tmix2 < min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }|TN
◦−
1 = s) dPTN
◦−
1 (s)
+ P(Tmix3 + TN
◦−
2 ≤ x, Tmix2 > Tmix1 , Tmix1 < Tmix3 )
+ P(Tmix1 + TN
◦−
2 ≤ x, Tmix2 > Tmix3 , Tmix1 > Tmix3 )
ind.
=
x∫
0
P(Tmix2 ≤ x− s, Tmix2 < min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }) dPT
N◦−1 (s)
+
x∫
0
P(Tmix3 + TN
◦−
2 ≤ x, Tmix2 > Tmix1 , Tmix1 < Tmix3 |TN
◦−
2 = s) dPTN
◦−
2 (s)
+
x∫
0
P(Tmix1 + TN
◦−
2 ≤ x, Tmix2 > Tmix3 , Tmix1 > Tmix3 |TN
◦−
2 = s) dPTN
◦−
2 (s)
ind.
=
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
P(Tmix2 ≤ x− s, Tmix2 <min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }|Tmix2 =u) dPT
mix
2 (u) dPTN
◦−
1 (s)
+
x∫
0
P(Tmix3 ≤ x− s, Tmix2 > Tmix1 , Tmix1 < Tmix3 ) dPT
N◦−2 (s)
+
x∫
0
P(Tmix1 ≤ x− s, Tmix2 > Tmix3 , Tmix1 > Tmix3 ) dPT
N◦−2 (s)
ind.
=
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
P(u < min{Tmix1 , Tmix3 }) dPT
mix
2 (u) dPTN
◦−
1 (s)
+
x∫
0
∞∫
0
P(Tmix3 ≤ x− s, Tmix2 >Tmix1 , Tmix1 <Tmix3 |Tmix1 =u) dPT
mix
1 (u) dPTN
◦−
2 (s)
+
x∫
0
∞∫
0
P(Tmix1 ≤ x− s, Tmix2 >Tmix3 , Tmix1 >Tmix3 |Tmix3 =u) dPT
mix
3 (u) dPTN
◦−
2 (s)
ind.
=
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
Fmix1 (u)F
mix
3 (u) dF
mix
2 (u) dF
◦−
1 (s)
+
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
P(u < Tmix3 ≤ x− s, Tmix2 > u) dPT
mix
1 (u) dPTN
◦−
2 (s)
+
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
P(u < Tmix1 ≤ x− s, Tmix2 > u) dPT
mix
3 (u) dPTN
◦−
2 (s)
ind.
=
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
Fmix1 (u)F
mix
3 (u) dF
mix
2 (u) dF
◦−
1 (s)
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+
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
[Fmix3 (x− s)− Fmix3 (u)]Fmix2 (u) dFmix1 (u) dF◦−2 (s)
+
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
[Fmix1 (x− s)− Fmix1 (u)]Fmix2 (u) dFmix3 (u) dF◦−2 (s).
Assuming Fmix1 = F
mix
2 = F
mix
3 =: F
mix and F◦−1 = F
◦−
2 , we get
Fmix(1,n)(x) =
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
(
Fmix(u)
)2 dFmix(u) dF◦−1 (s)
+ 2
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
[Fmix(x− s)− Fmix(u)]Fmix(u) dFmix(u) dF◦−1 (s)
=
x∫
0
( x−s∫
0
(
Fmix(u)
)2 dFmix(u)+2x−s∫
0
[Fmix(x−s)−Fmix(u)]Fmix(u) dFmix(u)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Fmix(x−s), by Lemma 3.7
dF◦−1 (s)
=
x∫
0
Fmix(x− s) dF◦−1 (s) = (Fmix ∗ F◦−1 )(x), x ≥ 0.
Since FITR, FITRA, FOBN, FOBNE and FHOBNE are closed under convolution, we obtain
(5.1.17).
Now let Fmix1 = F
mix
2 = F
mix
3 =: F
mix and F◦−1 6= F◦−2 . It is easy to verify that Gmix1 ∈ F
and Gmix2 ∈ F. Further we obtain
Fmix(1,n)(x) =
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
Fmix1 (u)F
mix
3 (u) dF
mix
2 (u) dF
◦−
1 (s)
+
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
[Fmix3 (x− s)− Fmix3 (u)]Fmix2 (u) dFmix1 (u) dF◦−2 (s)
+
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
[Fmix1 (x− s)− Fmix1 (u)]Fmix2 (u) dFmix3 (u) dF◦−2 (s)
=
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
(
Fmix(u)
)2
dFmix(u) dF◦−1 (s)
+
x∫
0
2
x−s∫
0
[Fmix(x− s)− Fmix(u)]Fmix(u) dFmix(u) dF◦−2 (s)
= α
x∫
0
Gmix1 (x− s) dF◦−1 (s)
+
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
(
Fmix(u)
)2
dFmix(u) + 2
x−s∫
0
[Fmix(x− s)− Fmix(u)]Fmix(u) dFmix(u)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Fmix(x−s)=∫ x−s0 dFmix(u)
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−
x−s∫
0
(
Fmix(u)
)2
dFmix(u) dF◦−2 (s)
= α(Gmix1 ∗ F◦−1 )(x) +
x∫
0
x−s∫
0
[
1−
(
Fmix(u)
)2
dFmix(u)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=(1−α)Gmix2 (x−s)
dF◦−2 (s)
= α(Gmix1 ∗ F◦−1 )(x) + (1− α)(Gmix2 ∗ F◦−2 )(x), x ≥ 0.
By assumption, r∗1 and r∗2 fulfill conditions of Theorem 5.2. Hence Fmix(1,n)(x) ∈ FITR∗t0
for some t0 > 0.
ad Nmep:
1. According to Definition 4.32 (1), the total time of N (1,1)mep−1 is given by
Tmep−1
(1,1) =min{T
(1),mep
1 , T
(1),mep
2 }
+ (TN
◦−◦
1
1 + T
N ◦−◦2
2 + T
(1),mep
3 + T
(2),mep
2 + T
(2),mep
4 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (TN
◦−◦
2
1 + T
N ◦−◦1
2 + T
(1),mep
4 + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }.
Setting
Ξ1 := T
N ◦−◦1
1 + T
N ◦−◦2
2 + T
(1),mep
3 + T
(2),mep
2 + T
(2),mep
4 and
Ξ2 := T
N ◦−◦2
1 + T
N ◦−◦1
2 + T
(1),mep
4 + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 ,
we obtain
Fmep−1
(1,1) (x) = P(T
mep−1
(1,1) ≤ x)
= P(T(1),mep1 + Ξ1 ≤ x, T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 )
+ P(T(1),mep2 + Ξ2 ≤ x, T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 )
=
∞∫
0
P(T(1),mep1 + Ξ1 ≤ x, T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 |T(1),mep1 = s) dPT
(1),mep
1 (s)
+
∞∫
0
P(T(1),mep2 + Ξ2 ≤ x, T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 |T(1),mep2 = s) dPT
(1),mep
2 (s)
ind.
=
x∫
0
P(Ξ1 ≤ x− s, s < T(1),mep2 ) dPT
(1),mep
1 (s)
+
x∫
0
P(Ξ2 ≤ x− s, s < T(1),mep1 ) dPT
(1),mep
2 (s)
=
x∫
0
(F◦−◦,11 ∗ F◦−◦,22 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ Fmep2 ∗ Fmep4 )(x− s)Fmep2 (s) dFmep1 (s)
+
x∫
0
(F◦−◦,12 ∗ F◦−◦,21 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ Fmep1 ∗ Fmep3 )(x− s)Fmep1 (s) dFmep2 (s)
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= α(F◦−◦,11 ∗ F◦−◦,22 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ Fmep2 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ Fmep1−2 )(x)
+ (1− α)(F◦−◦,12 ∗ F◦−◦,21 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ Fmep1 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ Fmep2−1 )(x), x ≥ 0,
where
Fmep1−2 (x) =
x∫
0
1
α
Fmep2 (s) dF
mep
1 (s) = P(T(1),mep1 ≤ x|T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 ),
x ≥ 0,
Fmep2−1 (x) =
x∫
0
1
1− αF
mep
1 (s) dF
mep
2 (s) = P(T(1),mep2 ≤ x|T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 ),
x ≥ 0.
Setting F◦−◦,11 = F
◦−◦,2
1 = F
◦−◦
1 , F
◦−◦,1
2 = F
◦−◦,2
2 = F
◦−◦
2 and F
mep
1 = F
mep
2 we obtain
Fmep−1
(1,1) (x) = α(F
◦−◦
1 ∗ F◦−◦2 ∗ Fmep1 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ Fmep1−2 )(x)
+ (1− α)(F◦−◦1 ∗ F◦−◦2 ∗ Fmep1 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ Fmep2−1 )(x),
=
(
F◦−◦1 ∗ F◦−◦2 ∗ Fmep1 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ (αFmep1−2 + (1− α)Fmep2−1 )
)
(x),
x ≥ 0.
Since
αFmep1−2 (x) + (1− α)Fmep2−1 (x) =
x∫
0
Fmep2 (s) dF
mep
1 (s) +
x∫
0
Fmep1 (s) dF
mep
2 (s)
= 1− (Fmep1 (x))2, x ≥ 0,
we get
Fmep−1
(1,1) (x) = (F
◦−◦
1 ∗ F◦−◦2 ∗ Fmep)(x), x ≥ 0,
where Fmep is the distribution function of Tmep (see Lemma 3.7 (6)). The closure
of FITR, FITRA and FOBN under convolution and Lemma 3.7 completes this part of
proof.
2. By Definition 4.32 (2) the total time Tmep−2
(1,2) of N
(1,2)
mep−2 is given by
Tmep−2
(1,2) =min{T
(1),mep
1 , T
(1),mep
2 }
+ (T(1),mep3 + T
N ◦−◦
1 + T
(2),mep
2 + T
(2),mep
4 + T
N ◦−◦
3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),mep4 + T
N ◦−◦
2 + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 + T
N ◦−◦
3 ) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }.
Hence setting
Ψ1 := T
(1),mep
3 + T
N ◦−◦
1 + T
(2),mep
2 + T
(2),mep
4 + T
N ◦−◦
3 and
Ψ2 := T
(1),mep
4 + T
N ◦−◦
2 + T
(2),mep
1 + T
(2),mep
3 + T
N ◦−◦
3 ,
we have
Fmep−2
(1,2) (x) = P(T
mep−2
(1,2) ≤ x) = P(T
(1),mep
1 +Ψ1 ≤ x, T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 )
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+ P(T(1),mep2 +Ψ2 ≤ x, T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 )
=
x∫
0
P(Ψ1 ≤ x− s, s < T(1),mep2 |T(1),mep1 = s) dPT
(1),mep
1 (s)
+
x∫
0
P(Ψ2 ≤ x− s, s < T(1),mep1 |T(1),mep2 = s) dPT
(1),mep
2 (s)
ind.
=
x∫
0
P(Ψ1 ≤ x− s)P(T(1),mep2 > s) dPT
(1),mep
1 (s)
+
x∫
0
P(Ψ2 ≤ x− s)P(T(1),mep1 > s) dPT
(1),mep
2 (s)
= α(F◦−◦1 ∗ F◦−◦3 ∗ Fmep2 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ Fmep1−2 )(x)
+ (1− α)(F◦−◦2 ∗ F◦−◦3 ∗ Fmep1 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ Fmep2−1 )(x), x ≥ 0,
where Fmep1−2 , F
mep
2−1 are given in the part Nmep (1.) of this proof.
Now let F◦−◦1 = F
◦−◦
2 = F
◦−◦
3 =: F
◦−◦ and Fmep1 = F
mep
2 . Then we obtain
Fmep−2
(1,2) (x) = α(F
◦−◦
1 ∗ F◦−◦3 ∗ Fmep2 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ Fmep1−2 )(x)
+ (1− α)(F◦−◦2 ∗ F◦−◦3 ∗ Fmep1 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ Fmep2−1 )(x)
=
(
F◦−◦ ∗ F◦−◦︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:F◦−◦∗(2)
∗Fmep1 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ Fmep4 ∗
(
αFmep1−2 + (1− α)Fmep2−1
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1−(Fmep1 )2
)
(x)
=
(
F◦−◦∗(2) ∗ Fmep1 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ Fmep4 ∗
(
1− (Fmep1 )2
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Fmep
)
(x)
= (F◦−◦∗(2) ∗ Fmep)(x), x ≥ 0.
With Lemma 3.7 (6) and the closure of FITR, FITRA and FOBN under convolution,
(5.1.19) is proved.
3. The total time of N (1,n)mep−3 is determined in Definition 4.32 (3) by
Tmep−3
(1,n) =min{T
(1),mep
1 , T
(1),mep
2 }
+ (T(1),mep3 +max{T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 + TN
◦−
2 , TN
◦−
1 }) · 1{T(1),mep1 <T(1),mep2 }
+ (T(1),mep4 +max{T(2),mep1 + T(2),mep3 + TN
◦−
1 , TN
◦−
2 }) · 1{T(1),mep1 >T(1),mep2 }.
Recall that all random times T(i),mepj , T
N ◦−i , j = 1, . . . , 4, i = 1, 2, are independent.
Setting
X1 := max{T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 + TN
◦−
2 , TN
◦−
1 },
X2 := max{T(2),mep1 + T(2),mep3 + TN
◦−
1 , TN
◦−
2 },
we obtain
FX1(x) =P(X1 ≤ x) = P(max{T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 + TN
◦−
2 , TN
◦−
1 } ≤ x)
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= P(T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 + TN
◦−
2 ≤ x, TN ◦−1 ≤ x)
ind.
= P(T(2),mep2 + T(2),mep4 + TN
◦−
2 ≤ x)P(TN ◦−1 ≤ x)
= (Fmep2 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ F◦−2 )(x)F◦−1 (x) =:
(
(Fmep2 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ F◦−2 )(F◦−1 )
)
(x),
x ≥ 0.
In the same way
FX2(x) = P(X2 ≤ x) = (Fmep1 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ F◦−1 )(x)F◦−2 (x)
=:
(
(Fmep1 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ F◦−1 )(F◦−2 )
)
(x), x ≥ 0.
Setting again Fmep1−2 and F
mep
2−1 as above we get
Fmep−3
(1,n) (x) = P(T
mep−3
(1,n) ≤ x) = P(T
(1),mep
1 + T
(1),mep
3 + X1 ≤ x, T(1),mep1 < T(1),mep2 )
+ P(T(1),mep2 + T(1),mep4 + X2 ≤ x, T(1),mep1 > T(1),mep2 )
=
x∫
0
P(T(1),mep3 + X1 ≤ x− s, s < T(1),mep2 |T(1),mep1 = s) dPT
(1),mep
1 (s)
+
x∫
0
P(T(1),mep4 + X2 ≤ x− s, s < T(1),mep1 |T(1),mep2 = s) dPT
(1),mep
2 (s)
ind.
=
x∫
0
P(T(1),mep3 + X1 ≤ x− s)P(s < T(1),mep2 ) dPT
(1),mep
1 (s)
+
x∫
0
P(T(1),mep4 + X2 ≤ x− s)P(s < T(1),mep1 ) dPT
(1),mep
2 (s)
=
x∫
0
(Fmep3 ∗ FX1)(x− s)Fmep2 (s) dFmep1 (s)
+
x∫
0
(Fmep4 ∗ FX2)(x− s)Fmep1 (s) dFmep2 (s)
= α
(
Fmep3 ∗
(
(Fmep2 ∗ Fmep4 ∗ F◦−2 )(F◦−1 )
) ∗ Fmep1−2)(x)
+ (1− α)
(
Fmep4 ∗
(
(Fmep1 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ F◦−1 )(F◦−2 )
) ∗ Fmep2−1)(x), x ≥ 0.
Now let Fmep1 = F
mep
2 , F
mep
3 = F
mep
4 and F
◦−
1 = F
◦−
2 . Then we obtain
Fmep−3
(1,n) (x) =
(
Fmep3 ∗
(
(Fmep1 ∗ Fmep3 ∗ F◦−1 )(F◦−1 )
) ∗ (1− (Fmep1 )2))(x), x ≥ 0.
Since FITRA and FOBN are closed under convolution and under formation of coher-
ent structures, (5.1.20) is proved.
In the next example we apply Theorem 5.5 and Theorem 5.6.
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Example 5.7 (cf. [DE00])
A business process model for car manufacturing, considered in the introduction (Figure 1.1),
is a (1, 1) source-sink net. In the initial marking M0 the source place p0 contains one token
and the car manufacturing can be started. After the firing of the joining transition t4 a car is
assembled and the absorbing marking M5 is reached. In this marking the car manufacturing
is finished. Now we extend this model in the following way. The next step after the car
production is the quality control. Using the SPN formalism, we create a simplified quality
control model. After this we connect the SPN in Figure 1.1 with the resulting (1, 1) source-
sink net by expansion in the place p5. The whole SPN model can be seen in Figure 5.1.
After starting the quality control process, a choice of the tests order is modeled. Under
the marking M6 conflicting transitions t6 and t7 are enabled. According to the race policy
the transition that fires first decides which test runs first. The preparation of the test 1 is
comprised of the sensors installation and the transportation to proving ground. For avoiding
bottlenecks it can be chosen between two proving grounds. Transitions t9 and t10 model
transportation to each proving ground. The conflict between t9 and t10 models the choice
between proving grounds. The sensors installation and the transportation are sequential. The
preparation for the test 2 only comprises of the sensors installation, that is modeled by t11.
The transition t12 describes the execution of the test 1 and the transition t13 models the test 2.
The firing of the immediate transition t14 models the finish of the quality control process. The
Table 5.1 contains interpretations of local states (places), interpretations of events (transitions)
and all global states (markings) of the modeled business process model for car manufacturing.
It is easy to see that the stochastic Petri net in Figure 5.1 is a (1, 1) source-sink net such that
further extensions of this SPN are possible. For example, expanding this net in the place p16,
we can model the marketing process.
Now in order to analyze the total time of the net in Figure 5.1 we specify building blocks,
that form this SPN. Figure 5.2 depicts the decomposition of the considered SPN in building
blocks. The SPN consists of “modified conflicts”, “sequential process”, “modified process
synchronization”, and “modified mutual exclusive processes”.
Let Fi be the firing time distribution function of ti with Fi ∈ FITRA, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , 13} \
{5}. Furthermore we assume that the choice of the testing order is identically distributed, i.e.
F6 = F7. With Theorem 5.5 we obtain the distribution function of the car manufacturing time
Fcar(x) = (((1− F1F2) · F3) ∗ F4)(x), x ≥ 0,
and the ageing class of this function: Fcar ∈ FITRA. Further according to Theorem 5.6 we
obtain the time distribution of the testing process and the ageing class of its distribution.
Ftest(x) = ((1− F9F10) ∗ F8 ∗ F11 ∗ F6 ∗ F12 ∗ F13 ∗ (1− F62))(x), x ≥ 0,
Ftest ∈ FITRA.
Finally, the distribution function of the total time is given by
F(x) = (((1− F1F2) · F3) ∗ F4 ∗ (1− F9F10) ∗ F8 ∗ F11 ∗ F6 ∗ F12 ∗ F13 ∗ (1− F62))(x), x ≥ 0,
with F ∈ FITRA (by Theorem 5.5). Now straightforward calculation of F with the knowledge
of all Fi, i ∈ {1, . . . , 13} \ {5} could be difficult or even impossible. With the knowledge of the
ageing class of F we can apply [BP75, Theorem 6.9.], which indicates a reliability bound. Let
µ be the mean of F, which can be estimated or even calculated. Then we obtain the following
bound
F(x) ≥
{
0 , x ≤ µ
1− e−xw(x) , x > µ ,
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where w > 0 is a function of x that satisfies 1− w(x)µ = e−xw(x), x > 0.
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Figure 5.1: A business process model for car manufacturing and car testing (cf. [DE00]).
Places Transitions Markings
p0 Process ready to start t0 Start M0 = 1{p0,p10}
p1 Parts for body available t1 Produce body of type A M1 = 1{p1,p2,p10}
p2 Parts for chassis available t2 Produce body of type B M2 = 1{p1,p4,p10}
p3 Body produced t3 Produce chassis M3 = 1{p2,p3,p10}
p4 Chassis produced t4 Assemble car M4 = 1{p3,p4,p10}
p5 Car ready t5 Start tests M5 = 1{p5,p10}
p6 Car ready for test 1 t6 Deciding for test 1 M6 = 1{p6,p7,p10}
p7 Car ready for test 2 t7 Deciding for test 2 M7 = 1{p6,p12}
p8 Decision for test 1 t8 Installing sensors for the test 1 M8 = 1{p7,p8}
p9 Sensors for test 1 installed t9 Transportation to proving ground 1 M9 = 1{p6,p13}
p10 Idle t10 Transportation to proving ground 2 M10 = 1{p7,p9}
p11 Car on the proving ground t11 Installing sensors for the test 2 M11 = 1{p6,p10,p15}
p12 Decision for test 2 t12 Execution of test 1 M12 = 1{p7,p11}
p13 Sensors for test 2 installed t13 Execution of test 2 M13 = 1{p7,p10,p14}
p14 Test 1 completed t14 Finish M14 = 1{p8,p15}
p15 Test 2 completed M15 = 1{p12,p14}
p16 Testing completed M16 = 1{p9,p15}
M17 = 1{p13,p14}
M18 = 1{p11,p15}
M19 = 1{p10,p14,p15}
M20 = 1{p10,p16}
Table 5.1: Places, transitions and markings of the extended business process model (cf.
[DE00]).
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Figure 5.2: Building blocks of a business process model for car manufacturing and car testing
(cf. [DE00, Wan98]).
5.2 Discussion
In this section we discuss results of this thesis. The main idea of this work is an introduction
of a new method of analysis for a subclass of SPNs. This method is based on the reliability
theory. It is obvious that the considered SPNs can be analyzed with Markov processes. The
advantage of the method which is introduced in this thesis is a simple applicability on large
nets.
In Chapter 2 after an introduction of Petri nets we have defined stochastic Petri nets (see
Definition 2.28). In Assumption 2.30 we have restricted our research on particular SPNs. After
this we have introduced a marking process (see Definition 2.46), which is used for a defini-
tion of the (m, n)-net total time (see Definition 2.47). Applying this modeling formalism on
activities (see Definition 2.35), we have considered (m, n)-nets, which model these activities
and their combinations. These (m, n)-nets are called building blocks and they are introduced
in Definitions 2.49,2.51,2.54,2.56,2.58,2.60 and 2.62.
The first result in our research is the inheritance of ageing properties (see Notations 3.2
and 3.5) from the transition level up to the building block level. This result can be seen in
Chapter 3 in Lemma 3.7. In Table 3.1 that summarizes the results of Lemma 3.7 we can see
that the ageing properties ITRA and OBN are preserved in each building block. Note that
the building blocks “Confusion”, “Mutual exclusive processes” and “Merging” require some
additional conditions for preserving these ageing properties. The ITR property is preserved
on all introduced building blocks excluding “Merging”. For preservation of this ageing prop-
erty only two building blocks, “Sequential process” and “Conflict” do not require additional
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properties. Consequently, it makes sense to discuss the inheritance of the properties ITR,
ITRA and OBN after connections of building blocks.
In Chapter 4 two types of building block connections are defined. The first type is the
connection by substitution, which is introduced in Definitions 4.13 and 4.17. Concerning the
structure of building blocks, this type of connection is applicable on “Sequential process”,
“Concurrent processes”, “Process synchronization” and modified versions of these building
blocks. The inheritance of ageing properties from the building block level up to the connected
net level using the connection by substitution is stated in Theorem 5.5. By this theorem the
ageing properties ITR, ITRA and OBN are preserved after connection of the considered three
building blocks with suitable SPNs. Let us remark that the (m, n)-nets that are connected by
substitution with “Concurrent processes” and “Process synchronization” require additional
properties for preserving the ITR property on the resulting net.
The second type of building block connections is the connection by expansion. This con-
nection type is introduced in Definitions 4.22, 4.25 and 4.32 for the building blocks “Con-
flict”, “Confusion” and “Mutual exclusive processes”. Recall that for “Sequential process”,
“Concurrent processes” and “Process synchronization” this type of connection is realized by
multiple connections by substitution using linking building blocks (see Remark 4.33). The in-
heritance of ageing properties after connection by expansion is stated in Theorem 5.6. The ITR
ageing property preserves after connections of suitable (m, n)-nets with “Sequential process”,
“Conflict”, “Confusion” and partially with “Mutual exclusive processes” (i.e. expansion of
this building block in some places does not preserve this ageing property). We stress that
all these building blocks except the “Sequential process” require additional properties. Fur-
ther, the connection of each building block (except “Merging”) by expansion with a suitable
(m, n)-net (this net can be “Merging” in some cases) preserves the ITRA and OBN ageing
properties. Note also that only “Sequential process”, “Concurrent processes” and “Process
synchronization” do not require additional assumptions for preserving ITRA and OBN.
In Theorem 5.6 and Lemma 3.7 we have required additional assumptions on building
blocks for preserving the ITRA and OBN properties. Without these assumptions the total
times of these building blocks have particular distribution functions. To be more precise,
their distribution functions are discrete mixture distributions. Since the ageing classes FITRA
and FOBN are not closed under mixture (cf. [BP75]), the ITRA and OBN properties can not be
preserved.
Since the building block “Merging” is not safe, we have few connection possibilities for it.
Considering the modified “Merging” (see Definition 4.9) we can expand this building block
in its input place. In addition, we can substitute a (1, 1)-transition which output place is a
sink place in a building block by “Merging”.
To summarize it can be said that using the building blocks and their connections a class of
(m, n)-nets is created. A subclass of this class contains (m, n)-nets whose total time distribu-
tion functions fulfill ITRA and/or OBN ageing properties. As seen in Example 5.7, knowing
the ageing properties of (m, n)-nets we can apply some probability bounds that help to esti-
mate their total tome distribution functions.
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6 Worked out Examples
In this chapter we consider a number of worked out examples, where the building blocks
are connected with each other by expansion. Since determination of total times of connected
building blocks follows in the usual way, we present only results. Some examples contain
connections, where the structure of an expanded building block does not preserve. The de-
termination of the total time in these examples we leave to readers. Further we verify the
preservation of the OBN ageing property. We will see that the sequential connection (i.e. con-
nection by expansion in a source or a sink place) preserves the OBN property. In Table 6.1
on the next page we have summarized the building blocks which are considered in this the-
sis, their total times and distribution functions of the total times. In order to understand the
consistence of the total time of the SPN that is created by connection of building blocks, the
reader can go back to Table 6.1. Further Table 6.2 can be seen as a guide throw the worked
out examples below. The first column of this table contains all (modified) building blocks.
These building blocks are indicated by (1). The first row of this table contains also all (mod-
ified) building blocks, which are indicated by (2). The building blocks with the index (1)
become connected by expansion in their sink places with the building blocks with the index
(2). The cells of Table 6.2 contain numbers (i, j). The number i is the number of the row and
the number j is the number of the column. The examples are labeled by these numbers.
In all these examples we apply Lemma 3.7 (ageing properties of building blocks), Proposi-
tion 3.8 (ageing properties of “Merging”) and Theorem 5.6 (ageing properties after connection
by expansion). Since we consider modified building blocks with only one sink place in each
of them and we connect them by expansion in these sink places, the connection mechanism is
defined as a substitution of transitions in the linking building block “Sequential processes”.
In Figure 4.10 on page 86 this kind of connection is depicted. Hence the connecting formal-
ism can be inferred from Definition 4.13 on page 77 (structural definition of connection by
substitution) and Definition 4.17 on page 81 (definition of firing times after substitution).
Notation 6.1
In this chapter we assume that the firing times of transitions ti are characterized by Ti ∼ Fi ∈ F
and the firing times of si are given by Si ∼ Gi ∈ F. If a transition ti becomes enabled more
than once, then the firing times of ti are denoted by T
(j)
i , where j is the number of enabled
times of ti. The similar notation S
(j)
i is used for transitions si. Furthermore, as an arbitrary net
we denote an (m, n) source-sink net.
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Building
block
Total time Distribution function
(x ≥ 0)
Nseq Tseq = T1 + T2 Fseq(x) =
∫ x
0 F1(x− s) dF2(s) = (F1 ∗ F2)(x)
Nconc Tconc = T1 +max(T2, T3) Fconc(x) =
∫ x
0 F2(x− s)F3(x− s) dF1(s)
= ((F2 · F3) ∗ F1)(x)
Nsync Tsync = max(T1, T2) + T3 Fsync(x) =
∫ x
0 F1(x− s)F2(x− s) dF3(s)
= ((F1 · F2) ∗ F3)(x)
Ncon f Tcon f = min(T1, T2) F(x) = 1− (1− F1)(x)(1− F2)(x)= 1− ((1− F1) · (1− F2))(x)
Nmrg
Tmrg = max{T1, T2 + T(1)3,2 }
·1{T1>T2} +max{T2, T1 +
T(1)3,1 } · 1{T1<T2} + T
(2)
3
Fmrg(x) = (F3 ∗ Fµ)(x),
Fµ(x) =
∫ x
0 (F2(x)− F2(s))F3(x− s) dF1(s)
+
∫ x
0 (F1(x)− F1(s))F3(x− s) dF2(s)
Nmix
Tmix = T21{T2<min(T1,T3)} +
max(T1, T3)1{T2>min(T1,T3)}
Fmix(x) =
∫ x
0 F1(s)F3(s) dF2(s) +
∫ x
0 [F3(x)−
F3(s)]F2(s) dF1(s) +
∫ x
0 [F1(x)− F1(s)]F2(s) dF3(s)
Nmep
Tmep = min{T(1)1 , T(1)3 }
+(T(1)2 + T
(2)
3 + T
(2)
4 )·1{T(1)1 <T(1)3 }
+(T(1)4 + T
(2)
1 + T
(2)
2 )·1{T(1)1 >T(1)3 }
Fmep(x) = (F2 ∗ F4 ∗ F1,3)(x),
F1,3(x) =
∫ x
0 F3(x− s)F3(s) dF1(s)
+
∫ x
0 F1(x− s)F1(s) dF3(s)
Table 6.1: The list of building blocks with their total times and distribution functions of total
times.
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Table 6.2 (1, 1):
horizontal Nseq,(1) vertical Nseq,(2)
p1 t1 p2 t2 p3 q1 s1 q2 s2 q3
Connection by expansion
p1 t1 p2 t2 q1 s1 q2 s2 q3
Expansion of Nseq,(1) in the place p3 with Nseq,(2).
Markings: Mseq+seq = (#p1, #p2, #q1, #q2, #q3).
Initial Marking: Mseq+seq0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mseq+seqabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
p1 t1 q1 s1 q2 s2 q3 t2 p3
Expansion of Nseq,(1) in the place p2 with Nseq,(2).
Markings: Mseq+seq = (#p1, #q1, #q2, #q3, #p3).
Initial marking: Mseq+seq0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mseq+seqabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
The total time is given by
Tseq+seq := T1 + T2 + S1 + S2,
with the distribution function
Fseq+seq(x) = (F1 ∗ F2 ∗ G1 ∗ G2)(x), x ≥ 0.
Under assumption F1, F2, G1, G2 ∈ FOBN, we have Fseq+seq ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (1, 2):
horizontal Nseq,(1) vertical Nconc,(2)
p1 t1 p2 t2 p3 q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
smod q6
Connection by expansion
p1 t1 p2 t2 q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
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Expansion of Nseq,(1) in the place p3 with Nconc,(2).
Markings: Mseq+conc = (#p1, #p2, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Mseq+conc0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mseq+concabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1).
We denote this (1, 2)-net by Nseq+conc. The total time of Nseq+conc is given by
Tseq+conc = T1 + T2 + S1 +max(S2, S3),
with the distribution function
Fseq+conc(x) = (F1 ∗ F2 ∗ G1 ∗ (G2G3))(x), x ≥ 0.
We obtain that Fseq+conc ∈ FOBN if F1, F2, G1, G2, G3 ∈ FOBN.
To apply the connection by expansion in the place p2 we consider the modified building block
Nconc,(2).
q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
smod q6
We denote this building block by Nconc,(2). Since the transition smod is immediate, the total
time of Nconc,(2) is given by
Sconc,(2) = S1 +max(S2, S3),
with the distribution function
P(Sconc,(2) ≤ x) = Gconc,(2)(x) = (G1 ∗ (G2G3))(x), x ≥ 0.
After the connection the resulting (1, 1)-netNseq+conc is graphically represented in the follow-
ing way
p1 t1 q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
smod q6 t2 p3
The total time of Nseq+conc is given by
Tseq+conc := T1 + S1 +max(S2, S3) + T2.
and the distribution function of Tseq+conc is determined by
P(Tseq+conc ≤ x) = Fseq+conc(x) = (F1 ∗ Gconc,(2) ∗ F2)(x), x ≥ 0.
We obtain the following result:
If Fi ∈ FOBN, i = 1, 2, Gj ∈ FOBN, j = 1, 2, 3, then Fseq+conc ∈ FOBN.
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Table 6.2 (1, 3):
horizontal Nseq,(1) vertical Nsync,(2)
p1 t1 p2 t2 p3 q5s3
q3
q4
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0
Both for the substitution and for the expansion we consider the modified building block
Nsync,(2)
q5s3
q3
q4
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0
Connection by expansion
p1 t1 p2 t2 q0 smod
q1
q2
s1
s2
q3
q4
s3 q5
Expansion of Nseq,(1) in the place p3 with Nsync,(2).
Markings: Mseq+sync = (#p1, #p2, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Mseq+sync0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mseq+syncabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
p1 t1 q0 smod
q1
q2
s1
s2
q3
q4
s3 q5 t2 p3
Expansion of Nseq,(1) in the place p2 with Nsync,(2).
Markings: Mseq+sync = (#p1, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5, #p3).
Initial marking: Mseq+sync0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mseq+syncabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Since the above nets have identical total times, we consider the total time of the second (m, n)-
net. This net is a (1, 1)-net Nseq+sync with the total time Tseq+sync
Tseq+sync := T1 + T2 +max(S1, S2) + S3
and the distribution function
Fseq+sync(x) = (F1 ∗ F2 ∗ (G1G2) ∗ G3)(x), x ≥ 0.
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Hence, if G1, G2, G3, F1, F2 ∈ FOBN then Nseq+sync ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (1, 4):
horizontal Nseq,(1) vertical Ncon f ,(2)
p1 t1 p2 t2 p3 q1
s1
s2
q2
q3
q1
s1
s2
q2
We consider the building block Ncon f ,(2) and its modified version Ncon f ,(2). The total time of
Ncon f ,(2) is modeled by
Scon f := min(S1, S2)
and the total time of the modified net is identically
Scon f = min(S1, S2).
Connection by expansion
p1 t1 p2 t2 q1
s1
s2
q2
q3
Expansion of Nseq,(1) in the place p3 with Ncon f ,(2).
Markings: Mseq+con f = (#p1, #p2, #q1, #q2, #q3).
Initial marking: Mseq+con f0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing markings: Mseq+con fabs,1 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0) and M
seq+con f
abs,2 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
p1 t1 q1
s1
s2
q2 t2 p3
Expansion of Nseq,(1) in the place p2 with Ncon f ,(2).
Markings: Mseq+con f+ = (#p1, #q1, #q2, #p3).
Initial marking: Mseq+con f+0 = (1, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mseq+con f+abs = (0, 0, 0, 1).
The total time of the both nets is given by
Tseq+con f+ := T1 + T2 +min(S1, S2),
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and the distribution function
Fseq+con f+(x) = (F1 ∗ F2 ∗ (G1 · G2))(x), x ≥ 0.
If F1, F2, G1, G2 ∈ FOBN, then Fseq+con f+ ∈ NBU.
Table 6.2 (1, 5):
horizontal Nseq,(1) vertical Nmrg,(2)
p1 t1 p2 t2 p3 q4s3q3
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0
The total time of Nmrg,(2) is given by
Smrg := max{S1, S2 + S(1)3,2} · 1{S1>S2} +max{S2, S1 + S(1)3,1} · 1{S1<S2} + S(2)3 ,
where S(1)3,1 , S
(1)
3,2 , S
(2)
3 are independent firing times of the transition s3. Assuming S1 ∼ G1 ∈
F, S2 ∼ G2 ∈ F and S(1)3,1 , S(1)3,2 , S(2)3 ∼ G3 ∈ F, let S3 be a random variable with S3 ∼ G3.
The reader will easily prove that Smrg and S := S3 +max
(
max(S1, S2), min(S1, S2) + S3
)
are
identically distributed. The distribution function of Smrg is given by
Gmrg(x) = (G3 ∗ H)(x), x ≥ 0,
where
H(t) =
t∫
0
(G2(t)− G2(s))G3(t− s) dG1(s) +
t∫
0
(G1(t)− G1(s))G3(t− s) dG2(s), t ≥ 0.
(6.0.1)
The building block “Merging” and its modified version have identical total times and conse-
quently identical distribution functions
Smrg = Smrg, Gmrg(x) = Gmrg(x) = (G3 ∗ H)(x), x ≥ 0,
where H is defined in (6.0.1).
Connection by expansion
p1 t1 p2 t2 q0 smod
q1
q2
s1
s2
q3 s3 q4
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Expansion of Nseq,(1) in the place p3 with Nmrg,(2).
Markings: Mseq+mrg = (#p1, #p2, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4).
Initial marking: Mseq+mrg0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mseq+mrgabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2).
The total time of this net is given by
Tseq+mrg := Tseq + Smrg.
The distribution function after expansion is determined by
Fseq+mrg(x) = (Fseq ∗ Gmrg)(x), x ≥ 0.
We obtain the following result. If P(S1 ≤ S2) = 1 or P(S1 ≥ S2) = 1,
G1, G2, G3, F1, F2 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fseq+mrg ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (1, 6):
horizontal Nseq,(1) vertical Nmix,(2)
p1 t1 p2 t2 p3
q1
s1
s2
q2
s3
q3
q4
q5
smod,1q0
q1
s1
s2
q2
s3
q3
q4
smod,1q0 smod,2 q5
The total time of Nmix,(2) and the total time distribution function are given by
Smix := S21{S2<min(S1,S3)} +max(S1, S3)1{S2>min(S1,S3)}
Gmix(x) =
x∫
0
G1(s)G3(s) dG2(s) +
x∫
0
[G3(x)− G3(s)]G2(s) dG1(s)
+
x∫
0
[G1(x)− G1(s)]G2(s) dG3(s), x ≥ 0.
Connection by expansion
p1 t1 p2 t2 q0 smod,1
q1
q2
s1
s2
s3
q3
q4
q5
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Expansion of Nseq,(1) in the place p3 with Nmix,(2).
Markings: Mseq+mix = (#p1, #p2, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Mseq+mix0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing markings: Mseq+mixabs,1 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) and M
seq+mix
abs,2 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1).
The total time and the distribution function of this structure are given by
Tseq+mix := T1 + T2 + S21{S2<min(S1,S3)} +max(S1, S3)1{S2>min(S1,S3)}
= Tseq + Smix,
Fseq+mix(x) = (F1 ∗ F2 ∗ Gmix)(x).
Assuming G1 = G2 = G3 = G we obtain
Gmix(x) = G(x), x ≥ 0.
If F1, F2, G ∈ FOBN, then Fseq+mix ∈ FOBN.
p1 t1 q0 smod,1
q1
q2
s1
s2
s3
q3
q4
smod,2 q5 t2 p3
Expansion ofNseq,(1) in the place p2 withNmix,(2), where the modifying transitions ofNmix,(2)
are timed.
Markings: Mseq+mix+ = (#p1, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5, #p3).
Initial marking: Mseq+mix+0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mseq+mix+abs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
The total time of Nmix,(2) is given by
Tseq+mix+ := T1 + Smod,1 + S21{S2<min(S1,S3)} +max(S1, S3)1{S2>min(S1,S3)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Smix
+Smod,2 + T2.
Distribution function:
Fseq+mix+(x) = (F1 ∗ Gmod,1 ∗ Gmix ∗ Gmod,2 ∗ F2)(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: F1, Gmod,1, Gmix, Gmod,2, F3 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fseq+mix+ ∈ FOBN. To possess the OBN prop-
erty of Gmix it is sufficient to assume G1 = G2 = G3 =: G with G ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (1, 7):
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horizontal Nseq,(1) vertical Nmep,(2)
p1 t1 p2 t2 p3 q4
q2
q6
s1q1 s2 q3
s3q5 s4 q7
smod,1q0 smod,2 q8
The total time and the distribution function of Nmep,(2) are given by
Smep = min{S(1)1 , S(1)3 }+ (S(1)2 + S(2)3 + S(2)4 ) · 1{S(1)1 <S(1)3 }
+ (S(1)4 + S
(2)
1 + S
(2)
2 ) · 1{S(1)1 >S(1)3 },
Gmep(x) = (G2 ∗ G4 ∗ G1,3)(x), x ≥ 0, where
G1,3(x) =
x∫
0
G3(x− s)G3(s) dG1(s) +
x∫
0
G1(x− s)G1(s) dG3(s), x ≥ 0.
The first modified version of this building block is defined by Nmep,(2) with the equal total
time and the equal distribution function
Smep = Smep,
Gmep(x) = Gmep(x), x ≥ 0.
Connection by expansion
q4
q2
q6
s1q1 s2 q3
s3q5 s4 q7
smod,1q0t2p2t1p1
Expansion of Nseq,(1) in the place p3 with Nmep,(2).
Markings: Mseq+mep = (#p1, #p2, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5, #q6, #q7).
Initial marking: Mseq+mep0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mseq+mepabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1).
The total time of this (1, 2)-net is modeled by
Tseq+mep := T1 + T2 + Smep
with the distribution function
Fseq+mep(x) = (F1 ∗ F2 ∗ Gmep)(x) = (F1 ∗ F2 ∗ Gmep)(x), x ≥ 0.
Under assumptions: G1 = G3 =: G, F1, F2, G2, G4, G ∈ FOBN, the distribution function Fseq+mep
possesses the OBN property.
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p1 t1 q4
q2
q6
s1q1 s2 q3
s3q5 s4 q7
smod,1q0 smod,2 q8 t2 p3
Expansion ofNseq,(1) in the place p2 withNmep,(2), where the modifying transitions ofNmep,(2)
are timed.
Markings: Mseq+mep+ = (#p1, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5, #q6, #q7, #q8, #p3).
Initial marking: Mseq+mep+0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mseq+mep+abs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tseq+mep+ :=T1 + Smod,1 +min{S(1)1 , S(1)3 }+ (S(1)2 + S(2)3 + S(2)4 ) · 1{S(1)1 <S(1)3 }
+ (S(1)4 + S
(2)
1 + S
(2)
2 ) · 1{S(1)1 >S(1)3 } + Smod,2 + T2.
Distribution function:
Fseq+mep+(x) = (F1 ∗ F2 ∗ Gmod,1 ∗ Gmod,2 ∗ Gmep)(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: if G1 = G3 =: G, F1, F2, Gmod,1, Gmod,2, G, G2, G4 ∈ FOBN =⇒ Fseq+mep+ ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (1, 8):
horizontal Nseq,(1) vertical N(2)
p1 t1 p2 t2 p3
q0 smod,1
arbitrary net
smod,2 qn
Connection by expansion
p1 t1 p2 t2 q0 smod,1
arbitrary net
We consider an arbitrary modified (1, n)-net. The total time of this net is given by
San = San
and the distribution function
Gan(x) = Gan(x), x ≥ 0,
where San is the total time of the considered arbitrary net and San ∼ Gan ∈ F. After connection
by expansion the resulting (1, n)-net has the following total time
Tseq+an := T1 + T2 + San,
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and the following distribution function
Fseq+an(x) = (F1 ∗ F2 ∗ Gan)(x), x ≥ 0.
Assume, F1, F2, Gan ∈ FOBN, then Fseq+an ∈ FOBN.
p1 t1 q0 smod,1
arbitrary net
smod,2 qn t2 p3
For expansion in the place p2 of PNseq,(1) we consider the modified version of PN(2), where
the transitions smod,1 and smod,2 are timed. The total time and the distribution function of the
total time are given by
San := Smod,1 + Smod,2 + San,
Gan(x) = (Gmod,1 ∗ Gmod2 ∗ Gan)(x), x ≥ 0.
After the expansion the total time of the resulted (1, 1)-net is given by
Tseq+an+ = T1 + T2 + San
and the distribution function is determined by
Fseq+an+(x) = (F1 ∗ F2 ∗ Gan)(x) = (F1 ∗ F2 ∗ Gmod,1 ∗ Gmod2 ∗ Gan)(x), x ≥ 0.
Under assumption F1, F2, Gmod,1, Gmod2 , Gan ∈ FOBN, the ageing property of convolution of the
life distributions is preserved, i.e. Fseq+an+ ∈ FOBN.
Connection by substitution
q0 smod,1
arbitrary net
smod,2 qn t2 p3
Substitution of the transition t1 in Nseq,(1) by N(2).
Markings: Mseq<−an,1 = (#q0, . . . , #qn, #p3).
Initial marking: Mseq<−an,10 = (1, . . . , 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mseq<−an,1abs = (0, . . . , 0, 1).
Total time:
Tseq<−an,1 := San + T2.
Distribution function:
Fseq<−an,1(x) = (Gan ∗ F2)(x), x ≥ 0.
p1 t1 q0 smod,1
arbitrary net
smod,2 qn
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Substitution of the transition t2 in Nseq,(1) by N(2).
Markings: Mseq<−an,2 = (#p1, #q0, . . . , #qn).
Initial marking: Mseq<−an,20 = (1, 0, . . . , 0).
Absorbing marking: Mseq<−an,2abs = (0, 0, . . . , 1).
Total time:
Tseq<−an,2 := San + T1
Distribution function:
Fseq<−an,2(x) = (Gan ∗ F1)(x), x ≥ 0.
Results: if Gan, F1 ∈ FOBN and Gan, F2 ∈ FOBN, then Fseq<−an,1 ∈ FOBN and Fseq<−an,2 ∈ FOBN,
respectively.
Table 6.2 (2, 1):
horizontal Nconc,(1) vertical Nseq,(2)
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod p6 q1 s1 q2 s2 q3
Connection by expansion
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod q1 s1 q2 s2 q3
Expansion of Nconc,(1) in the place p6 with Nseq,(2).
Markings: Mconc+seq = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #p5, #q1, #q2, #q3).
Initial marking: Mconc+seq0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mconc+seqabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tconc+seq = T1 +max(T2, T3) + S1 + S2.
Distribution function:
Fconc+seq(x) = (Fconc ∗ Gseq)(x), x ≥ 0.
Under assumption F1, F2, F3, G1, G2 ∈ FOBN we obtain Fconc+seq ∈ FOBN.
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Table 6.2 (2, 2):
horizontal Nconc,(1) vertical Nconc,(2)
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod p6 q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
smod q6
Connection by expansion
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
Expansion of Nconc,(1) in the place p6 with Nconc,(2).
Markings: Mconc+conc = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #p5, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Mconc+conc0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mconc+concabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1).
Total time:
Tconc+conc := T1 +max(T2, T3) + S1 +max(S2, S3) = Tconc + Sconc.
Distribution function:
Fconc+conc(x) = (F1 ∗ (F2 · F3) ∗ G1 ∗ (G2 · G3))(x) = (Fconc ∗ Gconc)(x), x ≥ 0.
If F1, F2, F3, G1, G2, G3 ∈ FOBN, then Fconc+conc ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (2, 3):
horizontal Nconc,(1) vertical Nsync,(2)
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod p6 q5s3
q3
q4
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0
Connection by expansion
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod q0 smod
q1
q2
s1
s2
q3
q4
s3 q5
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Expansion ofNconc,(1) in the place p6 withNsync,(2). Substituting the transition t1 inNseq,(1) by
Nconc,(1) and the transition t2 in Nseq,(1) by Nsync,(2) we obtain the same result.
Markings: Mconc+sync = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #p5, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Mconc+sync0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mconc+syncabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tconc+sync = T1 +max(T2, T3) +max(S1, S2) + S3 = Tconc + Tsync.
Distribution function:
Fconc+sync(x) = (F1 ∗ (F2 · F3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fconc
∗ (G1 · G2) ∗ G3︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gsync
)(x), x ≥ 0.
If Fi, Gi ∈ FOBN, i = 1, 2, 3, then Fconc+sync ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (2, 4):
horizontal Nconc,(1) vertical Ncon f ,(2)
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod p6 q1
s1
s2
q2
q3
q1
s1
s2
q2
Connection by expansion
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod q1
s1
s2
q2
q3
Expansion of Nconc,(1) in the place p6 with Ncon f ,(2).
Markings: Mconc+con f = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #p5, #q1, #q2, #q3).
Initial marking: Mconc+con f0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing markings: Mconc+con fabs,1 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) and M
conc+con f
abs,2 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tconc+con f = T1 +max(T2, T3) +min(S1, S2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Scon f
= Tconc + Scon f .
Distribution function:
Fconc+con f (x) = (Fconc ∗ Gcon f )(x), x ≥ 0, where
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Gcon f (x) = 1− G1(x)G2(x), x ≥ 0.
If F1, F2, F3, G,G2 ∈ FOBN, then Fconc+con f ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (2, 5):
horizontal Nconc,(1) vertical Nmrg,(2)
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod p6 q4s3q3
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0
Connection by expansion
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod q0 smod
q1
q2
s1
s2
q3 s3 q4
Expansion of Nconc,(1) in the place p6 with Nmrg,(2).
Markings: Mconc+mrg = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #p5, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4).
Initial marking: Mconc+mrg0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mconc+mrgabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2).
Total time:
Tconc+mrg = T1 +max(T2, T3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tconc
+max{S1, S2 + S(1)3,2} · 1{S1>S2}
+max{S2, S1 + S(1)3,1} · 1{S1<S2} + S(2)3 = Tconc + Smrg.
Distribution function:
Fconc+mrg(x) = (Fconc ∗ Gmrg)(x), x ≥ 0.
If P(S1 ≤ S2) = 1 or P(S1 ≥ S2) = 1 and F1, F2, F3, G1, G2, G3 ∈ FOBN, then Fseq+mrg ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (2, 6):
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horizontal Nconc,(1) vertical Nmix,(2)
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod p6
q1
s1
s2
q2
s3
q3
q4
q5
smod,1q0
q1
s1
s2
q2
s3
q3
q4
smod,1q0 smod,2 q5
Connection by expansion
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod q0 smod,1
q1
q2
s1
s2
s3
q3
q4
q5
Expansion of Nconc,(1) in the place p6 with Nmix,(2).
Markings: Mconc+mix = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #p5, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Mconc+mix0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing markings: Mconc+mixabs,1 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) and
Mconc+mixabs,2 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tconc+mix := T1 +max(T2, T3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tconc
+ S21{S2<min(S1,S3)} +max(S1, S3)1{S2>min(S1,S3)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Smix
.
Distribution function:
Fconc+mix(x) = (Fconc ∗ Gmix)(x), x ≥ 0.
Under assumptions G1 = G2 = G3 =: G and F1, F2, F3, G ∈ FOBN, we obtain Fconc+mix ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (2, 7):
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horizontal Nconc,(1) vertical Nmep,(2)
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod p6 q4
q2
q6
s1q1 s2 q3
s3q5 s4 q7
smod,1q0 smod,2 q8
Connection by expansion
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod q4
q2
q6
s1q1 s2 q3
s3q5 s4 q7
smod,1q0
Expansion of Nconc,(1) in the place p6 with Nmep,(2).
Markings: Mconc+mep = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #p5, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5, #q6, #q7).
Initial marking: Mconc+mep0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mconc+mepabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tconc+mep := T1 +max(T2, T3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tconc
+min{S(1)1 , S(1)3 }+ (S(1)2 + S(2)3 + S(2)4 ) · 1{S(1)1 <S(1)3 }
+ (S(1)4 + S
(2)
1 + S
(2)
2 ) · 1{S(1)1 >S(1)3 } = Tconc + Smep.
Distribution function:
Fconc+mep(x) = (Fconc ∗ Gmep)(x), x ≥ 0.
Assuming G1 = G3 and F1, F2, F3, G1, G2, G4 ∈ FOBN, we obtain Fconc+mep ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (2, 8):
horizontal Nconc,(1) vertical N(2)
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod p6 q0
smod,1
arbitrary net
smod,2 qn
Connection by expansion
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p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
p4
p5
tmod q0 smod,1
arbitrary net
This (1, n)-net is constructed by expanding the (1, 1)-net Nconc,(1) in the place p6 with N(2).
The total time of this net is given by
Tconc+an := T1 +max(T2, T3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tconc
+San = Tconc + San,
and distribution of the firing time by
Fconc+an(x) = (F1 ∗ (F2 · F3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fconc
∗Gan)(x) = (Fconc ∗ Gan)(x), x ≥ 0. (6.0.2)
The closure of the OBN class under convolution and under formation of coherent structure
yields:
If Gan, Fi ∈ FOBN, i = 1, 2, 3, then Fconc+an ∈ FOBN.
p1 t1
q10 s
1
mod,1
arbitrary net 1
s1mod,2 q1n
q20 s
2
mod,1
arbitrary net 2
s2mod,2 q2n
t2
t3
p4
p5
Expansion of Nconc,(1) in the place p2 with N 1(2) and in the place p2 with N 2(2).
Markings: Mconc++an = (#p1, #q10, #q
2
0, . . . , #q
1
n, #q2n, #p4, #p5).
Initial marking: Mconc++an0 = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mconc++anabs = (0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 1, 1).
Total time:
Tconc++an : = T1 +max{S1an + T2, S2an + T3}.
Distribution function:
Fconc++an(x) = (F1 ∗ H)(x), x ≥ 0, where
H(x) = (G1an ∗ F2)(x) · (G2an ∗ F3)(x), x ≥ 0.
If F1, G1an, G2an, F2, F3 ∈ FOBN, then Fconc++an ∈ FOBN.
p1 t1
p2
p3
t2
t3
q0 s
1
mod,1
arbitrary net 1
r0 s
2
mod,1
arbitrary net 2
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Let S1an be the firing time of N 1(2) and S2an the firing time of N 2(2). The time of above structure
is given by
Tconc+an+ = T1 +max{T2 + San,1, T3 + San,2}
and the distribution function
Fconc+an+(x) =
(
F1 ∗
(
(F2 ∗ Gan,1) · (F3 ∗ Gan,2)
))
(x), x ≥ 0.
If F1, F2, F3, Gan,1, Gan,2 ∈ FOBN, then Fconc+an+ ∈ FOBN.
Connection by substitution
p1 t1
q10 s
1
mod,1
arbitrary net 1
q20 s
2
mod,1
arbitrary net 2
Total time:
Tconc<−an := T1 +max{S1mod,1 + San,1, S2mod,1 + San,2}.
Distribution function
Fconc<−an(x) =
(
F1 ∗
(
Gan,1 · Gan,2
))
(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: under the assumption F1, Gan,1, Gan,2 ∈ FOBN, we obtain Fconc<−an ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (3, 1):
horizontal Nsync,(1) vertical Nseq,(2)
p5t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
tmodp0 q1 s1 q2 s2 q3
Connection by expansion
q1 s1 q2 s2 q3t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
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Expansion of Nsync,(1) in the place p5 with Nseq,(2).
Markings: Msync+seq = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #q1, #q2, #q3).
Initial marking: Msync+seq0 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Msync+seqabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tsync+seq := Tsync + Sseq = max{T1, T2}+ T3 + S1 + S2.
Distribution function:
Fsync+seq(x) = (Fsync ∗ Gseq)(x) =
(
(F1 · F2) ∗ F3 ∗ G1 ∗ G2
)
(x), x ≥ 0.
If F1, F2, F3, G1, G2 ∈ FOBN, then Fsync+seq ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (3, 2):
horizontal Nsync,(1) vertical Nconc,(2)
p5t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
tmodp0 q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
smod q6
Connection by expansion
q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
Expansion of Nsync,(1) in the place p5 with Nconc,(2).
Markings: Msync+conc = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Msync+conc0 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Msync+concabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1).
Total time:
Tsync+conc := Tsync + Sconc = max{T1, T2}+ T3 + S1 +max{S2, S3}.
Distribution function:
Fsync+conc(x) =
(
(F1 · F2) ∗ F3 ∗ G1 ∗ (G2 · G3)
)
(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: if (Fi, Gi ∈ FOBN, i = 1, 2, 3, then Fsync+conc ∈ FOBN.
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Table 6.2 (3, 3):
horizontal Nsync,(1) vertical Nsync,(2)
p5t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
tmodp0 q5s3
q3
q4
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0
Connection by expansion
q5s3
q3
q4
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
Expansion of Nsync,(1) in the place p5 with Nsync,(2).
Markings: Msync+sync = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Msync+sync0 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Msync+syncabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tsync+sync := Tsync + Ssync = max{T1, T2}+ T3 +max{S1, S2}+ S3.
Distribution function:
Fsync+sync(x) = (Fsync ∗ Gsync)(x) =
(
(F1 · F2) ∗ F3 ∗ G3 ∗ (G1 · G2)
)
(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: assuming Fi, Gi ∈ FOBN, i = 1, 2, 3, we obtain Fsync+sync ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (3, 4):
horizontal Nsync,(1) vertical Ncon f ,(2)
p5t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
tmodp0 q1
s1
s2
q2
q3
q1
s1
s2
q2
Connection by expansion
q1
s1
s2
q2
q3
t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
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Expansion of Nsync,(1) in the place p5 with Ncon f ,(2).
Markings: Msync+con f = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #q1, #q2, #q3).
Initial marking: Msync+con f0 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing markings: Msync+con fabs,1 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) and M
sync+con f
abs,2 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tsync+con f := Tsync + Scon f = max{T1, T2}+ T3 +min{S1, S2}.
Distribution function:
Fsync+con f (x) =
(
(F1 · F2) ∗ F3 ∗
(
1− (1− G1) · (1− G2)
))
(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: if F1, F2, F3, G1, G2 ∈ FOBN, then we obtain Fsync+con f ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (3, 5):
horizontal Nsync,(1) vertical Nmrg,(2)
p5t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
tmodp0 q4s3q3
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0
Connection by expansion
q4s3q3
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
Expansion of Nsync,(1) in the place p5 with Nmrg,(2).
Markings: Msync+mrg = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4).
Initial marking: Msync+mrg0 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Msync+mrgabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2).
Total time:
Tsync+mrg :=Tsync + Smrg = max{T1, T2}+ T3 +max{S1, S2 + S(1)3,2} · 1{S1>S2}
+max{S2, S1 + S(1)3,1} · 1{S1<S2} + S(2)3 .
Distribution function:
Fsync+mrg(x) = (Fsync ∗ Gmrg)(x), x ≥ 0.
Let P(S1 ≤ S2) = 1 or P(S1 ≥ S2) = 1. Assuming F1, F2, F3, G1, G2, G3 ∈ FOBN, we obtain
Fsync+mrg ∈ FOBN.
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Table 6.2 (3, 6):
horizontal Nsync,(1) vertical Nmix,(2)
p5t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
tmodp0
q1
s1
s2
q2
s3
q3
q4
q5
smod,1q0
q1
s1
s2
q2
s3
q3
q4
smod,1q0 smod,2 q5
Connection by expansion
q1
s1
s2
q2
s3
q3
q4
q5
smod,1q0t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
Expansion of Nsync,(1) in the place p5 with Nmix,(2).
Markings: Msync+mix = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Msync+mix0 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing markings: Msync+mixabs,1 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) and
Msync+mixabs,2 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tsync+mix :=Tsync + Smix = max{T1, T2}+ T3 + S21{S2<min(S1,S3)}
+max(S1, S3)1{S2>min(S1,S3)}.
Distribution function:
Fsync+mix(x) = (Fsync ∗ Gmix)(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: assuming G1 = G2 = G3 =: G and F1, F2, F3, G ∈ FOBN, we obtain Fsync+mix ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (3, 7):
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horizontal Nsync,(1) vertical Nmep,(2)
p5t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
tmodp0 q4
q2
q6
s1q1 s2 q3
s3q5 s4 q7
smod,1q0 smod,2 q8
Connection by expansion
q4
q2
q6
s1q1 s2 q3
s3q5 s4 q7
smod,1q0t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
Expansion of Nsync,(1) in the place p5 with Nseq,(2).
Markings: Msync+mep = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5, #q6, #q7).
Initial marking: Msync+mep0 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Msync+mepabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tsync+mep :=Tsync + Smep = max{T1, T2}+ T3 +min{S(1)1 , S(1)3 }
+ (S(1)2 + S
(2)
3 + S
(2)
4 ) · 1{S(1)1 <S(1)3 } + (S
(1)
4 + S
(2)
1 + S
(2)
2 ) · 1{S(1)1 >S(1)3 }.
Distribution function:
Fsync+mep(x) = (Fsync ∗ Gmep)(x) =
(
(F1 · F2) ∗ F3 ∗ (G2 ∗ G4 ∗ G1,3)
)
(x), x ≥ 0,
where G1,3(x) =
∫ x
0 G3(x− s)G3(s) dG1(s) +
∫ x
0 G1(x− s)G1(s) dG3(s), x ≥ 0.
Result: under assumptions G1 = G3 and F1, F2, F3, G1, G2, G4 ∈ FOBN, we obtain Fsync+mep ∈
FOBN.
Table 6.2 (3, 8):
horizontal Nsync,(1) vertical N(2)
p5t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
tmodp0 q0
smod,1
arbitrary net
smod,2 qn
Connection by expansion
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q0 smod,1
arbitrary net
t3
p3
p4
t1
t2p2
p1
Expanding Nsync,(1) in the place p5 with N(2) we obtain a (2, n)-net with the following total
time
Tsync+an := max(T1, T2) + T3︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tsync
+ San︸︷︷︸
San
.
The distribution function of Tsync+an is given by
Fsync+an(x) =
(
(F1 · F2) ∗ F3︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fsync
∗Gan
)
(x), x ≥ 0.
If F1, F2, F3, Gan ∈ FOBN, then Fsync+an ∈ FOBN.
p5t3
p3
p4
t1
t2
q1ns
1
mod,2
arbitrary net 1
q2ns
2
mod,2
arbitrary net 2
This (m1 +m2, 1)-net is constructed by expansion of the (2, 1)-netNsync,(1) in the place p1 with
the (m1, 1)-net N 1(2) and in the place p2 with the (m2, 1)-net N 2(2). The total time of this net is
given by
Tsync+an+ := max{S1an + T1, S2an + T2}+ T3.
The distribution function of Tsync+an+ is determined by
Fsync+an+(x) =
((
(G1an ∗ F1) · (G2an ∗ F2)
) ∗ F3)(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: if G1an, G2an, F1, F2, F3 ∈ FOBN, then Fsync+an+ ∈ FOBN.
p5t3
q1ns
1
mod,2
arbitrary net 1
s1mod,1q10
q2ns
2
mod,2
arbitrary net 2
s2mod,1q20
t1
t2p2
p1
Expansion of Nsync,(1) in the place p3 with N 1(2) and in the place p4 with N 2(2).
Markings: Msync++an = (#p1, #p2, #q10, #q
2
0, . . . , #q
1
n, #q2n, #p5).
Initial marking: Msync++an0 = (1, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 0).
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Absorbing marking: Msync++anabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tsync++an := max{S1an + T1, S2an + T2}+ T3.
Distribution function:
Fsync++an(x) =
((
(G1an ∗ F1) · (G2an ∗ F2)
) ∗ F3)(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: under assumption G1an, G2an, F1, F2, F3 ∈ FOBN we get Fsync++an ∈ FOBN.
Connection by substitution
p5t3
q1ns
1
mod,2
arbitrary net 1
s1mod,1q10
q2ns
2
mod,2
arbitrary net 2
s2mod,1q20
Substitution of the transition t1 in Nsync,(1) by N 1(2) and the transition t2 in Nsync,(1) by N 2(2).
Markings: Msync<−an = (#q10, . . . , #q
1
n, #q20, . . . , #q
2
n, #p5).
Initial marking: Msync<−an0 = (1, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Msync<−anabs = (0, . . . , 0, 0, . . . , 0, 1).
Total time:
Tsync<−an := max{San,1, San,2}+ T3.
Distribution function:
Fsync<−an(x) =
(
(Gan,1 · Gan,2) ∗ F3
)
(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: if Gan,1, Gan,2, F3 ∈ FOBN, then Fsync<−an ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (4, 1):
horizontal Ncon f ,(1) vertical Nseq,(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
p1
t1
t2
p2 q1 s1 q2 s2 q3
Connection by expansion
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p1
t1
t2
q1 s1 q2 s2 q3
Expansion of Ncon f ,(1) in the place p2 with Nseq,(2).
Markings: Mcon f+seq = (#p1, #q1, #q2, #q3).
Initial marking: Mcon f+seq0 = (1, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mcon f+seqabs = (0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tcon f+seq := min(T1, T2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tcon f
+ S1 + S2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sseq
= Tcon f + Sseq.
Distribution function:
Fcon f+seq(x) = (Fcon f ∗ Gseq)(x) =
((
1− (1− F1) · (1− F2)
) ∗ G1 ∗ G2)(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: if F1, F2, G1, G2 ∈ FOBN, then Fcon f+seq ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (4, 2):
horizontal Ncon f ,(1) vertical Nconc,(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
p1
t1
t2
p2 q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
smod q6
Connection by expansion
p1
t1
t2
q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
Expansion of Ncon f ,(1) in the place p2 with Nconc,(2).
Markings: Mcon f+seq = (#p1, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Mcon f+seq0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mcon f+seqabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1).
Total time:
Tcon f+conc := Tcon f + S1 +max(S2, S3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sconc
= Tcon f + Sconc.
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Distribution function:
Fcon f+conc(x) = (Fcon f ∗ Gconc)(x) =
((
1− (1− F1) · (1− F2)
) ∗ G1 ∗ (G2 · G3))(x),
x ≥ 0.
Result: if F1, F2, G1, G2, G3 ∈ FOBN, then Fcon f+conc ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (4, 3):
horizontal Ncon f ,(1) vertical Nsync,(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
p1
t1
t2
p2 q5s3
q3
q4
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0
Connection by expansion
p1
t1
t2
q0 smod
q1
q2
s1
s2
q3
q4
s3 q5
Expansion of Ncon f ,(1) in the place p2 with Nsync,(2).
Markings: Mcon f+sync = (#p1, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Mcon f+sync0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mcon f+syncabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tcon f+sync := Tcon f + Ssync = min{T1, T2}+max{S1, S2}+ S3.
Distribution function:
Fcon f+sync(x) = (Fcon f ∗ Gsync)(x) =
((
1− (1− F1) · (1− F2)
) ∗ G3 ∗ (G1 · G2))(x),
x ≥ 0.
Result: assuming F1, F2, G1, G2, G3 ∈ FOBN, we obtain Fcon f+sync ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (4, 4):
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horizontal Ncon f ,(1) vertical Ncon f ,(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
p1
t1
t2
p2 q1
s1
s2
q2
q3
q1
s1
s2
q2
Connection by expansion
p1
t1
t2
q1
s1
s2
q2
q3
Expansion of Ncon f ,(1) in the place p2 with Ncon f ,(2).
Markings: Mcon f+con f = (#p1, #q1, #q2, #q3).
Initial marking: Mcon f+con f0 = (1, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing markings: Mcon f+con fabs,1 = (0, 0, 1, 0) and M
con f+con f
abs,2 = (0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tcon f+con f := min(T1, T2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tcon f
+min(S1, S2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Scon f
.
Distribution function:
Fcon f+con f (x) =
((
1− (1− F1) · (1− F2)
) ∗ (1− (1− G1) · (1− G2)))(x)
= (Fcon f ∗ Gcon f )(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: under the assumption F1, F2, G1, G2 ∈ FOBN we get Fcon f+con f ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (4, 5):
horizontal Ncon f ,(1) vertical Nmrg,(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
p1
t1
t2
p2 q4s3q3
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0
Connection by expansion
p1
t1
t2
q0 smod
q1
q2
s1
s2
q3 s3 q4
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Expansion of Ncon f ,(1) in the place p2 with Nmrg,(2).
Markings: Mcon f+mrg = (#p1, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4).
Initial marking: Mcon f+mrg0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mcon f+mrgabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2).
Total time:
Tcon f+mrg :=Tcon f + Smrg = min{T1, T2}+max{S1, S2 + S(1)3,2} · 1{S1>S2}
+max{S2, S1 + S(1)3,1} · 1{S1<S2} + S(2)3 .
Distribution function:
Fcon f+mrg(x) = (Fcon f ∗ Gmrg)(x) =
((
1− (1− F1) · (1− F2)
) ∗ G3 ∗ H)(x), x ≥ 0,
where H(x) =
∫ x
0 (G2(x)−G2(s))G3(x− s) dG1(s) +
∫ x
0 (G1(x)−G1(s))G3(x− s) dG2(s), x ≥
0.
Let P(S1 ≤ S2) = 1 or P(S1 ≥ S2) = 1. If F1, F2, G1, G2, G3 ∈ FOBN, then Fcon f+mrg ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (4, 6):
horizontal Ncon f ,(1) vertical Nmix,(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
p1
t1
t2
p2
q1
s1
s2
q2
s3
q3
q4
q5
smod,1q0
q1
s1
s2
q2
s3
q3
q4
smod,1q0 smod,2 q5
Connection by expansion
p1
t1
t2
q0 smod,1
q1
q2
s1
s2
s3
q3
q4
q5
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Expansion of Ncon f ,(1) in the place p2 with Nmix,(2).
Markings: Mcon f+mix = (#p1, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Mcon f+mix0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing markings: Mcon f+mixabs,1 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) and M
con f+mix
abs,2 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tcon f+mix :=Tcon f + Smix = min{T1, T2}+ S21{S2<min(S1,S3)}
+max(S1, S3)1{S2>min(S1,S3)}.
Distribution function:
Fcon f+mix(x) = (Fcon f ∗ Gmix)(x), x ≥ 0,
where
Gmix(x) =
x∫
0
G1(s)G3(s) dG2(s) +
x∫
0
[G3(x)− G3(s)]G2(s) dG1(s)
+
x∫
0
[G1(x)− G1(s)]G2(s) dG3(s), x ≥ 0.
Result: assuming G1 = G2 = G3 =: G and F1, F2, G ∈ FOBN, we obtain Fcon f+mix ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (4, 7):
horizontal Ncon f ,(1) vertical Nmep,(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
p1
t1
t2
p2 q4
q2
q6
s1q1 s2 q3
s3q5 s4 q7
smod,1q0 smod,2 q8
Connection by expansion
p1
t1
t2
q4
q2
q6
s1q1 s2 q3
s3q5 s4 q7
smod,1q0
Expansion of Ncon f ,(1) in the place p2 with Nmep,(2).
Markings: Mcon f+sync = (#p1, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5, #q6, #q7).
Initial marking: Mcon f+sync0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0).
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Absorbing marking: Mcon f+syncabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tcon f+mep :=Tcon f + Smep = min{T1, T2}+min{S(1)1 , S(1)3 }
+ (S(1)2 + S
(2)
3 + S
(2)
4 ) · 1{S(1)1 <S(1)3 } + (S
(1)
4 + S
(2)
1 + S
(2)
2 ) · 1{S(1)1 >S(1)3 }.
Distribution function:
Fcon f+mep(x) =
((
1− (1− F1) · (1− F2)
) ∗ G2 ∗ G4 ∗ G1,3)(x) = (Fcon f ∗ Gmep)(x),
x ≥ 0,
with G1,3(x) =
∫ x
0 G3(x− s)G3(s) dG1(s) +
∫ x
0 G1(x− s)G1(s) dG3(s), x ≥ 0.
Result: Under conditions G1 = G3 and F1, F2, G1, G2, G4 ∈ FOBN, we obtain Fcon f+mep ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (4, 8):
horizontal Ncon f ,(1) vertical N(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
p3
p1
t1
t2
p2 q0 smod,1
arbitrary net
smod,2 qn
Connection by expansion
p1
t1
t2
q0 smod,1
arbitrary net
Expanding Ncon f ,(1) in the place p2 with N(2) we obtain a (1, n)-net with the following total
time
Tcon f+an := min(T1, T2) + San,
and the following distribution function
Fcon f+an(x) = (Fcon f ∗ Gan)(x), x ≥ 0, where
Fcon f (x) = 1− (1− F1)(x)(1− F2)(x), x ≥ 0.
Hence assuming F1, F2, Gan ∈ FOBN, we get Fcon f+an ∈ FOBN.
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p1
t1
t2
q0 s
1
mod,1
arbitrary net 1
r0 s
2
mod,1
arbitrary net 2
Let N 1(2) be an (m1, n1) source-sink net with the total time S1an and N 2(2) be an (m2, n2) source-
sink net with the total time S2an. ExpandingNcon f ,(1) in the place p2 withN 1(2) and in the place
p3 with N 2(2) we construct a (1, n1 + n2)-net with the following total time
Tcon f++an := min{T1, T2}+ S1an1{T1<T2} + S2an1{T1>T2},
and the following distribution function
Fcon f++an(x) =
x∫
0
G1an(x− t)F2(t) dF1(t) +
x∫
0
G2an(x− t)F1(t) dF2(t), x ≥ 0.
Assuming 1 >
∫ ∞
0 F2(t) dF1(t) > 0, we set α :=
∫ ∞
0 F2(t) dF1(t). Hence
Fcon f++an(x) =α
x∫
0
G1an(x− t)
1
α
F2(t) dF1(t)
+ (1− α)
x∫
0
G2an(x− t)
1
1− αF1(t) dF2(t), x ≥ 0,
(6.0.3)
i.e. a discrete mixture of the following distribution functions
H1(x) :=
x∫
0
G1an(x− t)
1
α
F2(t) dF1(t), x ≥ 0,
H2(x) :=
x∫
0
G2an(x− t)
1
1− αF1(t) dF2(t), x ≥ 0.
Under assumption: Gian, Fi ∈ FITR, i = 1, 2, we have H1, H2 ∈ FITR. Let r1, r2 be the failure
rates of H1 and H2, respectively. Further let r1, r2 be differentiable and satisfy the following
conditions.
i) lim
t→∞ rj(t) = aj < ∞, j = 1, 2, with a1 < a2.
ii) r
′
2(t)
r′1(t)
= O(eη2t), for some η2 < a2 − a1.
iii) 1r′1(t)
= O(eηt), for some η < a2 − a1.
Then according to Theorem 5.2, r(t) := αr1(t)H1(t)+(1−α)r2(t)H2(t)
αH1(t)+(1−α)H2(t) , t ≥ 0, is ultimately strictly
monotone increasing. To show the existence of the distribution functions H1 and H2 we con-
sider an example.
Example:
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Let
G1an ∼ Γ(2,λ1), G2an ∼ Γ(2,λ2), λ1,λ2 > 0,
with the following distribution functions
G1an(x) = 1− e−λ1x − λ1xe−λ1x, x ≥ 0,
G2an(x) = 1− e−λ2x − λ2xe−λ2x, x ≥ 0.
Further let
F1 ∼ exp(µ1), F2 ∼ exp(µ2), µ1, µ2 > 0,
and the distribution functions
F1(x) = 1− e−µ1x, F2(x) = 1− e−µ2x, x ≥ 0.
Furthermore we obtain
α =
∞∫
0
F2(x) dF1(x) =
λ1
λ1 + λ2
, (1− α) =
∞∫
0
F1(x) dF2(x) =
λ2
λ1 + λ2
=⇒
F2(x) f1(x)
α
= (λ1 + λ2)e−(λ1+λ2)x, x ≥ 0, (∼ exp(λ1 + λ2))
F1(x) f2(x)
1− α = (λ1 + λ2)e
−(λ1+λ2)x, x ≥ 0, (∼ exp(λ1 + λ2)),
where f1, f2 are densities of F1 and F2 respectively. For the further details we make some
assumptions:
0 < λ1 < λ2 < ∞, µ1 + µ2 > λ1, µ1 + µ2 > λ2. (6.0.4)
With this assumptions we specify the distribution functions H1 and H2
H1(x) =
x∫
0
G1an(x− t)
F2(t) f1(t)
α
dt = 1− e−λ1x + λ
2
1
(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 e
−λ1x
− (µ1 + µ2)
2λ1
(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 xe
−λ1x+
(µ1 + µ2)λ
2
1
(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 xe
−λ1x− λ
2
1
(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 e
−(µ1+µ2)x, x ≥ 0.
H2(x) =
x∫
0
G2an(x− t)
F1(t) f2(t)
1− α dt = 1− e
−λ2x +
λ22
(µ1 + µ2 − λ2)2 e
−λ2x
− (µ1 + µ2)
2λ2
(µ1 + µ2 − λ2)2 xe
−λ1x+
(µ1 + µ2)λ
2
1
(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 xe
−λ1x− λ
2
1
(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 e
−(µ1+µ2)x, x ≥ 0.
To verify above conditions i), ii) and iii) we consider the densities h1, h2 of H1 and H2, and
the hazard rates r1 := h11−H1 , r2 :=
h2
1−H2 .
h1(x) =λ1e−λ1x − λ
3
1
(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 e
−λ1x − (µ1 + µ2)
2λ1
(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 e
−λ1x +
(µ1 + µ2)
2λ21
(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 xe
−λ1x
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+
(µ1 + µ2)λ
2
1
(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 e
−λ1x − (µ1 + µ2)λ
3
1
(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 xe
−λ1x +
(µ1 + µ2)λ
2
1
(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 e
−(µ1+µ2)x, x ≥ 0.
h2(x) =λ2e−λ2x − λ
3
2
(µ1 + µ2 − λ2)2 e
−λ2x − (µ1 + µ2)
2λ2
(µ1 + µ2 − λ2)2 e
−λ2x +
(µ1 + µ2)
2λ22
(µ1 + µ2 − λ2)2 xe
−λ2x
+
(µ1 + µ2)λ
2
2
(µ1 + µ2 − λ2)2 e
−λ2x − (µ1 + µ2)λ
3
2
(µ1 + µ2 − λ2)2 xe
−λ2x +
(µ1 + µ2)λ
2
2
(µ1 + µ2 − λ2)2 e
−(µ1+µ2)x, x ≥ 0.
r1(x) =
h1(x)
1− H1(x) =
λ1(µ1+µ2−λ1)2−λ31−(µ1+µ2)2λ1+(µ1+µ2)2λ21x+(µ1+µ2)λ21−(µ1+µ2)λ31x+(µ1+µ2)λ21e(λ1−µ1−µ2)x
(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 − λ21 + (µ1 + µ2)2λ1x− (µ1 + µ2)λ21x + λ21e(λ1−µ1−µ2)x
,
x ≥ 0.
The reader will easily verify that limx→∞ r1(x) = λ1.
r2(x) =
h2(x)
1− H2(x) =
λ2(µ1+µ2−λ2)2−λ32−(µ1+µ2)2λ2+(µ1+µ2)2λ22x+(µ1+µ2)λ22−(µ1+µ2)λ32x+(µ1+µ2)λ22e(λ2−µ1−µ2)x
(µ1 + µ2 − λ2)2 − λ22 + (µ1 + µ2)2λ2x− (µ1 + µ2)λ22x + λ22e(λ2−µ1−µ2)x
,
x ≥ 0.
The reader will have no difficulty in verifying that limx→∞ r2(x) = λ2. It is not hard to verify
that
lim
x→∞
r′2(x)
r′1(x)
= 1.
It follows that r
′
2(x)
r′1(x)
= O(eη2 x), for all 0 ≤ η2 < λ2 − λ1.
For the third condition we consider
Z1(x) :=λ1(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 − λ31 − (µ1 + µ2)2λ1 + (µ1 + µ2)2λ21x + (µ1 + µ2)λ21
− (µ1 + µ2)λ31x + (µ1 + µ2)λ21e(λ1−µ1−µ2)x, x ≥ 0,
N1(x) := (µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 − λ21 + (µ1 + µ2)2λ1x− (µ1 + µ2)λ21x + λ21e(λ1−µ1−µ2)x, x ≥ 0.
Hence
r1(x) =
Z1(x)
N1(x)
, x ≥ 0, r′1(x) =
Z′1(x)N1(x)− Z1(x)N′1(x)
N21 (x)
, x ≥ 0.
Since
lim
x→∞ Z
′
1(x)N1(x)− Z1(x)N′1(x) = (µ1 + µ2)2λ21(λ1 − µ1 − µ2)2 < ∞,
we investigate N1(x). For all 0 ≤ η < λ2 − λ1 we have
lim sup
x→∞
N1(x)2e−ηx = lim sup
x→∞
[(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2 − λ21 + (µ1 + µ2)2λ1x
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− (µ1 + µ2)λ21x + λ21e(λ1−µ1−µ2)x]2e−ηx
= lim sup
x→∞
[(µ1 + µ2 − λ1)2e−
η
2 x − λ21e−
η
2 x + (µ1 + µ2)
2λ1xe−
η
2 x
− (µ1 + µ2)λ21xe−
η
2 x + λ21e
(λ1−µ1−µ2− η2 )x]2 = 0.
Finally we see that the third condition is fulfilled
lim sup
x→∞
∣∣∣∣ e−ηxr′1(x)
∣∣∣∣ = lim sup
x→∞
e−ηx
r′1(x)
= 0, for all 0 ≤ η < λ2 − λ1.
The failure rate r is given by
r(t) :=
αr1(t)H1(t) + (1− α)r2(t)H2(t)
αH1(t) + (1− α)H2(t)
, t ≥ 0
is ultimately strictly monotonically increasing, i.e. for some T > 0, r(t) is strictly monotoni-
cally increasing for all t > T. Hence Fcon f++an is ultimately IFR.
Table 6.2 (5, ∗):
horizontal PNmrg,(1)
p4t3p3
t1
t2p2
p1
Markings: Mmep = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4).
Initial marking: Mmep0 = (1, 1, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mmepabs = (0, 0, 0, 2).
Total time:
Tmrg =max{T1, T2 + T(1)3,2 } · 1{T1>T2} +max{T2, T1 + T(1)3,1 } · 1{T1<T2} + T(2)3 .
Let F3 be the distribution function of T
(1)
3,1 and T
(1)
3,2 . Moreover let T
(1)
3 be a random variable
with T(1)3 ∼ F3. Setting
T˜mrg := T
(2)
3 +max
(
min(T1, T2) + T
(1)
3 , max(T1, T2)
)
,
it can be shown in the usual way that Tmrg and T˜mrg are identically distributed with the fol-
lowing distribution function
Fmep(x) = (F3 ∗ Fµ)(x), x ≥ 0,
Fµ(x) =
x∫
0
(
F2(s)− F2(x)
)
F3(x− s) dF1(s) +
x∫
0
(
F1(s)− F1(x)
)
F3(x− s) dF2(s), x ≥ 0.
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Under assumption
0 < q := P(T1 < T2) =
∞∫
0
F2(s) dF1(s) < 1,
H1(x) :=
x∫
0
1
q
(
F2(s)− F2(x)
)
F3(x− s) dF1(s), x ≥ 0,
H2(x) :=
x∫
0
1
1− q
(
F1(s)− F1(x)
)
F3(x− s) dF2(s), x ≥ 0,
we obtain
Fµ(x) = qH1(x) + (1− q)H2(x), x ≥ 0, and
Fmrg(x) = (F3 ∗ Fµ)(x) = q(F3 ∗ H1)(x) + (1− q)(F3 ∗ H2)(x), x ≥ 0.
Table 6.2 (5, 8):
horizontal Nmrg,(1) vertical N(2)
p4t3p3
t1
t2p2
p1
tmodp0 q0
smod,1
arbitrary net
smod,2 qn
Since the building block “Merging” is not safe, the qualitative analysis of this building block
is difficult. We have not yet a proof for the next result.
Let N(2) be an arbitrary (1, 1) source-sink net. Moreover let M(1)0 and M(2)0 be two different
initial markings inN(2). Furthermore let A(i) ≥ 0, i = 1, 2 be independent random variables,
which characterize the total time of N(2) in the initial markings M(i)0 , i = 1, 2, respectively.
Connection by substitution
q0
arbitrary net
qn
N(2) with the initial marking M(1)0 .
Total time: A(1).
q0
arbitrary net
qn
N(2) with the initial marking M(2)0 .
Total time: A(2).
qn
arbitrary net
q0
t1
t2p2
p1
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Substituting the transition t3 inNmrg byN(2) we conjecture that the total time of the resulting
net is identically distributed with
Tmrg<−an := max
[
max(T1, T2) + A(1), min(T1, T2) + A(2)
]
.
In order to determine the distribution function of Tmrg<−an, let A(1) ∼ L1 and A(2) ∼ L2.
Then we obtain
P(Tmrg<−an ≤ x) = P(max
[
max(T1, T2) + A(1), min(T1, T2) + A(2)
]
≤ x)
= P(max(T1, T2) + A(1) ≤ x, min(T1, T2) + A(2) ≤ x)
= P(T2 + A(1) ≤ x, T1 + A(2) ≤ x, T1 < T2)
+ P(T1 + A(1) ≤ x, T2 + A(2) ≤ x, T1 > T2)
=
x∫
0
P(T2 + A(1) ≤ x, A(2) ≤ x− s, s < T2|T1 = s) dPT1(s)
+
x∫
0
P(T1 + A(1) ≤ x, A(2) ≤ x− s, T1 > s|T2 = s) dPT2(s)
=
x∫
0
P(T2 + A(1) ≤ x, s < T2)P(A(2) ≤ x− s) dPT1(s)
+
x∫
0
P(T1 + A(1) ≤ x, T1 > s)P(A(2) ≤ x− s) dPT2(s)
=
x∫
0
[(F2 ∗ L1)(x)− F2(s)L1(x)]L2(x− s) dF1(s)
+
x∫
0
[(F1 ∗ L1)(x)− F1(s)L1(x)]L2(x− s) dF2(s), x ≥ 0.
Let
q1 := limx→∞
x∫
0
[(F2 ∗ L1)(x)− F2(s)L1(x)]L2(x− s) dF1(s)
= lim
x→∞P(T2 + A(1) ≤ x, T1 + A(2) ≤ x, T1 < T2) = P(T1 < T2),
and
q2 := limx→∞
x∫
0
[(F1 ∗ L1)(x)− F1(s)L1(x)]L2(x− s) dF2(s)
= lim
x→∞P(T1 + A(1) ≤ x, T2 + A(2) ≤ x, T1 > T2) = P(T1 > T2).
Assuming
0 < q1 < 1 and 0 < q2 < 1,
P(Tmrg<−an ≤ x) = Fmrg<−an(x), x ≥ 0 is a discrete mixture of life distributions:
Fmrg<−an(x) =q1
x∫
0
1
q1
[(F2 ∗ L1)(x)− F2(s)L1(x)]L2(x− s) dF1(s)+
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q2
x∫
0
1
q2
[(F1 ∗ L1)(x)− F1(s)L1(x)]L2(x− s) dF2(s), x ≥ 0.
Table 6.2 (6, 1):
horizontal Nmix,(1) vertical Nseq,(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
p5
tmod,1p0
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p5
q1 s1 q2 s2 q3
Connection by expansion
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,2 q1 s1 q2 s2 q3
Expansion of Nmix,(1) in the place p5 with Nseq,(2).
Markings: Mmix+seq = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #q1, #q2, #q3).
Initial marking: Mmix+seq0 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mmix+seqabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tmix+seq := T21{T2<min(T1,T3)} +max(T1, T3)1{T2>min(T1,T3)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Tmix
+ S1 + S2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Sseq
.
Distribution function under assumption F1 = F2 = F3 = F:
Fmix+seq = (F ∗ G1 ∗ G2)(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: if F, G1, G2 ∈ FOBN, then Fmix+seq ∈ FOBN.
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Table 6.2 (6, 2):
horizontal Nmix,(1) vertical Nconc,(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
p5
tmod,1p0
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p5
q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
smod q6
Connection by expansion
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,2 q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
Expansion of Nmix,(1) in the place p5 with Nconc,(2).
Markings: Mmix+conc = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Mmix+conc0 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mmix+concabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1).
Total time:
Tmix+conc := T21{T2<min(T1,T3)} +max(T1, T3)1{T2>min(T1,T3)} + S1 +max{S2, S3}.
Distribution function:
Fmix+conc(x) = (Fmix ∗ Gconc)(x), x ≥ 0, where
Fmix(x) =
x∫
0
F1(s)F3(s) dF2(s) +
x∫
0
[F3(x)− F3(s)]F2(s) dF1(s)
+
x∫
0
[F1(x)− F1(s)]F2(s) dF3(s), x ≥ 0.
Gconc(x) =
∞∫
0
G2(x− s)G3(x− s) dG1(s) = (G1 ∗ (G2 · G3))(x), x ≥ 0,
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Result: Under conditions F1 = F2 = F3 =: F and F, G1, G2, G3 ∈ FOBN we obtain Fmix+conc ∈
FOBN.
Table 6.2 (6, 3):
horizontal Nmix,(1) vertical Nsync,(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
p5
tmod,1p0
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p5
q5s3
q3
q4
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0
Connection by expansion
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,2 q0 smod
q1
q2
s1
s2
q3
q4
s3 q5
Expansion of Nmix,(1) in the place p5 with Nsync,(2).
Markings: Mmix+sync = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Mmix+sync0 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mmix+syncabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tmix+sync :=T21{T2<min(T1,T3)} +max(T1, T3)1{T2>min(T1,T3)} +max{S1, S2}+ S3
=Tmix + Ssync.
Assuming F1 = F2 = F3 =: F, the distribution function of Tmix+sync is given by
Fmix+sync(x) = (Fmix ∗ Gsync)(x) = (F ∗ G3 ∗ (G1 · G2))(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: If F, G1, G2, G3 ∈ FOBN, then Fmix+sync ∈ FOBN.
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Table 6.2 (6, 4):
horizontal Nmix,(1) vertical Ncon f ,(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
p5
tmod,1p0
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p5
q1
s1
s2
q2
q3
q1
s1
s2
q2
Connection by expansion
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,2 q1
s1
s2
q2
q3
Expansion of Nmix,(1) in the place p5 with Ncon f ,(2).
Markings: Mmix+con f = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #q1, #q2, #q3).
Initial marking: Mmix+con f0 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing markings: Mmix+con fabs,1 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0), M
mix+con f
abs,2 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tmix+con f := Tmix + Scon f .
Distribution function under assumption F1 = F2 = F3 = F:
Fmix+con f (x) =
(
F ∗ (1− (1− G1) · (1− G2)))(x) = (Fmix ∗ Gcon f )(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: if F, G1, G2 ∈ FOBN, then Fmix+con f ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (6, 5):
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horizontal Nmix,(1) vertical Nmrg,(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
p5
tmod,1p0
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p5
q4s3q3
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0
Connection by expansion
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,2 q0 smod
q1
q2
s1
s2
q3 s3 q4
Expansion of Nmix,(1) in the place p5 with Nmrg,(2).
Markings: Mmix+mrg = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4).
Initial marking: Mmix+mrg0 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mmix+mrgabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2).
Total time:
Tmix+mrg :=T21{T2<min(T1,T3)} +max(T1, T3)1{T2>min(T1,T3)}
+max{S1, S2 + S(1)3,2} · 1{S1>S2} +max{S2, S1 + S(1)3,1} · 1{S1<S2} + S(2)3 .
Distribution function under assumption F1 = F2 = F3 = F:
Fmix+mrg(x) = (F ∗ G3 ∗ H)(x), x ≥ 0,
where
H(x) =
x∫
0
(G2(x)− G2(s))G3(x− s) dG1(s) +
x∫
0
(G1(x)− G1(s))G3(x− s) dG2(s),
x ≥ 0.
Result: if P(S1 ≤ S2) = 1 or P(S1 ≥ S2) = 1 and G1, G2, G3, F ∈ FOBN, then Fseq+mrg ∈ FOBN.
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Table 6.2 (6, 6):
horizontal Nmix,(1) vertical Nmix,(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
p5
tmod,1p0
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p5
q1
s1
s2
q2
s3
q3
q4
q5
smod,1q0
q1
s1
s2
q2
s3
q3
q4
smod,1q0 smod,2 q5
Connection by expansion
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,2 q0 smod,1
q1
q2
s1
s2
s3
q3
q4
q5
Expansion of Nmix,(1) in the place p5 with Nmix,(2).
Markings: Mmix+mix = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Mmix+mix0 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing markings: Mmix+mixabs,1 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) and
Mmix+mixabs,2 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tmix+mix := Tmix + Smix.
Distribution function:
Fmix+mix(x) = (Fmix ∗ Gmix)(x), x ≥ 0,
where
Fmix(x) =
x∫
0
F1(s)F3(s) dF2(s) +
x∫
0
[F3(x)− F3(s)]F2(s) dF1(s)
+
x∫
0
[F1(x)− F1(s)]F2(s) dF3(s), x ≥ 0,
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Gmix(x) =
x∫
0
G1(s)G3(s) dG2(s) +
x∫
0
[G3(x)− G3(s)]G2(s) dG1(s)
+
x∫
0
[G1(x)− G1(s)]G2(s) dG3(s), x ≥ 0.
Result: if F1 = F2 = F3 = F, G1 = G2 = G3 = G F, G ∈ FOBN, then Fmix+mix ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (6, 7):
horizontal Nmix,(1) vertical Nmep,(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
p5
tmod,1p0
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p5
q4
q2
q6
s1q1 s2 q3
s3q5 s4 q7
smod,1q0 smod,2 q8
Connection by expansion
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,2 q4
q2
q6
s1q1 s2 q3
s3q5 s4 q7
smod,1q0
Expansion of Nmix,(1) in the place p5 with Nmep,(2).
Markings: Mmix+mep = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5, #q6, #q7).
Initial marking: Mmix+mep0 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mmix+mepabs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tmix+mep :=T21{T2<min(T1,T3)} +max(T1, T3)1{T2>min(T1,T3)} +min{S(1)1 , S(1)3 }
+ (S(1)2 + S
(2)
3 + S
(2)
4 ) · 1{S(1)1 <S(1)3 } + (S
(1)
4 + S
(2)
1 + S
(2)
2 ) · 1{S(1)1 >S(1)3 }.
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Distribution function under assumption F1 = F2 = F3 = F:
Fmix+mep(x) = (F ∗ H ∗ G2 ∗ G4)(x), x ≥ 0, where
H(x) =
x∫
0
G3(x− s)G3(s) dG1(s) +
x∫
0
G1(x− s)G1(s) dG3(s), x ≥ 0.
Result: Under conditions G1 = G3 and F, G1, G2, G4 ∈ FOBN we obtain Fmix+mep ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (6, 8):
horizontal Nmix,(1) vertical N(2)
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
p5
tmod,1p0
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p5
q0 smod,1
arbitrary net
smod,2 qn
Connection by expansion
Let N 1(2),N 2(2),N 3(2) be (m1, n1), (m2, n2) and (m3, n3) source nets, respectively. Further let Sian
be the total time of N i(2), i = 1, 2, 3.
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
p3
p4
tmod,2 q0 smod,1
arbitrary net
Expanding Nmix,(1) in the place p5 with N(2), we obtain a (2, n)-net, which total time is given
by
Tmix+an := T21{T2<min(T1,T3)} +max(T1, T3)1{T2>min(T1,T3)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tmix
+San.
Assuming F1 = F2 = F2 = F, the distribution function of Tmix+an is given by:
Fmix+an(x) = (F ∗ Gan)(x), x ≥ 0.
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Result: Under conditions F, Gan ∈ FOBN we obtain Fmix+an ∈ FOBN.
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
q10 s
1
mod,1
arbitrary net 1
q20 s
2
mod,1
arbitrary net 2
q30 s
3
mod,1
arbitrary net 3
Expanding Nmix,(1) in the place pi+2 with N i(2), i = 1, 2, 3, it can be shown that the total time
of the resulting (2, n1 + n2 + n3)-net is given by
Tmix++ := (T2 + S2an)1{T2<min(T1,T3)} +max(T1 + S
1
an, T3 + S
3
an)1{T2>min(T1,T3)}.
The distribution function of Tmix++ can be determined in the following way
P(Tmix++ ≤ x) = P(T2 + S2an ≤ x, T2 < min(T1, T3))
+ P(max(T1 + S1an, T3 + S3an) ≤ x, T2 > min(T1, T3))
=
∞∫
0
P(S2an ≤ x− s, s < min(T1, T3)|T2 = s) dPT2(s)
+ P(T1 + S1an ≤ x, T3 + S3an ≤ x, T2 > T1, T1 < T3)
+ P(T1 + S1an ≤ x, T3 + S3an ≤ x, T2 > T3, T1 > T3)
=
x∫
0
G2an(x− s)F1(s)F3(s) dF2(s)
+
∞∫
0
P(S1an ≤ x− s, T3 + S3an ≤ x, T2 > s, s < T3|T1 = s) dPT1(s)
+
∞∫
0
P(T1 + S1an ≤ x, S3an ≤ x− s, T2 > T3, T1 > T3|T3 = s) dPT3(s)
=
x∫
0
G2an(x− s)F1(s)F3(s) dF2(s)
+
x∫
0
G1an(x− s)F2(s)P(T3 + S3an ≤ x, s < T3) dPT1(s)
+
x∫
0
G3an(x− s)F2(s)P(T1 + S1an ≤ x, T1 > s) dPT3(s)
=
x∫
0
G2an(x− s)F1(s)F3(s) dF2(s)
+
x∫
0
G1an(x− s)F2(s)
x∫
s
G3an(x− t) dF3(t) dF1(s)
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+
x∫
0
G3an(x− s)F2(s)
x∫
s
G1an(x− t) dF1(t) dF3(s), x ≥ 0.
Setting
q1 :=
∞∫
0
F1(s)F3(s) dF2(s), q2 :=
∞∫
0
F2(s)F3(s) dF1(s), q3 :=
∞∫
0
F1(s)F2(s) dF3(s),
we have q1 + q2 + q3 = −[F1(s)F2(s)F3(s)]∞0 = 1. Assuming q1, q2, q3 ∈ (0, 1), we consider the
following functions
H1(x) :=
x∫
0
1
q1
G2an(x− s)F1(s)F3(s) dF2(s), x ≥ 0,
H2(x) :=
x∫
0
1
q2
G1an(x− s)F2(s)
x∫
s
G3an(x− t) dF3(t) dF1(s), x ≥ 0,
H3(x) :=
x∫
0
1
q3
G3an(x− s)F2(s)
x∫
s
G1an(x− t) dF1(t) dF3(s), x ≥ 0.
Note that H1,H2 and H3 are distribution functions. Hence
Fmix++(x) = P(Tmix++ ≤ x) = q1H1(x) + q2H2(x) + q3H3(x), x ≥ 0
is a discrete mixture of life distribution functions.
p1
t1
t2
p2
t3
q10 s
1
mod,1
arbitrary net 1
p3
p5
tmod,2 q20 s
2
mod,1
arbitrary net 2
Expanding Nmix,(1) in the place p4 with N 1(2) and in the places p3, p5 with N 2(2), we obtain a
(2, n1 + n2)-net with the following total time
Tmix+ :=(T2 + S1an)1{T2<min(T1,T3)} + (max(T1, T3) + S
2
an)1{T2>min(T1,T3)}
= T21{T2<min(T1,T3)} +max(T1, T3)1{T2>min(T1,T3)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Tmix
+ S1an1{T2<min(T1,T3)} + S
2
an1{T2>min(T1,T3)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:S+
.
Under assumptions of Theorem 5.6 the distribution function of Tmix+ is given by
Fmix+(x) = α(H1 ∗ G1an)(x) + (1− α)(H2 ∗ G2an)(x), x ≥ 0,
where F1 = F2 = F3 = F, 0 < α := P(T2 < min{T1, T3}) < 1, H1(x) :=
∫ x
0
1
α (F(u))
2 dF(u)
and H2(x) :=
∫ x
0
1
1−α
[
1− (F(u))2
]
dF(u), x ≥ 0.
If G1an = G2an and F, G1an ∈ FOBN, then Fmix+ ∈ FOBN.
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q1n
t1
t2
q2n
t3
p3
p4
p5
s1mod,2
arbitrary net 1
s2mod,2
arbitrary net 2
Although we have assumed in Remark 4.19 that particular input places of conflicting transi-
tions can not be substituted, we examine the expansion of Nmix,(1) in the place p1 with N 1(2)
and in the place p2 withN 2(2). We state the total time of the resulting (m1 +m2, 3)-net without
a proof
Tan++mix :=1{S1an<S2an}
[
1{S2an+T2<min(S1an+T1,S2an+T3)} · (S2an + T2)
+ 1{S2an+T2>min(S1an+T1,S2an+T3)} ·max(S1an + T1, S2an + T3)
]
+ 1{S1an>S2an}
[
1{S1an+T2<min(S1an+T1,S2an+T3)} · (S1an + T2)
+ 1{S1an+T2>min(S1an+T1,S2an+T3)} ·max(S1an + T1, S2an + T3)
]
Further we obtain
P(Tan++mix ≤ x) = P(S2an + T2 ≤ x, S1an < S2an, S2an + T2 < min{S1an + T1, S2an + T3})
+ P(max{S1an + T1, S2an + T3} ≤ x, S1an < S2an, S2an + T2 > min{S1an + T1, S2an + T3})
+ P(S1an + T2 ≤ x, S1an > S2an, S1an + T2 < min{S1an + T1, S2an + T3})
+ P(max{S1an + T1, S2an + T3} ≤ x, S1an > S2an, S1an + T2 > min{S1an + T1, S2an + T3}), x ≥ 0.
Let
q1 := P(S1an < S2an, S2an + T2 < min{S1an + T1, S2an + T3}),
q2 := P(S1an < S2an, S2an + T2 > min{S1an + T1, S2an + T3}),
q3 := P(S1an > S2an, S1an + T2 < min{S1an + T1, S2an + T3}),
q4 := P(S1an > S2an, S1an + T2 > min{S1an + T1, S2an + T3}),
with qi > 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , 4. It can be shown in the usual way that q1 + q2 + q3 + q4 = 1. Setting
Fan++mix(x)=q1P(S2an + T2 ≤ x|S1an < S2an, S2an + T2 < min{S1an + T1, S2an + T3})
+q2P(S1an + T1 ≤ x, S2an + T3 ≤ x|S1an < S2an, S2an + T2 > min{S1an + T1, S2an + T3})
+q3P(S1an + T2 ≤ x|S1an > S2an, S1an + T2 < min{S1an + T1, S2an + T3})
+q4P(S1an + T1 ≤ x, S2an + T3 ≤ x|S1an > S2an, S1an + T2 > min{S1an + T1, S2an + T3}),
x ≥ 0,
the distribution function of Tan++mix is a discrete mixture of conditional distribution func-
tions.
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Table 6.2 (7, 1):
horizontal Nmep,(1) vertical Nseq,(2)
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p8 q1 s1 q2 s2 q3
Connection by expansion
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,2 q1 s1 q2 s2 q3
Expansion of Nmep,(1) in the place p8 with Nseq,(2).
Markings: Mmep+seq = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #p5, #p6, #p7, #q1, #q2, #q3).
Initial marking: Mmep+seq0 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mmep+seqabs = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tmep+seq :=min{T(1)1 , T(1)3 }+ (T(1)2 + T(2)3 + T(2)4 ) · 1{T(1)1 <T(1)3 }
+ (T(1)4 + T
(2)
1 + T
(2)
2 ) · 1{T(1)1 >T(1)3 } + S1 + S2
=Tmep + Sseq.
Distribution function:
Fmep+seq(x) = (F2 ∗ F4 ∗ F1,3 ∗ G1 ∗ G2)(x), x ≥ 0,
with
G1,3(x) =
x∫
0
G3(x− s)G3(s) dG1(s) +
x∫
0
G1(x− s)G1(s) dG3(s), x ≥ 0.
Result: If F1 = F3 and F1, F2, F4, G1, G2 ∈ FOBN, then Fmep+seq ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (7, 2):
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horizontal Nmep,(1) vertical Nconc,(2)
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p8 q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
smod q6
Connection by expansion
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,2 q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
Expansion of Nmep,(1) in the place p8 with Nconc,(2).
Markings: Mmep+conc = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #p5, #p6, #p7, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Mmep+conc0 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mmep+concabs = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1).
Total time:
Tmep+conc :=min{T(1)1 , T(1)3 }+ (T(1)2 + T(2)3 + T(2)4 ) · 1{T(1)1 <T(1)3 }
+ (T(1)4 + T
(2)
1 + T
(2)
2 ) · 1{T(1)1 >T(1)3 } + S1 +max(S2, S3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Sconc
.
Distribution function:
Fmep+conc(x) =
(
F2 ∗ F4 ∗ F1,3 ∗ G1 ∗ (G2 · G3)
)
(x), x ≥ 0, where
G1,3(x) =
x∫
0
G3(x− s)G3(s) dG1(s) +
x∫
0
G1(x− s)G1(s) dG3(s), x ≥ 0.
Result: If F1 = F3 and F1, F2, F4, G1, G2, G3 ∈ FOBN, then Fmep+conc ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (7, 3):
horizontal Nmep,(1) vertical Nsync,(2)
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p8 q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
smod q6
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Connection by expansion
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,2 q0 smod
q1
q2
s1
s2
q3
q4
s3 q5
Expansion of Nmep,(1) in the place p8 with Nsync,(2).
Markings: Mmep+sync = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #p5, #p6, #p7, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Mmep+sync0 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mmep+syncabs = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tmep+sync :=min{T(1)1 , T(1)3 }+ (T(1)2 + T(2)3 + T(2)4 ) · 1{T(1)1 <T(1)3 }
+ (T(1)4 + T
(2)
1 + T
(2)
2 ) · 1{T(1)1 >T(1)3 } +max(S1, S2) + S3
=Tmep + Ssync.
Distribution function:
Fmep+sync(x) =
(
F2 ∗ F4 ∗ F1,3 ∗ G3 ∗ (G1 · G2)
)
(x), x ≥ 0, with
G1,3(x) =
x∫
0
G3(x− s)G3(s) dG1(s) +
x∫
0
G1(x− s)G1(s) dG3(s), x ≥ 0.
Result: if F1 = F3 and F1, F2, F4, G1, G2, G3 ∈ FOBN, then Fmep+sync ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (7, 4):
horizontal Nmep,(1) vertical Ncon f ,(2)
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p8 q1
s1
s2
q2
q3
q1
s1
s2
q2
Connection by expansion
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,2 q1
s1
s2
q2
q3
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Expansion of Nmep,(1) in the place p8 with Ncon f ,(2).
Markings: Mmep+con f = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #p5, #p6, #p7, #q1, #q2, #q3).
Initial marking: Mmep+con f0 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing markings: Mmep+con fabs,1 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0),
Mmep+con fabs,2 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tmep+con f :=min{T(1)1 , T(1)3 }+ (T(1)2 + T(2)3 + T(2)4 ) · 1{T(1)1 <T(1)3 }
+ (T(1)4 + T
(2)
1 + T
(2)
2 ) · 1{T(1)1 >T(1)3 } +min(S1, S2)
=Tmep + Scon f .
Distribution function:
Fmep+con f (x) =
(
F2 ∗ F4 ∗ F1,3 ∗
(
1− (1− G1) · (1− G2)
))
(x), x ≥ 0, where
G1,3(x) =
x∫
0
G3(x− s)G3(s) dG1(s) +
x∫
0
G1(x− s)G1(s) dG3(s), x ≥ 0.
Result: if F1 = F3 and F1, F2, F4, G1, G2 ∈ FOBN, then Fmep+con f ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (7, 5):
horizontal Nmep,(1) vertical Nmrg,(2)
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p8 q4s3q3
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0
Connection by expansion
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,2 q0 smod
q1
q2
s1
s2
q3 s3 q4
Expansion of Nmep,(1) in the place p8 with Nmrg,(2).
Markings: Mmep+mrg = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #p5, #p6, #p7, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4).
Initial marking: Mmep+mrg0 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mmep+mrgabs = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2).
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Total time:
Tmep+mrg :=min{T(1)1 , T(1)3 }+ (T(1)2 + T(2)3 + T(2)4 ) · 1{T(1)1 <T(1)3 }
+ (T(1)4 + T
(2)
1 + T
(2)
2 ) · 1{T(1)1 >T(1)3 } +max{S1, S2 + S
(1)
3,2} · 1{S1>S2}
+max{S2, S1 + S(1)3,1} · 1{S1<S2} + S(2)3 .
Distribution function:
Fmep+mrg(x) = (F2 ∗ F4 ∗ F1,3 ∗ G3 ∗ H)(x), x ≥ 0, where
H(x)=
x∫
0
(G2(x)− G2(s))G3(x− s) dG1(s)+
x∫
0
(G1(x)− G1(s))G3(x− s) dG2(s), x ≥ 0,
F1,3(x)=
x∫
0
F3(x− s)F3(s) dF1(s)+
x∫
0
F1(x− s)F1(s) dF3(s), x ≥ 0.
Result: if F1 = F3, P(S1 ≤ S2) = 1 or P(S1 ≥ S2) = 1 and F1, F2, F4, G1, G2, G3 ∈ FOBN, then
Fmep+mrg ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (7, 6):
horizontal Nmep,(1) vertical Nmix,(2)
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p8
q1
s1
s2
q2
s3
q3
q4
q5
smod,1q0
q1
s1
s2
q2
s3
q3
q4
smod,1q0 smod,2 q5
Connection by expansion
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,2 q0 smod,1
q1
q2
s1
s2
s3
q3
q4
q5
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Expansion of Nmep,(1) in the place p8 with Nmix,(2).
Markings: Mmep+mix = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #p5, #p6, #p7, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5).
Initial marking: Mmep+mix0 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing markings: Mmep+mixabs,1 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0),
Mmep+mixabs,2 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tmep+mix :=min{T(1)1 , T(1)3 }+ (T(1)2 + T(2)3 + T(2)4 ) · 1{T(1)1 <T(1)3 }
+ (T(1)4 + T
(2)
1 + T
(2)
2 ) · 1{T(1)1 >T(1)3 } + S21{S2<min(S1,S3)}
+max(S1, S3)1{S2>min(S1,S3)} = Tmep + Smix.
Distribution function:
Fmep+mix(x) = (F2 ∗ F4 ∗ F1,3 ∗ Gmix)(x), x ≥ 0, where
F1,3(x)=
x∫
0
F3(x− s)F3(s) dF1(s)+
x∫
0
F1(x− s)F1(s) dF3(s), x ≥ 0,
Gmix(x) =
x∫
0
G1(s)G3(s) dG2(s) +
x∫
0
[G3(x)− G3(s)]G2(s) dG1(s)
+
x∫
0
[G1(x)− G1(s)]G2(s) dG3(s), x ≥ 0.
Result: if F1 = F3, G1 = G2 = G3 =: G and F1, F2, F4, G ∈ FOBN, then Fmep+mix ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (7, 7):
horizontal Nmep,(1) vertical Nmep,(2)
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p8 q4
q2
q6
s1q1 s2 q3
s3q5 s4 q7
smod,1q0 smod,2 q8
Connection by expansion
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,2 q4
q2
q6
s1q1 s2 q3
s3q5 s4 q7
smod,1q0
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Expansion of Nmep,(1) in the place p8 with Nmep,(2).
Markings: Mmep+mep = (#p1, #p2, #p3, #p4, #p5, #p6, #p7, #q0, #q1, #q2, #q3, #q4, #q5, #q6, #q7).
Initial marking: Mmep+mep0 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0).
Absorbing marking: Mmep+mepabs = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1).
Total time:
Tmep+mep :=min{T(1)1 , T(1)3 }+ (T(1)2 + T(2)3 + T(2)4 ) · 1{T(1)1 <T(1)3 }
+ (T(1)4 + T
(2)
1 + T
(2)
2 ) · 1{T(1)1 >T(1)3 } +min{S
(1)
1 , S
(1)
3 }
+ (S(1)2 + S
(2)
3 + S
(2)
4 ) · 1{S(1)1 <S(1)3 } + (S
(1)
4 + S
(2)
1 + S
(2)
2 ) · 1{S(1)1 >S(1)3 }
=Tmep + Smep.
Distribution function:
Fmep+mep(x) = (F2 ∗ F4 ∗ F1,3 ∗ G2 ∗ G4 ∗ G1,3)(x), x ≥ 0, where
F1,3(x)=
x∫
0
F3(x− s)F3(s) dF1(s)+
x∫
0
F1(x− s)F1(s) dF3(s), x ≥ 0,
G1,3(x)=
x∫
0
G3(x− s)G3(s) dG1(s)+
x∫
0
G1(x− s)G1(s) dG3(s), x ≥ 0.
Result: under assumptions F1 = F3 =: F, G1 = G3 =: G and F, F2, F4, G, G2, G4 ∈ FOBN we
obtain Fmep+mep ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (7, 8):
horizontal Nmep,(1) vertical N(2)
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,1p0 tmod,2 p8 q0 smod,1
arbitrary net
smod,2 qn
Connection by expansion
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
tmod,2 q0 smod,1
arbitrary net
Expanding Nmep,(1) in the place p8 with N(2), total time of the resulting (2, n)-net is given by
Tmep+an :=min{T(1)1 , T(1)3 }+ (T(1)2 + T(2)3 + T(2)4 ) · 1{T(1)1 <T(1)3 }
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+ (T(1)4 + T
(2)
1 + T
(2)
2 ) · 1{T(1)1 >T(1)3 } + San.
The distribution function of Tmep+an is given by
Fmep+an(x) = (F2 ∗ F4 ∗ F1,3 ∗ Gan)(x), x ≥ 0, where
F1,3(x) =
x∫
0
F3(x− s)F3(s) dF1(s) +
x∫
0
F1(x− s)F1(s) dF3(s), x ≥ 0.
Assuming F1 = F3 and F2, F4, F1,3, Gan ∈ FOBN, we have Fmep+an ∈ FOBN.
p4
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 q
1
0 s
1
mod,1
arbitrary net 1
t3p5 t4 q
2
0 s
2
mod,1
arbitrary net 2
Let N i(2) be an arbitrary (mi, ni)-net with the total time Sian ∼ Gian ∈ F, i = 1, 2. Expanding
Nmep,(1) in the place p3 with N 1(2) and in the place p7 with N 2(2), the total time of the resulting
(2, n1 + n2)=net is given by:
Tmep++an :=min{T(1)1 , T(1)3 }
+ (T(1)2 +max{T(2)3 + T(2)4 + S2an, S1an}) · 1{T(1)1 <T(1)3 }
+ (T(1)4 +max{T(2)1 + T(2)2 + S1an, S2an}) · 1{T(1)1 >T(1)3 }.
According to Theorem 5.6, the distribution function of Tmep++an is given by
Fmep++an(x) = α
(
F2 ∗
(
(F3 ∗ F4 ∗ G2an)(G1an)
) ∗ F1−3)(x)
+ (1− α)
(
F4 ∗
(
(F1 ∗ F2 ∗ G1an)(G2an)
) ∗ F3−1)(x), x ≥ 0,
where
0 < α = P(T(1)1 < T(1)3 ) < 1,
F1−3(x) =
x∫
0
1
α
F3(s) dF1(s), F3−1(x) =
x∫
0
1
1− αF1(s) dF3(s), x ≥ 0.
(6.0.5)
Assuming F1 = F3 =: F, F2 = F4 =: K, G1an = G2an =: G and F, K, G ∈ FOBN, we get
Fmep++an ∈ FOBN.
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p4
arbitrary net 1
s1mod,1q10 s
1
mod,2 q1n
arbitrary net 2
s2mod,1q20 s
2
mod,2 q2n
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
SupposeN i(2) is an arbitrary (mi, ni)-net with independent, identically distributed total times
Sian,1, S
i
an,2 ∼ Gian ∈ F, i = 1, 2. Expanding Nmep,(1) in the place p2 with N 1(2) and in the place
p6 with N 2(2), the total time of the resulting (2, 2)-net is given by:
Tmep+an+ : = min{T(1)1 , T(1)3 }
+ (S1an,1 + S
2
an,2 + T
(1)
2 + T
(2)
3 + T
(2)
4 ) · 1{T(1)1 <T(1)3 }
+ (S2an,1 + S
1
an,2 + T
(1)
4 + T
(2)
1 + T
(2)
2 ) · 1{T(1)1 >T(1)3 }.
Further we obtain the following distribution function of Tmep+an+:
Fmep+an+(x) =α(G1an ∗ G2an ∗ F2 ∗ F3 ∗ F4 ∗ F1−3)(x)
+ (1− α)(G2an ∗ G1an ∗ F4 ∗ F1 ∗ F2 ∗ F3−1), x ≥ 0,
where α, F1−3 and F3−1 are defined in (6.0.5).
Assuming F1 = F3 and F1, F2, F4, G2an, G1an ∈ FOBN, we obtain Fmep+an+ ∈ FOBN.
arbitrary net
smod,2qn smod,1 q0
p2
p6
t1p1 t2 p3
t3p5 t4 p7
LetN(2) be an (m, n) source-sink net and San,1, San,2, San,3 be independent, identical distributed
total times of N(2) with San,1 ∼ Gan ∈ F.
Expanding Nmep,(1) in the place p4 with N(2), the total time of the resulting net is given by
T+mep+an :=min{T(1)1 , T(1)3 }
+ (T(1)2 + San,1 + T
(2)
3 + T
(2)
4 + San,3) · 1{T(1)1 <T(1)3 }
+ (T(1)4 + San,2 + T
(2)
1 + T
(2)
2 + San,3) · 1{T(1)1 >T(1)3 }.
The following function is the distribution function of T+mep+an:
F+mep+an(x) =α(Gan ∗ Gan ∗ F3 ∗ F2 ∗ F4 ∗ F1−3)(x)
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+ (1− α)(Gan ∗ Gan ∗ F1 ∗ F2 ∗ F4 ∗ F3−1)(x), x ≥ 0,
where α, F1−3 and F3−1 are from (6.0.5).
Under assumptions F1 = F3 and F1, F2, F4, Gan ∈ FOBN we have F+mep+an ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (8, 1):
horizontal N(1) vertical Nseq,(2)
p0 tmod,1
arbitrary net
tmod,2 pn q1 s1 q2 s2 q3
Connection by expansion
arbitrary net
tmod,2 q1 s1 q2 s2 q3
Expansion of N(1) in the place pn with Nseq,(2).
The total time of the resulting (m, 1)-net:
Tan+seq := Tan + S1 + S2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Sseq
.
The distribution function of Tan+seq:
Fan+seq(x) = (Fan ∗ G1 ∗ G2)(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: if Fan, G1, G2 ∈ FOBN, then Fan+seq ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (8, 2):
horizontal N(1) vertical Nconc,(2)
p0 tmod,1
arbitrary net
tmod,2 pn q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
smod q6
Connection by expansion
arbitrary net
tmod,2 q1 s1
q2
q3
s2
s3
q4
q5
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Expansion of N(1) in the place pn with Nconc,(2).
The total time of the resulting (m, 2)-net:
Tan+conc := Tan + S1 +max(S2, S3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Sconc
.
The distribution function of Tan+conc:
Fan+conc(x) =
(
Fan ∗
(
G1 ∗ (G2G3)
))
(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: if Fan, G1, G2, G3 ∈ FOBN, then Fan+conc ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (8, 3):
horizontal N(1) vertical Nsync,(2)
p0 tmod,1
arbitrary net
tmod,2 pn q5s3
q3
q4
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0
Connection by expansion
arbitrary net
tmod,2 q0 smod
q1
q2
s1
s2
q3
q4
s3 q5
Expansion of N(1) in the place pn with Nsync,(2).
The total time of the resulting (m, 1)-net:
Tan+sync := Tan +max(S1, S2) + S3︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Ssync
.
The distribution function of Tan+sync:
Fan+sync(x) =
(
Fan ∗
(
(G1 · G2) ∗ G3
))
(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: if Fan, G1, G2, G3 ∈ FOBN, then Fan+sync ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (8, 4):
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horizontal N(1) vertical Ncon f ,(2)
p0 tmod,1
arbitrary net
tmod,2 pn q1
s1
s2
q2
q3
q1
s1
s2
q2
Connection by expansion
arbitrary net
tmod,2 q1
s1
s2
q2
q3
Expansion of N(1) in the place pn with Ncon f ,(2).
The total time of the resulting (m, 2)-net:
Tan+con f := Tan +min(S1, S2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Scon f
.
The distribution function of Tan+con f :
Fan+con f (x) =
(
Fan ∗
(
1− (1− G1)(1− G2)
))
(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: if Fan, G1, G2 ∈ FOBN, then Fan+con f ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (8, 5):
horizontal N(1) vertical Nmrg,(2)
p0 tmod,1
arbitrary net
tmod,2 pn q4s3q3
s1
s2q2
q1
smodq0
Connection by expansion
arbitrary net
tmod,2 q0 smod
q1
q2
s1
s2
q3 s3 q4
Expansion of N(1) in the place pn with Nmrg,(2).
The total time of the resulting (m, 1)-net:
Tan+mrg := Tan +max{S1, S2 + S(1)3,2} · 1{S1>S2} +max{S2, S1 + S(1)3,1} · 1{S1<S2} + S(2)3 .
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The distribution function of Tan+mrg:
Fan+mrg(x) = (Fan ∗ G3 ∗ H)(x), x ≥ 0,
where
H(x) =
x∫
0
(G2(x)− G2(s))G3(x− s) dG1(s) +
x∫
0
(G1(x)− G1(s))G3(x− s) dG2(s), x ≥ 0.
Result: ifP(S1 ≤ S2) = 1 orP(S1 ≥ S2) = 1 and Fan, G1, G2, G3 ∈ FOBN, then Fan+mrg ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (8, 6):
horizontal N(1) vertical Nmix,(2)
p0 tmod,1
arbitrary net
tmod,2 pn
q1
s1
s2
q2
s3
q3
q4
q5
smod,1q0
q1
s1
s2
q2
s3
q3
q4
smod,1q0 smod,2 q5
Connection by expansion
arbitrary net
tmod,2 q0 smod,1
q1
q2
s1
s2
s3
q3
q4
q5
Expansion of N(1) in the place pn with Nmix,(2).
The total time of the resulting (m, 3)-net:
Tan+mix := Tan + S21{S2<min(S1,S3)} +max(S1, S3)1{S2>min(S1,S3)}.
The distribution function of Tan+mix:
Fan+mix(x) = (Fan ∗ Gmix)(x), x ≥ 0, where
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Gmix(x) =
x∫
0
G1(s)G3(s) dG2(s) +
x∫
0
[G3(x)− G3(s)]G2(s) dG1(s)
+
x∫
0
[G1(x)− G1(s)]G2(s) dG3(s), x ≥ 0.
Result: if G1 = G2 = G3 =: G and Fan, G ∈ FOBN, then Fan+mix ∈ FOBN.
Table 6.2 (8, 7):
horizontal N(1) vertical Nmep,(2)
p0 tmod,1
arbitrary net
tmod,2 pn q4
q2
q6
s1q1 s2 q3
s3q5 s4 q7
smod,1q0 smod,2 q8
Connection by expansion
q4
q2
q6
s1q1 s2 q3
s3q5 s4 q7
smod,1q0tmod,2
arbitrary net
Expansion of N(1) in the place pn with Nmep,(2).
The total time of the resulting (m, 2)-net:
Tan+mep :=Tan +min{S(1)1 , S(1)3 }+ (S(1)2 + S(2)3 + S(2)4 ) · 1{S(1)1 <S(1)3 }
+ (S(1)4 + S
(2)
1 + S
(2)
2 ) · 1{S(1)1 >S(1)3 }.
The distribution function of Tan+mep:
Fan+mep(x) = (Fan ∗ G2 ∗ G4 ∗ G1,3)(x), x ≥ 0, where
G1,3(x) =
x∫
0
G3(x− s)G3(s) dG1(s) +
x∫
0
G1(x− s)G1(s) dG3(s), x ≥ 0.
Result: Under assumptions G1 = G3 and Fan, G1, G2, G4 ∈ FOBN we obtain Fan+mep ∈ FOBN.
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Table 6.2 (8, 8):
horizontal N(1) vertical N(2)
p0 tmod,1
arbitrary net
tmod,2 pn q0 smod,1
arbitrary net
smod,2 qn
Connection by expansion
p0 tmod,1
arbitrary net
tmod,2 q0 smod,1
arbitrary net
smod,2 qn
Expansion of N(1) in the place pn with N(2).
The total time of the resulting (1, 1)-net:
Tan+an := Tan + San.
The distribution function of Tan+an:
Fan+an(x) = (Fan ∗ Gan)(x), x ≥ 0.
Result: if Fan, Gan ∈ FOBN, then Fan+an ∈ FOBN.
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7 Conclusion
In this thesis we have introduced a new possibility to analyze acyclic stochastic Petri nets.
We have adapted the modeling formalism of random firing in order to obtain the total times
of acyclic SPNs. Further we have studied the distribution functions of the total times of cer-
tain acyclic SPNs that are called building blocks concerning their structures. These building
blocks model activities, which form properties of DEDS. We have investigated the qualitative
properties of the considered building blocks in the reliability sense, i.e. ageing properties that
are preserved under formation of a building block. Also we have defined connection mech-
anisms between building blocks. Using these connections we have determined a class of
acyclic SPNs, whose total time structures are qualitatively analyzable. Finally we have inves-
tigated the preservation of the ageing properties after connection from the building blocks
to the whole SPN. This approach makes possible to build large structures with qualitative
properties in the reliability sense.
In the further research the decomposition of (m, n)-nets in basic components can be stud-
ied. Therefore it makes sense to investigate the reachability graph structure of an (m, n)-net.
For the better understanding of the relation between the reachability graph and a (m, n)-net
the synthesis problem can be considered. The synthesis problem and some solutions can be
found in [PK97] and [Ber93]. An identification of sequences, conflicts, parallelisms, confu-
sions and mutual exclusions in a reachability graph could be helpful for decomposing an
(m, n)-net. We state the following claim but we have not yet a proof for it.
Claim 7.1 (Sequential decomposition)
Let N = (P, T, I, O, H,Λ, M0) be an (m, n)-net, N ′ = (P′, T′, I′, O′, H′,Λ′, M′0) and
N ′′ = (P′′, T′′, I′′, O′′, H′′,Λ′′, M′′0 ) be subnets of N with following properties
1. there exists Mcv ∈ RS(M0) such that Mcv is a cutvertex inRG(M0),
2. P = P′ ∪ P′′,
3. T = T′ ∪ T′′ and T′ ∩ T′′ = ∅,
4. ∀t ∈ T′ : t /∈ E(M), ∀M ∈ RS(Mcv) and
∀t ∈ T′′ : t /∈ E(M), ∀M ∈ RS(M0) \ RS(Mcv),
5. M(∅N ′) = {Mcv|P′} and M′′0 = Mcv|P′′ .
If TN ′ , TN ′′ are total times of N ′ and N ′′, respectively, then f aseq(TN ′ , TN ′′) = TN ′ + TN ′′ is a
total time of N .
The definition of cutvertex can be found in [Die05, Page 11] and a subnet can be found
in [BK02, Definition 5.17]. The definition of a subnet must be adapted to an SPN.
Considering again the synthesis problem, the building blocks studied in this thesis are
minimal region versions of their reachability graphs (interpreted as Elementary transition
System, see [Ber93]). In the further research the saturated net versions of these reachability
graphs can be investigated and new building blocks can be defined, which describe the same
activities. Some new connections of these new building blocks can be developed.
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Another idea is to generalize building blocks and to study their structure. In Figure 7.1
possible generalizations are depicted.
p0 t0
p1
p2
t1
t2
pn+1
pn+2
...
...
...
pn tn p2n
(a) Generalized concurrent pro-
cesses
p0t0
pn+1
pn+2
t1
t2p2
p1
...
...
...
pn tn p2n
(b) Generalized process synchro-
nization
p0
t1
t2
p1
p2
...
...
tn pn
(c) Generalized
conflict
p0t0pn+1
t1
t2p2
p1
...
...
pn tn
(d) Generalized merging
pl tl
t0
tl+1pl+1
pn+l
p0
pn+l+1
...
...
...
p1 t1 pn+1
...
...
...
pn tn p2n
(e) Generalized
confusion
p0
pn+1
pn+2
t1p1 s1 p2n+1
t2p2 s2 p2n+2
...
...
...
pn tn p2n sn p3n
(f) Generalized mutual exclusive pro-
cesses
Figure 7.1: Generalized Building blocks.
In Assumption 2.30 we have restricted the time modeling in SPN. In the further research
some of this restrictions can be changed. The preselection policy [ABC+95] for the resolution
of conflicts can be considered. In our model we have applied the continue memory policy of
transition timers on state changes. Some results are possible under application of the restart
memory policy (see [Bal01]). Modeling with resampling memory mechanism or with age
memory policy could also be interesting.
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Glossary
a.s. almost surely
cf. confer
DFR decreasing failure rate
DFRA decreasing failure rate on average
DTR decreasing termination rate
DTRA decreasing termination rate on average
e.g. exempli gratia - for example
HNBUE harmonically new better than used in expectation
HNWUE harmonically new worse than used in expectation
HOBNE harmonically ongoing better than new in expectation
HOWNE harmonically ongoing worse than new in expectation
i.e. id est - that is
i.i.d. independent and identically distributed
iff if and only if
IFR increasing failure rate
IFR∗t0 increasing failure rate after t0
IFRA increasing failure rate on average
ind. independent
ITR increasing termination rate
ITR∗t0 increasing failure rate after t0
ITRA increasing termination rate on average
NBU new better than used
NBU-t0 new better than used in t0
NBUE new better than used in expectation
NWU new worse than used
NWUE new worse than used in expectation
212 Glossary
OBN ongoing better than new
OBN-t0 ongoing better than new in t0
OBNE ongoing better than new in expectation
OWN ongoing worse than new
OWNE ongoing worse than new in expectation
PN Petri net
SPN stochastic Petri net
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List of Symbols
M[σ〉M′ The firing of the transition sequence σ.
(Ω,A,P) The probability space with a sample space Ω, a σ-algebra A and a probability
measure function P .
(F ∗ G)(x) Convolution of distribution functions F and G.
℘(A) The power set of a set A.
Dc(M′, M, t) The set of newly disabled transitions by canceling in the marking M′. The
marking M is changed to the marking M′ by firing of transition t.
D f (M′, M, t′) The set of newly disabled transitions by firing in the marking M′. The marking
M is changed to the marking M′ by firing of transition t′.
Enew(M′, M, t) The set of new enabled transitions in the marking M′. The marking M is
changed to the marking M′ by firing of transition t.
Eold(M′, M, t) The set of old enabled transitions in the marking M′. The marking M is
changed to the marking M′ by firing of transition t.
E◦(t, M) The enabling degree of a transition t in the the marking M.
E(M) The set of enabled transitions in the marking M.
L(M) The set of all possible transition sequences beginning in the marking M.
◦t The inhibition set of the transition t.
O(g(x)) Landau symbol.
o
(
g(x)
)
Landau symbol.
F The set of life distribution functions.
1A(x) The indicator function.
Mnew(t) The set of markings in which the transition t is new enabled.
Mold(t) The set of markings in which the transition t is old enabled.
M(∅) The set of absorbing markings.
M(t) The set of markings in which the transition t is enabled.
M• The set of post-markings of the marking M.
p• The output set of the place p.
t• The output set of the transition t.
214 List of Symbols
•M The set of pre-markings of the marking M.
•p The input set of the place p.
•t The input set of the transition t.
RG(M0) The reachability graph of a Petri net.
RG(M) The reachability graph according to marking M.
RS(M0) The reachability set of a PN.
RS(M) The set of reachable markings from the marking M.
M[t〉M′ The firing of the transition t. A new marking M′ is created.
T ∼ F F is the distribution function of a random variable T.
|A| The cardinality of a set A.
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(m, n)-net, 19
absorbing marking, 14
activities, 20
activity characterizing functions, 21
acyclic net, 13
ageing properties, 47
HNBUE/HNWUE, 48
IFR∗t0, 48
IFR/DFR, 47
IFRA/DFRA, 47
NBU-t0, 48
NBU/NWU, 47
NBUE/NWUE, 48
ageing properties of building blocks, 50
auxiliary
conflict, 88
confusion, 91
mutual exclusive processes, 95, 99, 103
building blocks, 25
Concurrent processes, 26
Conflict, 31
Confusion, 33
Merging, 39
Mutual exclusive processes, 36
Process synchronization, 29
Sequential process, 25
connection
by expansion, 86
Concurrent processes, 118
Conflict, 90
Confusion, 94
Mutual exclusive processes, 110
Process synchronization, 118
Sequential process, 118
by substitution with time, 81
by substitution without time, 77
cumulative failure rate, 48
enabled transition, 9
enabling degree, 9
epochs, 24
failure rate, 47
firing, 10
inhibition function, 7
inhibition set of a transition, 9
initial marking, 7
input incidence function, 7
input set of a place, 9
input set of a transition, 8
life distribution, 47
modeling assumptions, 18
output incidence function, 7
output set of a place, 9
output set of a transition, 9
Petri net, 7
place, 7
post-marking, 24
pre-marking, 24
random states, 23, 24
reachability graph, 12
reachability set, 11
sink net, 64
sink-modification
concurrent processes, 65
conflict, 67
confusion, 68
mutual exclusive processes, 71
source net, 64
source-modification
confusion, 68
merging, 72
mutual exclusive processes, 70
process synchronization, 66
source-sink modification
confusion, 69
mutual exclusive processes, 71
source-sink net, 64
source/sink place, 14
stochastic Petri net, 17
total time, 25
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transition, 7
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